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INTRODUCTION

In Part I of this report we attempted under the rubric, "Sources of
SiabilIty/instability in the Current International System," to Impart
both a 9eniera comprehension as well as a "feel" for the secular trends
and mrr iImmediate factors contributing in a major way to the current
state of contemporary international life and politics. The social, eco-
nonic and political situation of various areas of the world were scruti-
nzzed as to their current stability as related to the larger world context,
particularly as regards East-West relationships. Part II augmented this
approach and was designed to give the reader some insight into how the
Issues might be viewed from three currently important perspectives (as
wel; as to introduce a useful methodology).

We shall attempt in this portion of the report to bring these ana-
lytical concepts and methodological techniques to bear on problems directly
affecting the United States military establishment in the short and long
term, domestically .nd internationally, In terms of technological change
as well as the psychological context within which military planning and
decision-making will take place. Thu=., this study has taken a somewhat
different tack than the original charter envisioned. *The main purpose
of this undertaking wis to provide a "bridge" between our considerations
and existing military studies. It was found, however, that a host of new
Issues arose, many of which Hudson believes are going to confront the
military planner with serious and, so far, largely unperceived problems--
at least as far as their military implications are concerned. Thus, the
new title, "Military Perspectives, Implications and Roles," rather than
the old--"Major Alternative Roles of Military Forces"--more accurately
describes the scope and thrust of the final half of our presentation.

Many of the new issues which may plague U.S. military planrers and
decision-makers in the 1975-0q85 period imply new ane very controversial
dimensions for DoD consideration. These new dimensions include problems
of domesttc turmoil, dissent, protest, and even an active legal and ille-
gal resistance to certain U.S. military policies. To what extent the
present situation represents a long-term trend is also controversial.
Howevar, these new factors have proved very important in the Vietnamese
war--lnvolving controversies which rdnge all the way from those over
civilian (Executive Office and OSD) "interference" in military operations,
imposing complex constraints, to the multifold problems of largely nega-
tive domestic and international attittdes towards the war.

Whether these new attitudes ana issues wi!; persist, Increase, or

diminish remains to be sen; but there surely seems reason to believe
that they will be sufficiently important to justify DoD consideration
of how bast to deal with them. A question can quite understandably be
raised abuut the extent to which It is proper for agencies and contia'l-
tors of the DoD even to study those Issues. We have indicated in Part I
our belief that It would be inappropriate for the Department of Defense
to study what might be called "the manipulation of the American public"
in the sense of trying to ciange any of its basic attitudes, much less to
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attempt any program of ideological change or ideological reversal. Yet
It seems clear that it is not only appropriate but absolutely essential
that the Department of Defense understand the new domestic and interna-
tional milieux in which It will be operating, so that It will not adopt
self-defeating prograni's, policies and tactics; and, even more important,
so that It will not further exacerbate some of the tendencies or reactions
which afflict It today.

The range of problems covered in this section iz extensive. While
the chapters dealing with change of attitudes in various domestic milieux
and their possible ramifications for the military planner are new and,
therefore, Interesting as well as deserving urgent considerations, older
problems and questions of equal magnitude continue to confront the mili-
tary planner and are included.

The focus of Part III will, of course, center on the 1975-1985
decade. But as noted earlier In this report and discussed exhaustively
in Hudson's The Year.2000, this period represents a transitional period
to the "era of 2000" which we have defined as the thirty-year period
from 1985 to 2015. For this reason we have included for r'illtary plan-
ners an adaptation of some pertinent findings of The Year 200C so as to
encourage and lend Impetus to contingency projections of varying lengths.
The first three chapters deal with some of the factors expected to give
concrete form to various aspects of the 1975-1985 decade. Thus, Chapter I
is devoted to economic factors and trends affecting the possibilities an
capabilities of nations to pursue certain policies, particularly as re-
gards the acquisition of relatively modern weapon systems. Chapter II
surveys, briefly and using only unclassified sources, military/techno-
loqlcaI possibilities for the '70's and '80's, while Chapter III, by
focosing on the "world of 2000," considers world military capabilities
in a post-industrial context. Of particular interest here is the sce-
nario assuming the breakdown of non-prolIferation schemes and the ex-
pected emergence of the sixth, seventh and/or more nuclear nations. Also
of note. is the thematic exposition (cf. foldout chart, "Two Past and One
Future 33-Year Periods") of the past, current and expected history of the
Twentieth Century.

Chapters IV and V attempt to traverse terrain usually avoided in
similar studles: the possible impact current social trends could iave
on the U.S. domestic scene and the Influence, if any, such an evolution
could exert on the United States military establishment. Chapter ýV
places these trends in a broad perspective by connecting them with the
"meltifold trend" developed in Hudson's The Year 2000 and the possible
significance of some o' these trends fo, existing social and political
institutions in America and other modern nations. "A Possible New Do-
mestic Milieu for the Military Planner,', the title of Chapter V, accu-
rately describes its content and purview. Here herman Kahn presents
both an overview of some cross-currents in American society and c 1-
tributes to a debate on his tentative findings. His views are ih irt
amplified, in part contested by two Hudson staff members.
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CHAPTER I., ECONOMIC POSSIBILITIES FOR 1975-1985

A. Introducl.Ini

It seýerns reasonable to start our discussion ur 1975-85 with a dis-
cussion of the economic prospects. We reeaize of course that there is a
certain tence,,cy to lay too much stress on such things as the Gross Na-
tional Product, and not enough on its composition. Even more misleading
can be an insufficient emphasis on the other less quantifiable variables
of a society. However, as we indicate in Chapter III of The Year 2000,
such things as the Gross National Product really are of enormous inter-
est; they do set a context of both constraints ana possibilities. Ir.
the long run and to a startling degree in the medium and even n the
short run, the various components of GNP are remarkably fung'ble In prac-
tice. And while non-erciomic variables more often than not dominate par-
ticular crises, the economic variablei often set the basic structure and
framework. We refer the interested reader to Chapter III of The Year 2000
for a discussion of these issues (in addition to the discussion at the end
of this chapter). For our purposes here, we will assume that the Gross
National Product (GNP) is by Itself the most reliable siogle indicator of
potential power, influence and general performance. and that such varia-
bles as GNP per capita and population are also intere;ting, though of
lesser importance than the Gross National Product. (As descr~bad in The
Year 2000, GNP expresses the product of population and output per capita
and thus measures in some sense tht available manpower and the available
economic power per man.) We thus adopt the attitude that a hijh level of
population does not necessarily establish a nation as a major world power
though high-level GNP does, at least to some extent. In actua; practice,
of course, the combination of these two variables with other variables
such as morale, esprit, military capability, internal discipline, prestige,
authority, skill, etc., must all be taken account oF in trying to judge
prestige, power and influence in peace and war, in normal as well as In
crisis periods. In a later section we discuss in some detail tY rela-
tiDiship between economic and military power.

B. Economic and Demographic Proiections fcr 1980&

Because of the difficulty associated with long-range forecasts, we
have selected alternative expected growth rates which we apply to 1967
GNP and population figures. Thus, for 1980 we have a range of alterna-
tive GNP's and population estimates, both maximum and minimum levels. In
some cases, however, a widely observed historical variance In growth rates
will yield a wide forecasted interval for GNP and/or population. The
United States, where the historical GNP/population growth rate variance

"VThe figures and charts presented in this and the following section
represent later information than that in the book on The Year 2000; 1967
rather than 1965 is considered to be the present.
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CHART I

GNP, POPULATION, AND GNP PER CAPITA OF

10 MAJOR COUNTFIES, 1967 A14D 1980
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has been small, with a GNP of 804 billion (1967) could be expected to be
in the range of $1.2-1.4--say 1.3 trillion by 1980. The total U.S. popu-
lation, about 200 million in 1967, can be expected to be at the level of
228-J.'3--say 235 million by 1980. (See Chart 1.)

The other superpower, the Soviet Union, with a GNP of 361 billion
dollars in 1967, can be expected to grow tc a figure in the range of
$4W7-870--say $570 billion--by 1980, with a population growing from 236
million in 1967 to between 264-267--say 265 million--in 1980. Thus,
the two superpowers are not significantly different from each other in
terms of their total expected population (10-20 per cent differential).
On the other hand, In terms of economic output by 1980, the difference
remains substantial, in favor of the United States. Of course, the ex-
tent of the differential between the U.S. Pnd Soviet GNP's is dependent
upon the growth rates one considers "representative." It cannot be said
with great confidence that the Soviet Union will not regain the high
growth rates it enjoyed in the 1950's, though under our assumptions it
will not.

The two defeated powers in World War I1, Germany and Japan, the star
economic p-rformers of the 1950's and 1960's, begin to divergewith Japan
growini mo - rapidly in terms of GNP with a relativel1 stabie population
while ,est ,ernany grows more slowly with a relatively stable population.
Japan and Germany in 1967 had GNP's of 142 and 135 billion dollars respec-
tively. These figures can be expected to grow to a level of between $268-
436 billion and $199-271 billion GNP respectively--say $350 and $235 bil-
lion respectively--without a significant increase in their populations.

What cf the remaining nations of the North Atlantic Area? Of the
four large nations (France, U.K., Italy and Canada), the rates of economic
growth of France, the U.K., and Italy on the whole have not been impres-
s~ve in the postwar period. Canada, benefiting frum her satellite status
vis-a-vls the U.S. economy, has grown somewhat more rapidly. We expect
France, despite its current problems, to grow somewhat more rapidly than
the U.K. or Italy. Its per ;apita growth rate will then be even higher
since the rate of growth of population will presumably be quite low. The
U.K. should grow more slowly; thus even with a low growth rate of popiJla-
tion the U.K. may suffer a relative worsening of economic well-being when
compared to France by 1980. Italy should grow somewhat more rapidly than
the U.K. and enjoy a significant increase in her economic well-being he-
cause the fairly high rate of economic growth should not be accompanied
by a corresponding increase ii population.

Canada, beginning to reap the fruits of industrial diversification,
would be expected to grow . good deal more rapidly than the other Atlan-
tic powers, Therefore, we may expect Canada to enjoy an increase in
relative economic well-being not unlike the United States.

What then of the two giants of Asia, mainland China and India? Though
we ijst be even more cautious in making definitive statements about the
economic potential and well-being of China, one certainly can say with
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CHART 2

GNP, POPULATION, AND GNP PER CAPITA OF
10 MAJOR COUNTRIES, 1967 AND 2000
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some degree of confidence that China is a desperately poor country. In
1967, with an estimated equivalent GNP of only 87 billion dollars, it
was required to support a population of between 700 and 800 million
people. India, in similar desperate circumstances, is required to sup-
port a population of over 500 million with a GNP of only 52 billion dol-
lars. We do not foresee any dramatic improvement in these circumstances
by 1980. China and India should remain desperately poor countries in
terms of per capita GNP. We will discuss tIe implications of these cir-
cumstances for military power in a later seztion of this chapter. By
'980, we expect the Chinese GNP to fall w;thin the range of 128 and 200
billion dollars--say 170 billion dollars--but with that, China must sup-
port a population of between 836 and 1,100--say 970--rillIion people.
India is expected to emerge somewhat more favorably in terms of economic
well-being by the 1980's relative to China. A slightly tlower rate of
population growth will be a major factor contributing to this improve-
ment (a range of 666-700 mll 1 ion people supported by a GNP of between 67
and 110 billion dollars).

C. Economic and Demographic Aspects--2000

Although the primary focus of this paper is on the 1975-85 period,
it is important to examine some of the trends which we expect will be
dominant in the year 2000. It is important to examine these trends be-
cause expectations which are formed in any given period about some future
time period have a profound impact upon current behavior. For example,
our behavior in terms of weapons systems procured is conditioned by ex-
pectat 3ns of the political environment which we believe will exist, say,
during the 1975-85 time period. Similarly, if one is considering the
1975-85 period, one must consider the year 2000 environment, because ex-
pectations formed for the year 2000 will begin to affect behavior In the
1975-85 period.

In general, one can expect a world-wide increase In economic -eall-
being by the year 2000. (See Chart 2.) The two outstanding economic
performers by the year 2000 should be the United States and Japan. The
major indicator of economic well-being, GNP, should grow to a level of
between three and five times its 1967 figure while the level of popula-
tion probably grows less than fifty per cent in these two countries. The
Soviet Union may do equally well In relative terms (that is, It may grow
at a similar rate) if it can regain the high growth rate which It experi-
enced in the 1950's. On the other hand, It may only see a doubling in
its GNP from its 1967 level (which would approximate its long-term growth
rate) coupled with only a modest increase in its population. Its expected
population would be in the range of 298-352 million, while the U.S. popu-
lation would be in the range of 283-336 million. Thus the populations of
the two na ions would not be significantly different. The range of poten-
tial GNP's may, however, be substantially different (on a range of $2.3
to $3.5 trillion for the U.S., and $694 billion to 3.3 trillion for the
U.S.S.R.).
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The remaining larger nations, specifically Germany, France, the U.K.,
Mainland China, Italy and Canada, may be expected to approximately triple
their 1967 GNP's, and if one can accept the higher growth rate expecta-
tions, they may do considerably better by the year 2000. Whereas the
European nations will experience a relative increase in real income be-
cause of the slow growth rates of their population, China and India will
experience a reiatively slow rate of increase in real income because of
their more rapid rate of population growth.

D. The International Monetary and Trade Environments--1975-85

1. The Monetary Framework

The 1960's witnessed the emergence of the breakdown of the Bretton
Woods monetary system, the framework within which there had been a dra-
matic increase in the volume of world trade since the disastrous protec-
tionism in the 1930s. It appears unlikely that the 1975-85 period will
see the same kind of monetary framework which has existed for the past
twenty-five years still in operation. The most cursory examination of
recent international monetary experience makes clear why this is so. From
1944 (when the current international monetary system was established)
through the mid-1960's, the Western world's international monetary system
was dependent upon continued deficits in the U.S. balance of payments to
supply the means (1.3., dollars) of financing the major part of the volume
of international trade.* That is, U.S. balance of payments deficits were
financed through the willingness of foreigners to accept dollars in lieu
of some other international monetary asset (e.g., gold) as the means of
settling International claims. This pool of dollars enabled other nations
to finance their International trade and payments, thereby encouraging in-
ternational trade. Between 1958 and 1968, the U.S. monetary gold stock
fell from almost $23 billion to less than $12 billion. This trend clearly
Indicates that foreigners are reluctant to continue to accept these dollar
liabilities as a means of settlement (beyond the amount needed for working
balances), and prefer some other asset, usually gold or some ultra-hard
currency such as marks.

The official U.S. promise to redeem U.S. dollar liabilities at the
rate of $35 per ounce rf gold is becoming increasingl.y difficult to main-
tain when dollar liabilities exceed $30 billion, and the U.S. gold stock
Is approaching the $10 billion level. Moreover, the U.S. has, with the
exception of 1957 (when the Suez crisis had helped the U.S. balance-of-
payments position abnormally), maintained substantial and continuous defi-
cits in its International balance of payments. This situation is presum-
ably not sustainable. The relevant questions for the 1975-85 era are what

*Technically this is known as "international liquidity" which In ad-
dition to dollars and gold Is various forms of International credit which
enables nations to finance cyclical (as opposed to secular) jeficits in
their batance of payments. U.S. dollars have become the drcinant compo-
nent of total international liquidity.
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kind of monetary framework we can expect, and what Impact it will have on

the volume and distribution of U.S. (and world-wide) international trade.

While it appears most unlikely that the system of fixed exchange
rates can endure through the end of the century, as stipulated in the
Bretton Woods Agreement, it seems likely that some variant of the fixed
exchange-rate system will persist into the 1975-85 period. Steps have
already been taken in the direction of maintaining the principle of fixed
exchange rates, while relieving that system of its major burden; the un-
sustainable character of the system's dependence upon continuous U.S. bal-
ance-of-payments deficits as the primary source of international liquidity.
The steps that have already been taken include an agreement among the mem-
bers of the IMF (International Monetary Fund) to create a new international

monetary asset (in addition to gold, dollars, and existing international
credit arrangements), "Special Drawing Rights" (SDR). This new asset will
enable nations to finance their international balance-of-payments deficits
without having to rely upon a continuing supply of dollars to facilitate
such settlement.

Thus, of the range of several alternative schemes for the reform of
the international monetary system- which could evolve, we are likely to
have a continuance, in modified form, of fixed exchange rates. This, of
course, will not solve the problem of the weakness of the international
monetary system, and can be considered no more than a temporary measure.
Because of the generous credit facilities made available through the SDR's,
"temporarily" will be longer than most of the other proposed "temporary
solutions" to the problem of International monetary reform. What is

likely to be a by-product of such temporary reform is, however, more sub-
stantial in'lat'on than would obtain under some other international mone-
tary regime which required deficit nations to depress their domestic
economy to restore equilibrium In their balance of payments. Sometime
during the 1975-85 period, one could expect that there will be some pres-
sure for some additional and more thoroughgoing reform of the International
monetary system. This could be in the direction of flexible exchange rates,
If the International economic system remains prosperous, or alternatively,
some form of rigid and direct controls over the operation of the interna-
tional economic and monetary system such as p-evailed following the gold
crisis in 1931, to the detriment of world economic welfare.

2. International Trade--1975-85

Historically the growth of international trade has been the econo-
mist's primary source of optimism for international peace and prosperity,

The unrestricted flow of goods and services among all countries of the

world would maximize world-wide economic welfare by producing the greatest

*E.g., a system of flexible exchange rates, or a "band of permissible

exchange-rate deviation" from par, or fixed exchange rates.
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volume of goods and services for the least cost. This optimism reached
its zenith during the latter half of the nineteenth century when inter-
national trade was growing at a rate which exceeded the rate of growth
of total output. Three thirty-year periods shown below have been se-
lected to show the growth of world trade:

1850-1880 - + 270%
1880-1913 = + 170%
1928-1958 = + 57%

Since 1928, international trade has lagged behind the growth of out-
put (although there is evidence to suggest that in the long run interna-
tional trade has a tendency to keep pace with the growth of output).
Nevertheless, trade is at a far higher level now than would have been
thought possible in the 1930's when protectionism was widely practiced
in most of the major nations of the world. The important factor about
International trade for political purposes is how 1975-85 trade patterns
might be an independent source of either stability or political unrest.
The single most important issue is probably the share of total world
trade enjoyed by the underdeveloped areas of the world, though the likely
Increased share of the market and general competitiveness of Japan may be
of some importance.

In the twentieth century, underdeveloped areas* have retained a share
of about 25% of the world's total exports. This has not been as beneficial
to the interests of the underdeveloped countries as it may appear because
of the concentration of exports in relatively few goods, frequently pri-
mary products. Moreover, a substantial share of the total exports of
underdeveloped nations is concentrated in oil and a few other commodi-
ties whose availability is limited to a few countries.

At this point is is useful to examine some trends which many econo-
mists (but not all) believe will serve to enhance the economic strength
of advanced nations like the U.S. while worsening the relative economic
position of the underdeveloped nations.

First, the change in the industrial structure of the major nations
of the world to service Industries or heavy Industries which require
little or no Imported raw material. At the present time, for example,
over 50% of the U.S. GNP is produced by the "service" sector rather than
those which produce goods. Underdeveloped nations do not stand to gain
any early benefit from this trend since services are usually oriented In
favor of Industrial countries. Because less than 10% of total world tvade
is carried out between underdeveloped countries, there may be a secular
decline in the percentage of exports by underdeveloped countries to the
developed areas of the world as the demand for raw material falls.

"*Underdeveloped areas are here defined as Latin America, Asia, (ex-
cluding Japan), and Africa.
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Second, numerous sttjdies have shown a low degree of responsiveness
of consumers in developed countries for the products of underdeveloped
nations with respect to Incoma." This is important besause the rela-
tively rapid growth of income expected by the 1975-85 period for the
developed nations relative to the underdeveloped nations suggests that
imports by developed countries from underdeveloped nations will rise
more slowly than GNP.

Finally, the use of raw-material substitutes by the developed na-
tions is proceeding apace. The price rigidity of primary product export
prices (due to the high fixed-cost component in their production) will
tend to give the advantage to import-competing substitutes which can
benefit from scale and transportation economies which may be unavailable
for most of the products exported by underdeveloped nations.

The result of these trends is that international trade among the de-
veloped nations should grow at a rate approximately equal to the rate of
growth of output with an increasing proportion of exports concentrated in
the services account, and consequently less export concentration in manu-
factured goods. This should tend to diminish the Importance of trade with
the underdeveloped nations to the point where their domestic economies may
suffer if their export concentration is high in commodities vulnerable to
these trends. Any of these Implications can become more severe for under-
developed nations if developed nations take restrictive monetary measures
under the existing monetary regime.

E. The Relationship Between Economic and Military Power, 1975-85

The subject of economic and military power and their relationship is
one that has fascinated not only economists, but military strategists as
well, for many years. Perhaps the most widely read modern treatment of
this subject is Klaus Knorr's book, The War Potential of Niations. Writ-
ten In 1956, It examined the components of the economic structure of na-
tions In terms of their ability to wage war. Most of this was, of :ourse,
based upon observation of the experience of the major Industrial natlons
in World War II. During this war, most of the major nations Involved were
required to allocate substantial portions of their resources to the war
effort.

Any discussion of the relationship between economic and military
power must take into account two distinct components. The first Is the
level of the economic potential of a nation. It is primarily to the
level of economic potential that Knorr addressed himself. The level of
economic potential in part determines the war potential of nations. A
good exampkc of the relationship between economic capacity and war poten-
tial is mnainland China. Mainland China has a small GNP, perhaps 10 per

*That is, the income elasticity of consumer demand is low (less than
unitary).
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cent or less of U.S. GNP, a small percentage of the GNP of most of the
major industrial nations of the world. Nevertheless, China has a for-
midable military establishment. Not only do they have a nascent nuclear
force, but also a large (though ill-equipped) standing army.

Despite the low level of GNP, China's military capabilities are for-
midable, particularly when compared with nations of similar economic po-
tential, such as India or Indonesia. The reason for this formidable
military capability is embodied in the second component of our analysis
of the relationship between military and economic power, the distribution
of this economic potential. Chinese political authorities have demon-
strated a willingness to make the resource allocation within ths Chinese
economy that is consistent with a high level of military expenditure.
Moreover, they have allocated a substantial portion of the nation's
skilled manpower to the armed forces and the major segment of their
scientific manpower to their nuclear program. The point made here is
that in the nuclear age, it is not the level of economic activity which
is determinative of a nation's ability to wage war, but rather it is the
willingness and ability to make the distribution of economic resources in
a manner which favors the development of milltary forces.

This situation can be illustrated with a more general example, that
of missile delivery systems. As of the present time there would seem to
be about five nations which have the ability to build and deploy missile
delivery systems and the associated subsystems. it should be noted that
the nations suggested here (Figure 1) are heterogeneous politically and
economically, with respect to both GNP and population levels. Neverthe-
less, there will perhaps be three times as many nations which would have
the ability to build and deploy complete missile systems by 1980. More-
over, it seems feasible that a coalition of some of the nations which can
only produce subsystems might be able to produce an operational missile
system--and of course there are likely to be increasing opportunities to
buy or otherwise obtain components from the world market generally and
from any of these nations specifically.

From this discussion, it should be apparene that when one compares
the cost of producing a modest strategic nuclear capability with the level
of GNP of many of the nations of the world, it is clear that the distribu-
tion of economic resources within a country may be of greater fmportance
for military purposes by 1980 than the level of a nation's economic poten-
tial. For military purposes, it is useful to have an Idea of the kind of
burden the military-oriented distribution is. This problem Is discussed
briefly below. It should be understood, however, that nations such as
West Germany and Canada will be important--even if they don't procure
strategic weapons systems, becaise they have or will have the economic
and technological potential to do so if they choose.

Because GNP remains the best single measure of economic power, ex-
pressing military expenditures as a percentage of GNP is probably the
best measure of the per capita burden of the real quantum of goods and
services provided for military purposes. However, because of the com-
plexity and heterogeneity of military forces, such comparisons do not
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FIGURE I'

POTENTIAL SUMPLIERS OF MISSILE SYSTEMS
AND SlUSYSIEMS

To 1970 United States United States Itey
USSR USSR Canada
France France East Germany
United Kingdom United Kingdom Australia
China China Sweden

United Arab Republic Switzerland
West Germany Israel
Japan

1970-75 Ab*we Plus Above Pirs
United Arab Republic The Netherlands
Japan Belgium
Israel Czechoslovakia

India

1975-80 Above Plue Absee Plus
West Germany South Africa
Italy Poland
Canada Norway
EaJt G•,rmany Yugoslavia
Australia Pakistan
Sw eder, Indonesia
Switzerland Argentina
The Netherlands Brazil

Chile

necessarily measure the comparative worth of the forces, even ignoring

such imponderables as skilled training, leadership, and the like, but
offer only physical comparison. Lat us, for example, consider the com-
parison of t~t United States and the Soviet Union. It would be possible
to price all sortm of procurements in terms of dollars. If we do this we
are likely to fin4 that the Soviet establishment Is a relatively large per
cent of the U.S. If we reverse the procedure and price the U.S. establish-
ment in rubles, we will find that the U.S. establishment looks large com-
pared to the Soviet. TVw reason for this is that each country tends to buy
the things which It does most efficIently. Thus the Soviets will often buy
more manpower while the U.S. will buy more industrial goods. And if we
price each systev, oo the other's currency we get a misleadingly large es-
timate. Nevertheless, this misleading kind or calculation is often useful
to do. And for th.s reason the concept of "purchasing power equivalent"

*Source: Military Review, February, 1969.
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(PPE)* has been proposed by Benoit. Thk enables us to obtain a figure
on military goods, which is somewhat mi.leoding as a per capita burden
but somewhat better than most figures in giving Americans an idea of
what the other country is spending. (However, it should be realized
that it almost invariably overestimates the per capita burden of the
foreign power. )

Figure 2 reveals that two of the richest countries of the world,
Germany and Japan, bear a light burden of d-fense when compared with the
U.S. (the U.S. bears the greatest per capit4 burden, whether measured by

FIGURE 2

Tua WORD's Mo-ETAi A~ND REAL Cosi or NAnoNAL Dr•PNsz, 1966

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

Armed MoeayMone.
Real Real Forces Monetary

Cost Armed Cost as
Cost per Forces Thou. units of Cota

PPES TUU nationalCapita sand of cent of
PPES Popula- currency) GNE

(millions) 000 tmn (millions) %
Su perpou ,s
United States 63,283 322 3,094 15.7 63,283 9.1U.S.S R .....- 44,500 191 3,165 ] 13.6

Total .... 107,7F3 231 6,259 14.5 xx xx

Oihcr Me.' Powa
Main anm China -. 6,000 9 2,486 3.5 - -
United Kii;dom 5,761 105 4.38 8 0 2,202 6.1
France ........ 4,639 94 523 10.6 26,246 5.3 t
Germany, Federal

Rcptblic.. .. 4,564 79 440 7.7 19,G86 4.1

Total 20,964 24 3_67 4.5 xx xx

'ecmJary Pmlers
h.ily .... 1,815 35 376 7.2 1,327 3.5
Canada- 1,70( 86 107 5.4 1,734 3.0
India .... 1,2R3 3 879 1.8 10,360 3.7
Japan 1,276 13 246 2.5 307,040 1.0

*.The PPE is calculated by (1) estimating the amount spent for defense
goods and services in terms of the local currency; (2) calculating the pur-
chasing power of the dollar relative to the foreign currency in buying
similar types of Items In 'he U.S. and in the country being compared;
(3) then applying these r .ios to the actual foreign expenditure total to
obtain a dollar value oquivalent for the country Involved. See Emile benoit,
"The Monetary and Real Costs of National Defense," American Economic Review
Maly 1968, pp. 398-416.

-',•Source: American Econcmic Review, May 1968.
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rae| or nominal costs, population participation, etc.). On the other
hý,nd, mainland China and India have very low per capita PPE expenditures.
lhls indicates that these nations have spent a good deal of their mili-
tary bqdget on a relatively small quantity of goods (e.g. China's nuclear
cap~ab1ito since their armed forces are obviously quite larg9,

For the 1975-85 period it seems clear that the growth In GNP will
facilitate the acquisition of strategic military forces because the cost
of these systems relative to the size of the resource allocation required
from the domestic economy is small. It should be noted that not all na-
tiont can alter the Internal resource allocation structure either easily
or quickly to accommodate the political desire to develop military forces
of a given size. Moreover, the real burden of ml~itary forces on the do-
mestic economy may make such allocations undesirable in the absence of
true felt need for such forces. From the point of view of nations within
the covmrnist bloc, their relative burden is less than that of most of the
major Western powers, suggesting that it may be less difficult for commu-
nist nations to Increase their resource allocation for military purposes
than for many Western nations.

F. Miscellaenous Issues for 1975-85

One of the most persistent prognostications of forecasters in the
1950's and '60's was that of widespread food shortages and famines in
many areas of the world in the 1970's and '80's. These forecasts, made
In the true Malthuslan tradition, compared population growth rates with
food production growth rates. The stagnant character of the latter and
the rapid growth of the former led Inevitably to the conclusion that there
would be widespread famine during the 1970's or '80's. The disparity be-
tween population growth and food production was viewed by many as the cen-
tral problem of the period since such conflict could be the source or
catalyst for regional or international conflict.'

There appears to be, however, a very good chance that these gloomy
forecasts may not emerge after all. The basic reason is the technologi-
cal revolution which has taken place In agriculture during the past two
decades. While most of the technological innovations have been applied
in nations whose agricultural capability is already adequaLe for their
present and future needs, there have been developments relevant to agrar-
ian economies. Specifically, new strains of wheat and rice have been de-
veloped which make it possible to Increase per acre yields at a rate which
far exceeds the rate of growth of population.

Interesting economic issues--which may well raise special proqlems
for the military--arise with respect to the commercial exploitatior of
the seabed as well as outer space. Presumably some of these issue will
have to be resolved during the 1975-85 period. While commerciall remu-
nerative exploitation of the seabed, particularly beyond the continental
shelf,will probably not be a dominant sector of the economy of aA major

.:,E.g., see R.S. McNamara, Essence of Securlty: Reflections iin Office.
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industrial nation, It can be expected that such exploitation may be mean-
ingful--particularly in the extractive industries. Perhaos its most sig-
nificant economic implication is the alteration in the U.S. industrial
structure it portends. For over a century, up to the present decade, the
focus of economic enterprise has been in the manufacturing sector (although
service-type industries have become more important in the 191O's). The
successful commercial exploitation of the sea would tend to make the in-
dustries concerned with the logistical prnblems of seabed exploitation
relatively important since environmental problems associated with sucn
exploitation may be overpowering.

While it is difficult to foresee the economically significant ex-
ploitation of outer space during the 1975-85 period, the expectations
implanted by the military exploitation (discussed in Chapter II of this
Part) of outer space will inevitably color economic behavior. The eX-
ploitation of outer space may create a crisis analogous to the conflict
whIch took place after World War i with respect to control of the radio
frequency spectrum. Prior to World War I, the RF spectrum was haphazardly
exploited by commercial as well as government interests. Following World
War I (governments had taken control of the RF spectrum during the war),
governments were reluctant to permit private exploitation. In outer space,
with a long legacy of government domination of research and deveiopment
and exploitation, there may be considerable reluctance to permit commer-
cial exploitation.

It may well be that changes in the technology associated with the
commercial exploitation of space may make a government monopoly imprac-
tical. Thus the Issue of who will derive the benefits from the exploita-
tion of space (i.e., governments or individuals) will be resolved during
the 1975-85 period--well in advance of its widespread feasibility.
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CHAPTER II. MILITARY/TECHNOLOGICAL POSSIBILITIES
FOR THE 1970'S AND 1980'S

A. Introduction

Our aim in this chapter is to sketch a range of technological pos-
sibilities that may be of importance to military planners contemplatir"
the 1975-85 period. We are main!, concerned with weapons possibilitie.
but we also note some areas of noi,-weapons technology of likely miiitary
significance. Although we comment in Section C below on the spread of
advanced military technology to new countries--we wish to some extent to
"flag" this as a problem for military planners thinking about the 1975-85
period--our main discussion of the over-all problem of nuclear prolifer-
ation is deferred to later chapters and the next Part of this report.

We do not attempt in this report any exhaustive or detailed discus-
sion of future military technology. One reason for this is that tech-
nology tends to receive relatively adequate attention from military plan-
ners. U.S. defense research and development is carried out on a large
scale (now about $8 billion annually, or WG% of the defense budget), and
Is highly institutionalized. And while many aspects oc the process by
which R&D leads eventually to militarily useful systems can probably be
Improved, it can also be considered (a) relatively well understood, and
(b) with many caveats, relatively effective. We say "relatively" because
we believe that other types of issues--social, political, cultural, eco-
"nomic, etc.--need more careful and systematic study by military planners;
and a principal aim of this report is to provide concepts and tools to
help planners deal more effectively with these other types of issues.

The chapter may be regarded as a survey of material that can be
gleaned from unclassified technical publications and the press. This
precludes discussion of many details, and some technological areas.
Military planners who have access to classified information can in many
cases add much to what is said here, but this chapter should stil. serve
as a usefl orientation and general discussion of technological possi-
bil ities.

In contrast to our discussion of various aspects of the 1975-85
per'od in other parts of this report, we make in this chapter a general
separation between the military/technological possibilities of the 1970's
on the one hand, and those of the 1980's on the other. This separation
is logical: we can foresee the weapons possibilities of the mid-1970's
much more clearly than those of the mid-1980's. One reason for this is
because it is unlikely--though not impossible--that qualitatively new
weapons development based on the discovery of new knowledge will play a

*Ct., D.G. Brennan, ed., Future Military Technology (U), HI-800-RR
(Hudson Institute, Croton-on-Hudson, N.Y., February I, 1967), SECRET-
Restricted Data.
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significant military role in the middle or late 1970's. The same state-
ment cannot be made for the 1980's; for this period we are obliged to
think more in terms of relatively "far out" ideas, such as some of the
weapons possibilities for the year 2000 listed in Chapter III. We can thus
claim to discuss weapons possibilities for the mid-seventies with rea-
sonabla assurance, but we cannot do the same for the period of the mid-
eighties.

In Section B, following, we discuss military/technological possi-
bilities for the U.S. and the U.S.S.R.--the two "superpowers"--in the
1970's. This discussion is not particularly difficult: As iloted just
above we do not expect many technological "surprises" (although of course
the likelihood of surprises increases in the later seventies); and, also
we are accustomed to think in terms of the military technologi.al compe-
tition as going on chiefly between the U.S. and U.S.S.R.

Sketching some possibilities for U.S. and Soviet technology in the
seventies helps to provide one "benchmark" for Section C, in which we
discuss the proliferation of military technology to more countries: For
at least the next decade or two we may expect the U.S. and the U.S.S.R.
to lead the way in military technology. But, increasingly, planners will
have to face the fact that other countries may follow the technological
lead of the Americans and the Soviets by only a few years--and in some
cases surpass American and Soviet achievement--at least in some areas.

Finally, in Section D we discuss some military/technological possi-
bilities whLn we consider plausible guesses for the 1980's, or at least
for the early to mid-eighties. Although we use the word "guesses" ad-
visedly, we believe we can at least see some of these possibilities and
the time of their possible military significance somewhat more clearly
than many of thi items for the year 2000.

A chart page, entitled "The Pace of Military Technology in the Past"
follows this pagc, The charts on the page Illustrate that we have expe-
rienced a revolution in military technology every five years since World
War II comparable in magnitude to the deve.Wprents taking place, say,
between tle Civil War and the First and Second World Wars. Doctrinal
adjustments have typically lagged one or two revolutions behind the tech-
nological deve!opments.

In discussing how much strategic theory has changed since World
War II It is customary to stress the important role played by new tech-
nolog;,s such as nuclear weapons, !ong-r!•nge aircraft, missiles, and
Polaris submarines. Almost equally important is the fact that these new
technologies themselves change very rapidly. And It is not only the
spectacular changes which make a difference. For example, the change
from high explosives LO Liloton nuclear weapons, while more spectacular,
was probably not as big as the change from kilotons to megatons. In the
first case, one still talks about point targets and what Is destroyed;
In the second case one tends to talk about what survives. In the first
case one can st;il think in terms of World War Ii; in the second case,
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LAth ,iiti-aagaton weapons, one thinks in terms of forces of nature, of
courntry-wide or world-wide effects; one thinks of attacks on the environ-
r--.nt itself. To take another example, some years ego Intercontinental
missiles achieved a degree of accuracy which was a factor of five or more
better than many had expected. This meant that against hard "point tar-
gjets" missiles were at least 25 times more effective than anticipated.
A thousand of the new missiles would do aibout the same Job against hard-
cned targets as twenty-five thousand of the old missiles. Yet very few
people discussed, or even noted, the magnitude of this change and Its
possible consequences.

Consider another example. It has been reported by the American
press that the U.S. will put three MIRY's (multiple Independently-guided
reentry vehicles) in Its perhaps 1,000 Minutemen ill's and 10 MItRY's In
each Poseidon. From possessing somewhat more then fifteen hundred or so
targetable werheads available for Immediate launching, the U.S. would
then have about five times as many, or about seventy-five hundred. If
this is so, and the MIRY is reasonably accurate and flexible, It might
easily provide the U.S. with an annihilating "first-strike capability"
against even one or two thousand Soviet ground-based missiles. Thus
even though the Soviets have, In recent years, doubled or trebled their
number of deployed missiles, the introduction of MIRV greatly Increases
their vulnerability to U.S. attack. The opposite could also be true If
the Soviets can put a technically advanced MIRY of their own in their
admittedly large (in payload capacity) missiles.

As Indicated by Chats I. 2. 3. 4. and S on page 3-19c, these Improve-
ments in missile accuracy and effective numbers are only a few examples of
many, many changes that occurred and are still occurring. Chgrts_6. 7.
8._2 and-10 Illustrate the way in which issues changi% with technology. al-
though the issues may not be determined entirely or even primarily by
technology.

A second chart page, entitled "The Pace of Military Technology in
the Future" follows this page. Chart I gives one scenario for nuclear
proliferation in the future. It shows that it may be most difficult to
preserve in perpetuity tOe results of World War II, with a power hierarchy
giving the five members of the winning coalition (Mainland China Is In-
cluded here) nuclear weapon privileges while the losers of the conflict
and everyone else remaIn "underprivileged." By 1975 the war will have
been over for 30 years and the basis for the acceptance of the results
of that war will presumably have been almost completely eroded.

Chart 2 shows a time scale for the development, production, and use-
ful operational life of a strategic weapon system. The time intervals
shown in the various boxes In the chart are representative of the major
strategic systems developed In the last 25 years, since World War II. We
do not expect these approximate time stages in the life-cycle of a stra-
tegic weapon system to change substantially in the next decade or two.
So we begin our time scale at the bottom of Chart 2 this year. 1969, to
offer some "feel" for future systems. Chart 2 shows that the lead time
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for a new system tends to be about ten years, from the first concept of
the system to the point where it is solidly established in the operational
inventory. Then, even after the system is in the inventory, it probably
continues in production and has several years of useful operational life.

Charts 4 and 5 indicate some possible or probable technological de-
velopments in the rest of this century. Related to future developments
we should also have in mind the long-term change which may take place in
the international system; both in terms of where we would like to see de-
velopments take us and what particular "solutions" we want very Much to
avoid. Chart 6 lists some possibilities and helps to relate this chapter
on technology to other parts of this report, especially Part IV.

B. Possibilities for the 19701s: Th• I.S. and the U.S.S.R.

In the area of strategic weapons it seems likely that ballistic mlis-
siles will continue to be the delivery system of princIpal Interest. It
is almost certain that MIRV's (multiple independently-guided reentry ve-
hicles) will come into the operational Inventory of both the U.S. and S.U.
In the early seventies and rerwiin operational for the rest of the decada.
Certainly, in the mid- or late seventies ICBM's with (or without) MIRV's
can be deployed in a manner limited only by resource allocation (i.e.,
budgetary) choices. Qualitative improvements may also be expected; MIRV's
and their associated technology will probably lead to greater accuracy and
a greater range of choices among warheads and aavanced penetration aids
devices. But while advances in MIRV's and missile technology In general
could upset the "strategic balance"--possibly even to the extent that a
counterforce first strike by either side would prevent retaliation at an
unacceptable level--this is not likely to occur in practice--the threatened
side being likely to take compensating measures reasonably early. If war-
head accuracy reaches the point where hardening no longer seems to be an
effective principal means of insuring ICBM survival, then we would expect
other options, such as an Increased emphasis on submarine-launched missiles,
active t2efense of missile silos (including, perhaps, a strengthened U.S.
"Safeguarar . and perhaps mobile land-based ICBM's to be pursued
In time to maintain retaliatory capabilities.

We do not foresee ASW (anti-submarine warfare) developments in the
1970's which would negate the present relative U.S. emphasis on submarine-
launched ballistic missiles, although this situation could change in the
eighties. But it is important to note i.o connection with this forecast
that the role and effectiveness of ASW, at least as regards strategic war
possibilities, depends critically on the scenario of the war, If the
actual use of strategic nuclear missiles by one side against the other is
preceded by a period of extreme international tension and conflict to the
extent that one or both sides tries to sink ("attrite") the other's sub-
marines, then of course the effectiveness of the U.S. Polaris/Poseidon
force might be substantially reduced. Similarly, in a "stretched-out"
strategic war, attrition of missile-launching submarines could make a
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major difference. But we do not consider either of these to be particu-
larly plausible scenarios (although they are perhaps more plausible--much
more plausible--than the "strike out of the blue" case),. The deterrent
or retaliatory effectiveness of each side's submarines could be increased
if a period of tension provided time for the most advantageous or Jaxirmum
deployment of the submarines. We offer these comnents on ASW to call
attention to the fact that the role of ASW--and the level of effort that
should qL, into R&D on ASW, and operational ASW capability itself--appears
to have been insufficiently considered by military planners in relation
to different possible types of wars--e.g.,the stretched out one--or the
one preceded by a war iargely limited to sea.

For the U.S. and the Soviet Union we expect Hn the 1970'b relatively
greater emphasis on ballistic missile defenses, both in strategic think-
ing and in actual operational capabilities, than. ha's been the case in the
1560's., There seems to exist at the time of this writing (early 1969) a
generally prevailing view in the military/technical community that the
technological situation with respect to the offensive vs, defensive comn-
petition has shifted in the last two or three years relatively in favor
of the defense. However, even if technological developments in the seven-
ties cuntinue to favor the defense, at least so far aj._the two superpowers
are concerned, they are unlikely to disturb seriously the concept of a
reliable "balance of terror."* We make this caveat even though a majori'ty
of the authors of this report expect to see more BMD deployment by the U.S.
and the Soviets, and they interpret this deployment as a relatively favor-
able trend in the arms race. (But all these issues are discussed in greater
depth Pcnd comprehensiveness in Chapter VI of Part IV on "Possible Alter-
native Central War Strategies for the U.S.")

We will not attempt to predict the quantitative level of effective-
ness of BMD systems that might be deployed by either the U.S. or the S.U..
in the 1970's.,* But, at aminimum, it does appear that missile defenses
deployed by the superpowers may be quite effective for the period of the
seventies against missile attacks from other countries such as China. Bal-
listic missile defenses offer the advantage--to the superpowers--of tend-
"ing to keep the strategic arms race more of a bilateral competition, ex-
cluding partly or completel, lesser powers, who cannot afford similar
investrients in strategic offensive weapons. There are also variou, arqu-
ment., not central to the subject of this chapter, to the effect that an
emphasis on defensive systems offers one means of limiting the qualitative
and quantitative race in offensive systems, and thus has advantages from
an arms control point of view.

'*This statement applies to the possif'lity of a reliable MIO/ defense

of cities and other large and 'soft" targets. It does not apply as much to
attempts to limit damage to cities aid hardly at all to limiting damage to
hard targets such as mnissile silos. On the cuntrary, advances in offensive
teo'hnology--notably increases in missile accuracy--may make active arnti-
missile defenses loook relatively much better from a cost effective stand-
point than they do n•.,, compared with hadeninq or other meanrs ut in,,ui i nq
force survivability.

However, see posture stdturn, nt by Mr. Mclai.ir,, .1r1d ,rti Ites by
D.G. Brennan in Foreign ',ffai ,rs (April 1,164) and 4. ý.ihn in Fortune
(December Il ).
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We do not expect that new developments in manned strategic aircraft
wiMl affect the strategic balance between the U.S. and the Soviets in the
1970's, although some possibilities seem worth brief comment. Although
it is hard to say for certain which way the technological competition
might go if the competition is pushed by each side, it seems likely that
strategic air defense systems can be made substantially more effective in
the 1970's than has been the case in the 1950's and sixties. In favor of
the defense are likely advances in detection techniques, especially air-
borne and other advanced radars, useful against bombers traveling at low
-!titude. Interceptor aircraft and missiles can probably be improved to
keep pace with improvements in detection systems. In favor of the of-
fense, however, we may note recent developments in avionics, as exempli-
fied by the sophisticated systems now in use in the F-Ill and the possi-
bilities embodied in AMPSA to such missiles as SRAM. 4ir Force pilots
who have flown the F-Ill's are enthusiastic about the ,.errain avoidance
radar and the F-lil's capability for accurate bombing oy radar. We woi'd
expect these avionics developments to be especially valuable in tactical
warfare, where we think more in terms of relatively short-range missions
and attacks on targets heavily defended by anti-aircraft guns or missiles.
Even though advanced avionics may facilitate the penetration of bombers
on strategic missions, the problem of high fuel consumption at low alti-
tude will probably continue to limit the range of strrtegic bombers in
the 1970's.

Except for possible developments in counterinsurgency warfare, which
we note briefly at the end of this section, we expect that the role of CBW
(chemical and biological weapons) in the 1970's will continue to be limited
by their 'unfashionableness," their relative military ineffectiveness as
controllable weapons, and the tacit mutual restraint which has limited the
use of chemical weapons since before World War II. At least this should
be the case for the U.S. and the U.'..S.R. However, as noted in Part I of
this report and briefly discusscd in Section C below, chemical and bio-
logical weapons offer one means by which a small power can cause a larger
power concern by threatening the use of CBW capabiities which the smaller
power may or may not in fact have.

Turning away from the area of strategic weapons--but still confining
ourselves chiefly to U.S. and Soviet technology--we think the possibili-
ties of very large transport aircraft deserve particular attention. Devel-
opment of aircraft of the C-5 type, or "growth" versions thereof--by the
U.S. and the Soviets in the 1970's--may have military (and political) in-
plications that are not yet fully recognized. One frequently mentioned
and perhaps valid possibility is the prospect of substantially reducing
the number of U.S. troops now stationed overseas, especially in Europe.,
Albo, qualitatively new airlift capabilities make possible U.S. (or Soviet)
intervention on a sizable military scale in relatively remote parts of the
world,. and may thus afford a range of options for military action that
U.S. planners are not yet considering sufficiently.

There is also another possibility worth notinq: The use of very
larqe aircraft rn'qht help to ensure not only the physical survival Lut
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also the economic viability of West Berlin, in a sense that was certainly
not within the realm of possibility at the time of the 1948-49 Berlin land
blockade.* Although very large transport aircraft are a technological
option available to either the U.S. or the S.U. in the seventies, the
still relatively limited range of these aircraft (similar to present jet
transports of the 707 type) means that the U.S. with its relatively ex-
tensive complex of overseas bases should have substantially greater world-
wide troop deployment capabilities than the S.U. even if both sides had,
say, an equal number of similar large aircraft.

Related to large transport airplanes, of course, are concepts such
as the FDL (fast deployment logistic) ships. We mention this possibility
here, but without discussion, because we know that they can be built
without major technological advances--although innovations in ship design
could possibly result in striking performance improvements--if either we
or the Soviets decide to build them.

We hope for, and are perhaps entitled to expect, significant improve-
ments in strategic command and control systems on the part of the U.S. and
the S.U. in the 1970's. These improvements may be stimulated by greater
sophistication in strategic thinking, particularly when it comes to the
management of central nuclear wars. It seems fairly likely that both the
superpowers will recognize increasingly the need to be able to manage
crises, and control and terminate wars--and that they will then see to it
that they have the physical means for accoIplishing this. In addition to
unilateral command and control systems, it may be that both the superpowers
will recognize a need for being able to communicate certain types of infor-
mation to each other even while a central nuclear war is in progress.. As
a first step in this direction, we may note the often suggested possibility
of "hardening the hot-line.,' This would be done more to increase its sur-
vival to accidental or third-power attacks rather than to attacks by the
U.S. or S.U.

Two technological areas which will probably take on growing military
significance in the seventies are applications of earth-orbiting satel-
lites and of ;asers., (Although we do not discuss here the possibility of
orbital weapons of mass destruction, because we do not be leve these would
be advantageous weapons for the U.S. or the Soviets in the 1970's, we corm-
ment briefly on this possibility in the next section.) M•ilitary satellites
can, of course, be either manned or unmanned. There may yet turn out to
be in the seventies important military applications of manned satellites,
although it is not yet clear exactly what these might be. (It has been
suggested in Aviation Week that manned satellites could be valuable in
detecting and pin-pointing ICBM and SLBM launchinqs.,) Satellites seem cer-
tain to be used extensively and increasingly for military cotmunications.
both by the superpowers and quite nossibly by other countries.

*Planners concerned with Europe and B0,rl n 'iqht want to examine this
possibility carefully and quantitatively alth,,uqh, of course, econo,,ir
viability depends on much more than means for physical t rans, ),rtat ion
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The development of laser systems for many, and perhaps quite diverse,
military applications will almost certainly be pushed energetically in
the seventies. It is a reasonable guess that by the end of the seventies
lasers will be playing a significant role in military (and perhaps also
conmnercial) commnunications. What other military applications of lasers
may be possible depend on technical questions that are probably not yet
resolved, such as the size, power, and the cost of laser systems of
different types, optimum laser frequencies for different purposes, etc.

In the broad area of tactical weapons we may expect the U.S. and
the U.S.S.R. to make continuing progress in the 1970's, although we do
not foresee any developments that would revolutionize tactical combat.
A very likely possibility is significant qualitative improvements in
helicopters and V/STOL aircraft. We have seen in the last three or four
years the impact of helicopters on the Vietnamese war. We may expect
specialized helicopter developments (e.g., gunships) to continue into
the decade of the seventies. It also seems likely that hybrid aircraft
types, Involving features and advantages of both helicopters and fixed-
wing aircraft, will introduce significant new tactical operational capa-
bilities by at least the end of the seventies.

The present war in Vietnam focuses attention on future developments
in counterinsurgency warfare. We commnent on this subject in this section
because the U.S. (and quite possibly the U.S.S.R. as well) is almost
certain to be involved in some counterinsurgency operations in the
seventies. Probably, developments in the techniques and equipment of
"*counterinsurgency" will outpace progress in "insurgency." We put the
point this way because it seems often to be assumed, perhaps unconsciously,
that the capabilities of insurgents and terrorists--however effective,
unpleasant, and currently difficult to courter--are not likely to improve
very much, while capabilities for counterinsurgency are expected to
steadily improve. At least this seems to have been one of the prevailing
assumptions about the Vietnamese war. It seems likely that counter-
insurgency capabilities will develop faster than insurgency capabilities,
but perhaps only because the counterinsurgent side is likely to have the
main benefits of technology and resources.

Among the more specifically technological improvements in counter-
insurgency capabilities (see the list in Chart 5 on Page 3-19c above) we
may include barrier technology (where "barriers" are used very inclu-
sively), improved tactical aircraft including helicopters and V/STOL's,
new techniques for identifying and keeping track of people (including
the use of'computers and sophisticated identification techniques), and
various kinds of sensor improvements. There may also be many improve-
ments in counterinsurgency tactics, both extremely advantageous In them-
selves and also developed to complement technological Advances of the
sort just mentioned.

But we should not overlook the possibility that insurgent groups
may find it possible to obtain relatively sophisticated equipfwnt--the
"insurgents" in Vietnam, and reportedly in the Middle East, have large,
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long-range Soviet-built rockets--both to give themselves qualitatively
new capabilities (including, for Instance, helicopters for mobility), and
also for countering technologically advance.d counterinsurgency techniques.
From the counterinsurgent's point of view--with which we in the United
States may presumably identify ourselves for the foreseeable future--it
Is thus Important to make sure that advanced equipment that could be
effectively used by unfriendly "insurgents" does not fall into the wrong
hands.

C. Some Possibilities for the Spread of Military Technology

We now briefly discuss possibilities for t.h' spread of the general
level of military technology outlined above tc non-superpowers, and offer
various observations on the weapons proliferation problems which may
Incre,,singly confront military planners in the 1975-85 period.

It is important to note the significance of "fashion" in weapons
technology. Weapons which seem economically and technologi ally possible,
and from an overa~l military standpoint perhaps most valuable to a
country, may not be the weapons that the country choose= to "'uild (or buy)
and deploy. The importance of weapons fashions has been fair.y exten-
sively discussed and is n-m a generally well-recognized phenomenon. I'
is exemplified nowfor instance, in the apparent aspirations of a number of
countries to build or obtain ballistic missiles, which missiles certainly
make more sense as show-pieces for parades and propaganda and similar
purposes than as cost effective delivery systems--especially for countries
that do not seem likely to hive nuclear warheads until vf:ry long after
they have ballistic missiles.

It should be kept in mind thdt soune smaller but advanced countries
may equal or surpass either of the superpowers in some areas of tech-
nology with mliftary app;lcatons, even though the smaller countries lack
the economic resources to approach the scale of military effort of the
U,S. and the U.S.SA. We ýay ,xpect some of the smaller countries to have
items of mil!tary equipment as good or even better than tho,,,. of the
superpowers. Thus S%eden surrently has a Mach 2 jet fighter that can
operate effectively fr(m a 500--neter stretch of highway. The British can
probably claim world leadership In sav areas of V/STOL aircraft and jet
engine technology. British and Frnch military aircraft (fighters at
least) compare adequately with U.S. and Soviet machines. Although its
military significance in the seventies is not so clear, the Anglo-French
Concorde is the first Western supersonic transpJrt (SST) plane to fly.
The U.S. SST, although planned to be bigger and faster, lags the Concorde
by four or five years, ana at this writing no firm decision on the pace
of U.S. SST development has ever been made. Among many other things we
might note the current Frerch leadership In some areas of laser
technology.

With reterence to the comment In the preceding section that we hoped
for and expected significant corrmand and control improvements on the part
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of the U.S. and U.S.S.R. in the seventies, we may usefully draw attention
to one or two misconceptions that many Americans seem to have accepted
rather uncritically. For instance, It is often assumed in connection
with the nuclear proliferation issue that smaller countries with nuclear
weapons will lack both the military "sophistication" and the technical
means for controlling these weapons with skill and restraint. (The
notable example is, of course, China, so often labeled "irresponsible" by
many. On this score two points should be noted: (a) Propaganda notwith-
standing, the Chinese communists have on the whole practiced restraint in
their military actions. (b) If the Chinese have the technical capability
to develop nuclear weapons--and at this point they lead France in thermo-
nuclear development--they can also develop very adequate command and
control systems for these weapons, irrespective of delivery systems.)
Interpreting "command and control" broadly, we may note, for instance,
the superb "surgical" skill of some Israeli military operations.

The general point which may be of interest to military planners con-
templating the next decade or two is that, even though many small coun-
tries may have nuclear and other advanced weapons, there is no reason to
assume (almost a prio, as some Americans seem to do) that they will use
these weapons Irresponsibly or that they will lack the technical means for
their control. But this is not equivalent to saying that the world-wide
, strategic situation may not change greatly in the next 10-20 years, or
that we should not seriously reckon with the possibility of irresponsible
use of advanced wcapons by "small" countries.

We must also consider the chance that other countries may not, as
they mostly have so far, follow the military/technological "fashions" set
by the U.S. and U.S.S.R. Weapons that are disadvantageous for the super-
powers might, for various reasons, look more desirable to some smaller
countries. For instance, as already noted in Part I of this report,
chemical or biological weapons might be oroduced quite cheaply by a small
country and used to threaten its neignbur or even the superpowers. (And
there might be no way of kno4ino whether a country that threatens the use
of chemical bioloiqcal weapons actually had the weapons.)

There are many other weapon opt ion; open to "smaller" countries in
the seventies and eight iet. Any country with nuclear weapons and a modest
space program can put at least a sroll nuclear weapon in orbit. Any
country with nuclear weapons can threaten (or actually use them) in a
variety of ways:."suitcee' delivrv, ships in port, etc. Also, it Is
safe to say that any country that can make a thermonuclear weapon can,
where size ant weight do not rmater, make weapons with enormous yields;
and these weapons could be placed on the ocean floor, for instance, and
used for 'terror"' or blackmaHl. A related PossibilIty is that smaller
countries may try to riake up for deficiencies in vulnerability and per-
haps in connand and control by devising ways to hide its strategic capa-
bility so that it will be relatively safe from attack. A country could,
if It chose, probably find wa,,s to hide its strateqic capabilities, by
siting nuclear weapons on the ocean floor or on a barge floating on a
du,-estiV river or like, for instiC,. It miqht not even revcal the
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existence of its capabilities until it chose to, pernaps in time of
crisis or when for some other reason it wanted to .onfront other nations
with a sudden and startling threat.

In the area of counterinsurgency warfare, many of the techniques and
equipment available to the superpowers shouli also be available by the
end of the seventies to many smaller countries. These countries might not
be able to operate the equipment on the same scale as the superpowers but,
as the U.S. painfrlly has learned in Vietnam. equipment or weapons used
even on a very :drge scale (compare, for instance, the bomb tonnage used
against the VC and North Vietnam with that used in the most intense bLcb-
ing of Germany in World War II) do not necessarily solve the problems of
counterinsurgency.

In concluding this section on the spread of military technology in
the seventies arid eighties we ask the reader to consider again Chart 4 on
Page 3-21c. Some eight or ten countries have the potential, by perhaps

1980, of building ICBM's with thermonuclear warheads that are technically
as advanced as those of the U.S. and U.S.S.R. today. Although the deploy-
ment of ICBM's by smaller but advanced countries may be "resource limited,"
it should be noted that the cost of "Model T" and "Model A" (and still
more advanced weapons technologies) drops with time. Thus, as we shall
note in Chapter IIL, a nation as small as Israel could by the 1980's have
some hundreds of Minuteman-type--or even more effective--missiles.

0. Possibilities for the 1980's

Our discussion of military/technological possibilities for the 1980's
is brief, partly because we can speak with much less specificity and con-
fidence than for the 1970's, and partly because our list of possibilities
for the 1980's tends to overlap the list of possibilities for the year
2000 already included in Part I of this report.

Developments could occur in the decade of the sevwnties which would
force either the U.S. or che U.S.S.R. or other countries to develop new
strategic offensive optilc..s. Some of these options would be clearly pos-
sible In the seventies, although they seem now unnecessary or too costly
for consideration in that period. The sitinq of strategic missiles on the
ocean floor is one of these options. Another is very large nuclear
weapons in orbit. For instance, rockets with thrus's on the order of
Saturn V (7.5 mitlion pounds) or even uhbstantially s-ialler rockets could
place into !ow earth orbit satellites czrrying n.uclear warheads with
yields of perhaps 1000 megatons. Such weapons, detonated at altitudes in
the vicinity of 100 miles, could effectively destroy unprotected people
and property over areas of tens of thousands of square miles. (The
deployment of orbital weapons would of coorse violate the present treaty
banning weapons of mass destruction in space.) We cannot rult out the
possibility that, by the decade of the 1980's (or any time, for that
matter) pure fusion nuclear weapons may have been developed. This meant,
of course, that some technique will have been found to eliminate the fis-

sion "triqqer" with U-235 or plutonium upnon which all known fu',ior weapon%
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depend. If this were to be achieved by a method that did not require

expensive materials and techniques, especially if it did not entail
expensive capital plant, it would radically alter the prospects for
nuclear proliferation.

There may be, in the eighties, means yet unforeseen for the develop-
ment, deployment, and possible use of chemical and biological weapons.
It is theoretically possible to develop chemi,-al and biological agents
that are quite controllable, both in their geographic dissemination and
In the nature and seriousness of their effects on people.

There may be new possibilities for ballistic missile defense, even
though, as noted earlier in this chapter, we do not care to predict in
the long run which way the offensive-defense technological missile com-
petition may go. New BMD possibilities might be divided into two cate-
gories: (1) Currently existing possibilities which seem unsatisfactory
from a cost effectiveness standpoint, such as space-based interceptors,
but which might become cost effective through various technological
advances; (2) entirely new, "exotic" BMD possibilities that depend on
new discoveries in basic knowledge.

One item perhaps worth fairly specific attention is the possibili-
ties for and implications of nuclear powered aircraft. The apparent suc-
cess of very large aircraft of the C-5 type means that we now know that
aircraft large enough to carry nuclear reactors can be successfully
built and flown. This was not the case until quite recently, and it was
certainly not the case in the late forties and the fifties when nuclear
aircraft engine development was receiving quite substantial funding.

Given reasonable estimates about the rate at which necessary paral-
lel developments might occur, nuclear powered aircraft are not likely to
be flying, at least in any significant numbers, until about the decade of
the 1980's. But such aircraft would open up sevcral interesting military
(and other) possibilities: (I) They could fly indefinitely as mobile
missile launchers, approximately as Polaris sL,,rmarlnes cruise now. (2)
The presetnt limitation on the low altitude penetration capability of
strategic aircraft set by high fuel consumption would be entirely rcmoved
by the use of nuclear power (althcugh there might, of course, be good
reasons for preferring to use othcr types of delivery vehicles). (3)
Nuclear power might permit the development of truly enormous aircraft--by
present standards--with weights in tne ranges of thousands or tens of
thousands of tons, and these in curn would permit extremely low ton-mile
costs for transportation of military and other materials. Presumably
nucle.ir powered planes would have speeds at least on the order of thuse
of present jets. So we could think of such planes as having the weight
cdrrying capacities of ship,,. the speed of present jets, and unlimited
range, and this would present revolutionary possibilities for the rapid
world-wide deployment of armed forces and equipment.

Cuntermplatinq the decade of the eilhties, one can think of many
kinds of R & D results with both non-military and military irpllcations.,
Thus for instance*: Cortrol of the (qeophy,,ical ,'nvironrient by various
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means ctuld bring great benefits to mankind, and also revolutionary
'•%eapons" possibilities. Pharmacology could improve the ability of

soldiers and others to maintain peak performance for long periods, en-
hance learning ability, etc.; or lead to the effective "weaponization" of
mind-influencing drugs--a soldier under the influence of an LSD-like hal-
lucinogzn is not likely to be very effective. Advances in the behavioral
sciences coulO lead to solutions of "cross-cultural" problems, and im-
portantly affect political-military relationships. Developments in
sensors, computers, control systems, power supplies and/or transmissions,
etc., could lead to diverse types of "automata" capable of doing many
tasks, including military tasks, now performed only by humans. The list
of possibilities is virtually endless, even when we try to speculate only
about 15 years ahead.
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CHAPTER III. SOME ASPECTS OF THE BASIC
LONG-TERM CONTEXTS AND PROSPECTS

1975-1985 Will Be a Transitional Period Between the Thirty
Postwar Years and the World of the Year 2000

(i.e.. the Thirty Years Between lA85 and 2015)

We assume that certain contextual factors will be important for a
quite wide range of scenarios covering not only the decade 1975-1985 but
the whole period five to fifty years in the future. In particular, we
assume that the decade 1975-1985, which is our focus in this study, will
in many ways be a transitional period from the thirty years which may be
thought of as "the post-World War II world" (1945-1975) to a similar
period of three decades which may be considered "the world of the Year
2000"--or at least that this is a useful perspective from which to examine
the decade under consideration. We therefore urge our readers to study.
reasonably carefully, the chart page which follows this page. This chart
page summarizes aspects of a recent Hudson study on the Year 2000 of
interest to our current study. The chart page is largely self-explanatory
(but as always notes are provided on the page facing the charts). This
chart page tries to give both a past and future-context for our study of
the 1975-1985 decade. One of the most Important factors in the Year 2000
world will be the military postures of the various nations and the various
customs and tactics used In dealing with strategic problems specifically
and of the use of force generally. The obvious potentialities for
serious security problems suggested on this chart page make clear that
there are also important possibilities for dramatic precursors in the
1975-1985 decade, or at least affecting this 1975-1985 decade by being
such urgent possiblilties of what will then be the immediate future.

In this Year 2000 World (1985-2015) we assume that about 20 per cent
of the world's population will be living In "postindustrial" societies.
(This term has been widely used -n recent years to descrihbe-te concept
that we are now undergoing a revolution as profound in meaning and con-.
sequence as the agricultural or Industrial revolutions. The result of
this posti,'dustrlal revolution will be a society as different from in-
dustrial society as industrial society postagricultural) Is from agri-
cultural society or agricultural society frorm a hunting and fishing
economy.)*

We assume that by the end of the century the world is likely to de-
velop accordinq to the socio-economic projections below (where the num-
bers given arc estimates of the country's population in millions and the
world's total population Is estimated to be 6.3 billion). While our own
focus, of course, is on the 1975-1985 decade, we can best understand many
of the issues that arise In the transitional period by examining them as

ISee discussion in The Year 2000. pages 185 to 220. We can think of
Europe today as within the range of industrial societies and the U.S. as a
transitional society towards the postindustrial world. we label this
transitional period as that of "mass consumption."
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Two Past and One Future 33-Year Periods

In this chart page we attempt an overview of the Hudson Year
2000 study. We tried in this study to create a framework and con-
text for further speculation by ourselves and others. One perspec-
tive by considering what a "surprise-free" projection (a quantitative
or qualitative projection of what may happen in the next thirty-
three years based on the assumption of a continuatior. of the general
direction and nature of the present and past with corrections for
any "theories" that may be believed).

Charts I. 2, and 3 list features of th3 first third of the cen-
tury. This period then furnishes some points of comparison. From
this point of view perhaps the most striking characteristic of the
period was the national self-satisfaction, optimism, and faith In
the future of most Western or Westernized people. Chart 2 notes
that in contrast to the expectations listed in Chart I, the first
third of the twentieth century brought some dramatic and mostly un-
expected events.

The next third of a century experienced still more unexpected
changes and disturbing events, as shown in Chart 4. The first item
on Chart 2 and the last on Chart 4 emphasize a new Asian perspec-
tive--the century began with a non-white nation's successfully beat-
ing a white nation on its own ground and the second third of the cen-
tury ended with the acquisition of nuclear weapons by another non-
white nation. Chart I shows the Indochinese reaction to this new
perspective. It may be noted that many of the items of Charts 2 and
4 would probably not have been predicted by any Individual or..4J=cy
research group "speculating about the next thirty-three years," In
either 1900 or 1933.

Looking now at Chart 5, we can consider the final third of the
century using only a "relatively apolitical and surprise-free pro-
jection.." The reader will see what we mean by comparing Chart 5
with Charts 2 and 4. Taking the contrasts hetween 5 and those of
2 and 4 seriously suggests that our projection of the final third
of the century may be unreliable as an Indicator of what actually
will happen, yet it is the freedom from specifically unpredictable
surprises that makes the projections useful as a takeoff for dis-
cussion and elaboration. Specifically, the "surprise-free" projec-
tions rule out maior changes In the old nations that might be caused
by possibilities such as those listed in Chart 6 of such magnitude
is to disturb the projection.

Some of the basic trends of Western society, most of which can
be traced back as far Is the 12th or l1th centuries, can be seen as
a1 part of a conrTnon, complex trend of Interacting elements. For
analytical purposes this trend may be separated into thirteen rubrics,
shown in Lhart 7. If the basic, lonq-term multifold trend continues
or is accelerated durinq the rest nf the century, and there are no
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surprising (but not-impossible) disruptions of the sort mentioned
in Chart 6, then a "post-industrial" society seems likely to de-
velop in affluent parts of the world. Chart 8 lists so-e possi-
bilities often associated with this concept.

Charts 9. 10, and II show thre, typica, "surprise-free" eco-
nomic projections of GNP per capita or the U.S., Ten Major Coun-
tries, and Japan. These projections assume that something like
present trends continue without great interruption.

(This Page Folds Out,)
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part of basic trv.nds extrapolated to the end of the century. In any case,

some of the dominating political facts of the 1975-1985 decade will be the

expectations aroused by the kinds of projections given below.

I. Early but Clearly Postindustrial 2. Barely but Visibly Postindustrial

United States 320 United Kingdom 55

Japan 120 Soviet Union 350

Canada 35 Australia. New Zealand 25

Scandinavia & Switzerland 30 Italy. Austria 70

France, West Germany, E. Germany. Czechoslovakia 35

Benelux 160 Israel 5

665 540

3. Mass Consumption 4. mature Industrial-

Spain, Portugal. Poland Union of South Africa 50

Yugoslavia, Cyprus, Mexico. Uruguay, Chile, Cuba,

Greece, Bulgaria, Colombia, Peru, Panama,

Hungary, Ireland 180 Jamaica, etc. 250

Argentina, Venezuela 60 N & S Vietnam, Thailand,

Taiwan, N & S Korea, Philippines, etc. 250

I;ong Kong, Malaysia, Turkey 75

Singapore 160 Lebanon, Iraq, Iran, etc. 75
400 700

5. Large & Partially Industrialized 6. Preindustrial or Small and
i 20 Partially IndustrializedSBrazil 210

Pakistan &250 Rest of Africa 350
China 1,300 Rest of Arab World 100

India 950 Rest of Asia 300

Indonesia 240 Rest of Latin America t00

U.A.R. 70 Wo

Nigeria 160

3,180

One might think of the following average per capita incomes (In 1965

dollars) as roughly associated with each of the above categories.

I. Early but Clearly Postindustrial > $10,000

2. Barely but Visibly Postindustrial $5,000 - $10,000

3. Mass Consumption $2,000 - $5,000
4. Mature Industrial $500 - $2,000

5. Partially Industrial $200 - $500

6. Preindustrial $50 - $200

it should be realized, of course, that even the pre-industrial na-

tions may have enclaves with a style of life not to different from the

post-industrial societies (and of course there is some possibility, though

less, of one of the post-industr;al nations having significant pro-Indus-

trial enclave%.) Etcluding most pre-industrial and some of the partially-

industrialized states, about 50 states (of the 135 or so states in the

world today) will by the year 2000 have access to the-military tochnologies
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of at least the seventies and eighties--i.e., to a more advanced technol-
ogy t1han that available to the U.S. and the S.U. today. i'By the 1975-
1985 period most of these states will have some significant degree of
access to the technological capabilities of the United States of the
fifties if not of today):,

1. As a result of ordinary improvement and development, simiple
nuclear-armed, long-range vehicles which are very inexpensive
will be available, econiomically and technologically, to even
very small powers--at least if the smaller nations have rea-
sonable access to convnercial~y available technology. Any of
the largest powers and many smaller ones (say 50 nations or
so) should b,ý Able to obtain and maintain, say, 500 missiles
with, say, CLrrent ''Minuteman capability' or better for one or
two billion ý-.,lars procurement cost or less and a few hundred
million dollar-, annual upkeep (1969 dollars),

At the same time, as a result of world-wide industrialization
some 100 nations or ,, shc~uld have a significant degree of
access to at leasz the stracegic technology of the 1960's, in-
cluding, e.g., advanced therr.iounuclear weapons, "invulnerable"
Missi le torces, perhaps Mach 2-3 aircraft and command and con-
trol systems permi tt ing "controlled" responses.

3. Indeed the following technologies are likely to be more or less,
widely available,

rc~ati-.ely small and efficient nuclear and oth'-r weapons
and various techni~ques that can be used for their clandes-
tine or oither unorthodoA delivery

amenu of techniques for rea-sonably for potent ijal I,;-'
ef tec-t ive kheni cal an d/or b iuo Iolit aI wvarf are in

vitrious app Iicat ion%

new kinds ot b~illIIst ic missi le defense part ik'j.i Ia ly
Vt teL t i ve aiIj i nst re I t i velIy s-mI~i I otf tense forcio, t~r

iakai nst forLe- .4hi h us e re l it i velI y anr sopiýi ,t i K i-
te~.hno hI ~y an{1/ur taL t'its

si -1i Ilar deve 1' ý,-nts or .i(t i ve 3 ir ticfense it.i~ iint

airbxorne threats

ýSe The Year 4000O: A Framework for Speculation on the Nx hr
Three Years by Kierm'an -Kalhn and Anthony J. Wiener, or Daedali.s, 7oar t

Yea 200..." for a d'~cussion of technoloqical innovat~oo7T'ncluding ''100
likely"' and '25 possible'' areas of innovation, as well as of unpredictable
innovation and the factors of synrergism and serenodipits.,

n It should he no~ed that it is very diffiK ult t,ý Pst iiate the rf-

ficiency of bioloqlical and, to) some leg-eir ~hee-ical mirfare. An~d for
this reas in it 'ýay )e tiff K ult f,ir evenl the. larp.e jiwer-.it onv inr~

therriselves that they are not hein r hrratreueu tyv t sini 1port~i
Li i -"erd to0 have a1 pft ent i'pah I I i t v
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well-understood and perhaps relatively Inexpensive
doomsday machines (or near-doomsday machines)

Tsunami itidal wave) producers

climate changers, earth scorchers, or other ways to
modify or damage the environment on a large scale

new fornis of psychological, or even direct mental
warfare

the invention of j '"nulear six-gun" technology--.r at
least the development of inexpensive and widely avail-
able versions of the nuclear weapons and other weapons
of -iass destruction characteristic of the military
technologies of the mid- and late twentieth century

further military exploitation of both space and undersea
ý,nvirnnm.nt fincludinq the sea bed)

4. Dependinj on the defenses of the large powers and the super-

powers (and other "technical and tactical details"), these
weaponS systems ;ikay prove to be "equalizers" in the Gallois
or "American West" sense, or they may allow for a definite
hierarchy of powers. Some of these systemi,, and certainly
much of the technology behind them, miqht also be relatively
aiailable to private individuals or at least private organiza-
tions and extremist political factions.

5. The devwloprent of very effective techniques for counterinsur-
gency warfare--and perhaps fur insurtency and/or terroristic
act;vities as well. The latter could allow even relatively
s•lall.,jroups, if not effectively opposed, to disrupt, easily
and effectively, alf-,ost any society. Yet much of the new
technolo,jy--with the possible reinforcement of onerous social
control -- r:irjht, also male %uch insurgency or terrorism diffi-
cult or 1i,,it its effect keness, enormously.

Any of t"e potential (by the year 2000) post-industrial societies
should have in the 1980's re,-.•,iwahly good access to almost any current

mi~id- and late 196 n0's technology. Thus a nation as small as Israel
could, with its expected qross national product, by the 1980's buy and
maintain some hundred% of Minuteman-type or more effective missiles. It
is possible it could buy and maintal- an offensive missile force soet
orders of maqnitude more capable than the current U.S. force of some
1.000 Minutemen. Most of the seven nations (which altogether will have
about half the population of the world) which we have labeled as poten-
t;ally industrialized will include highly industrialized and technical
enclaves. undouhtedly these, at least, will he able to male fairly
advanced nuclear and esoteric weapons.
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Our~ng the period of focus of our study (the next five to fifteen
years) it is not unreasonable to assume that there will have been neither
any really large nuclear wars nor, on the other hand, crucial proqress in
comprehensive arms control or international or multinational security ar-
rangements. This lack of arms control or other security arrangements will,
in the face of the existing conditions in 1980 and in the face of the.above
prospects for the year 2000, be l ike-1-y to arouse grave apprehens-i.ens.
Yet this may not mean that most nations will feel insecure in any direct
or immediate sense, even though an underlying anxiety exists. As we pointed
out in Chapter II, today virtually every country of North and South
America and Western Europe, and such countries as Japan and Australia,
have a sense of reasonable security in the midst of an international sys-
tem of considerable instability and capability for nuclear war. The av-
erage statesman--as well as the average citizen--may continue to feel
like this, at least so far as day-to-day security is concerned. Indeed,
without much regard for the detai~s of their on national security efforts,
it would not be surprising if the borders of these states remained un-
challenged and unchanged both before and during this period--and even for
the rest of the century. As discussed in Chapter II we are in some real
sense already, or at least in much of the world, close to what Karl Deutsch
has called a "security coemunity." This certainly is true today for North
America, Latin Aierica, and Western Europe (with the possible exception
of West Germany). A security corwnunity can be thought of as a group of
sovereign nations with such a relationship among themselves that war has
become virtually unthInkable--or at least is not thought about. Thus to-
day almost no one in Western Europe worries about a Franco-German war.
This is not to say that many Frenchmen do not find reassurance in the fact
that the force de frappe, whether it is effective against the Soviet Union
or not, is certainly effective against Germany. It is merely to say that
tew• Frenchmen would spend much money to acquire a nuclear capability spe-
cifically directed against Germany--and even fewer would lose much sleep
if Fra~nr' today lacked such a capability.

While Ldtin AntriLa today is not quite as close to a pluralistic
Security situation, it cories very near to beinq one, particularly when
?he influence of the United States is taken :nto account. By the year
1880 sorw four decades could have passed without a serious frontier con-
frontation. As d result, Latin America could feel quite firmly that
Such a secujr;tv ccrriunity existed for them,--even if some of the basic
underpinninqs ot the corim'unity were eroding. North America is such a
security cormmunity and seems likely to continue to be one, Africa and
Asia are not and are not likely to be by 1880. Yet it seems reasonably
plausible tha? neither of !he two stronqest powers in the Far East, the
Soviet Union and Japan. will have had any serious interest in expanding
their nati onal boundaries into Asia. (Japan obviously has a claim to
resIor,,IIon of O's for.-er Ryukyu and Kurile Island possessions but this
hardly se, -i%. a p)tential c,,su% bellurm.) It see-s quite likely that this

ý,rdIIt, , I . , 1)i -i nij m e gr to t he Iq ')I 1')-I()i peritxl, so the chTOhT -- us of
i~ *t.*t, -. I. I* (lt'e t4) VVheir natikr%
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It is also worth noting that many are likely to still be conscious

of the fact that the two nations which lost World War II, Germany and
Japan, will also have been the great postwar economic successe..__]hese
nations, today the second and fifth largest trading powers in the world
respectively, do not have fleets or great armies or air forces (i.e.,
trade no longer follows the flag). All this Implies, then, that members
of security communities can enjoy adequate degrees of national security
virtually without regard to the military forces or preparations of their
government. They might yet be embroiled in some--"unthinkable"--large
thermonuclear war. But barring that awful event they do not and presum-
ably will continue not to fear attack or invasion.

Moreover, even a proliferation of nuclear capability among various
nations, if limiLed to "responsible nations," might even increase the
sense of security in these communities. Even today, many people In West-
ern Europe seem to feel that those parts of the world which possess nu-
clear weapons or which are closely allied to nuclear powers are, in effect,
f.ee of real threats. By the year 1975, and particularly In some of the
contexts we will discuss below, there wi!! !Ikely have been no nuclear
weapons exploded in war except for the two used against Japan in 1945.
Thus, at the beginning of this period, we can assume that the world will
have experienced 30 years of non-use of nuclear weapons, and by the end--
1985--this period may well have extended to 40 years. By then, no matter
how large the supply of weapons, and no matter how threatening the rhet-
oric of arms controllers or how large the existing military establishments,
at the level at which most people react there would be little or no active
sense of imtediate or serious threat of nuclear war. This could be true
even if there had been a number of "ostensible" nuclear crises, or even
if the "rhetoric" of public discussion is replete with references to
nuclear Arracageddons.

It must be added that even within these security communities we must
assume that most nations still will possess--and be more or less deeply
concerned with--national defense establishments. Many of these nations
1Tay be aided in maintaining their establishments by outside powers. Some
will have internal security problems, and some of these may be aided by
outsiders in dealing with these internal problems. But as discussed in
Part IV and below, 'any unfamiliar domestic political concerns will
intrude on these military establishments.

Despite the nonproliferation treaty, some diffusiol, of nuclear weap-
ons seems very likely. In particular, ;t seems as likely as not that
Japan will make itself ,t:clear power number six. It is difficult to imag-
ine that Japan will not obtain nuclea weapons at some time l.n-the. 1970's,
and it also seems likely that other nations--particularly West Germany
arid Italy--will then follow Japan's lead. Some possible exceptions to
these expectatioris would be India or Israel, either of which could exer-
cise its nuclear optioi in the early 1970's,.

To say that Jap.1r, !ay be the first of the "second-phase"l nuclear
powers does not contradict curref-t Japarese attitudes so sharply as often
is assu-ed. As early a% the early I960'1 the posit ion was put forth at
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Hudson that the Japanese were likely to get nuclear weapons in the 1970's,
at least under existing programs. This was in part based on an analysis
of Japanese anti-nuclear sentiment which, we argued, was more made up of
anti-militarism, anti-U.S. sentiment, and opposition to the Liberal Demo-
cratic Party than genuine nuclear pacifism. When those political Issues
lost their relevance or found another channel of expression, we argued,
opposition to nuclear weapons could decrease sharply. This prediction
provoked a reaction among many Japanese, who thought it an accusation of
hypocrisy or an attempt to promote Japanese nuclear rearmament. Actually,
the current situation derives from World War II, and while very few
Americans would hesitate today to tell Japanese or Germans that they cannot
expect to change the territorial results of World War II without going to
war, few Americans would tell these nations that, "Unless you go to war
again you will remain politically second class." Yet many of the citizens
of these two nations do feel that they are second class today, in part be-
cause they do not have nuclear weapons, and they trace their non-nuclear
status to having lost World War II.

As noted eairlier, Japanese attitude,, ,hlle remaining essentially
ambivalent on the Issues of maintalnlnq the U.S.-Japanese security treaty,
defense issues in general and certainly the question of nuclear arms, are
undergoinq a steady evolution in important ways. In 1964 the Japanese
were hardly willing to discuss defense Issues; In 1965 they were. In 1965
the same observation could be applied to nuclear arms, yet In 1966 Japanese
were certainly willinq to consider the proposition. In 1967 the nuclear
proliferation treaty proposal aroused a surprising deqree of animosity
within Japan--many Japanese felt their country was beinq pressured or dIs-
cri'nlnated against by the United States and perhaps by the Soviet Union.
By December 1967, The wall Street Journal (Dece',bcr 14, 1967) cited the
existence uf various study qroups--probing nuclear issues In connection
with Japan's security--and quoted Pri-e Minister Sato to the effect that
whether Japan ll.vd it or not, current world stability and peace were
bhsed on a hballnce of mil I itary power which in turn rested on the posses-
%lon of a1dequlte nucle,ir arms.

However. for politicians who are incautious enough to try to force
the pace of this attitudinal evolution, the price of Intemperate remarks
can mean a decided political setback. Kuralshi Tadao. Minister of
Aqriculture. declared in the debafF-on the defense budqet eaTt-y-in 1968
that Japan had the need for more naval vessels to defend Japanese fishinq
rights in international waters. He also succeeded in provokinq Sato's
oppositiorf with the wishful thought, "If we had atom bombs and a 300.000
man arm. ....... The minister was ultimately forced to resign by the
resultant hue arid cry. Despite this ambivalence both the left and the
right are serlouslv conslderinq the possibility. particularly under the
imprint of the Chinese nuclear capability and political InstablIltv a&
evidenced ov mao's cultural revolution. Thi% concern for Japanese
security is also reinforced by the obvious shift in America's perception
of her strateqic role in Asia. Concrete evilence of this concern was
manife';t In an official increase In the site nf Japanese armed force%

;ar tern 9cnnomic Review. March 2A-10. 1%8.
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and defense budget this yez. According to the Far Eastern Economic
Review (July 31. 1969). defense expenditures are also slated to go up
fror, about I to 1.5 during the period 1972-1976. Other voices, ac-
cording to the weekly, are calling for more dramatic increase. Thus.
Kenzo Okubo, head of the Japanese Ordnance Association and President
of Mitsubishi Electric. agreed with Hudson Institute's own estimate, to
wit, that defense expenditures should take about 4, of the annual 6ross
National Product. Japan's current GNP amounts to 1.4 billion U.S.
dollars and is increasing at a rate of about 10/ per annum. Similar
support for increased defense capabilities and public understanding of
this complex question also came from the Keidanren (Federation of
Economic Organizations) and the Defense Agency's Director General, Klichi
4rita. Thus, a new political maturity, coupled with vested economic in-

terests, are, ar•ong other forces, fusing together to forge a new politi-
c.•l environient which will lend impetus to a further evolution of japanese
attitudes toward the possibility of nuclear areament."

.,'I ot this o'nrely brinqg us back to the probability that a cooflu-
ence of !-rces will push Japan into a nuclear status. It also seems hard
to imagire that if Japan acquired nuclear weapons this would be taken as
overturning the political results of world war II, dramatized in the fact
that the five principal victors of that war are the five nuclear powers
of today. It is difficult to believe that there would not be great pres-

%ure 4itt,ri. Wet Grr-klny to tollow the Japanese example. Then, very
likely Italy, Switierland or Sweden or some other medium-sized technologi-
cjiily advinced Poer would follow. Uinder current conditions at least,
thrue or tour -tates io the cateqory "Large and Partlally Industrialized
N,)tions" ,;iqht thcn well seek nuclear weapons to confirm their qreat-power
stitus. And, of course, ..,lrvt any of the potentially mature Industrial,
• •s-COn~umptlor', •or %st-industri.il societies could make the weapons if
they w;ihed,

In such a world, a not at all unreasonable world of the 1975-l985
period, it seems that the United -tate% w•ould certainly feel some need
tor competent active and passive defenses, and possibly for an even more
competent offense than we have today. The existence of acttVl'nd pas-
,Ave defenses is as likely to dampen the arms race as to exacerbate it,
since defensive capabilitles are likely to be relatively expensive, em-
L)loyinq rather advanced technologies and thus maLke it difficult to
attall true "qreat power" *tatu%.

ior d;sc¢os;v,, of some of the. irlications. of this situation, and
,.ra~qra' to Aeal with, ;t, see "%uclear Proliferation and *ules of Retail-
at ion," ale 4aw o•ornal. 4dolume 76. %o. I. %ovember 1966. and "Criteria
?or to'nq-aAnqe uC leAr Controli icies." California law Review. Volume 5S.
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CHAPTER IV. SOME ASPECTS OF THE MU'-TI;OLD TREND

A. Introduction

We want to discuss the possibility that there will be Increasing
need for the military to cope ,with the consequences of such social trends
as have been indicated elsewhere in this report, as well as the conse-
quences of some recert historical events. All of these involve distinct
issues, concepts and consequences, but there ;s sufficient overlap--in
cause, symptoms, and/or in likely impact--for it to be useful to touch on
all of these issues in the course of a general discussion.

First is the importance of such attitudes, a~tions, and conditions
as cosmopolitanism, pacifism, relativism, anti-militarism (or at least
antl-"establishment" militarism); bitter intellectual dissent or opposl-
tIon to "the system" and/or the "estab!lshment"; "dropouts" from the sys-
tem, new left ideologies; civil disobedience; "confrontations" with the
establishmert; anarchism; the "hippy" movement; "affluence values"; the
Influence of Increasing numbers of persons raised in a very protective
environment and permissive style of life'; and the general lack of reality-
testlrtg in our culture.

All of these are distinct matters, yet afl are clearly interconnected
with one another. Until new value systems have been devised anG/or adopted,
or there is return to old values (perhaps because of some danger, challenge

or some change in policy), these trends and their manifestations are likely
to be very important, continuing and perhaps irtensifying. If this Is so,

they will certainly affect 1975-1985 conditions, particularly if there Is
then an expectation that these trends and fashions will continue even be-
yond the period of interest.

For some of our purposes we need not try to get agreements or consen-
sus on the causes of these phenomena but simply on the fact that they
exist--that something is in fact happening and - likely to have such-and-
succh co.,sequences. This, of course, is typical of any situation !n which
there !s little or no possibility of rigorous ar-gument on the main issues.
All that really Is needed in order to pursue the discussion is an agree-

ment that a process is occurring and reasonable agreement on the probable
consequences of this process. The consensus may prove to be wholly wrong,
but explicating the consensus at least gives some chance that error will
'e found, making it easier to follow through the consequences of the con-
sensus.

One of the redsons, of course, for the difficulty in assigning unique
causes or weighing causes is that many of the issues and attitudes with
which we are most concerned have a high tendency to be correlated or to
occur together. Thus i cosmopolitan finds it difficult to take the claim
of ary parochial system serfously. Or if one fetis That any system is as
good as any other system, or any rel igion is as qooi as any other reliql'n,
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it is difficult to justify rikking--much less .41illlnq--hundreds, thousands,
cr even millions of peoole in the defense of _ic. system o, reglgon against
another. And so on, (Thjs many -Aciflsts todav ,oint out that even if

Hitler had taken over the world, it is not fike.y that his 'Thousand-Year
Reich" would have lasted anyzhing like that long. For others of u•, the
mere fact that Hitler's Reich might ex.l. for even one dcv, much lrss for

ten, fifty or a hundred years, is sufficient reason to oppose it even at
heavy cost. A relativist or racifist might regard such an attitude as
irrmoral--particularly if nuclear war was involved.)

B. A Long-Term View

An appeal to an ealht- oi" nine-hundred-year trend in order to ex-
plain a recent change is rot likely to be easily accepted by most readers.
There are at least two reasons for skepticism. The first Is a general re-
jection of historicist theories among scholars. We tend to ýympathize
with this position, yet one would argue that what we call (in The Year
2000) the multifold trend exists, and that most aspects of it. over the
past eight or nine hundred years are reasonably well established by em-

pirical observation. We need not appeal here simply to historicist st,.,dies.
Almost any historical treatment of serious and important subjects--arts,
musi, architecture, law, family, government, philosophy. ethics--is likely

to recognize the existere of our long-term secular trend, even if under

another name.

The concept of the post-industrial culture is somewhat more contro-
versial and speculative, but again we would argue nowhere nearly so con-

troversial as most people might oel!eve--certainly if we would think of
this, at least for the momnent, as simply a name for "symptoms" visible
in our society tod3y which ssem closely related to the multifold trend.

The second issue which bothers many people is that if a trend has
been going on for a thousand years, it does not seem likely to be of par-

ticular importance in any particular year or decade. This is a reason-
able position. There is a growing body of evidence and conjecture, how-
ever, that this trend will reach a kind of culmination point In the next
two or three decades--and, in a~dition, things are progressing much more
rapidly today than ever before. Thus, with such an exponential trend in
the time equivalent to the exponent more will ha\e happened than has hap-
pened in the whole of previous history. It thus is perfectly proper to

explain recent occurrences by a long-term secular exponential trend--if
the mean-free time of the secular trend is two or three decades. One of

the things we pointed out in the book The Yed, 2000 is that, in effect,
the mean-free time for a ''doubling" has tended to decrease over the last
seven or eight centuries so that today it often is In the neighborhood of

a decade or so. If the year 2000 'era" (1985-2015) does see a number of
culminating points, a lot will have happened bo~h in that "era" and be-

tween noqw and then.,

rI
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It Is this concept, then, which lies beh~nd our argument that 1975-
1985 nay fruitfully be viewed as tne transition per'od between t4,e pos"-
iwar er3 (1945-1975) and what we call the Year 2000 Era. One can make a
very good case for predictable 'grow;-g pains' or "transicion difficul-
ties' In going from an Industrial society to a post-industrial society.
This last concept makes it easy--perhaps too easy--to accept the view
that many seemingly transient phenomena are not as trivial or superfI-
cial as they seem to rmany--that they ire not evanescent phenomena or
fashions, but p'irt and parcel of some very basic trends and changes v:hich
are of great potertial importance ;:cause we are coming to this culminat-
ing point.

Contempora y Considetations

Many students of the twentieth century would consider World War I
both the great divide and the prime cause of many of th'- changes we asso-
ciate with the trend. It ;s often remarked that a whole civilization, a
whole culture, died in the trenches of Western Europe in 1916-1918. While
somewhat overstated, there is much to be said for this point of view and
one must add to the direct causes of the disillusionment, skepticism, and
cynicism usually associated with World War I, the effects of the way the
war was treated In literature and history. (To take a r3ther interesting
analogy bearing on this last point, one might compare Hiroshima and Naga-
saki: The first still seems preoccupied with themes of nuclear weapons
and death; the latter is a bustling commercial city that seems to ignore
its atomic experience. Both went through much the same experience, both
belong to the same nation and culture, but the first city, for various
reasons, chose to relive its experience over and over again, emphasizing
the horror and the shock of nuclear attack. The second emphasized a r,,-
turn to "normality," a return to biusiness as usual. If one knew only
H!iroshtm, one would ti"nk the ,Tagasaki metnoa of dealing with its ex-
perience ;mpossible, and of course vice versa.)

World War II Intensified some of the trends produced by the first
great war, at least in Europe itself (it probably worked the other way
in the United States)., In Europe there was, after the war, a general
feeling of the failure of the nation-state. In particular, the rrench
and the Germans felt that their governmints and systems had failed them.
To a lesser extent the Italians, and an even lesser extent, the British,
felt the same way.

'#Progress" (uestioned

If the post-World War I reaction against European values included
much, it in no sense inrluded cverythinq. The reaction --%.s basically
againFt traditional p,-itrotIc ond religious values and attitudes. De-
spite all of the horrors which had, after all, been dev(sed by technology
and science and then Used by man, the basic European faith in science,
technology ind progress remained. In some ways, the concept of a benefi-
ceiit science and a hum e technoloqy became even stronqer silce some of

:iI i
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the older values--religious, traditionai, and humanist--•vere no longer as
strongly held. Of course, man/ intellectuals felt lncoipetent before the
machine. Tney not only did not trust their own eIlIity to men!pul3te and

control technology, which seemed alien and dehumaaizlng In effect, but

they often felt that this must be • general human reactiVn. ýAs opposed
to the manual -r skilled worker, who uften may feel that the machine is
an exten,;Ion of himself and makes him o bigger, better, and oore powerful
human being).

Since World War 11, however, there has been a growing reaction against
mo'Jern science and modern technology. While this is currently restricted

to a relatively small group, it has managed to achieve sufficiently wide-
spread acceatance as to compel its consideration as a major movement. More
Important, the enthusiastic and unquestioning courniltnent to science, tech-
nology and progress of the majority of the population has seriously been

eroded. While mosc people still take a positive attitude toward science,

technology and progress, this is a much weaker and more ambivalent commilt-
ment '*an it was before World War Ii.

Tiere are, as always, a number of reasons for the change. Perhaps
most Important is the H-bomb, which seems to hang like a sword over hu-
nmanity, It Is all very well to admonish thai technology is neutral, and

,,.hat It Is man who can use It for good or bad ends, but thermonuclear

weapons look like the very opposite of beneficial to most oeople.

There is the impact of populat on increase and growt ng concern about
It. There are all of the ,.rnblems that oo under tre rubric of urban-sprawl
and the problems of the city. hany of these seem the unmanageable crea-

tions of science, technology, and progress, and it is now increaslnglý
widely understood that technological solutions often raise as many Issues
as Lhey settle. Of course, many of these problems, and particularly the

laqt-named consideration, tend chiefly to concern the upper and upper-

middle classes. The lcower class--the majority of the peeple--tend not to
focus attention on these issues except in so far as race relations and
poverty affect them, and both of those matters seem -,.re likely to be
helped by technolojy, rather t:han hurt. But that tenth or fifth of the

population which worries about these issues also tends to be the minority--

the "establlshment'--wnich runs the country and determines th ''high cul-

ture"--and this means that thasp individuals' own attitudes are Important
In themselves and are likely to detcrmine, in the long run, the tone of
the culture, or at least an increasing proportion of it. One must add to

the above issues some others which are becoming increasingly important,
such as privacy, 19841 issues--computerized government and computerized
administration--and perhaps most important of all, new developments in

genetic control and genetic engioeerinq which threaten, in the judgment

of many people., to complete the dehumanization of man," Even the most

",One of the authors has listed in inother publication about a hun-

dred developments In scifence, engineering, technology, and app•icat ions

of these, which are ,lost certiIn to come ihout before the ye,-.- 76O0 and

I
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casual reader wll I any of ii",se davelopmerts more threatening than
benevolert, more JistU ,, than re suring; mere problem-raising and
anxiety-p-ovoking than potentlfly helpful. This attitude Implies an at
least qualifieo rejection of what is, presumably, the crowning jewel of
our modern cui irc. The thinn in which o0r .,Iture has most fully ex-
pressed itsel' is ration,liKy--science ancd technology, If this Is tar-
nished 3nd suspect, one can easily believe the larger value system Is on
Its way to rejection.

It should also be noted that modern bureaucracy is often associated
with many of tie Froblems that we have just been discussing. That is to
say, many people co accept the argument that science and technology are
neutral and it is men who apply them in good and evil ways, except that
they go on to argue that In the modern world it is not men but bureauc-
racies wno make the decisions. They then contend that these bureaucracies
are by their very nature indifferent to humanist concerns and hulane con-
sequences. Their hostility towards bureaucracies and science ana technol-
ogy Is increased because of the connection between the two.

America's Image Abroad

The shifting mosaics of attitudes and i'lfe-styles" are neither con-
fined to an Individual country nor exclusively to any social group. If
one accepts the view that such change Is in process, then some aspects of
the United States' "image" abroad becomes understandable as a logical con-
seqvence of this secular trend. If there is a growing revulsion against
modern science, techrology and the administrative apparatus Imperative to
the effective functioning of an advanced industrial soc~ety, then America,
which is the embodiment of these characteristics In the eyes of the world,
will find its policies and claims to Prestige more and more open to ques-
tion and challenge. Moreover, the erosion of the cold wa," and the post-
q.iar recovery of Europe and other parts o. the world have all tended to
make the particular kind of international "hegemony" exercised by the
U.S. after the war Increasingly onerous and unacceptable. Thus, the po-
sition in which much of the worid found Itself from roughly 1945 to 1965,
when American protection was needed and when Amerikan influence, American
theories, ways and techniques were accepted as pre-eminent, was and is
now recognized as a most unnatural condition. This reaction also has
repercussions to the American domestic scene because the seeming ingrati-
tude of these fore~gn nations Increases tendencies toward disillusiorment,
frustration, anger, annoyance, and, of course, neo-isolationism.

Under the impact of such fundamental questoning it is also inevi-
table that established polit cal institutions such as political parties
and other aroupinas s~iould be subject to considerable stress and pressure

Smake an mortant impact on i I .Fe in (at least) the Industrial nations.
Most of t ..ese devuopments are likely to iake their impact In the 1975-
1985 time perIod, This is the reason why they are almost certain by the
year 2000. They have a very nigh probability of coming 10 to 20 years
bef:re thI11,. They are describe' briefly in Chapter II of The Year 2000.
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C. The Liberal Crlsls :,by Will•a,-, Pfaff)

The least controversial thing which might be said about the pclit;-
cal sit,.,tion in 194F9 is thut West Eurorean and Amerlcanr, publ ic opinion
is in a condition of great ,,obilltý, and the polarity of the estaplisked
parties and the established left and right greatly weakef,3d. Perh- ý.s the
least specific and most controversial aroument to be made is than.i modcr,t
f!beral soc~e.y itself, tlie industrial and urban society of Europe and
North America, might be at a turn ny point In that political devellopment
which began :n the l7th-century Enlightenment and took specific form dur-
Hig tne post-revolutionary 19th-century years in Europe and America. In
thls second case, tVe social transformations brought about wither, tthe West
by all of the combined factors of 'mnodern TM as well as "post-industr~ai
life might now be argued to be bursting the established political struc-
twuor Thus a New Left, and a New Right as we]l, can be seen emerging;
there is student rebel l1on; a ma•-rkeid decline of the socialist and cot,,nula
parties In Europe; an alleged apoliticlsm among the affluent middle classes,

All of these, together wilth individua! alienation or distrefs within soci-
ety, miaht then be interpreted not as ephemeral or ancillary politlc.•
phenomena but as indices of a rebellion against an established politics

predominantly orierred to economic issues, a politics of Interest groups,
a social structure dominated by economic acquisltivtriess and material pro-
duction, by values of economic ind organizational efficiency. Thus the
system of parties and parl;aments which has provided our form of repre-

senrative government In the West for the last century arnd a half Is ine-i-
tably challened, with, it may be, great significance for those aspects
of the 1975-1985 environment o' special interest to this study.

The first argument, then, says on]/ that we are involved in a politi-

cal roorgentation, one chiefly affectinq the established parties of our
day ard the way in which those partias define contemporary issues, The
second argument sugg'3sts a much, larger political transitbon--even a cri-
.,sisarLnq from fo-ces and trends cofroln to a!) of the advanced Western
societies,
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Certfl-iin. thee is ''crisis'' within the liberal political movement
t•a trioL-4ted Stiares Slece 1933 a voting majority of citizens in this

ry has 5hArei3 rgcc•-,izable groLp of assumptions about domestic
!itt avid ?orehjr 'LOberallsn'' at home has meant a series of
c,-on-omica'Iy or.er*,,d .mea.sures to maximize business competition, to pro-
',crt orqar-zeo a.•ir, to estgioish a welfare ''floor" for the very poor,
w.,, mmn!mnze un&-rp'orenc, The economy has been mcnipulated by Keynesian
techniq,%os witlh ?'e -bjective of increasinq stability, growth, and GNP.
Liberalism .1 th.s sense hias been the avowed philosophy of thu Democratic
Party and, with some noddfikations, of that wing of the Republican Party
which has ele.ted -th.i only Republican presidents of the era. The two
Eise-t4 over Ad.-m'.Istratkons cicarly were friendlier to business interests,
m.ore .ncl.r.d to and local politica, responsibilitv than
the emaocrats, but t¼•. &'fference was only one of degree, and the social
objctives as oelt as sr•e practical programs of both Republican and Demo-
craic Administrations fro', Roosevelt to (as far as we know) R's ard Nixon
h~w bear subStartlely si-•lar.

Liberatism haýs, in fect, been, the philosophy of the American popular
c.ajorlty. The d'sside-.t rgnt wlng of the Republican Party has articu-
hated proSrams aý-d !deas of avowed laissez-faire, states' rights, the de-
fense of pol•tica! and economic individualism, but even these differences
with the llberal majorlty n'ave been, by comparison with Europe, quite
med, The dHfferenc-,es between conservative Republicans and the Democratic
Add',nistratlok-t of the list three decades have, philosophically, been far
le.ss th:n •ho•se wh1ch hi the same perloc Avided Christian Democrats, So-
cial Demo,.crats, liberals, conservatives, neo-fascists, monarchists in
Lu rope.

In foreign policy, isolationism in the late 1920's and the 1930's
expressed a Itberal as well as conservative American consensus. The
Rtoo*evelt AdmOnistrations were originally isolationist in policy, only
moving toward internaitonal; Intervention under the pressure of events
abroad (e'nd their own ,egligence). Indeed, It can be argued that the
dominant traits, An Amcilcn liberalism are directed outgrowths of a
maonstreaa, Ant ,lc,ýr philosophy oF the 19th as well as the 20th centuries.
Trust-busting and 'liberal"l intervention in business to defend competition
has Its roots Ir ';deaiýz~ed Monchester individualism: it Is a pro-capi-
talfst, pro. basiness phenomenon, not (as in Furope) a trend originating
In sociaIlst, lacorlnc ciass, or aristocratic hostility towards business
alnd ltraelu.

reit treiim Identified with contemporary America also has
more i' CL~ronn wlti, t O'ct.er. isolationst, perception of America's
(moral) rslatonship vtwýi the world than is comonly appreciated. In

;libera intevettorlism or Interventlonlsm, as in many of the foreign
pol•cy attltudes expreqssed by conservative critIcs of American interna-
lIona sIt pO!icy, ;-iere is evident the same rajection of the world-as-it-

is which underlay t(2e ,sclarinnism of America before World War Ii. The
dlfterence lis 1,, 3 contemaPorary Jetermlnation--only now being reassessed
ir, qovsrn'acnt an -uh-lc. ldebalt,--to reform the world, often enough on

i
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models *hat fairly straightforwardly project the A,<arlcan constitutional-
federalist, and ecoromic exptrierce.

But today this flberalism is In serious difficuities. Whether as a
result of Its own errors or 'nadequac:"s, or as a consequence of circum-
stances beyond any policy's cDmpetenc,, to overcome, both domestic and
foreign crises have developed, which i ibera, issm has thus far bear, unable
to resolve rr even to formulate a,ýequ3tely. in Vietnam the (liberal) pol-
Icy of containing Asi3n cour,.nist expansion by mean5 of (liberal) ration-
building programs and military r,,.easures of counterinsurgency sponsored 5y

the (liberal) Kennedy and Johnson Administrations failed to produce the
sought-for success. A sigrificant withdrawal of American confidence from
the Administration ensued, and the election of a Republican president who
interprets his mandate as to restore pe.ace. ('We cannot expect to make
everyone our friend, but we can try to make no one our enemy.'') In racial
and urban affairs a considerable social crisis within A,-,erica has devwoped
despite a series of liberal reform programs. Whether these programs were
right--but did not have the time or funding to succeed, or encountered
greater difficulties than had been expected--or wKather they were inade-
quat. in conception is an argument outside the scope of these remarks. I
am myself uncertain whjre the truth lies; the domestic crisis seems to rme

Immensely complicated and I do not see any very conv.ricing basic alterna-
tivos to the kind of liberal policies we have been following. The point
I wish to make is simply that a coherent tradition in contemporary Ameri-
can politics, ir, power now for thirty-six years, is--for jood reasons or
bad--in evident difficultle-; and the rational consensus which has sup-
ported it for thirty years gives clear signs of fragmenting.

In Europe there are "post-Darliamentary" political trends which re-
spond to inadequacies in the fstablished party systems. And the links
between the political probhem and a larger discontent with the norms and

values o. odarn society are perhaps easier to see, Thus Gaullism, an
example of the New Right--an6 significantly technocratic--response, now
is addressing itself to the problem of the distribution of power within
French society, offering "participation" at all levels of enterprise.
The polit~cal unrest created by studcnt rebellion in France, Germany and
Italy explicitly identifies many but by no ,means all o'f the current Is-
sues of alienation from the values of industrial society.

What will--or can--follow? it seems to me that at th,s point the
most important distinction to be made Is between rational and romantic

responses. Nearly ill "rev-wlutions"l profess to bring about liberating
changes in the condition of men, but some are fairly specific, material,
"and political in their im,(e~dlate gJn. Some are IndefIni- about hofw,

specifically, reform or revolutio' is to be accomplishý , ,nd rather

c~l I for ''spi r itual reform~ or thf. unsipecI f ied "Iliberat Icr of the masses,

'This subject is dicu~ec at length in Powers and im-ptence, Edmund
StI lIman an: I; i lam, Pfa1f (N-,ýw Yorký Random House, 1966).
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The New Left today cCi1ms, 1,,!tn some jus'c. t.ac rieo'utzi ns are
not nade by program's but by the az.t of r1)oiut!on tseif' that tnc reýo-

Iution Is deter.mined by the revc:ut0 orary experiment. But the vagueness

of these claims ard the New Left's la-i of nrogrwns also reflect the fact

that no clear-cut evil exits5 ah-osc elimination ca.P be e~pected to pro-
duce a drastic change !n the social and ooL; ,C:a' condition, It was other-
wise for ch,• evolutions a&ready noted: E British RPuie!l 'Overthrow

the King!, 'A ,i Power to the sovi.ts!"--e'ch sogaye states a practical cb-
jective which forced share onto move.,mernt-s, arisina fron wide and perhaps
disparate qriCvan•es. T wo examples, howe er, cor.,e to -,Ind of su.ccessful
"but unspecified 'spiritual' revolutions--tne fa•cist coups In Itiy and
Germany, occurring in conditions of political m.laise and dem..onstrated
t ncompetence of lib eai government. Pro-mising "re-.irth," rat!onal pride
and purgatiof,, a place in the sun, the two fascist movemerts delivered

what they promised, largely through improvised rmeaures and the 'experi-

ment"'• -f the revoiution itseU,

One might mnake the distinction, th.,n, in these terms: some societies
rebel against externp! forces; some against , iefinabie abuse or institu-

tlon of power within their society; some are 7n rebellion against the
malalse, discontents, or ircompetence of the scclety itse9f. In this last
kind of rebellion the society s repudfatinc not what It is forced to be
but what It is, This is iost l ikely to produce rom:rtrc, ;rrntioraM
seif-ue.tructive, or aggrersiveiy messianic outbursts (externaliied self-

aggression). One major reason for the potential importance for modern
Western society of the crisis of liberalism seems to me to lie in, these
possib! i tles,

Applylna these remarks to the specific concerns of this report, I
would say that zy the 1975-1985 period we are likely to experience either

the culmination or the collapse of the social unrest which began In the
late 1960's. IC pe.ice comes In Vfetnzam, an !mportant factor of world-
wide unease will ,iivz been romoved, If the precedent of that war proves
to have littla effect in other disturbed socetfes, and the "revolution-
ary warfare" of the Viet fnnq was a unfque product of that situation and
proves not to be readily or successfuliy transferrabe. as a tactic of
CImmunist party struggle, then the Inevitable unrest and disorder of the
Third World may come to seem considerably less rmenaclnq to the United
States and the Eu~ope•a portrs. The idea of essentiaity unitary '\4orld
civil wars" or %'a,4 rd-wlde challerae3' may lose ground on both sides of
the present cold-war barrier, Indeed, In reaction to this there could

N;
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then the r-esent -_r*sis -ay 3r'. t /~e 'leere rasn [ase in tht, ~
velc'pm-ent' of Hbt~rcl goveýrnment_ aru soC~ety.

Or tne oLer h-.,,d, a serious worlld-ýrice economic ;cns-is, - severe
crisis of Eizt-west rellations, or ailmost any deepeninc cs in the Thini
World (wn7ether- ;' is a rat,ýer Df concerted Comrnunfst ~ffor~t or an essen-
tially unrelated seris of d~sorders and erýonc,,fc fe'i``jre. tset on-ewhc
proves bevnd the Comcietenceý 'o- moral vis~on' of the I er~qo~ernmrerto-,
e fai lure o-F refror-n witnin t ie W4estern states--nill could extend e-nd deeoe-
the social unrest witnin the West. Inl znis case, tei;r) t"iat ý1he con-
flict would be Jeeper and r.u :1, -ore ý,3,aaQ e tnran i lej iný <eh a 'r) e
sion, of the hii lanist left-re Doons ,ible cenl-c.r conf:-oitnt ion (See riha'pt, r 1
In t:)is projection ii- seemns )erfectily oossible that -le-i tnorites..
unable to fi'-d r-emedies for cheir probKý-ms yet convincedI of ter unyccd,
fintentions, lo irnn their ,sip on the c:onserisus w~hich provides '!eqtfi-~,
to tneir exercise orý power and f;c7,ng anarchical chal en-,es, rmi*'nt reoot
to measures of frank (thouigh ostensibly temporni>ý' repression) and author i-
tarikn gove.mmerit." The resistance to them, no- largel,' senltime-tal ard
.-hilist in its idWas, mighit under pressure take on a serioýýslv revolu-
tionary character and establ ish a- ideological St.'uctUre appeal inq to more
than marginzl socfal (roups. A,-i t would seem tc me that tne. revolut~cn-
ary" movements in th.1is case wJOUld very I rKely 'naintain the rompntict'sm 0oý
their presunt forerunners, ý s ag,"n-st the 'bankrupt prajmatisml of the
Lockean liberal governments they attack. And ,s in 'he Europe of the,
iq2C-'5 and i910's, the rehrl iion mrig~ht 1,ave hoth, rightist arid leftist
man if estat ion,

To say all of thi, is, ojf course, to deal in apocal/,ptic, scenarios,
Ido not myself think that %lie liberal crisis will reach the kind of revo-
lutionary climax I sketch as)ove. Fmething , aser tc, tho '.irst scena~-io--
an casing of c.-isis pressuras, reasonably successful liberal reforr-s--~-f-'en
to me the more likely )utconxe, Mor'aover, I have taken) io ac,-ont of ' pro-
sures and developmients which could have the, bi~gqest saiy of all ýn the out-
come. Thie present trird .)f developments v~thin the Sovie, Uni~on searin to
me far -nore lildaly to proauce world crisis chan events w~thin th Wýt A

''liberal crisis'' of another kind exists !-) Eastern 'Eroi-, -in! Ru'-J i%
,reac'-ing in a reactiornary pottuýrn wr4tich, wh r V tnovidkýd, ' ~v~
workdble solutiion fun, such- thr.,ats, (iwy no la~n~jr b K(H
course for -'iss. In th-i' onse "r'volutC nnr\,' -. '

more da,.nqe ron ýs to, t~l ,o i 1 d , in the Fa ,'-

"lo er '1i(dn r'~ t!'( ~ ,ih r
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D. Remarks on a Social Trend (by Raymond G,,stll)

I would like here to discuss the special role that intellectuals
play in creating and/or intensifying various social phenomena. As Is
true of many words, "intellectual" may be defined in as many different
ways as there are purposes to employ the term. For our purposes here,
however, I would like to define an Intellectual simply as one who forms
his judgments chiefly on the basis of indirect experience and who in life
works with Ideas rather than things. In these terms the number of Intel-
lectuals has Laen growing rather rapidl] In recent years; with an Increase
In communication devices to some extent most of the population has been
Intellectualized. It is easy to overestimate the Influence of inteliic-
tuals upon politics, and I will argue that for the foreseeable future they
will rot directly dominate public affairs. However, since a high propor-
tion of our people now receive a liberal education of some sort, the opin-
ions of college and university and research people are taken seriously
throughout society. In this way the Influence of intellectuals is grow-
ilag and will continue to grow regardless of the outcome of particular
elections. Intellectuals will not be as influential In the Nixon Admin-
istration as they would have been in a Humphrey Administration, but they
will be more influential than they were in the Elsenhower Administration.

Our task, then, is to Investigate the significance of this evolution
fir the future of our international and national politics. If Intellec-
tuals represented the diversity of Interest groups which have always been
responsible for American politics, then Lhe Intellectualization of poli-
tics should not be particularly striking or interesting. However, intel-
lectuals are a special group, for it would appear that under current con-
ditions intellectual activity generates in Itself certain Inevitable ten-
dencies of thought. These are generated both by the fact of thinking
about the human condition without being in an operational human context
anu by the heightened verbal intelligence and emotional sensitivity of

the average intellectual. In the following discussion of inevitable in-
tellectual tendencies there should be no implication that there are not
always many intellectuals who think, aL least superficially, In quite

different ways. In particular, there are always establishment intellec-

tuals, or what might often be referred to as "bought intellectuals," who
will try to defend whatever system of values or organization happens to
exist at the moment. In addition, In speaking of certain inevitable In-
tellectual tendencies or directions of thought, I also do not mean to
Imply that these are restricted only to intellectuals or that the tenden-
cies are not necessarily correct, or at ieast partially correct in cer-

tain cir:umstances. The reader should rem3mber that although the essay
Is being written in a critical, anti-intellectuai vein, in fact, th-
author is an intellectual and has persistently discovered these tenden-
r..s In himself.

The first principle or tendency Is that toward relativism, toward
questioning all claims, facts and assumptions. Paradoxically, Pitirim

Sorokin, a sociologist of knowledge, who aw "lmself revolting against
current intellectual trends, Is perhaps one of the best symbols of this
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Intellectual tendency. His work was based on the proposition that there
were alternative systems of truth resting upon unprovable axioms.* He
then went on to show how the popularity of the alternatives fluctuated,
predicting that our present system would also pass. The twentieth cen-
tury was the late state of a "sensate" or materialistic civilization
which was bound to change. Sorokln's theory is itself both an example
04: sensate thinking and of the relativistic tendency of the intellectual.
Closely connectea to relativism Is a tendency to explain issues in terms
of Increasing complexity. The exuberant building of thought upon thought,
alternative in relation tc alternative, is perhaps best identified in the
policy analysis area with the work of Herman Kahn."* The intellectual
also thrives on novelty, rejecting old beliefs merely because they are
old; he is always reinterpreting and reinterpreting.

One can also adduce a sociological reason for the relativism and com-
plexity which characterizes the thought of intellectuals. For only If is-
sues or policies can be made to seem complex enough is the intellectual
indispensable to the policy maker.

The next tendency which I would argue is inevitable for an Intellec-
tual is that toward pacifism, toward the feeling that no man has a right
to take the life of another person even in what is traditionally called
a war. An Intellectual tends towards pacifism since values are really
relative to him, and neither side has more than an apparent case. The
Intellectual is also generally more sensitive than other people, although
he may hide this sensitivity under a veneer of cynicism. This sensitivity
"manifests itself in an ability to empathize with other people, people at
a distance, and enemies as well as friends. Such empathy means that all
deaths are to some extent the death of oneself and, therefore, to kill
anothar or to allow another to be killed or hurt in war is to hurt one-
self,'='• Luckily, relativism now comes to the aid of the individual by
helping him to believe that all positions can be compromised, that they
can be salved by talk, that there can always be reconciliation based upon
the common identity of man. If we use the famous Machiavellian distinc-
tion of the fox and the lion, the intellectual is surely the fox, the per-
son who will solve problems of defense by talking the other side out of
the war by negotiation, and perhaps in this strategic age by doctrines of
deterrence which sidestep considering how future wars might actually be
fought. There is again nere a sociological ree,,on, for the "'people of the
pen," the "civilian intellectuals," tend to have relatively greater power

"'Pitirim A., Sorokin, Social and Cultural Dynamics (New York: The
Bedminster Press, 1962 [1937-194o0).

"""E.g., Herman Kahn, On Escalat;on (New York: Freder'ck A. Praeger,
1965), and Herman Kahn and Anthony J. Wiene , The Year 2000:' A Framework
for Speculation on the Next Thirty-Three Years (New York: Macmillan Com-
pany, 3967).

But see below, PP. 3-54, 3-55,

I1
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In times of peace than In times of war. To some extent this has been
modified In recent times by nuclear weaponry, but during an actual war
of the future the intellectual must continue to suspect that his role
would be secondary.

The third Inevitable tendency of the intellectue' Is towards social
reformism or egalitarianism. The justifications for most Inequalities
ring quite hollow, and especially the justification for inherited Ine-
quality. I would like in this connection to mention the story of Mazdak,
who in about the year 500 A.D. appeared In one of the most arbitrary and
absolutist courts in the world, that of the Shah of Iran. Mazdak was, of
course, a religious reformer and his doctrine might best be seen In terms
of a particular variety of Manicheism.* However, as the story is told in
one ancient source, the religious aspect is secondary to a basic intellec-
tual position. Mazdak starts by asking the Shah a question. "If there
were a man dying of snake bite, and another man had the antidote for the
bite but would not give it to the dying man because he had no money, how
would you judge the man with the antidote?" The Shah said, "Why, of
course, the man would be a murderer, and should be treated as such." The
next day Mazdak said to the Shah, "If there were a man who had been cap-
tured and been put In chains and his captors had food but didn't give it
to him and he died in his chains, what would you say of the captors?" And
the Shah replied, "Why, they are murderers." So Mazdak went out to the
starving people and ordered them to break into the storehouses of the
kingdom and of the city, and all the food was divided evenly among the
populace. Mazdak then Insisted that there should be no distinctions In
the kingdom, that all people should be equal and all property equally di-
vided. As iskypical of Intellectuals, he, of course, went too far. He
went so far as, according to the story, to claim that all women should
also be held in common, which did not set well in a society with a radi-
cal emphasis upon biological Inheritance. lie also demanded that the heir
apparent, the Shah's son, join his religion. A coalition of opponents
then wiped out Mazdak and all of his followers. But for hundreds of years
afterwards the story of Mozdak and belief that his followers were lurking
somewhere in the kingdom was a terror of Islamic society.

It is interesting to compare this story with the relationship of the
current Shah of Iran and his American advisers who have also come to tell
him that the people of Iran should divide up the property among the peas-
ants. In the 1950's Iranian landowners came to me and asked why th-
Americans were trying to take their land away from them; of course, I
didn't know what to say for we would never do this sort of thing in the
United States. But I think, again, It is an example of what inevitably
happens wh~en an intellectual looks on the problem from his cold and dis-
tant point of view. As a sociological comment, it might also be mentioned
that Inequalities based upon Intellect have, however, often been proposed
and supported by intellectuals, at least since the time of Plato.

""See Arthur Christensen, L'Iran sous les Sassanides (Ejnar Munkscaard,
Copenhague, 1944); The Shahrameh of Firdowsi (many editions); and Nezam-ul-
Molk, Siyasatnameh (many editions).
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In spite of these tendencies, intellectuals need causes for which
0t work. In other words, they need goals, and ýet their mind3 drive
them toward an Intellectuai void that seems to have no goals. And, as
a side effect, since they are tre symbolic leaders of the community, or
the manipulators of synbols for the community, their relativism and
their void Is apt to thre- jn to break down the value system of the non-
intellectual community which they serve.

There are, then, three types of solutions which Intellectuals may
find for this paradox, or to overcome this paradox. First, they may de-
cide to limit their lives to the attainment of purely intellectual goals.
This kind of approach often leads to the study of methodology apparently
for the sake of methodology. Or, another kind of intellectual will empha-
size the search for facts for the sake of the facts alone. The world
which they create is safe and satisfying within its own terms, but rather
narrow, and with little outside reference.

The next approach is just the opposite--the rejection of all of the
Intellectual positions I have mentioned above, a general confession-repres-
sion of the intellectual life. Alfred Rosenberg, the Nazi philosopher,
anc Albert Schweitzer, the humanist philosopher, both saw the world In
rather similar terms ot d general breakdown of the intellectual position
and a need for a response to it in fairly radical and mystical terms.- Of
course, the outcome of their lines )f thought was very different; yet in
both cases it was a mystical resolution of the dead end of intellectual
complexity.

The third response is apparently )re moderate, but may also eventu-
ate in a vicious form of absolutism. In thi, case the intellectual lifts
social reformism well above pacifism and relativism, rejecting these two
In a pirsuit of a rigid and often radical egalitarianism in which the
principle of limits, which most people intuitively use to guide their
actions, Is ignored as the intellectual foilows his thoughts to wherever
they may lead. An intellectual of this sort finds "no enemies to the
left." He regards his movement as an elitist ''vanguard of the revclu-
tlon." His outlook is hardly democr3tic, and yet it is meant for, and in
his own mind serves, the people. Of course, here again there is a socio-
logical reason, for intellectuals in this mode of overcoming the paradox
of their commitment have a greater chance for power and position than in
either of the other choices they may make,

Psychoanalytically, if we may use that term in regard to purely iný
tellectual problems, the intellectual who follows this road places him-
self in a very exposed position in terms of his own deeper rational con-
victions. In rejecting relativsm and pacifism, the intellectual requires
ever stronger proofs of the ,absolute riqht of his social dogma. The ex-
istence of opposition, which the non-intellectual might safely ignore,

"::Cf., Alfred Rosenberg, Oer Mythus des 20 (Jahrhunderts, Munich,
1930), and the introduction to Albert Schweitzer, Verfall und Wiederaufbau
der Kultur (Munich, 1923).
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cannot be tolerated by the intellectual, for it represents a part of him-
self, forever raising questions. Intellectuals have histo.vially often
been found behind the most vicious and absolutist repressienz. Thus,
although Intellectuals seldom rule, perhaps It is for the roisons hy-
pothesized here that so many men have had to die for holding the wrong
opinions at the wrong time.

Let us turn, then, to how the Intellectual's confidence in his own
beliefs has varied in this century. After World War I there was a good
deal of Increased support for the pacifist and relativ!st critique, for
World War I was a purposeless war In which millions were killed, and
very little, If anything, accomplished. The depression supported the
doctrines of social reformism. Something had to be done, and egali-
tarianism and movements of the left prospered among Inteilectaals.

This development of the Intellectual's position, both in his self-
confidence and in society, was arrested by the rise of Hitler, Stalin,
and World War II, by the Communist takeover of 'hina, by the Berlin
blockade, and the Korean War. After these events American society
looked very good, and it looked as though it needed defending. Paci-
fism and relativism did not appear to be such obvious conclusions in
the face of Nazis who had eliminated millions of people for a contrary
doctrine. Violent reformism did not look so good since many of the vio-
lent reformers had been persuaded to join a Communist movemnent whikh also
was now generally recognized to have eliminated millions of people, to
have destroyed the Intellectual freedom o-F intellectuals wherever it was
dominant.

In spite of this there was the 1948 Wallace movement, but it again
was captured by Communists, and Wallace himself ended by turning away
from it. It Is perhaps significant that the socialist and pacifist
Eugene Debs received a larger percentage of the vote after World War 1
than did the much more widely known Wallace after WorlJ War 1i. i would
suggest that Joseph McCarthy's success in the early fifties was partially
due to the low morale of the intellectual community, perhaps almost as
much as it was due to the rise of anti-communist hysteria.

In the 1950's, then, the intellectuals, faced with-all these blows
to their mode of thought, fell back upon their own specialties, and stu-
dents responded to the attitudes of their teachers, The 1960's, however,
saw new leaders in Russia and saw relative peace In the world. World
War 11 receded into the past, and relativism could rise again. Our sys-
tem no longer appeared to be good for its own sake, for the comparisons
with competing system.s of clearly greater evil had faded. The civil
rights movemenw and t'le cause of poverty, even though poverty was less
than it had ever been, revitalized social reformism. The enormous num-
ber of nuclear weapons ana the Tncreasing number of nuclear powers, and
the Vietnam war, brought back pacifism, first in the form of nuclear
pacifism, coel then in the form of general pariflsm. When intellectuals
with these doctrines tried to succeed at the polls, they were often de-
feated, for the mass of people did not really understand their position,
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even when temporarily, as In the case of the McCarthy phenomenon, they
appeared io: The McCarthy group broke up after the Democrat'c conven-
tion In IS18, and the actual number of persons dedicated to intellectual
McCarthyisi began to emerge in subsequent polls and votes. The intellec-
tual's min rity status and powerlessness, and the powerlessness of their
favorite ctise, that of the Negroes, led th ayain to speak of aliena-
tion and •tie need for violence, the need for leadership of the majority
by the minority for the sake of majority.

In conclusion, this discussion woului seem to suggest that the value
ferment and the student ferment whizh we see today is a general condition,
and an inevitable condition which will rise and fall in terms of outside
events, but will always be close to the surface. The pacifist, reformist
and relativist ideas will tend to grow in Influence in the United States
and Euro-America with the growth and Influence of inteilectuals until they
are arrested and temporarily reversed by another major shock such as World
War II and the diabolical systems which surrounded it. This is not an
optimistic prognosis for the 1975-1985 environment, and !t gives little
hope or advice on how to combat its rather gloomy predictions. But not
all prognosis and prediction need be necessarily pleasant or happy.

E. Ideology in Historical Perspective (by Frank Armbruster)

Truly long-term analysis of today's specific problems Is extremely
difficult If not impossible. For example, the foreign policy of commu-
nist nations cannot be so analyzed; :ommunist countries have existed for
only fifty years. However, long-term examinations can be made of the
behavior of nation-states which make interesting grist for differing
points of view. One question that can be examined over the long term
"(but not so well in the typicai short-term, post-World War I>-type of
analysis) concerns the reaction of nation-states In domestic and foreign
policy when they discover themselves In an Ideological confrontation with
a dissident local group, another state, or group of states. The corollary
question, how one knows when nation-states are In such a confrontation,
is relatively easy to answer after the fact, but often hard to ascertain
at the moment, i.e., It is hard to know when "politics and business as
usual" betwee- states no longer really applies."

Nevertheless, the writer has the freedom to assume that plausible
environments and reactions occur it the context of his assumptions, even
If he can't absolutely guarantee the trends he uses will persist. The
probability of the trends, and of certain actions occurring, however,
often can be made more plausible by historical analysis, if one will

""'One Is reminded of the comment tiat it was perfectly clear to Cham-
berlain that he could not treat Hitler as he would a Birmingham business-
mdn. It was too apparent that Hitler was another breed. Chamberlain rec-
ognized this arid therefore dealt with Hitler in the same suspicious and
skeptical fashion that he would have with a Manchester businessman.'
(Her-man Kahn, Thinking About the Unthinkable [New York. Horizon Press,
1962], note, p. 248.)
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tolerate certain analogies. In this case an examination of the effects
of Ideological commitments on policy decisions In times of severe con-
frontations is relevant. Certainly the factors which lead to "unnatural"
domestic and foreign policy decisions by the elites and even the general
population of nations (deviations from "business and polltics as usual")
should be looked into. The tendency of many political ana!yses today to
discount the influence of such factors could be a serious deficiency In
the process. Often these decisions have changed the course of events In
world history, and they have laid the groundwork for the modern world.

Ideological confrontations are commonplace in history. Though
changes occurred on both sides during--perhaps even because of--these
confrontations, ideologies, strongly and violently opposed to, often
failed to evoive to a point where there was a common ground for the set-
tlement of basic differences. In these cases one side had to be so to-
tally broken that its camp became almost subservient to the other before
the confrontation ceased. In other words, there were rarely "draws":
one side had to lose before true "coexistence" was possible. Nor did
schismatic movements within the ideological camps necessarily weaken
them: In some oF the most portentous ideological confrontations, the
apogee of expansion and strength of a movement coincided with a crest in
internal schismatic activity

1. The Muslims and Christians

In the severe confrontation between the Muslims and the Ch, istlans
that spanned more than a thousand years, evolution never reached a point
where compromise proved possible. In order for fundamental differences
to be settled one side, or both, would have had to give up beliefs and
practices essential to its life--as is usually the case when two ideolo-
gies come to loggerheads. The Muslim Orientals eventually crumbled under
the pressure of the dynamic Christian Western ideology--so completely that
today a coalition of Muslim states cannot handle one small Western-styled
nation, Israel.

It is worthy of note that during and after the schismatic movements,
and the controversy between the Islamic sects over the meaning and valid-
ity of the dogma (including bloody rebellion), Islam spread across the
Middle East, North Africa and Spain. When the Muslims reached Tour3 in
723, several coups and assassinations had already taken place in the Middle
East, and the Caliphate had changed hands in a hot debate over the "true"
descendants and followers of the prophet. In fact, it was after the fol-
lowers of All were established ard had drawn thousands of converts intc
the Shiah "schism" in Persia, when the "Arab nation was torn asunder by
the old tribal pretensions which Mohammed had sought to abolish,"• that
the Umayyad Mislims came to power and swept through Spain and France.

in any event It is hazardous to otally ignore the motto on the Ar-
chives Building in Washington, "The Past is Prologue." In any social-science
type of analys:,.

'-'George E. Kirk, A Short History of the Middle East (New York- Frederick
A. Praeger, 1959), p. 22.
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After the Abbasid Muslims had supplanted and virtually exterminated
them In the Middle East, the Umayyads continued to rule as an Independent
and theologically somewhat divergent group of Muslims in Spain,"' But even
the coilapse of the Spanish Umayyad dynasty In the eleventh century and
the subsequent eighty years of Muslim civil war (a period in which some
Muslim princes allied themselves with Christian princes against their fel-
low Muslims) did not provide the opportunity the Christian states in the
north might have surmised. Toward the end of the eleventh certury. when
these Christians, under Alfonso, King of Leon, Castile, Galicia and Na-
varre, seriously began to threaten the Muslim states of Spain, the Islamic
rulers, recognizing their comimon enemy, appealed to the Berber Almoravid
Muslims (Moors) of Africa for help. There was much concern among cul-
tured Spanish Muslims about bringing in these "uncouth barbarians," and
the initial proposal to ask for their help was rejected. Some felt it
would be 'Wiser to submit to Alfonso, the measure of whose tyranny was
more easily gauged than Yusuf bin Tachfin," the Berber chieftain. But
Mu'tamid, Muslim King of Seville (supported by the ideologically committed
mulas), "resolved their doubts." "I have no desire," he declared, "to be
branded by my descendants as the man who deliverec Andalusia a prey to the
infidels; I am loath to have my name cursed in every pulpit; and for my
part I would rather be a camel driver in Africa than a swineherd in
CastiIe.,"-,'

Cultural affinity and treaties with Christians notwithstanding, when
the chips were down ideology was the decisive factor. Thus, with the
vigor of "renewal," the puritanical Almoravid Muslim "barbarians," who
had been converting their fellow Muslims in Africa by the sword, joined
with cultured Muslim Spain and saved it by their victory over the Chris-
tians at the Battle of Zallaga in 1086."""'

Later times saw Islam, "renewed" under the Ottomans, reach the out-
skirts of Vienna in 1529 and again in 1683, despite the fact that the Suni
Turkish Muslims were at the time carrying on intermittent warfare with the
Shiah sect in Persia. T;he great, bloody conflict between Persia and the
Ottoman Empire did not save the Christians in the Balkans and the Danube
Valley from Muslim expansion and conquest, oven if it did delay it and
eventually drain much of the ;ifeblood of the Ottomans."":-""'

A similar situation developed In the Christian bloc. It was during
and after the Reformation, which led to wars between fellow Christians,

,'lbl.d., p. 31.

.n:':E.W. Bovill, The Golden Trade of the Moors (London: Oxford Univer-
sity Press, 1958), pp. 71-77.

'I b Id.

"'"Kirk, . cit., p. 58; Norman J.G. Pounds and Robert C. Kingsbury.
An Atlas of Middle Eastern Affairs (iRev. Ed.) (New 'ork: Frederick A.
Praeger, 1964), p. 21.
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+a t h- --u"IriiS 'otr (arlIlI thcs ~Colrr3n I urks) ~r slte:ped , 6e ntu aly
-Tvon back and de.!t:%ytd as a 4ori~ powtir, The qreat, violent Christian

scirm di; ro~t c-harge toie (--,f6 of £.r:kteans as far as opposition to
islari wa5 concerned. i* wes vi i owed 3stii cmonn enemly, as Chris-
t t y w d 3 V~~ 't ý-G, vtht 1.) 5'1slr~ ; ntNS ~h in IL43, prior to the
Rsiirmationl, whep iyzantrtke ýo.stant--';pe w,4zs iesiegied by tht! Muslim
Tiurks. Europ~ars were nr~t so clear -i t~lelr lrnyalties. The Papal States,

'iernt~ars ad t" Cenoese sent ehý -! e st althou~gh also only a
Fe~w knsýored ren, riparked the defernseý, bit a~i attei1pted reconciliation
betw~ear tý .- schu~rLch~ was rcu-n'Jlv reuected I�; the Greeks, despite their
pl'oght. Hugiildos ovent advised the Tc~rks h-owq to use their -Artillery

aqýn!ýt the *qfl~s T7 L 0 ýeoea and r.~~ defense- was extremely
harzie. and ~ilia~nz (viz deferiders were oun -eed about ten to one),
bzut werc-rn alid rri the 13y,:antines was ooil- tke wher' the city finally
ffli to the well-armiad bvutai 3nd nurnerous (bLit .pparerntly otherwise in-
ferior) r0r--tmaP troops, Z?:iristendorn suddeniy reil ized that it had made a
mistake. A foreig!; truly her-tiai ideoloagy n,* held the gate to Eastern
Euroae",

Of course, vast confrercial and cuiltural intercouirse wei~z 0 almost
constantly between the ideological blocs, -and even after the Refor-mation
Venice, with her vital Interest in maintaining the mideast trade routes,
was not -ýove selling timber to the Ottomans whaen they were building ships
to dispute tuie Portuguese Cape Route to India.- Without the benefit of
hindsight there were no doubt many at the time who in peaceful periods
were not totally convinced that they were in a dangerous continuing lden.-
logical struggle.

As In earlier times, there were formal treaties of ail-lance between
Christian and Muslim rulers, such as the one signed in 1539 by Francis I
of France with the Ottoman Sultan. But as formetrly, in the case of the
Turk sh siege of Malta in 1565, the treaty was understood not to apply.
France did not spring to the aid of Maltaý but neither did she aid her
Muslim Hy against the Catholic knights." Even the Protestant Queen
Fllzabeth of England sided wt th the knights. "If the Turks,' she wrote,
"shonld prevail against the sise of Malta, it is uncertain what further
pe-ril ryignt follow for the rest of Christendom,""-- ",, When Malta, "'in a
sense' a "dependercy" of Philip's Spain, was successfully defended,+ the
viclccry was not only celebrated in Spain and Rome but in, iaris as well
anj ýn London, where six weeks of prayers of thanksgivinq were ordered by
the , chbishop of Canterbury.++

.~F.C, cuiler, A Military History of the Western World (New York,:
FLInk dnd Wagnalls Company, 19514), pp. 504-525.

-Ernie Bradforo, The G reat SL~e (New York- 111,rcourt, Brace &World,

Inc., 1962), p. 32.

Ibid., p. 177.

+Ibd,__ .34

++ibid., p. 207.
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Again at Lepanto In 1571 a "Christian League' of the Catholic powers
defeated the Turkish navy."' And a century later, in the midst of an :ge
of "Machiavellian" diplomacy In Europe, the Muslim siege of Vienna In
1683 could stil! Induce a "noble reflex of t ne great crusading impui.e of
the Middle Ages." King John Sobieski of Pcland was the champion of the
French policy of peaceful "elat!ons with Turkey. An avowed opponent of
the pro-Austrian "Hapsburg party" in Poland, John's concern was prima Hiy
the rising Hohenzollern power in the north. Nevertheless, Christian Po-
land chose sides on the basis of ideology, and Sobieski broke the Muslii
siege of the Hapsburg capital. His action 'hon Poland offers of friend-
ship from all the great pwers,",', including those which were non-Catholic.

At times of hostile confrontation there was little confusion on this
point among contemporaries of the time. If one were picked up by a Cor-
sair In the Mee;terranean, it wds often as much as one's life was worth
to be of j different faith from the captors." ' --̀ (In the Tower of London
there Is a repeating light cannon developed as late as the first part of
the eighteenth century with two types of projectile--one rnound and smooth
for use "against Christians" and one square with sharp edges for use
"against Turks.")

Once the Muslim world had deteriorated to the point where it could
no longer present a threat to a single great power of the polycentric but
dynamic and rapidly expanding Christian world, the thousand-year-old cold-
hot war began to wane. In fact, the Western nations began to squabble
over the spoils of the defunct Muslim empire and s;gned meaningful alli-
ances to protect Turkey, the "sick man of Europe," from its predatory
Christian neighbors. The British treaties designed to keep Russia out of
the eastern Mediterranean (a British sphere of influence in the nineteenth
and early twentieth centuries) are notable examples. Indeed the parts of
the Ottoman Empire which survived into modern times did so only because
of this "protectorate" status under one or more of the grcat Christian
powers.

We have not, of course, dwelt on innumerable aspects of the Christian
and Muslim worlds during these centuries which als.o affected their develop-
ment. For example, the great struggle between the emperors and the Church
was taking place in Christendom while the Muslim-Chritizan confrontation
was going on, but principles so basic as to preclo'de coexistence were not
at stake. From this struggle evolved the nation-states, with a como)n
(though polycentric) Christian culture, and a Catholic church greatly re-
duced in temporal power but gradually increasing control over its spirltiial
dorm:n and administration.

"" ediiBritannica, 1959, Vol. 13 p. 945
• W p . •J l a B ri ~ n n i a , | 5 9 , V o i . 1 8 , P . ! 3 8 .

LeSi ie ureener, The Discove of•_, N"w York; The V!k10g Press,1966)i P, 59.
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Otli-r develo~p;-*nxs, oe-rhapý, 1esý relevant, were "comm~ercial.It ut
the greatest of these, tke Industrial Revolotion, OC:urred after tme Mus-
lims had s-,ccumbelý so set-ulation over their fate in ctwmpetitior with
the great coall- and iron-prod r~inm C."ristian natlaný 'or tacologicafl :er'ls
is a sterile exercise, qas'~cali'¾ the Muslimr world was Weallthv. CLIl-Ur.'d
and technologically co-ipetant wc: made it an adequate orpronent to the
Christia" world. But Musiirn cultua, coult" not ma~ntain Its spirit and
vigor over a thousancd-year confronta-tio: it the Cr~r5;stian West.

2. Reulicas and Ar'stcrat_:

No sooner had the Christian-Husim %war died, however, than a seZorid
great ideological confrontation ocrcurred ir the civilized world., th,ý
"'heret-ica1' republicans against the established, ar is-toc ra t s, hee aqain,
such basic principles were involved that son-ehad to lose before thle
"lcoex~stencell of the antagonists was possible. Not until the, repUblicans
had reduced t,,- aristocraýts to an impotent, atrophied appen~dage could the
two ldeolo~te- ye togetheri*

The first outstanding success of the Republican movement w~s in
America; then, from 1789 through 1914, the struggle continued in Europe
and Asia. There was see-sawing back and forth, temporary r-estorations of
the old monarchs in new republics, temporary installations of new monarchs,
but always a steariy weakening of the aristocracy. For indeed it was not
necessarily the monarch but tK... aristocrats who were the real target of
the republicans, and several constitutional (i~e. firurehead) monarchs
remain today to provide continuity and focal points of loyalty while gov-
ernments come and go.

The initial republ:;an impetus in Euroue came from France, where the
Statss-General of 1789 turned into a Natioral (Constitutfonal') Assembly
whicl, did away wich the feudal privileges of the aristocrats and provided
the basic documents for a constitutional monarchy, Tie resulting "Legisla-
tive Assembly (for which fie meý,bers of the N.ational Assembly with two
years' experience in lcq;:1ative procedures were not eligible) was a far
less productive body, comrpcsed largely of men I~Tho were eager to win glory
by destroying somethiig.--an ominous portent, since there was notbing left
that they could ditstroy except the throne."- The Legislature plunged
France into war with Austria and Prussia, then lost control to the Paris
mob and, eventually, to Robespierre and the Jacobins. The blood batris
ended only when Robespierre himself was toppled and the Directory governed
under a new constitution. By 1799, Napoleon had taken over, Within a

B8ut the "eliminatiýonll of the iristocrats is still going on; wit-
ness the reccent action to aboli~h the feeble rcsidual power of tke House
of Lords in the constitutional mnonarchy of Great Brita~n.

*Wall.),, K 1:rqtuson :.nd Uviffrey Srour, A Survey of _urpk2anQC vJi
lization (2d ed.), 'Ne York: Houghton Miff lin Company), p. 641
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decade the French had gone from autocracy to autocracy, out still the
original aristocrats did not regain their Dower. Because of the reign
of terror a deadly fear of extrumist 'repubifcan'' ohiics-phies re-ained.

Interestingly enough, NaEleon was recognized throughout Europe. as
the champion of a truncated form of republicanism, even thou.-h he crowned
himself Emperor. He pictured h;ms,&if battling against the government
rather than the peoplh of each country he invaded, and this struck a
sympathetic chord, for in each of these countries thelre were those who
identified with the republicanism of the French and who were opposed to
local aristocrats with their feudal Privileges.

In fact, the twenty-two-year era of the Revolution and the
Napoleonic Empire labored more forcefuliy than the era o" Locis
XIV for the unity of the white world. It had at its disposal
the new magic formula of social upheaval. With its aid, France
in decline produced a rejuvenated rnlitry power that towered
above those of her Continentai adve-,ies. by the same means,
she also generated an ideological power which multiplied her ma-
terial strength many times over, Just as the magnetic mountain
in the legend draws the iron parts from a ship, causing it to
collapse, so French propaganda disrupted the ideological forces
on the other side. Napoleun understood how to wield this propa-
ganda; and the bouquet of revolutionary achievements looked all
the more alluring in his hand for being well arranged and firmly
bound. There was not a country in which the new empire did not
find a powerful body of supporters.",

With the demise of Napoleonic military power, reaction set in; Euro-
pean aristocrats, including the English,"' distrusted the masses for hav-
ing been Infected with French ideas. Republicanism was accurately viewed
as the mortal enemy of the aristocrats, and Metternich, Lhamp!on of the
aristocracy, took continucus but ineffective steps to suppress it.

Republhcan uprisings in Piedmont and Naples were put down by the
AL~trian army, and a French army crossed the border to suppress a Spanish
repubiiczn revolt. In 1823 nationalists rebelled against Turkish rule. in
Greece, and 'legitimatt" Metternich felt that the revolt should be allowed
to 'burn itself out beyond tL-e pale of civilization.' ". The Russians
fe!t a pull toward the Orthcdox Greeks, who were fighting Muslims (the,/
also, of course, felt a pull toward Turkish territory), and the clas-
sicai~y educated British ai'id French looked on the Greeks as tne descen-
dants of ancient Hc1 lenes, Excesses of the Muslim Turks against the Greek
Christians helpod focus European attention on their plight; even at that
late date, it seems, the old Muslim-Christian ideological corfrontatton

",Ludwig Dehio, The Precarious Balance (New York,:' Alfred A. Knopf,
1962), p. 142.

:Ferguson and Rroun, R. cfit., p. 695

I ' Ibid., p. 697.
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had not completely da.,d. The Christian powers ("legitimist," aristocratic
Russia and "liberal" France and Britain, who found it very difficult to
function together when not Influenced by ideological considerations) there-
fore approved of the revolt, if it established a Greek monarchy and not a
republic. in fact, reminiscent of times gone by, "a British admiral was
in command of the combined navies of the Christian powers which at Nava-
rino annihilated--without a declaration of war--the Turko-Egyptian fleet
carrying treops to administer the final coup de grace to the Greek rebels.'"
Despite th• fact that a strong Turkey astride the Dardanelles was more in
the interest of Britain and France than one "forced. .to her knees" by the
Russians, humanitarian considerations prevailed over Machiavellian foreign
policy interests."" But the real problems with republicanism, for the
aristocrats, began shortly after these events.

In France after 1815, Louis XVIII, or instructioos from the victori-
ous allies, had been moderate in his reign and maintained many republican
,eforms, ;ncluding the Chamber of Deputies. Unfortunately, the aristo-
crats who, "some scholars estimateo..recovered about one-half of the
landed property lost in the Revolution, failed to make the haute bour-
geoisie a partner in its position of power.""' '.* Furthermore, Charles X,
who succeeded Louis XVIII, proved to be more reactionary than his prede-
cessors and attempted to subvert -he legislative and electoral processes
to form an extreme right governme, . The result was the Revolution of
1530, which in two days prove. toM imch for the loyal troops in Paris
and caused Charles X to flee to England.""'" Aristocrats and monarchs
all over Europe quaked in fear of a new whirlwind as the Parisian vortex
once more rumbled with republicanism.+ And In fact the resurgence of
French republicanism did send sparks which kindled smaller fires through-
out Europe; and many revolutionaries waited--in vain--for French help.++
Here again, as in most ideological movements, though there was a strong
International flavor to the movement as a whole, and tf)ugh adherents

`' S. Talmon, Romanticism and Revolt: Europe 1815-1848 (New York:

Harcou , Brace & World, Inc., 1967), p. 114.

I Ibid., p. 114.

""'Barrington Moore, Jr., Social Or';ins of Dictatorship and Democracy
(Boston: Beacon Press, 1966), p. 106.

-Frederick B. Artz, Reaction and Revolution (New York: Harper and
Brothers Publikhers, 1934, with changes 1945), pp. 266-268.

-ibid., p. 270.

"++"All the revolts had been undertaken with the hope that the new
government of Fran - would be sympathetic and would even send aid." But
the Atz.rlans began to brinq pressure on Louis Philippe, the new constitu-
tional monarch of France, 4ho then declared that "the blood of Frenchmen
'elongs only to France," and subscribed to the principles of non-inter-
vention. (Ibid., p. 279.)



Slooked on fellow countrymen who followed a different ideology as enemies,

there remained a strong nationalist flavor. But this nationalism did notdetract from the vigor of the Ideological movement; on the contrary, it

S~often strengthened It.

In Belgium, the revolt of 1830 was sparked by the same forces which
exploded in France. The republicans in Belgium, however, were fighting

against a foreign privileged class. Since the Congress of Vienna in 1815,
Belgium had been undbr the rule of Holland, and though the Belgians were
economically well off, the majority were extremely anti-Dutch and rejected

the liberal constitution offered them by Wlliam I of Holland. interest-
ingly enough though the liberals, because they were anti-clerical and like-

wwa-m to Catho!icism, originally backed the Protestant Dutch, they ended up
by siding against the Dutch when William retaliated against the Belgians
for rejecting h!s constitution. The sympathies of Britain and France for
the Belgians' legitimate request (so long as the radicals did not set up a
republic, Instead of a constitutional monarchy) led to a conference of
the "powers" which agreed to an Independent Belgium. Again the middle
class held to a moderate course, and Catholic France played the role of
Belgium's protector against Holland while Protestant Britain kept France
honest.

In Poland, the French revolt (as well as the rumor that a Russian-
Polish army would be sent to put down the French republicans and the Bel-
gian nationalists) triggered an uprising against Russian dominance. The
insurrection started among the officer school cadets and spread to other
students. The provisional government was led by aristocrats who, It was
felt, could get help from France and Britain; and the republicans were
forced to take a back seat. Po!and's nearest non-Russian neighbors, how-
ever, Prussia and Austria, had no sympathy for an independent Poland (as
both had taken part in the Polish partition), and Nicholas of Russia had
none of Alexander's sympathy for Polish nationalism. The revolt was
crushed, and Poland became part of the Russian empire, complete with Rus-
sian administrators and garrisons. It was alleged, however, that the
Polish revolt had prevented a Russian Intervention in France and Belgium,
so that even this abortive revolt can be said to have aided the republi-
can cause in Europe.

The German states of Brunswick, Saxony and Hanover won limited con-
stitutions. In Italy, however, when Parma and Medina overthrew their
kings, and radical republicans seized Rome and declared an Italian Repub-
lic, Austria, firmly under the control of tne reactionary system of Metter-
nich, descended like'an avalanche, restored "legitimace" monarchs to their
thrones, and killed, imprisoned or exiled republican leaders.

In Portugal and Spain, too, "republicanism" (liberal constitutional-
ism) was pitted against the conservative aristocracy. In 1834 France and
England formed the so-called Quadruple Alliance with the liberal gover.-
ments of Spain and Portugal, and the "cleavage between liberal and
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conservative forces In Europe manifested itself witn unusual sharpness."."'
Compared to Austria, Russia and Prussia, republican Ideology had already
gained the upper hand in Western Europe, where the aristocrats could no
longer muster the strength to rverse a policy certainly not designed to
perpetuate their way of life.

a. 1848--Workers and Radicals

The revolutionary spirit which swept Europe in 1848 again emanated
from Paris and again was "republican." Supposedly, In the forties a
"fairly large proportion of the population" of Western Europe "had become
saturated with liberal, democratic and indeed socialist Ideas." As in
Paris, "in other capitals, there were in February 1848 multitudes whose
respect for the powers that be and faith in the justice and durability
of the social order had been greatly undermined.'1'-- The Republic 'was
proclaimed from the balcony" in Paris on February 25, 1848, by a minor-
ity made up of the most radical revolutionaries, but power quickly
shifted to the majority who opposed the radicals on the ground that this
"was a matter for the whole people to decide, and that It would be an act
of usurpation to present the sovereign people with a fait accomplI.'11--'='
Universal suffrage was proclaimed. But the poet Lamartine, virtual leader
of the provisional government, was then stampeded Into supporting the
"right to work" clause of the radicals and, later, the public workshop
program. The Communist Manifesto had appeared only a month earlier, and
Its appeal to the workers of the world to unite, having nothing to lose
but their chains, was adopted almost verbatim as the slogan of the 1847
congress of the League of tht Just, which changed its name at that meet-
ing to the Communist League.

The French, however, made it clear in the elections that as a whole
they rejected the extremists. This was no news to the radical Jacobins
and socialists, who had been against free elections from the outset and
declared that only "the revolutionary vanguard--the executor of the Will
of Time armed with unlimited rights and powers," could enunciate and exe-
cute the "deep-seated will of the people.r1'"-- A revolutionary dictator-
ship was their only way to power, and it could only be brought about by
an emergency such as a war. In May a mass rally, called to demand that
the government declare war on the Tsar and free Poland, resulted in the
declaration of a revolutionary government and the "dissolution" of the
Chamber. But the police arrested the ringleaders, and in a few hours
the uprising was over.+

"",Rene Albrecht-Carrie, Europe Since 1815 (New York: Harper and
Brothers Publishers, 1962), p. 59.

'-Talmon, 2k. cSit., p. 168.

Ibid., p. 171.

":"Ibid., p. 172.

+Ibid., pp. 172-173.
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In June another attempt at counterrevolution by worker radicals In
the government workshops, who rose in revolt when the shops were closed,
also failed, but this time there was much more bloodshed. France did
not back the Parisian radicals; the panic of the forces of order resulted
in a violent reaction to the uprising.*

Nevertheless, Paris had rumbled, and all of Western Europe once more
shook. But in Central Europe, liberal revolutionary activity was again
strongly identified with nationalism. The Hapsburg Empire was a conglom-
eration of races, each of whom wanted to form an independent nation. In
the German area, on the other hand, was a collection of small, independent
states which wanted to be united. Italy was in a similar slt,;ation. Con-
servative Austrian dominance in both cases was again the stumoling block.

In Italy, Austria and Germany, Intellectuals and the relatively un-
organized people in the cities raised the flag of revolution. They suc-
ceeded In rising simultaneously in so many places that petty kings and
princes and their aristocratic entourages were frightened Into granting,
or at least promising, constitutions, in most of the small German and
Italian states. Further east in Europe, however, the Hapsburgs actually
stole the liberal movement from the revolutionaries by granting rights to
the peasants, who then felt more loyal Zo the crown than to the alien city
radicals. In these areas, therefore, nationalism--Serbian, Magyar, Bohe-
mian, Polish--was the dominant factor In tha disturbances.

The attempt at German "unification from the bottom" at the Frankfurt
Convention of 1848 failed when the delegates could not immediately solve
all the problems involved in creating a purely ethnic constitutional
monarchy in Europe. Furthermore, the moderates, including intellectuals,
feared the violence of the radicals, who devoted less thought to solving
problems and more to achieving power by destroying the system. The workers
were not organized; an attempt at an "all-German" trades union failed to
materialize, though there was a General Congress of Workers.

Karl Marx's Neue Rheinische Zeitunq was "the only effective mouth-
piece of social revolution"; it Inspired an assembly of 234 delegates
from 66 towns which demanded "a united German Republic, based on univer-
sal suffrage and radical social policies, and holding out a fraternal
hand to all peoples." But the bloody June "workshop revolt" in Paris
and conditions within Germany brought a "dread of Red anarchy" and melted
away support of those opposed to the forces of law and order.2

In the decades following the spectacular events of 1830 and 1848
(which marked the abrupt descent, as the periods immediately after them

marked the temporary ascendancy, of the power of the aristocracy), a tech-
nical and economic phenomenon occurred which changed demographic and cul-
tural patterns in Europe. The Industrial Revolution began In England,

•',Albrecht-Carrie, o M. cit., pp. 71, 72.

"'Talmon, op. cit., p. 181.
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propelled at an ever accelerated rate with the rapid evolution of the
steam engine after 1763. Peasants who not too long before had been com-
pletely under the control of the aristocrats moved to the cities to man
the mills, only to be exploited to a degree often no longer possible on
the land by a new urban "aristocrat," the Industrialist.

In this case, however, several differences existed which tended to
differentiate the new "aristocrat-urban peasant confrontation" from the
old social conflict. The numbers of people who resided in the relatively
densely populated Industrial cities rose so sharply, particularly in Eng-
land, that simultaneously with the rise of power of the industrialists a
new political force was created--the workers. Furthermore, it was possi-
ble, though not easy, for the commonborn, exploited "urban peasant" (or
his son or grandson) to become one of the new aristocracy, since the pri-
mary measure of the new industrial "aristocrat" was the weight of his
purse, not the length of his pedigree.* And the Dosition of the Indus-
trial "aristocrat" was to a great degree dependent upon his skill. Busi-
ness failures were commonplace, and just as the peasant's safety in the
early feudal system was directly dependent upon the local aristocrat's
skill in battle, the factory hand depended on the skill of his boss for
work. This Interdependence, together with the group identity and cohe-
siveness of the exploited and their ability, however remote, to change
one's status, made this confrontation different from the old republican-
aristocrat clash. As in the Reformation, both sides felt themselves part
of the same sstem (Christendom in the one case, capitalism in the other),
and both felt they could achieve their goals within the system without
sacrificing vital principles. There was no question of heresy, only the
old social schism between the "haves" and "have-nots"--but this time the
have-nots had some power. Furthermore. .he potential power of the rela-
tively closely knit urban workers was yreater than that of the scattered
peasants under the old system.

By 1848, the effects of the Industrial Revolution on demographic pat-
terns were most strongly felt in Britain and France,"" particularly the
former. East of the Rhine the effects were as yet barely noticeable,*,""
though coal and iron production in Germany (includin• Prussia, which had
owned the Ruhr area since 1815) had risen sharply."-.. Continental towns

*"Ability as well as birth was now more generally a means of advance-
ment, and never in history were so many humble men raised from poverty to
riches and power." (The New Cambridge Modern History, Vol. IV, '"ar and
Peace in an Age of Upheaval 1793-1830," ed. C.W. Crawley [Cambridge: At
the University Press, 1965], p. 58.)

7" Population Living in Towns England France

1815 (in towns above 5,000) 28'/, 14
1848 (in towns above 10,000) 57/ 21/,

(Source: Talmon, o.. cit., p. 198.)

'Rural Population in Prussia: 1816, 73,5/; 1846, 72.0V; 1852, 71.5/.
(ibid., p. 198.)

Ibid., p. 199.
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had not changed: they were by and large still market, mercantile and ad-
ministrative centers, where "industry" and trade guilds still existed,
both of which had a heavy salting of entrepreneurs. The articulate, "or-
ganized" groups in the cities were either aristocrats, guild members or
"Intellectuals," the latter group made up largely of writers, students
and professors who often had little if anything in common with either of
the other "organized" groups. Some radical intellectuals felt they had
much in common with the unorganized mobs of "common people" in these old-
fashioned cities and made common cause with them on several occasions.
But the cities were alien places to the vast majority of the "common men"
on the continent. Furthermore, the ideas attendant upon some of the more
rad!,al intellectual theories (e.g., atheism as compared with the more
common anti-clericalism) found practically no support among the peasants
and little in the continental urban "proletariat.""'

For most cities, the 1848 revolution was one of the last great "inter-
national" upheavals which saw the intellectuals as the only significant
"organized" liberal movement.

The position of the urban peasants was gradually improving, though
the gap between the rich and poor had not perceptibly closed. Real wages
in England and France in 1830 were 60 per cent higher than in 1780.-,"
The worker's family by the second half of the nineteenth century had
reached the necessary point for the class to "take off." Education be-
came available and then mandatory for the lower grades.

Thereafter, the stark choice between entire ideologies, each of which
entertained some bit of good for the worker and his family, but also re-
quired needless sacrifice of much that was near and dear to him, now ap-
peared less necessary. The Industrial workers, with their common interests
(and later formal "brotherhoods,,),were destined to become another organized
liberal force in the new industrial cities."'-' The mobs of "common men"
In the cities would no longer be readily available to radical "Intellec-
tuals"; the workers would croate their own goals and simpler, more direct
programs to reach them. For reasons of self-interest, these goals normally
at least tended toward "fiscal responsibility," and there was, therefore,
an ever-present trace of appreciation of the value of stability and conser-
vation of the best of the "old order" in them. For example, it was the
"revolutionary content of Chartism which had the effect of alienating from
it the trade unions..." of Britain in the l84 01s."'_'_`

.'At the turn of the century Napoleon's Concordat with Rome, which at
least partially healed the split initiated by the radical republicans
iearlier, was one of his most popular moves.

`-"The New Cambridge Modern History, Vol. IX, p. 59.

"Outside of Britain and France before 1850 there was scant develop-
ment in the labor movement...." (A'brecht-Carri4, 22. cit., p. 29.)

Ibid., b . 28.

I
I
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The strike shut down the plants; it did not destroy them. Even where
the strike ws not an adequate weapon, the most extrear practice ever to
become even somewhat commonplace was minor sabotage.* By and large, the
workers realized that they were part of the system from the very beginning
of the Industrial Revolution.

Despite strenuous efforts by radical elements to seize control of
this organized segment of "common men," it was (and is) surprisingly re-
sistant; the Workingman's International "foundered ir, the 1870's ever the
issue of anarchism--the state should be wholly destroyed.... Socialist
votes were drawn in large measure from the membership of labor unions but
syndicalism laid greater stress on the direct action in which the latter
could Indulge and of which the strike was the most concrete and po:entially
effective manifestation.1r'- With the more practical, short-term solution
of their problems now within their power, the workers had little need to
support utopian theories, which promised eventually to raise their stand-
ard of living if they would jettison everything else, including their
liberty and their religion. The "pure form" of socialism, as expounded
by the German Socialists at Amsterdam in 1904 (calling for an "interna-
tional, anti-militaristic and anti-imperialistic" social movement), was
challenged, not only by the French Socialists at the conference, but ap-
parently by numbers of German workingmen at home. Despite the German
division of industry into huge complexes, which made union (and thus also,
supposedly political) organization easier, the German Socialist party was
"surprisingly ineffectual In the test, considering its great strength."'••-

b. 1968--A Fam!liar Radicalism?

The late nineteenth and twentieth century workingman (in so far as
unions reflect his feelings) is a new phenomenon in the amalgam of revo-
lution and ideological conflict. In an Industrial society he is truly
the "common man," but he is generally in favor of maintaining the entre-
preneurial and the Industrial system or, where he feels he can control it,
some form of socialist system under a constitutional (republican) govern-
ment. In his desire for reform with stability and continuity of the gen-
eral system, the worker is somewhat like the bourgeoisie of old. In a
crisis, to a large degree, therefore, he has many interests in common

*The very action from which the word comes, tossing a wooden shoe
("sabot") into a machine, was a comparatively minor form of disabling
equipment adopted by mill workers on the Continent. They could have used
a wrench, a spare piston arm, a brake shoe, etc., or even set the plants
on fire. Miners could have set coal mines afire and no power on earth
could have extinguished them. Railroad workers could have wreaked havoc,
and in same instances, such as the destruction by fire of the Pittsburgh
terminal, they did.

"-"Albrecht-Carrig, 22. cit., p. 157.

I bid. , pp.. 156-157.
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with the industrialist. The mobs in the streets of the new cities were
(and to a large degree still are) mostly industrial workers, and thair
mood is generally not to destroy the industrial system, particularly If
there is a semblance of constitutional government to go along with it.*

In the privacy of the polling booth, many of the French workers saw eye
to eye with the bourgeoisie in June of 1968 and aided in bringing a crush-
ing defeat to the Lefists as a result of recent Leftist extremism in
France.

In some respects it can be argued that organized craftsmen are per-
haps more stable (or at least more resistant to radical domination) than
other organized groups in the cities, where revolutions are bred and ideo-
logical conflicts enacted. Many intellectuals and even the bourgeoisie
were more likely to be attracted to Communist or Nazi Ideology than were
labor leaders (if not laborers). Because their power Is so srnsitive to
their ability to maintain their union apparatus, labor leaders :re very
conscious of the value of liberty as well as equality--a point sometimes
missed by the much less formally "organized" intellectuals. Both Commu-
nists and Nazis had to take over the unions with guns and bayonets. The
strange but nevertheless obvious fact is that the Industrial Revolution,
with its concentrated and organized craftsmen, made things harder for the
ideuloaues. The masses of newly urbanized peasants stimulated Karl Marx
and others to dream of the conversion of hordes of peop!e to utopian
schemes, but they were much less likely to succeed when such "solution-
oriented" masses had obvious common goals and surer and more practical
means to meet them. The "masses" were not unintelligent and far from
talentless or gullible on these matters, a point the "vanguard of the
revolution" often fails to recognize and so continues a patroniz!ng atti-
tude toward workers around the world (and recently toward Negroes)." , At
the height of the depression of the 1930's, each membership drive by the
Communist Party in the United States scooped up more "intellectuais,"
though the instructions from Moscow were to capture the "base of produc-
tion," Similarly, when the unions found the Reds attempting to take over,

"'It might be interesting from this point of view that Paris remains
an "unstable" city, dominating France, which has the least percentage of
people in industry ot the great nations of Europe, and which tends to
favor relatively small, dispersed industrial Zowns compared to the huge
British and German complexes. Nevertheless, the worst thing that happened
to the French student rioters in the "May Revolution of 1968" was their
"reinforcement" by the general strike of the labor unions. Extcemism wes
now much less likely. With their own organizational and bargaining direc-
tion, the workers refused to follow (and in fact had little in common with)
the guilt-ridden student sons of the bourgeoisie and told them so In no
uncertain terms. (Sanche de Gramont, "Tha French Worker Wants to Join the
Affluent Society, Not Wreck It," The New York Times Magazine, June 16, 1968,
p. 62.)

'Giving a satisfactory inswer to the question V•hat are you getting
out of this"' is no easy job for the outsider preaching radicali,;m to
practical-minded workers on subjects they understand.
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free elections "threw the rascals out,' substantiating again the Intel-
lectual revolutionary vanguard's position that free elections for thc
"ignorant masses" is bad for the revolution. The political aspirations
of the radicals (which they feel are essential to economic reforms) must
nor.;aiIy be jammed down the workers' throats.

In recent years, however, events in the United States have gravely
affected the worker-entrepreneur pattern. First, cities have begun to
change from centers of industry to centers of service and welfare. Sec-
ond, there are now seven million students in the United States, and sev-
eral hundred thousand other "intellectuals" serving the students, making
this group equivalent to over 10 per cent of workers in all Industries.
In service industries, craft or even Industry-wide, unions are not likely
to include large numbers of people. Therefore, just as before the Indus.
trial Revolution, people are living together in neighborhoods without all
being weavers, all machinists, etc. All they have in cowrion is g"_graphic
location, and oftentimes race--and recently this has not been enough to
foster the development of a sense of direction for economic and social
advancement within the American value system. And the huge number of "in-
tellectuals" (and if they make the right noises, thlrteen-year-olds are
included in this group by the. group Itself and by the conmunications media)
have so much spare time hat they become a -nore significant factor in so-
cial and political processes."

It seems, therefore, that two traditicnal factors may again be opera-
tive: the susceptibility to utopian ideas of ,an increasing portion of the
population may be creating a condition which !as some resemblance to the
pre-Industrial Revolutionary city (at least in the WeStr); and this is hap-
pening again during a world-wide ideological contlict. Naturally, th s
phenomenon can best be observed In larger cities, where the service, edu-
cational and welfare "industries" comprise a significant number of people.
As in the pre-Industrial Revolutionary cities, masses of people again occa-
sionally seek to escape from their misery (or guilt) in naive sche.tes
preached by naive or devious people.

The very volume and vý.rietv of protýest, as weli as the speed with
which ideas are discarded for "new," more radicai versions of the Leftist
ideology, leads one to question the iudyment of the proponents, As Midge
Decter points out, the spectrum of adherents of the New Left :n the United
States is very oroad: one must only be anti-Amerc-an to belong to the
movement.""' She right have added." "and identify oneself 3s a Leftist"
(self-proclaimed Fascists are not welsom , though onknown even to them-
selves, many Now Leftists are very close to Fasc!sc). The key element,

"'One such thirteen-year-old turned up at a• McCarthy c.. ,paign head-
quarters and allowed as how it was too bad he was too young to take on the
role of a vote solicitor. One of the adults running the headquarters
asked, "Do you believe in what McCarthy staitds for7".o.'Yes"..' fhen come
on in; you're old enough to work here."

'"Midge Decter, "Anti-Ame,-icanism in Ame-ica," Harper's, Vol. 236,
No. 1415, April 1968, pp. 39-48.
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Shc~ver, is a destructive kind of anti-Sovernmentism, with littlo anal-
ysis and few pract!,al proposals, as well as distinct admiration •

Leftist revolution and revolutionaries. in other words, the New Left
(particularly when its activists manifest their emotions In Western
cities) has an aura of anarchic violence, based on an ideology that
denies the d6e.ocratlc due process as a nmeans to redress grievances. A
Parisian of 1848 brought to a disordered American city In 1968 would in-
stantly recognize the ideoiogy the mob leaders were preaching--and Its
dan-er. There is little being said that wasn't said then.* But today
the danger could be greater, for vast areas of the world are in fact
governed by the "vanguard of the revolution," and these areas can and
often do act as ideological, economic and even military bases for the
new revolutionaries. And varied as they are, these fnrces Lan be Iden-
tlfled as an Ideological group. They are Leftists of a rather extreme
variety--if one considers the traditional Liberals as being on the Left.
(Labor unions, for example, are now considered Rightist by members of
the New Left.)

'Compare the basic political philosophy of Marcuse (that aged hero
of today's "angry young men" of the New Left) th those of the Jacobins
of Paris In 1848.
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C;PTR RA P AOSSiBLE NEW DOMESTIC MILIEU
F0• Tý!E MfLITARY PLANNER

A. Introducti_,on (ýy Har-a. Kahn)

It seems 7ncreaingiy 31kely that we are entering a new era of civil-
military relatonsli:s n ; h1 U.S.--or perhaps simply returning to scine-
thing like the Intervia' per:cd. One can argue that since 1945 the Amerl-
car) military esta b{shnant has been treated very well by most sectors of
U./. society and governrm1it--despite the traditional suspicion of the
American public zoward5 "stars and gold braid" and such occasional un-
friendly or warning referance! to the influence of the "military-Indus
trial complex" as tdat of President Eisenhower. By and large, requests
for military funds, manpower, treaties, and special military needs of all
sorts have been taken seriously and been sympathetically responded to by
the Executive Office, the Congress, American society, and our Allies.
With some important exceptions from 1945 to 1968 the U.S. arn)d services
have been largely free from major criticism or attack from responsible
individuals or groups--either in this country or in Allied nations.

Probably the first serious inklings of an impending change, at least
in domestic attitudes, came in the civil defense debate of the early six-
ties. The critics of the military had chosen a vulnerable target. Civil
defense was without quJestion the 'Weak sister" of the Defense Department.
Particularly in the thermonuclear era it seemed, on the one hand, a matter

of feeble and even grotesque measures--wastinq money and effort--and, on
the other hand, civil defense seemed to many to be "provocative." It
could simultaneously be attacked on grounds both of Ineffectiveness and
too great an effectiveness. The latter criticism also included the charge
that even a thin facade of protection might encourage the (presumably very
stupid) government to take great risks--or even woise, would allow an ir-
responsible government to take risks because civil defense made it possible
misleadingly to reassure the public. The campaign against civil defense
was largely successful--at least among Influential liberal constituencies--
despite the fact that every serious study at that time (and subsequently)
Indicated that, if war occurred, simple civil defense precautions were
probably the "best buy" from the viewpoint of limiting damage. At the
same time, civil defense of the sort being considered was hardly likely
to be so effective as either to scare the Russians or reassure the Ameri-
cans--or at least not excessively. Rather than being ineffective and/or
too effective, it was neither.

The debate over the anti-ballistic missile system dssumed a similar
shape, only now the opposition is significantly stronger. This is not
due wholly to the merits or demerits of technical, strategic, and politi-
cal arguments over defense and offense, nor is it mainly a result of the
reaction to the Vietnamese war--important and as central as that war has
been in focusing the anti-militarism, in accelerating its development,
increasing its intensity and in the timing of the "crisis." Indeed, one
can argue--or better, conjecture--that a number of trends have come to-
gether and reinforced one another so as to create a wave of anti-military
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feeling in U.S., society, and that thase trends are likely to 1-tensify in
the next few years--perhaps so as to dominate or at least strongly influ-
ence all aspects of military activities in the 1975-1985 decade. If this
is true, the Department of ýefense and the military services may be in for
serious and difficult times. And it may become very irmportant for those
members of the public and the government who are concerned with national
security tc go out of their way to defend (not, of course. by simple
and/or naive apologies, but to explain fairly and persuasively) certain
Department of Defense policies, programs, and concepts. The Department
itself will probably have to reform its methods of presenting positions
and policies to the American and world publics, and even more important,
to learn to adapt its procurement policies, postures, operations, tactics,
weapons, doctrine, to the requirements of fighting wars in the service uf
a country (and almost an age) which is no longer either patriotically re-
ligious or patriotically heroic. The age not only is increasingly secu-
lar and humanist, but cosmopolitan and antimilitaristic--or at iedst anti-
establishment military. It is skeptical of the military services' claims
to prestige, honor, fame and respect in both peace and war. (it would
sometimes appear that many Americans are increasingly prepared to believe
our military establishment capable of almost any idiocy, incompetency,
or even cruelty. Observing this, one can argue that the Greeks have al-
ready explained the phenomenon in their famous aphorism, '"hom the Gods
would destroy, they first make mad." Some of us would arque that there
is a relevant insight in this observation: there is a qLality of dis-
tinct self-destructive irrationality in much of the current controversy
over military problems.)

Cutting of U.S. Apron Strings

Moreover, it is reasonably clear that the particular kind of inter-
national "hegemony" the U.S. established after World War II was most un-
stable, almost certain either to be drawn tighter aqainst growing resist-
ance or to grow weaker. Once the cold war eroded, and once there had been
a recovery of morale among the allied nations as well as c.conomic and po-
litical recovery, increasing independence among U.S. "protectorates" wa.
Inevitable. As various countries develop more aqsertive policies, one
important technique for expressing individuality and independence is by
rejecting a posture of Dassive acceptance of U.S. influence and. estige--
and U.S. claims to prestige and influence. The position in which much of
the world found itself from roughly 1945 to 1965, when American protection
was needed and American influence, American theories, American ways and
techniques, were a~cepted as pre-eminent, was a most unnatural condition.
Increasingly, all of these hive become subject to questioninq, review, and
at least conditionai re'iection. I': is, of course, very easy to overshoot
;n such a process, Americans in particular should be familiar with the
concept of rutting of apron strings, (As far as being part of tCe normal
growing up process, the necessity for a teenager to feel i certain degree
of contempt for his parents is a relatively American thinq, hut Some k~r'd
of negative attitude--even active hostility--is commnn to many -ulture",.
We may in fact under,;tand such attitudes a, in some w..ys a heal 'yv reac
tion. But of course3 If the '`a ron-str no-cuttinq r,,cttlo, nvi r ,, .
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or is combined with other trends that force overshLcoting, then the reaction
may be less healthy and much less transitory. This reaction alsu has re-
percussions on the American domestic scene because the seeming "ingrati-
tude" of these foreign nations Increases tendencies towards disillusion-
ment, frustration, anger, annoyance, and of course neo-isolationism.

Effects of Mass Media

One set of Issues related to mass media revolves arounc .ae tendency
of the neWt nbI•la to be staffed by people with a liberal Iol itical per-
suasion. Often their reporting of tho news simply mirrors their biases,
often unIntentionally. Another set of issues results from the fact that
we live In an essentially humanist culture today. Consider, for example,
the war in Vietnam. In an ideological age, the media would have empha-
sized the anti-communist aspects of the war. Today the respectable posi-
tion tends to be anti-ideological and anti-anti-comnmunist, This is also
true, of course, of much academic discussion.

In a heroic age, some of what we referred to earlier as the "positive
values of war"--the heroism, altruism, courage, dedication evoked by the
war--would have been emphasized, as was true ir other wars In this century,
and, of course, as is true among the NVN/NLF. In America today this would
often be considered Indecent or Immoral. Reporting tends to focus on the
secular human side of the war--the picture of the dead mother, the starv-
ing child, the tired Marine, the broken bodies. These are certa~nly among
the human aspects of war, but they also are those which cause horror and
aversion. If this Is amplified by poor military policy, an emphasis on
such things as "body count" (as !mmoral, obscene, and useless a criteria
",s has ever been generated), one can hardly be surprised at the general
at'itude that snon develops,

Finally, one should comment on some of the technic3l aspects of the
med'a: (I) the ins t antaneous reporting which often beats the official
channels, so that government officials are at a loss to explain what hap-
pened, and often distort or misrepresent more in confusion than In any
serious attempt to ,-Iqlead; (2) tre documentary, "here and now," quality
of TV reporting, which :-2!n em,'hasizes the horror, suffering, and abnor-
mality of war--when "business is as usual" in the country; (3) the search
by the media for the sansationai. For example, Jesse Gray, of the rent
strike in Harlem, had a quite small following, but his spectacular lan-
guage made very good copy and his face became a national symbol. Stokely
Carmichael is a West Indian, an honor graduate of Bronx Science (probably
the top high school in America), with relatively little contact with lower-
class Negroes. He has, however, an ability to "turn on" middle class white
and middle-class Negro audiences. For a period of time he was the most
popular speaker at middle-class colleges, black and white, around the coun-
try. Yet duri1ng almost all of this period he had relatively little follow-
ing imong the Negro ma;ses he claimed to represent--the angry masses at
the bottom of the pile with whom he did not communicate nor could receive
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communicatlon (as opposed, for example, to Elijah Mohammed, who without
any publicity from the white press was able to gather about 100,000 Negro
recruits and make an enormous Imprint on their lives).

Decline In Prestige of U.S. Armed Forces and U.S. Governing
Establishment

This phenomenon Is, of course, in part a specific reacti.n to Viet-
nam, as well as to other incidents such as the U-2, revelations of CIA
manipulation of domestic organizatio•.s, etc. Let us stavt¢4xowever, with
the issue of credibility. One of the great advantages the U.S. tradition-
ally enjoyed in world affairs was that, by and large, when the U.S. said
something, people believed it. This reputation has all but vanished. Many
things have, of course, contributed to this, but we can only agree that
most of the reaction was legitimate--a perfectly proper, 3nd predictable,
reattion to a series of what can only be thought of as misleading state-
ments or outright lies.

The war in Vietnam, of course, has seemed to many to be conducted in
a stupid and incompetent, not to say an immoral manner." Even those who
do not share tase feelings do suspect that with 650,000 men in the theatre
as a whole, and $30 billion a year available, the armed forces ought to
have done better than they have done. The explanations, when they do not
involve Invidious comment on the armed forces, generally involve invidious
comments on the good sense of those who got the armed forces into this
morass.

In addition we may note the Pueblo incident. An "explanation" of
this humiliating incident can be made on several distinct levels. From
the point of view of current intelligence, evidence had been accumulating
for a period of a year or so that clear;y signaled a growing assertive-
ness, not to say aggressiveness, of the North Koreans. Thi. new mili-
tancy was not only directed against the South Koreans and the United
States. With a show of great confidence, the North Koreans had rid them-
selves of direct Chinese tutelage, resisted Soviet blandishments and
pressure to throw their lot with the Soviet-dominated faction of world
communism and had Inaugurated an ir~sstent propaganda campaign of threat-
ened actions in support of North Vietn3m and 'World-wide Vietnams." Thus
it was fairly clear that the North Koreans were working themselves up for
some demonstrative act which would by far exceed the mere verbal militancy
of the Chinese and represent their "earnest money" for joint actions
against "world imperialism." In this sense then the Pueb!o was a teatpt-
Ing "sitting duck." It can be argued that.had the Pueblo been oequately

*It should be noted that not all of this criticism is from the "left."
Among the relatively friendly and professional criticisms of U.S. operations
In South Vietnam are Lessons from the Vietnam War, Report of a Seminar Held
at the Royal United Service Institution on Wednesday, 12 February 1969
(London: Royal United Service Institution, Whitehall); and Armbruster, et
al., Can We Win in Vietnam? (New York: Frederick A. Praeqer, 1968).
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armed and marned the Koreans would have hesitated before engaging her in
a fire fight on the open seas where the possibility of the Pueblo's hold-
ing out until help arrived could not be discounted. In the final analysis,
however, It seems reasonable to say that this Incident could not have oc-
curred a decade or more ago. Naval traditions of "not giving up the ship"
and "fighting until she sinks" would somehow have been too strong to have
been overridden by other considerations. Moreover, the North Koreans
would hardly have tried it--they too would have assumed that the Ameri-
cans would have lived up to their traditions of fighting the ship and

• o refusing to surrender. Theirs was the superior Intelligence reading.

General Reaction Against "Vietnam" and a Series of Other
Incidents and Revelations

Let us go back to my remarks in the preceding chapter about the reac-
tions to World War I. There followed some two decades of cynicism, of
anti-militarist propaganda and feeling. A recognition of the almost to-
tal futility of World War I was widespread, but without any attempt to
"ixplaln it." Then came Hitler. It was difficult to maintain In the
face of Hitler that military preparations were nonsense. it was diffi-
cult not to feel pleased when one 1, d good soldiers, competent generals,
brave enlisted men. One could not easily say that it made no difference
whether Hitler won or lost. It seemed worthwhile, suddenly, to risk much,
Including hundreds of thousands of lives, to prevent the conquest of a
major portlon of the world by the Nazis.

It was now important to have young men who made good soldiers and
not poor ones. It was imp•ortant to win and not to lose. It wis impor-
tant to have respect for those who gained the necessary skills and atti-
tudes to lead their forces to victory; for those who were willing to
sacrifice; for those who had the dedication and courage to risk everything
for the nation's cause. (The confusion that resulted among some intellec-
tuals and in liberal ranks was Indicated by a book by Margaret Mead, And
Keep Your Powder Dry. In this book Miss Mead predicted a victory by the
Allies against the Axis powers, and she made her prediction on the coura-
geous argument that the lessons that she and her colleagues had Intended
to sow in the American people had failed. The people simply had not ac-
cepted the points of view they had expressed in the interwar period.)

The same problem occurred during Korea, If to a lesser extent. Onco
again it was difficult to argue that It made no difference. It was dif-
ficult in the face of the record of appeasement before World War II to
say we should not oppose aggression in Korea. It was difficult particu-
larly because of the accident of the U.N. endorsement.I• And it is no accident that there is little or no revisionist Vnaory

of the origins of World War II or the Korean War. The Issues were simply
too plain, too easily justified, for them easily to be challenged by his-
torlans. There has therefore been littie subsequent disillusionment,
cynicism, or other hostile reaction against the values for which these
two wars were fought.
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Vietnam, however, is a different matter. This is a war which It was
very easy to oppose--particularly as the Issues were formulated and ex-
posited by the government. It became hardly possible for any reasonable
Individual In the give and take of public debate to support the govern-
ment's position. The opposition consensus even spread to college and
high school commencement speakers who, at least on the East and l'st

coasts, took as their chief themes the "immorality" of their govern-
ment's policy.

Value Ferment

One result of the Vietnamese war was that many who had been formed
in the values of the Interwar period, and for the decade between 1940 and
1950 found their original attitudes and beliefs seemingly wrong or irrele-
vant, now suddenly discovered themselves in the comfortable position of
having "always" been right. The civil rights controversy, the persist-
ence of poverty in the face of general affluence, and finally a seemingly
unjust war, reawakened all of the original beliefs--their distrust, skep-
ticilsw, suspicion and hostility towards "Establishment" actions and values.

But to what other values ý_ould they turn? Where else could they find
a haven for their beliefs? This, of course, presented a difficulty. The
young solved it in the simplest fashion of all: they said, "We reject the
current system:; but one makes revolution by making vevolution. It is not
up to us to prove, tustify, or even indicate that a new system will be
better. We simply assert that it clearly has to be."

This is not to say that there was no interaction between the obvious
confusion and crisis surrounding the values of the adult world and what
many believe to be "revolutionary excesses" of Youthful protestors. This
Is particularly true when the external conditions set by adults can best
be described as "receding rubber walls"; the youths in revolt are given
little or no guidance as to what Is legitimate and what is illegitimate,
what is forgivable and what is not forgivable; what will be eventually
condoned with possibly a minor reprimand, or which may, in fact, mean a
jail sentence. When one adds to this a belief that any inequity in mod-
ern society Is not only intolerable but a sign of the basic injustice of
the social order--that such things as persistent poverty, environmental
pollution, urban difficulties, etc.--all are signs of the incompetence,
immorality, or callousness of the establishment or government bureaucracy,
a situation is created in which alienation not only is inevitable, but,
given the assumptions, quite justified.

Many youthful protestors object to the legitimacy of the government.
This may derive from a general anarchist position, or amount to objection
to a specific government policy, administration, or program--or lack of a
program. In both cases, when the government Itself or its policies are
regarded as illegitimate, then the use of force by such a government Is
insupportable. Such an attitude often arises out of what seems, at least
to the older generation, an unrealistic perfectionism. In an extreme
version, this argument holds that the U.S. has no right to Intervene, say,
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in Africa so long as there are racial problems in the United States; no
right to defend democracy abroad so long as there are voting scandals in
Chicago or Boston; and so on. Thus If any "avoidable evil" or Inequity
exists In the system, or results even from inaction cn the part of the
government (much less from positive government policy), the system is
illegitimate and not to be supported: indeed, there may be a morai
obligation to oppose it.

Rising Expectations and Guilt Complexes

Some of the !ssues under this rubric are better deferred until we
talk abct the effects of affluen~e, excessive permissiveness and low
frustrat on Index. It suffices to note here that if children are raisid
to expect quick satisfactions of all of their demands, If they are given
an unroalistic picture of life and encouraged to think that a good life
requires all of the amenities they are accustomed to, they may acquire
an almost paranoiac intolerance of what they call "hypocrisy"--which is
to say any detectable distinction between rhetoric and reality, between
declaratory advice and actual behavior, between preaching and action.
They also acquire a hostility to any use of force, even if it is used
prudently or in the face of counter-force or threats.

One aspect of this problem is the so-called upper-middle-class "guilt
complex." One common syndrome is as follows: today's middle-class parents
when young may have been very liberal or even politically radical. While
their opinions changed, to some degree, as they grew older, they did not
change very much. At the same time these people did very well materially.
Because they did not change their opinions they cannot help feeling that
they must have "sold out." This feeling of having sold out is not only
transmitted to their children, but the children make the same judgment of
the;r elders. They are not dropping the values of their parents; they
are agreeing with them, and arguing that their parents are hypocritical
or weak because they are not living up to their real values.

The Generation Gap

This gap in understanding and/or in commnunication, or simply in
values, can be simply a matter of difference in age or status between
the old and the young; or it can be due to the fact that conditions
change markedly between youth and age. One rather conjectures that the
last of these factors is by far the most inportant today; more Important
than in previous "generation gaps"--possibly even including the great
generation gap which separated imnigrants from their American-born children.

Some of the -eally important differences have already been touched
upon. One is the concept of "free" security and income: as far as many
of the younger generation are concerned it simply does not take much to
earn a living or to enjoy physical safety and political liberty. The
tree of liberty is no lo-ner fed by the blood of martyrs. Again, many
young rebels, and cven many relatively "square" young people, were raised
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In affluent, protected, permissive, gratification-oriented households. In
their childhoods they were rather passive, being overly regulated by adults
and often overstimulated. One can argue rather persuasively that it is
difficult to duplicate in later life the kinds of feelings that a three-
or four-year-old has in watching TV. He will never again get quite that
dramatic Intersity of experience, at least not from everyday affairs.

There I1 the question of almost immediate satisfaction of desires--
often occurring before the desires themselves a'e fully matured. One ob-
servation almost universally valid among this college generation Is that
they have a very low frustration index. When they want something, they
want It "now." And why not? They rarely, If ever, had to wait for any
reasonable demand when they were young. This, of course, combines with
the erosion of the "Puritan ethic" in causing an Increasingly widespread
attitude that work is obsolete. The older ganeration is prone to talk"
about the depression end other issues totally foreign to the experience
of the younger group. The younger people, with no serious experience of
poverty, therefore find it inconceivable that a man can lead a self-
respecting and decent life at, say, 20% of their parents' income. The
writer has been continually startlad in discussions with university stu-
dents at their complete inability to comprehend that a lower-middle-class
American, earning between $5,000-$10,000 a year, not only has self-
respect and independence but often a sense of satisfaction at his rela-
tive financial success in life. He does not feel poor; he feels rather
well off even though he is financially pressed. He is likely to be fi-
nancially pressed because he owns a nice home and has children in col-
lege--accomplishments far beyond the possibilities of his own parents.
To the extent that the above is a fair description of some of the younger
generation, and of tendencies and trends among others, it seems clear
that military service--particularly in time of peace or in an "unJust.
war"--is going to be regarded as onerous, if not as an outrageous vio-
lation of individuality and humanity.

B. The Future Domestic Milieu: Three Contrasting Views

I The "Responsible Center" and the "Humanist Left" (by Herman K3hn)

Let us continue the discussion in the last section by considering
some potential domestic factors for many nations, but especially the U.S.,
in a larger context and in the world of 1975-1985."" I will assume for the
developed nations, and much of the underdeveloped world, at least rela-
tively, a feeling of "free" national security, widespredd and easy access

":'In Part I we also presented some alternative U.S., futures which
take account of the Possibilities described in this chapter, and some
other possibilities as well. 4
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to the world's markets and salable resources of the world, and the other
conditions we will associate with the "surprise-free world" discussed in
Part II. This does not, of course, imply an idyllic International or do-
mestic situation. I would assume then that many current trends in the
domestic attitudes and values of the developed Western nations will per-
sist or even be amplified. In particular, and perhaps paradoxically, some
of the divisive domestic trends we currently associate with civil rights
and opposition to the Vietnam war may continue or even Increase. In any
case I will assume that many nations, but the United States In particular,
will move increasingly towards what we may call a "mosaic society," with
a great deal of largely voluntary pluralism and diversity, hopefully a
creative diversity. (Within any "piece" of the mosaic there may, of
course, be great conformity.) This diversity will show Itself in styles
of dress, talk, ways of life, in attitudes toward work, toward leisure,
the government, the "Establishment," etc. Yet despite the fact that so-
ciety will be very permissive of dissent and diversity, or perhaps in
part because of it, alienation, cynicism, and even nihilism seem likely
to increase, especially among the young, and no doubt there will be in-
creasing concern about these tendencies among the majority of older adults.
The attitude of hostility towards many of the established values and prac-
tices of many societies, evident among many intellectuals today and which,
in America, most people taKe to be a result of the Vietnamese war, may
actually prove to be one of the main continuing trends of the last third
of the century. As society and culture become increasingly sensate and
cosmopolitan, the nation-state as the nexus of the loyalties, values and
aspirations of the society will seem less and less satisfactory, particu-
larly to Intellectuals. The national solidarity of the 1940's and 1950's
will increasingly seem due to excep' onal international circumstances--
the existence of Hitler and Stalin, the cold war and the aggressiveness
of the totalitarian states, all of this forcing a defensive reliance on
the nation-state as the Instrument of international society's resistance.
I will assume, as discussed earlier in this report, that (in this world
projection, at least) there are likely to be few international or domes-
tic pressures (except for backlash movements) binding the average intel-
lectual to his government. Thus, criticisms of government will persist,
and we can assume continued (if not steadily rising) levels of protest
and dissent which, in the particular "surprise-free" projection I presup-
pose, will remain quite tolerable. The attitude of many will seem to be
that virtually any defects in the society justify a withdrawal of the
Individual's loya!ty. And, of course, no matter what is done, such de-
fects will exist. While alienation and revolt against "computer civili-
zation" will be important, in this projection It will be accepted simply
as part of the national scene. While a substantial number of Americans
will continue t0 "opt out," such "opting out" will no longer be recognized
as a novelty or an act worthy of much public concern--so long as nothing
happens drastically to accelerate It. (As I will note below, and later
in Part IV, I think it particularly Important that the requirements of
military service do not accelerate these trends.) Yet I would assume
that among many Americans, especially the older generations, there will
be a rather general feeling of anxiety, of pessimism and even gloom.
Even thigh the nation's leaders express confidence in conti,,,ed peace
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and progress, theories of decay and of "decline and fall" will become
popular in both serious and popular literature. National self-hatred in
the United States will not approach the levels that are, say, current in
England today, but we, and perhaps others, will have taken large steps in
that direction.

In such a fairly peaceful world, military establishments are likely
to be domincted by considerations of domestic policy and domestic politi-
cal reactions, not only in whether (and how) they fight in limited foreign
wars, but also in their recruitment, training, and operating procedures,
and in the location and operation of many military installations. Indeed,
even businesses which conspicuously deal with the military establishment
may have their policies and operations sharply affected. Thus in the same
way that domestic issues were a primary, perhaps the primary, issue in
Vietnam, tending to dominate nany aspects of the war, and in the same way
that domestic issues promise to affect current 8MD programs, so future
domestic issues may dominate or heavily influence the operation of most
or all of the U.S. defense establishment.', In particular, given a gen-
eral absence of perceived threats and a generally negative attitude on
the part of much of the population toward defense preparations, it would
seem that such programs as the draft in its present form would not be
acceptable. An entirely volunteer service may be established as a pre-
ferred system for obtaining military manpower. Or a National Service
program may be substituted in which easy deferments or exceptions (these
may be formulated as special forms of National Service) are made for
those who go on to graduate school, enter selected professions or occu-
pations, or have urgent or crucial personal problems. One could also
imagine the individual in National Service given a choice of the kind of
service he is to perform, whether to be a soldier, go into a VISTA or
Peace Corps-type program, or join some paramilitary service group or
other special service organization. Or such a National Service program
might coexist with a professional military establishment.

Thus, one may imagine in many countries the establishment of all
kinds of special and elite National Service programs and organizations
appealing to various tastes, attitudes, and aptitudes. Thus well-trained,
highly educated, highly motivated, specialized military groups might be
used in various areas--or even world wide--to advise and help indigenous
governments of less well-developed nations to deal with political and eco-
nomic development problems as well as police and military programs. Pre-
sumably some of these groups might be prepared, as well, to do a good deal
of fighting, yet the civilian side of their activities might be more im-
portant than the military. Paramilitary or special service groups might
also be created in various countries for in-country or foreign social
service work or for various kinds of scientific, exploratory, or develop-
ment activities. (One can imagine a year's tour of duty on the moon, in
an undersea installation, or in Antdrctica or the Amazon basin.) This
kind of National Service might become very popular in the "overdeveloped"
nations, winninq the support of young people who like freedom of choice

These matters are elaborated on in Part IV.
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and of the older people who believe that the young should experience some
hard training and hard living, or at least make some public service con-
tribution between their permissive youthful period and their affluent and
comfortable adulthood.

TMis kind of National Service program could exist even in an inwlard-
looking United States with a relativeiy isolationist foreign policy. Ameri-
cans might then regard the military eatab!ishment as fulfilling i narrow
defensive function in what is, for them, a "Fortress America." But in
such a projection It no doubt would seem to most Americans that the coun-
try Is not seriously threatened. (Obviously threats could exist, even be
stimulated by a neo-isolationist U.S. policy.) One would assume that the
services would be fairly restricted in size and that the defensive mission
might well be heavily reliant, strategically, on "deterrence-only" weaponry.
A result, or perhaps even a cause, of neo-isolationism In this projection
could, I should think, be profound political and social fissures within
American society. What I would call the "humanist left"--or, less chari-
tably, the "radical" or "anarchic" left--might have quite successfully
challenged the confidence and authority of government, producing a period
of passive administrations. These critics on the left might support pr.-
grams not so different from those of the Amer!can New Left today, thcdgh
perhaps with less anarchism, and less tendency toward confrontation and
violence. I foresee this domestic trend because I suspect that there may
be little or nothing in the international conditions between now and the
period under study to provide special justification for the role and func-
tion of "the Establishment" and its military preparations. But this as-
sumption could, of course, be quite wrong, 6,.th on the count of interna-
tional affairs and about the reaction within the United States. Common
purposes, common projects, common values, and/or other new "variables,"
movements, or trends could act as a social cement, creating or improving
the unity of American society in ways that seem unlikely today. But my
assumption reflects a judgment put quite well by Henry Lwbn in a recent
article:-."

Thus traditional notions of the power and authority of
national governments no longer connand--in the developed world
at least--the allegiance that they did in times past. Symbols
and slogans which derive from these notions are losing their
force. Peoples grope for new concepts which will respond more
directly to the needs of our day. The failure to find them cs

yet accounts for some of the unease and questioning which char-
acterizes this transitional period.

Leadership, then, I should think, will be torn between emphasizing
rationality and efficiency, concerned with the material problems and
progress of society, and placing primary weight on the quality of human
life even if this may involve material costs. If there is emphasis on
the traditional political values and perceptions of the nation-state,

,"Foreign Policy Premises for the Next Administration," in Foreign
Affairs, Volume 46, No. 4, p. 701.
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the role of world leadership and influence, on international relations
and the International system, on national security, leadership will neces-
sarily gravitate towards the "technocratic" criteria. Rather paradoxically,
rather than increasing concern for fellow men, under the postulated condi-
tions the humanist emphasis would seem more likely to imply a certain
Inward-turning, a laissez-faire attitude towards other nations and a low-
ered concern over America's role in the world. The Kennedy Administration
displayed, I think, some signs of this conflict of values, applving highly
rational or technocratic criteria to government action with a very ambi-
tious conception of America's world role and purpose, but also with a cer-
tain hesitancy over where this might lead the country. But I would think
of President Kennedy and former Defense Secretary McNamara as men of
another category, which I will call the "responsible center." I suspect
that this category would also separately include a good many people of
t-ehnocratic orientation or who, like myself, are without a btrong con-
viction about where humanity should be led but are deeply committed to
the pragmatic analysis of each step that we take. Thus I believe strongly
that efficiency and rationality are ends and not means and that it is im-
portant to be aware that even when these are treated as values they do not
exhaust the list of values important to man. Yet it would seem important
to many, including myself, that the government be both efficient and ra-
tional in the programs it undertakes--limited and tentative as these pro-
grams may be.

I contrast this general approach to issues with that of a "humanist
left" which not only gives humanist values primacy but includes, I think,
a certain real hostility towards "technocracy"--towards any system organ-
ized around criteria of efficiency, rationality, to material organization
and production. It is less easy for me to describe this position, in part
because I am out of sympathy with much of it, but in part because the po-
sition is--uf its nature--less simple, less coherent. It emphasizes spon-
taneity, feeling, optimiFzn; it opposes virtually any subordination of in-
dividual human freedom to the demands of organization and efficiency. It
is essentially optimistic, making a strong act of faith in the goodness
of men. In Its more extreme form it leads to an anarchist position of
one sort or another.

2. A Comment on "The Domestic Milieu" (by William Pfaff)

No joint study can exactly express the conclusions of all nf its
authors, but this report constitutes a case in which a disagreement among
the authors seems worth recording. Parts I-IlI contain a series of ob-
servations on policy issues facing the United States and its military
forces which all of the authors believe to be worth serious consideration.
The remarks about American society made in this and the preceding chapter
are, however, a subject of controversy wit.1in the Institute.

I would like to speak particularly of two matters. It seems to me
that contemporary social trends are of inevitable concern to Air Force
officers as individuals--and we have discussed only a few elements in an
immensely complex process of social and cultural transition. That these

ii
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trends are an appropriate subject for the official interest of the Air
Force seems arguab!i, since the role of the American military services
Is extern~i, as an instrumentality of civilian political authority, and
these matters affect the evolution of political opinion and the politi-
cal will of American domestic society. I do not, myself, believe that
the American military services and the American people are, or will be,
in the relationship of severe estrangement or even mutual hoiility that
th.- chapter would seem to imply.

The assumption of this chapter sea-ns to be that the domestic contro-
versy over the Vietnam war derives from a major trend within American so-
ciety away from values ir;dispensable to serious government and a serious
American international poi;cy. Thus the unity of the country in World
War II is contrasted with its disunity over Vietnam: the latter is
ascribed to a "cosmopolitan," "new left" or "pacifist" value shift along
Important segments of the population, and this is then assumed to be a
trend which will pose increasingly severe problems for government and the
military services in the future. This seems to me wrong or doubtful on
all counts.

The argument that there are a series of secular trends in modern so-
ciety seems true enough, but to attribute to them a direct relationship
to the student radicalism, to say nothing of the racial unrest, of the
last four years seems to Say both too much and not enough. The relativ-
ism and secularism of modern culture affect the whole of our society, not
just an avant-garde which then reacts by opposing the political and mili-
tary policies of the United States government. It is, I think, misleading
to defi.,e, even implicitly, the present divisions within American society
a i a struggle between those more "advanced" in the course of a multifold
secular trend and a governmen' or "establishment" or military community
less advanced, still acting out of older values. To do so is, in any
event, hardly encouraging counsel, since if this is so the "establish-
me'nt" would seem condemned to inevitable fa!lure.

It hardly seems necessary to seek such an explanation. The young
people and the intelligentsia of the 1920's were supposedly pacifist;
those of the 1930's were radical. The young people of the 1950's were
supposedly passive and conformist. None of this proved r re than a re-
sponse to the particular conditions and issues of those -cades. What-
ever the general social trends of the century, these par icular "trends"--
which were the ones with political consequences--proved -eversible when
the issues changed.

Putting aside the question of students, in AmeriL.in society as a
whole World War II, and to a lesser extent World War i, provided excep-
tional cases of ntional unity in support of a war. If there is a trend
in American popular attitudes against war and military preparations It
must be proved, I think, on other grounds than the particular case of
Vietnam. The Mexican border campaigns preceding World War I, the war
a^inst the Philippine insurrectior, the Spanish American War, and the
War .,th Mexico in the nineteenth century, all were hotly disputed in

mI
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this country. If these did not prodLce the eventual level of disunity
of Vietnam this was in part because they were short wars, and the d s-
proportion of technological weaponry was not of the scale .qhich has, in
Vietnam, reinforced popular moral objections or unease over American ac-
tions. The fundamental reason all of these wars were controversial is
the saye reason Vietnam is controversial: the public was not overwhelm7-
ingly persuaded of their political purpose or justification. In short,
a tautological argument--these wars were controversial because they were
unpopular to start with; and the tautology is crucial. A democratic gov-
ernment--whether in the nineteenth century or the twentieth--cann."t easily
wage a war for which there is not an overwhelming de-ocratic mandotc. This
is true whether the war--objectively (by whatever standard objectivity is
determ!ned ir, such matters)--;s justified or not. It is a condition of
government in this soc!ety. If a government chooses to wage an unpopu-
lar war the military services of the country inevitably are victims of

the public reaction, and ordinarily unfairly so--for exactly the reason
with which I began these remarks: the military serve civilian political
authority; civilian leaders, not military leaders, made the decision to
enter a war.

One cdn take two polar oositions in this matter. One can say that
political authority invariably is right about the validity of a given war,
and the public must be educated or persuaded to support the decisions of
their leaders. (This seems to me the implied argument made in this chap-
ter.) Or one can say that whatever the objective merits of a given war,
It should not be entered into if there arc objections from a sizable
minority of the pubiiC, The truth, historically, has lain between these
positions: leaders lead, and work to convince the pub ic to support the
policies they judge necessary, but leaders are ultimately restricted by
the public and political sanction. There is a limit to their ability to
overcome public doubts or opposition, Franklin Roosevelt carried the
country after 1942, but before then believed--probably rightly--that de-
spite his efforts to influence public opinion he lacked a mandate to
enter World War II. Woodrow Wilson overcame the doubts of an initially
divided country and entered the First World War with a clear mandate.

Mr. Johnson worked to overcome the divided public opinion which existed
even after the Vietnam War's start but in the end bowed--not to "New Left"
or to pacifist opinion, or the views of newspaper editorialists, but to
very wide currents of popular doubt or lack of conviction. In a future
war or intervention the existence of a popular mandate will depend on the
character of the action, its apparent justification, the popular issess-
ment of the national interest, The proclaimed pacifism or radicslism of
the students of a given generation (as with the signers of the Oxford
declaration of the 1930's), or what is alieged to be the pacifism of in-

tellectual- (quite wrongly alleged, I think; intellectuals strike me as
quite as belligerent as the publ~c at large, ind the role of intellec-
tuals in the wars and extremist politics of this century provides evi-
dence for rry belief), or trends in "permissive" child-rearing, seem to me

trivial factors in the equation. Given an issue is compell inq as Nazism,
or Japanese imperialisri in 1942, or SoviuL aqgre,,sion aq,inst Western
Europe, this country would demonstrate iqain the same conviction and
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unity as in the mid-1940's, or as it displayed in the late 194L01 and
early 1950's in supporting the military containment of Russia. thout
such an issue, a government will pursue "unpopular" or "seemingly Immoral"
policies only at its ovn r!sk, and this seems to me so obvious as to be
beyond comment.

The lesson would appear then to be to avoid policies regarded by a
major part of the public as politically unwarranted or "immoral," and this
is a political lesson for political leaders, not a military lesson. On
the other hand. an inordinate concern with what the students, intellectuals,
or newspaper men say seems to me simply mistaken, and misleading as a guide
to the future. Individual critics, even ones with access to popular commu-
nications, or groups of critics, are important only to the degree that they
stand for major popular constituencies in this country.

I think, in short, that it is misleading to generali7a from the pres-
ent situdtion in the Uri•ted States. There is an*i-mi!itary senti trnt in
the country today which certainly makes difficulties for military men as
they attempt to carry out their responsibili•les, But this particular
mood in the country can adequately be explained in terms of te Vietnam
war and a wider (and perfectly defensible) sense of national overexten-
sion and neglect of domestic reforms. That there are, at the same time,
deeper problems of liberal commitment and popular confidence in the pres-
ent institutions and formulations of politics is another matter. But this,
I think, is not easily treated in terms of American civil-milltary rela-
tionships. There seems no more reason to project the present anti-mili-
tary mood into the future as an accelerating trend, than there was reason,
a decade ago; to believe that the nation's mood of support for very large
military forces was a fixed factor in the national scene, un.lated to the
international conditions of the day.

3. Two Other Possibilities (by Frank Armbrustar

The following description of the effect of present trends on the fu-
turo are frankly written from the policy viewpoint of the "Aggressive
Democrat" (further defined in Part II). Assessing the same situation as
the two preceding contributors, I can imagine outcomes which are far
more sharply "better'" or "worse" than those which already have been indi-
cated. Two scenarios follow, the first one my projection of certain overt
present trends, the second developing out of a backlash against them.

A Pessimistic Scenario for an Environment
R1, eloinqA from Today's Overt Trends

First, let us imaqine a continuing deterioration, but more or less
aionq current trends, in American society's support for the armed forces
and for an activist anti-communist foreign policy. Congress continues to
reflect a growing hostility to any U.S. foreign policy which anticipates
possiblz U.S. involvementi to defend friendly powers experiencing co1,u-
n;st siubvers'on or wars of national liberation. There is growing hostil-
ity to our possession of forces capable of strategic counterforce or stra-
tegic defensiv actions because they are seen as "destabilizing" and as
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endangering the detente. Armed Forces appropriation bills have an uphill
fight, opposed not only by normal political actions but also by loud demon-
strations--or even riots--in Washington, on university campuses, and in
American cities. These funds, it is argued, should be used to alleviate
poverty, improve education, for urban renewal, or to eliminate the ghettos.
Increasing numbers of alienated taxpayers withhold that portion of income
tax they assume would be spent on national defense, or estimated to be
used in financing "objectionable" programs. Though doubtless the govern-
ment will collect, or it does now, by impounding bank deposits, it may
not always be able to do this or the legality of the practice may be

challenged or even ended by legislation.

There is also a "brain drain" of the available manpower for the
armed services. In this time period, when the majority of intelligent
young men will go o," to college, many universities will shun ROTC pro-
grams, and recruiting on the campuses will be difficult or impossible
because of the disturbances caused by dissenters. Young men who indi-
rotte a preference for military service after graduation will be the sub-

ject of ridic,,le j, abuse by many professors and students. It may nnt be
"intellect.dally respecctable" to hold a view in opposition to this. in
this environment the draft may prove ineffec., ve, at least as far as send-

ing men into action against foes they do not choosc to fight. What fight-
ing forces there are will be volunteers, primarily from "non-intellectual"
Sackgrounds. Commissioned personnel may also tend to come more and more
from this group (which may or may not be a handicap). But there will be
a growing gap between the military and the major American centers of learn-
ing and consequently between the military and the major news media. This
may be much more important even than during Vietnam since by the 1975-1985
decade a high percentage (perhaps half) of all young people wili "o to
college. If many studernts identify with these trends, and if many of their
parerts also identify with theseý "respectable" positions (perhaps 25% of
all adults will have college degrees), there will be a growing and in-
tensely hostile gap between a rather large and articulate segment of the
population and the military.

The military may also be the target of well-organized, communist,
new left, and anarchist efforts deliberately to "disarm" the United States.
The tendencies I have described will lend themselves to exploitation by

such groups (and in key instances be generated by them).

Because of these political pressures on the President, the armed
forces will be simultaneously strapped for money and men, and will--if
they are to be used at all--have to be extraordinarily competent. 'very
likely, any military operation carried out by the United States arnmd
forces would have to be so efficient and well directed that it used very
small and unobtrusive force or its obJectives were accomplished so rapidly
the oppostion was presented with a fait accompli. Obviously, such a re-
quirement wiould be extremely difficult to meet, particularly in this time
of tremendous hostility to military action and the armed forces. Prepara-
tions for many of these operations, dnd almost all of the pre-planning for
them, might have to be hiqhly classified actions by the government. In-
deed, this might even be true of some of the actual operations.
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It might be difficult, in this environment, for the President of the
United States to use the American military capability in an overt way to
thwart--even openly--imperialistic or subversive moves by communist or
other aggressive and/or revolutionary groups. If he uses forces in a
covert way (that is, without previousiy discussing their use with Con-
gressional leaders anJ without entering into public debate in the issues
over which the forces are committed*), he will have to be spectacularly
successful in i very short time; and even then he may be attacked or face
Congressional challenge on the mode of his actions He will risk bringing
upon himself at home and abroad troubles which might shake his adminis-
tration. Military operations will have to oe extremely humaine, since if
there is a hostile press, there may be a tendency to search for American
"atrocities," perhaps while ignoring enemy excesses,

Such "unpopular" military operations may have to '-- carried out in
most cases by relatively small numbers of truops, and in such a manner
as to make the enemy look as inefficient as possible, In other words,
it is essential in the milieu described here for the enemy not to acquire
a cloak of respectability by efficiency on the battlefield or other effi-
cient use of violence (e.g. terror). There may be a tendency, particu-
larly in the case of communist-sponsored "national liberation" military
operar.:'ns (which are 3lmost alv-ý"s accompanied by persuasive political
theories and propaganda aimed at foreign "progressive elements"), to
equate any great ability of an enemy force to maintain itself in a country
with the degree of popular support which that force enjoys. Ignored will
be the fact that a military force functions effectively primarily because
it is relatively effective in the mode of operation it chooses. Instead,
the more efficient a force looks, the greater the tendency will be to en-
dow it with popular sanction. In the environment I am assuming, United
States forces in the field combatting communist forces may need literally
to make their opponents look silly.

In this domestic environment the political attack will concentrate
on military budgets with quick-reaction forces perhaps most vulnerable.
For example, STRICOM forces are dependent on the ATC and CASF units to
carry out their missions, but these units are both very visible and re-
quire some of the most expensive and controversial bases, equipment,
personnel and training programs in the services. These are the forces
which are alleged to "get us into trouble," which feed our "police-the-
world syndrome." Thus, necessary men, bases and new airc'raft may not be
forthcoming; older planes may be mothballed or cut up for scrap; nor may
fast sea transports be available.

Roosevelt's "Destroyer Deal" with the British and the battle demar-
cation line down the middle of the Atlantic in 1940 are examples of such
ac t Ions.
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A Scenario for an Environment Dominated oy
Reactions to Current Trends

In my second scenario, despite a higher percentage of people largely
uninvolved in the day-to-day workings of the economy and government, the
vast majority (including many of the "non-involved") recognize not only
the value of the "system" but its vulnerability to radical attack. Leader-
ship is assumed to be forthcoming, able to rally the majority (as de Gaulle
did In the last French election). This is reasonable to expect in the
United States, but is a severe problem for weaker nations attempting some -
form of democratic process. In the United States the greatest problem re-
sembles that of the Muslim world in the eleventh through fifteenth cen-
turies, or the aristocratic system in the eighteenth and ear!y nineteenth
centuLries: no weakness in arms or technology in the face of challenge,
but a weakness of resolve, energy and endurance."' A case in point is 1860,
when Buchanan was convinced that the Union was doomed and that neither the
country's energy nor its desire for self-preservation were adequate to the
task: ancien regime morale seemed prevalent. In fact, it was Buchanan
who lacked the energy to preserve the Union: Lincoln had the strength,
and the Union not only persisted but prospered beyond the most optimistic
predictions.

My second scenario assumes that such energy exists. People conclude
that we are in an ideological confrontation which poses some danger to our
way of life, at least on the fringes of America's (and the West's) sphere
of influence. This recognition of an ideological confrontation leads to
re-evaluation of the whole detente policy with the Soviets and Eastern
Europe (whicl- issumes that trade and cultural exchanges between West and
East will lead to the democratic evolution of "contented i.anvunists" and
the reduction of communist pressures on the non-ccmunist world). Argu-
ments supporting a political confrontation wich t'e communists are more
p'-,uasive than the ditente arguments. The argument also is made that
we already risk losing our dynamism.*rC

IOne should also keep in minJ that the Muslim-Christian confronta-
tion continued over the centuries and each watched for the chance to con-
quer the other, while a vast and continuing cultural and commercial ex-
change took place betweeti them.

*In this scenario, items such as the following are considered to be
serious indicators: "Members of "their camp" (despite its polycentrism
and "family quarrels") do not today change sides in times of violent con-
frontations between communists and non-coimunists. British and French
ships are in Haiphong; no Polish or even Rumanian ships dock at Saigon or
Cam Ranh Bay. Nehru's faith in Moscow's willingness to help against a
schismatic Cominunist China cost India dearly when China attacked. No War-
saw Pact nation complains when Russia and East Germany ignore their commit-
ments on Berlin access routes. Our "spy ships" are seized by the comniu-
nists twelve miles off the coast of North Korea, while Russlan 'spy ships"
anchor three miles off Cape Canaver~al, Taiwan. Japan, O inawa, etc.
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Many people contend that the communists stand ready to usurp or seize
control of non-corimunist states in turmoil and then defend them against
"counterrevolution" (as with Russia and Cuba). Important people also make
the argument that we haven't even thought out a way in which we can help
a Hungary (or perhaps Czechoslovakia will be a better example in this
period) into a neutralist position--though Russia has, and uses, a tried
and true method of keeping such states in line. The fdct that she does
it with inpunity and at her leisure, so far as Western reactions are con-
cerned, is viewed with alarm in this new environment.

The average voter evaluates issues from the standpoint of the modern
environment but without losing his sense of the importance of law, order,
rights of property, safety, human dignity, and even patriotism.* On many
issues (particularly of foreign policy) there remains much confusion, but
not on domestic issues.

A swing to the right in this country would undoubtedly express itself
in the electoral process. The same may not be true in other countries
(France now has its right-wing "committees of safety," which in some cases
may have taken the law into their own hands; and one cannot be sure the
NPD in Germany will not become violent). But in my scenario; any European
swing to the right is also assumed to be democratic. PossiBle confrontations
and crises in both East and West camps are now assumed to be carefully
thought out beforehand so that the gains and losses (around the world)
contingent on any U.S. action during a crisis will at least have been con-
sidered. Crises no longer freeze us into immobility, and the dangers of
action, which always loom large in a crisis atmosphere and often overshadow
the possiý,le actions, are more coolly weighed against the great dangers
and costs of inaction.* The "ideologicafly" oriented government of my
scenario is not dismayed by the fact that the world m-'ves from crisis to
crisis.

*Craftsmen and artisans today, though they may make up less of the

general population, show the traditional "conservatism" on these issues.

, "'See Frank Armbruster, European Trendr and Issues. Part III - The
Detente and Its Possible Effects on European and United States Policy,
HI-682-D/3 (Croton-on-Hudson, N.Y.: Hudson Institute, April 28, 1966),
particularly pp. 26-28; a. Some Common Attitudes Toward "Solutions," and
b. Some Alternative Solutions. For example, an "Austrlan"-type solution
(neutralization) is suggested in the event of a Czechoslovak crisis such
as we are experiencing today and some possible analysis toward developing
techniques for influencing such an outcome (throuqh our efforts lnd those
of our West European allies) are discussed.
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PART IV

MILITARY PERSPECTIVES, IMPLICATIONS AND ROLES:
INTERNATIJNAL CONSIDERATIONS
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INTRODUCTION

The discussions and debates contained in Part III should by now have
provided an appropriate context for discussion of the specific interna-

tional ramifications of the domestic aspects of the 1ntultifold trend."
These changing attitudes have, we believe, generally made themselves felt
in the recent debates on most current military issues and such items as
the ABM and the SAL.T quite specifically. And we would underline our be-
lief that barring a big change in the political milieu (e.g. successful
populist electoral revolt) this issue of domestic and international atti-

tudes is likely to be dominating. However, exL.pt where they are specially
relevant (e.g. Chapter I), we will not discuss these "new" and very impor-
tant issues further here.

Most of the problems in their basic outlines covered in Part IV of

this report are all too familiar to the military planner; most have been

around a long tiie. During the years 1975-1985, it may be anticipated,
however, that some will hzve yielded to at least a partial solution, while
others, naturally, will havc assumed other dinmnsions. Thus as a result
of the coming SALT talks a limited agreement between the two superpowers
on various aspects of strategic weapons arms control might be negotiated
but aside from complications which the agreement itself might bring,
planning might well also be complicated by a significant proliferation
of nuclear arms. in most circumstances this is less likely to mean that
a new and relatively insignificant "nuclear power" will try to use nu-

clear blackmail ort one of the two superpowers than on one of Its (non-
nuclear or nuclear) neighbors, or' just to decrease the effectiveness of
nuclear threats b7 the superpowers. Thos, the mi!litery planner must take
yet another set of possibilities tvithin the porvlew of his contingencies,

Some possibilities on how this problem can te handled and the kind of re-
gional arrangements whic • might make control of this eventuality somewhat

easier are presented in Chaptr i. Of specla! note ;v this reoatd for

the 1975-1985 decade are the nuclear retallaAion theory of iex talionis
and the unique role Japan could play In Asian nuclear affairs. Section B
of Chapter I uses once again the techn!que of contrasting views and esti-

mates of military policies and capabilities during the 1975-1985 period
projected in terms of assurmd military budgets and differing Unrted States

policy assumptions. The reader will be famiiliar with the basic assump-
tions from Part Ii where the vi&4s of the "Prudentlu! Internationalist,"

the "Austere Pragmatic Intrventlonist,•' and the "Aggres-* ve Democrat"

are extensively presented.

In addition, Part IV Includes discussions of particular military

problems (Chapters II -nd I11). Examined cre are special bilateral de-

fense Issues associated with Britain, France, Japan and West Germany;

possible military crises which could occur In areas such as the Middle

East, Asia, or Latin America. An tntereHnq scenario on a hypothetical

military crisis in Thailand Involving th• UrIted States and North Vietnam
is of some topical interest In view of the ý.urrent dehate (Auqust 1969)

on the nature of U.S, corfmltwonts to that couhtry.
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Plausible approaches to the soltilons of some of the problem. re-

sented in these earlier portions of Part tV--considerations relatea ,o
arms control measures, likely 'tactical and strategic Issues, and the role
and missions of the U.S. armed services--are preszanted In Chapters IV
through Vii. Chapter VIII concludes by stressing the need for the mili-
tary planners to consider in perspective the long-run future, and lists
specific minimum criteria for evaluating aims and measures in terms ofthis long-range view./'

i I
• -
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CHAPTER I. THE INTERNATIONAL MILIEU: SOME GENERAL
1975-1985 POSSIBILITIES AND ISSUES

A. Some Special Aspects and Issues

To use an example mentioned earlier in this report, unless there are
surprising changes ;n various costs (such as might be imposed by some arms
control agreements), by 1980 or so any of about 20 powers should be able
to procure and maintain, for instance, 500 missiles with roughly "early
(1965) Minuteman capability" or better, for one or two billion dollars
procurement cost or less, and a few hundred million dollars annual upkeep
(1969 dollars). Thus, if one of these countries amortized its costs over
a five-year period, such a missile force would represent a yeariy per mis-
sile cost of substantially less than one million dollars. Depending on
the defenses of the large powers and the superpowers (and other "techni-
cal and tactical details"), these weapons systems might be "equalizers"
in the Gallois or "American west" sense or they might create an obvious
hierarchy of powers up to the largest.

As indicated in the quote of von Neumann's (Chart 6 on page 1-35c in
Chapter II of Part I) and even more by the later discussions (ree, for ex-
ample, the charts on pages 3-19c and 3-21c of Chapter II of Part III), many
people feel that the nation-state system could not accept these and other
esoteric or dangerous systems which also seem likely to be available. And
in the long run these fears would seem to be plausible, hence our empha-
sis, in this final part of the report, on Arms Control (Chapter V) and
The Long-Range Perspective (Chapter VIII). Indeed, as the technology
improves, the cost of destroying undefended (or poorly defended) targets
decreases. At the same time, because of the likely economic growth, the
money available for procurement of weapons increases. This effect of in-
creased resources shows up especially dramatically in the case of small
but relatively well-off nations such as East Germany, Israel, Czechoslo-
vakia, Yugoslavia, Mexico, Argentina, Chile, Venezuela, Colombia, Spain,
and Taiwan, and such !arge and partially industrialized nations as China,
India, Pakistan, Indonesia, and Brazil. By 1980 all of these will prob-
ably be able to init•ate procurement of 1950 and 1960, if not 1970, weap-
ons systems.

How safe will the world then be'ý Desoite some obvious difficulties
most of the world might still feel relatively safe. In principle this
could come about through thu growth of international law and perhaps also
through an increase in the outhority of the U.N., However, this last at
least seems most unlikely. The prestige, capacity and authority of the
U.N, are not likely to increase in the next two or three decades to a
polnt where it will play much more of a role In European -.ecurity issues
than It does today. In fact, it Is not unlikely that the U.N. will play
a Itsser role.

One most i'mportant reason for this prognosis is thc' qeneral inability
"of the U.N., to take a 'reasonable stand" on major issues. It is likely

!4
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that the Security Council will conLinue to be blocked reasonably fre- f
quently by a veto of one or more of the permanent members. The Assembly
is dominated by a consensus of LDC's (Less Developed Countries) which on
the one hand feel deeply about certain basic issues but, however, cannot
induce the organization to approve their suggested policies, much less
follow through on them. On the other hand, generally speaking, the As-
sembly is unfriendly on the issues (Vietnam, Pueblo, Santo Domingo, etc.)
in which .he United States--the world's greatest power--would most like
help. It tends also to be unfriendly to European nations when they con-
front a LDC. Since the Assembly cannot lead or force the world to its
own consensus of LDC's and does not accept the leadership of either of the
two superpowers, the Assembly seems likely to remain ineffective.

Even more, the various U.N. agencies, though often extremely useful
and creative, tend to be burdened with excessive red tape and ineffective
bureaucracy. One important reason for this is that the organization must
be sensitive to the feelings of all 126 ,iembers--often a very dismaying
bureaucratic handicap. Therefore, these functional organizations--useful
as they are--are not likely to be so spectacularly successful that they
create great prestige, capacity and authority for the parent organization.

Presumably the legacy of World War II, and perhaps even that of the
cold war as well, will be over before or during the period 1975-1985. It
also seems quite reasonable to argue that Europe should develop into what
might be thought of as a "quasi-security community" of nations that are
reasonably bourgeois and contented--at least relative to the gains to be
achieved by risking war (as discussed in Chapter II of Part I).

In a true security community the nations involved have relationships
with one another such that war is virtually unthinkable--or at least not
thought about--and no serious preparations are made for such a war. A
typical and much used example is the unarmed frontier between the United
States and Canada. We argued in Part I that today all of Western Europe
is a security community. This is, of course, less true of West Germany's
eastern borders and Eastern Europe generally. However, it seems quite
reasonable that the issues associated with the partition of Germany will
have been worked out or stabilized by 1985 if not 1975 (perhaps by a
"three Germanies" policy (East, Wcst, and Austrian)--with the "fouiAh
Germany' of Pomerania, 3ilesia, East Prussia, T, ul and Sudetenland con-
signed to the history books), One result of such .1 settlement could be
the relatively free movement of men and goods across almost all borders
of Europe.

From the viewpoint of the Prudential Internationalist, It seems al-

most inconceivable, given likely projections, that 1975-1985 will see any
great denate in Europe on Soviet Communis-i versus U.S., capltalism--or even
a debate focused on the governmental or private ownership and eperation
of the components of the economic system. On the other hand, It e, s
unlikely that the Soviet Union will have mellowed or 'converged" politi-
cally, as -nany c,,rent expectations aissume or predict. Indeed there are
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few Soviet cxperts--or even Soviet citizens--who believe that the Soviet

Union could hold together except under a totalitarian or authoritarian
regime. ': And while one can assume that the current "liberalIzation" In
Soviet industry and agriculture, academic life, commerce, etc., will con-
tinue, the control of political and cultural activities Is also likely
to continue--or at least the country is very likely to lack most of the
important special characteristics of a parliamentary democracy.

In particular, it Is likely to retain an important role for the
secret police, to have some propensity for arbitrary trial and punish-
ment, and, most important of all, to have enforceable laws against cer-
tain common Western political freedoms and other political options--so
that even a growing and secure principle of Socialist legality does not
prevent the government from exercising effective control over crucial po-
litical and cultural issues. This also roeans that the Soviet Union is
not likely to be able to afford reaLLy free inturcourse with Ahe rest of
Europe: this last will presumably include Eastern Europe. This is par-
ticularly likely to be true If the effective and/or visible standard of
consumption in Eastern Europe appears to be higher than in the Soviet
Union or if there is appreciable chance that exposure to Eastern European
countries could lead to "political or ideological erosion." As a result
there might well be some sense of threat felt by the rest of Europe from
this "refusa!" of the Soviet Union either to Integrate itself fully into
Europe or to allow Eastern Europe to do so. In addition, the Soviet Union
is likely to play an important role in policing the Balkans in other ways;
in restraining Rumania, Yugoslavia and Bulgaria, or Rumania and Bulgaria,
or East Germany and Poland, etc., from fighting over various territorial
claims or other Issues."''

However, assuming that the rest of this decade Is characterized by
relative peace in Europe, even if marred by occasional threats and crises,
it also seems quite likely that the Europeans will feel relatively secure
from Soviet aggression. This Is narticularly likely to be true If the
Europeans have begun to acquire even a modest n,,clear establishment--which
will probably be one of the main new developmenLs of the 1975-1985 tinl
period. Such an establishment could have a reasonably high degree of po-
tential effectiveness, even if smoill relative to Soviet capabilities
and/or less technologically advanced--particularly if there is great un-
certainty in the "penetration" capability. It is, of course, also pos-
sib!e that the disparity between the Soviet Union and effective European
forces will be so great that Western Europe will continue to be almost
absolutely dependent on the U.S. for credible retaliation or even modestl,
effective conventional defense; this is certainly not extremely Implausi-
ble in the conventional arena where the Soviets may be willing to continue
conscription and make proportionately greater resource allocations than
the Europeans.

'.This Is particularly clear t.hen ooie questions Soviet defectors. Ex-
cept for certain intellectuals, almost all seem to feel that a secret po-
lice is an essential ingredient of orderly government.

Comments on the iriportance of these Soviet roles, particularly It
the aftermath of the Czech invasion, appear in an article by Herman Kahn
in Fortune, November 1.968.
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There will, however, clearly be challenges to the established order,
but most of them seem more likely to arise from, or invoive, Afro-Asia
and to a lesser extent Latin America; I.e., Europe 3nd North Aa,;erica are
Ilkely to be "zones of peace" even if--as far as Eastern Europe is con-
cerned--somewhat precariously so.

It seem! therefore quite reasonable to suppose that there viii be
attempts to continue and/or arrange fkr both independent regional arrange-
ments and externally supported regional arrangements designated to deal
with violent threats and attac!.s against the status quo. One very impor-
tant Issue would be to start thinking through arrangements and concepts
to prevent nuclear use and/or blackmail, and failing prevention, to pun-
ish the perpetrators, so that some current attractions (as discussed in
Chapter IV) co the acquisition or improvement of nuclear establishments
will be ,creased.

Or-' very realistic possibility for the world we have just described,
particularly if there is even a moderately widespread proliferation of
nuclear woapons, would be to reinstitute the law of lex tallonis. This
could be either in the form in ivhich it appears in Exodus, which talks
about an eye for an e,/,, and a tooth for a tooth (most readers do not
realize that this is nut only a counsel of "at last" but also "at most")
or In a form which Is found in the Code of Hammurabi, In which equals are
punished by tii-for-tat, but inferior- by several "tits" for a "tat."

It should be realized that lex talionis is in a vety real sense a
peacekeeping measure, i-deed in much the same way that U.N. peacekeeping
attempts to induce peace.-, Usually whcn the U.N. enters a dispute it
does not ask who is right, but simply tries to stop the violence. Al.-
most every tribe which does not have a functioning government to mainta'n
law and orde, has discovered that it is almost impossible to stop the vio-
lence when the violence has been asymmetrically one-sided; but relatively
easy, at least 'non of the time, when the violence h6s been evened up by
scr appropriace retaliatory exchange. Americans anc, Europeans, of course,
tend to think of lex tailonis dS d violaýcc-breeding measure, and it often
does acý that way. But even more often, it seems to have w,'.rked as a vio-
lence-dampening measure, hence its widespread use in the past--particularly
in situations where there is no enforceable law. One of the main possible
purposes for the regionai arrangements suggested above would be to arrange
for such a tit-for-tat response to occur in a reliable and perhaps semi-
automatic fashion. (It might be mentioned that makiig a distinction be-
tween a tit-for-tat response and escalatic'n sharply simpiif~ed many of
*he conmand and control problems for so-coiled oultilateral forcs.)

Or., retaliatory policies as arms Lon ro! and security community *4
measur(-., set; i les in tht Yale Law Jo,,rnal, Vol. 76. No. i, NovernLr
1966, i•rd the C ilifornia L1,i- Review, Vol. 55, No. 2, Hody 1067, by
H. Kahn r. C. Dibh)!e,
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One could easily imagine a situation in which the following interna-
tional customs became widely accepted.

1. Widespread acceptance of the immorality of the first use of
nuclear weapons and

2. Acceptance of a concept that any nation has both the right
and to some degree the obligation to punish such first use,
particularly if there is no appropriate regional or other
force available and capable to do so.

3. As a result of the above there is general de-emi-hasis of nu-
clear weapons, possibly even the denuclearization of world
politics in which the nuclear status of a nation has little
or no relationship to its influence, prestige, and status.
Under these conditions there would be no automatic escala-
tion as a result of nuclear use. In fact, there would be
great pressures for a satisfactory de-escalation right after
the tit-for-tat. "Equals" would thus be punished by the
tit-for-tat response and unpopularity. If possible, the
inferiors would be disarmed and, if not, possibly suffer
several tits for a tat.

It is difficult to believe that any world-wide organization under
the U.N. or other sponsors will be any more able to cope with the large
nations !n 1975-1985 than today. Therefore, areas like Europe, which
have extremely important interests at stake and at the same time are
capable themselves of providing for their own defense, could easily ar-
range to have either a regional nuclear force, or could possibly depend
upon the major powers. Asia, too, would be a special situation. There
the most likely aggressor would presumably still be China, which though
an underdeveloped nation with a per capita Income of approximately $100-
5200 still has impressive enclaves of advanced technology. On the other
hand, the Chinese culture areas on the perimeter of Asia, such as South
Korea, Taiwan, Singapor,ý, Hong Kong. Thailand and the Philippines, are
ail likely to be in the S300-$1,500 per capita region during 1975-1985--
some of them a great deal over that figure. This probably means continued
tension between the nations on the rim of Asia and the mainland of China,
almost independently of the economic system, and almost certainly if the
mainland is communist. However, this rim might easily be able to retain
its vigor and viability, particularly if It is supported by Japan, India,
Australia and/or the United States (some or all of whom might be member',
of this Asian nuclear retaliatory force).

The argume(,ts for regional forces for Asia, the Middle Fast, South
,America and/or Africa •eem somewh,..t s•alll--. For thesc nations there
mi(;ht be a relatively small and weak U.N. force but oc sufficic tly
c,ip,-ble ind powerful enouqh to be able to start i tit-for-tat against
my, excejt perhaps the most advanced, nations ýwhi(h presumably miqht
h,-ve ,1reat or elaborite bill',.tic mi ssilI (left-ise syster'is, or these ,iqht
be forbidden by an arms contrui treaty), There miqht ilso be the concept
tthat it the tiC)" when the U,.N. (lot suff i(•ont C.t',le and ,ipahility (or
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certain reforms had been made or other conditions met that it would
gradually take over the functions of the regional and/or national forces
as well.

It is quite possible that the abh6ie regional alliances mr tit-e de-
coupled from almost all other political issues; the procurement and opera-
tion be handled as a very technical issue, a technical soluticn to deal
with a very technical issue. This is not as implausible as It may sound
to many people since the likelihood that nuclear weapons may be used may
seem Increasingly abstract (by 1975 they will not have been used for 30
years.--by 1985 for 40). it should be noted that during the period of in-
terest there may be many kinds of special needs for multinational coopera-
tion, not necessarily directly related to iilitary issues. Once again It
is rather dubious that this cooperation will take place through the U.N.
It seems more likely that it will be restricted to special groups with,
for example, the role that the Committee of Ten plays in world monetary
problems, or the OECD plays in the'free world. The new multinational
projects could involve such things as international economic development
projects, multinational firms and consortia, programs dealing specifically
with regionalism; all kinds of pollution issues, control of various kinds
of dangerous or universal technology, exploitation of the seas or of outer
space, control of movement of people (all the way from tourism to i-nl-
gration and emigration), police issues including special drugs and rechan-
ical devices that are outlawed or controlled for various reasons, and so
on.

One important set of problems that may affect the 19?5-1985 decade
,nay be an increasing use of unauthorized or semi-authorized violence, we
refer here, among other things, to the kinds of problems that occurred
from the nid-nineteenth century until about 1914: such as those raised
by anarchists who attempted what they called "propaganda by the deed,"
the problem raised by the assassination of the Archdwke Ferdinand, and
the like. It seems likely In the world to come that there will be de-
creasing respect paid to authority and to traditional standards, partic-
ularly among tthe qore frustrated of the less developed nations and the
more disturbed of the developed. There seems to be likely to be in-
creasing numbers of individuals willing to "bear witness," to "confront"
or otherwise coqrmunicate their messages through derionstratlons, confron-
tations, assassin'tions, or other deeds. These individuals might be sup-
ported more or less directly by governments, as the Archduke's assassina-
tion or the "Lebanese attack" on the Israeli olane and passencers at
Athens--and the shot at Sarajevo--are reported to Iave been. Under these
circumstances one can imagine groups of ýatlops, particularly the developed
matio's--Europe, North America, and eve- the Soviet inio.--.aving a spe-
cial interest in controlling such violence, woile -any of the undeveloped
"-ations "might De no ltically in sy-•paly wvit, tle perpetrators-,of-such vio-
lence a-d therefore -ot be willirq to alloi the o-.'. o- ot-er oorld.'wide
age-cy to play a- effective role. Týis -eed to co-trol a-arc-ist and or
terrorist viole'ce -igt te an i'portart, if ver, li-itea, 'u-ctio' of
-. v"y gro);Hgs ard iet it -night be tolerated or e.e' e-cowraced or 5u-
oorted ty ot'er -atio-1 qroupings.
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We have almost ignored here the possibility that NATO might take on
some of these new roles or some other form of renewed vigor and dynamism.
while this cannot be ruled out, a more likely prognosis would seem to be
a much diluted and/or eroded NATO with lessened emphasis and Integration,

but still fulfilling a number of needs and purposes. This would repre-
sent a kind of success for NATO, since it would represent a fulfillment
of its original mission.

we have already discussed In an earlier context the factors making
for a new sense of world-wide security. It may be asked to what degree
the ready and wide availability of nuclear weapons will compromise this
sense of security. Here we meet an apparent paradox: the growth of nu-
clear capability among various nations might Increase the sense of secur-
ity in those communities. Even today, many people in Western Europe appear
to feel that those nations of the world which possess nuclear weapons or
which are closely allied to nuclear powers are, in effect, free from real
threats--i.e. are included In the "zone of peace" mentioned earlier. We
would tend to agree with the conclusion but not the premises. There we

would argue that the discussion of Chapter II of Part I on the many struc-

tural forces making for peace in the world and the stability of long rec-

ognized frontiers Is the main mechanism operative here.

In any case, by the year 1980, particularly in some of the contexts

we shall discuss below, there may still be no nuclear weapons exploded in

wa' except for the two used against Japan in 1945. The world would have

experienced 35 years of non-use of nuclear weapons. By this point, no

matter how large the supply of weapons, and no matter how threatening the

rhetoric of the military establishments, at the level at which most people

react there would be little or no actual sense of the imminent threat of

nuclear war. This could be true even If there had been a number of "os-

tensible" nuclear crises as In the case of the Cuban missile crisis: At

that time the rhetoric may have been quite frightening but few apparently

really believed it. (Thus the magazine cartoon published in the early

stages of the Cuban missile crisis: One man says to another, "Isn't It

awful--we'll all be dead by tomorrow. Here, have another drink.")

One should add that this issue of "not being serious" is Important

but often misunderstood. Many Europeans often remark that during the

Cuban missile crisis they momentarily expected nuclear weapons to deto-

nate over Paris, Brussels, and Bonn. Yet in nearly all cases the indi-

viduals concerned did nothlnq to take precautions on the grounds that

"there is nothing one can do." Yet many had seen fallout maps and must

have known that much of Europe and almost all of Africa and Latin America

could expect to survive a Soviet-American war. In addition, such coun-

tries as Sweden and Switzerland, which have made preparations to protect

their populations against fallout, are likely to survive even a very large

thermonuclear war not specifically directed against them. Thus the Cuban

crisis should have been the occasion for West Europeans to visit relatives

in North Africa or Latin America, or to tour Switzerland or Sweden. One

can irque that if they had really been as friqhtened as they clalmed,

these ideas would have ocrurred to then.
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It must be added that even within these wider security coummunities
we may still assume that most nations wi1,l have national defense estab-
iIsisnts. Many of these nations may be aided in maintaining their es-
tablishments by outside powers. Some will have internal security prob-
lems, and some may be aided by outsiders in dealing with these internal
problems. Moreover, despite the nonproliferation treaty, some diffusion
of nuclear weapons seems very likely. In particular, it is difficult to
Imagine that Japan will not at some time in the late 1970's or early
1980's obtain nuclear weapons. As explained earlier, this possibility
does not contradict current Japanese attitudes as sharply as is often
assumed.

This is really not a very complex idea. Many West Germans, speaking,
one suspects, in hyperbole, assert that It would be best for their coun-
try to give up lalms to nuclear weapons for the rest of history. •A more
relevant questlio iS to ask if they would be willing to sign an immediate
treaty renouncing such weapons for 20 years. In many cases the reply--a
shocked reply--is '"That's a long time!"

What is interesting about this reply is that it invol'es a certain
Increase In self-knowledge. Many such informants are su:prlsed at their
own reaction. Similarly, as pointed out earlier, one can go through a
series of questions on nuclear rearmament with a knowledgeabl• Japanese.
This Japanese will concede the significance of these questions and ex-
trapolate the tendencies discussed, so that when finally asked to name
the year when nuclear armament becomes politically possible in Japan,
almost invariably the Informant chooses the early 1970's--and yet he him-
self Is shocked by the analysis.

The acquisition of nuclear weapons by Japan could be stinulated and
justified by an increase in the Chinese threat or sorwn other act by China.
It would enable the Japinese, who by then would have experienced 25-30
years of incredibly rapid economic growth (and who would expect another
20-25 at a comparable rate), to make clear to the world their great-power
status. Fven many leftist Japanese ignt approve, for this would make
possible a basic independence of the United States.

As we have noted elsewhere, it is not hard tu irtagine that if Japan
acquired nuclear weapons this would be taken as overturning the political
results of World War II, dramatized in the fact that the five victors of
that war ire the five nuclear powers of today. It would then be hard to
prevent West Germany from followina the Japanese example. Very I;kely
the Swiss or the Swedes or soe other medium-sized power would follow.
One could also argue that, under current conditions at least, three or
four states in the category "Large ,ind Partially Industrialiled Nations"--
i.e., India, 8razil, Pakistan, Mexico--would seek nuclear weapons to (on-
firm their great-power ,tatus. Arid, of course, almost any of the mature
industrial, nassconsumptIon %o(leties in Eu'ope could -Uike the weapons
If they wisho•d.

+I
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in such a world it seems likely that the United States would feel
some need for competent active and passive defenses, and possibly for
an even more competent offense than we have today. The existence of
active and passive defenses Is as likely to dampen the arms race as to
exacerbate it, since defensive capabilities are likely to be relatively
expensive, employing rather advanced technologies.

B. Implications for the military Planner

Let us turn now to what all of this may imply for the American mili-
tary establishment. Its future size and many of its other characteris-
tics, including aspects of its role in domestic affairs and government,
seem best examined within an assumed world context. Let us set forth and
explore four cases as follows:

1. An Integrated and Peaceful Context (or Roughlv the Expectations
of Many Prudential internationalists). Both the nation and the Interna-
tional system are relatively peaceful, prosperous, arms controlled, non-
violent, with a high degree of integration and communication both within
the U.S. and between the U.S. and most foreign nations. European, North
American, and South American security communities are quite firmly estab-
lished, and comparable communities may even have begun to make Inroads In
parts of Africa and Asia. However, China Is still maverick, as are some
of the Muslim countries.

2. Inward-Looking, NeD-Isolationist Context ýor Roughly the Expec-
tations of Many Austere Praglmatic Interventionists). A somewhat neD-

isolationist and Inward-looking U.S. exists in a world which may be as
peaceful and prosperous as above, thc-igh there will be relatively little
arms control or general coordination. Assume in this context relatively
qreater Internal disunity ana hostility than in Context One, and even
more apitay and negativism with respect to domestic attitudes, even ac-
tive hostility by various significant minorities and groups of intellec-
tuals towards many or most aspects of the American "Establishment"--the
Department of Defense in particular.

3. Disarray World (or RouqhlX the Expectations of many Aggressive
Democrats). In this context there is a fair degree of international
hostility, something perhaps approaching the situation of the mid- and
late 1950's. Defense budgets might easily be 50`1 to '00' lrger than in
tre previous two contexts, and there would he many pressures for major
U.S. interventions of various sorts--i.e., economic aid with perhaps po-
litical/mIlltary advice or training, or perhaps the political-military
aid and/or advice supplemented by some active military or "police" sup-
port; or finally large military efforts of one or another kind. While
the U.S. may not be eager to intervene in every possible crisis, it Is
by no means unwilling to act when It feels its national or Ideological
interests are threatened or even seriously Involved (more or less es in
the mid- or late 1950's and early 1960'%).

A '4411
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4. A Very Hostlle and Uncontrolled Arms Race World. Finally, we
__ need to consider a viorld In which there has been, and still Is, a great
Sincrease In Internaitional tension, fear and hostility. One can imagine

several ways in whlih this situation might develop. It might arise di-
rectly out of the kind of U.S. world withdrawal implicit In the second
context above. The United States, having in effect repudiated the role
of world policeman, leaves It to other nations to make their own secur-
ity arrangements. In many cases this produces arms races and the kind

of self-fulfilling prophecies that we are so familiar with. Tne result
Is great turmoil; many small wars produce a widespread sense of thrsat
arising from the success of one or another group establishing hegemony
over a major portion of the world or from any of the many other reasons
that leap to mind.

This world alko might easily develop out of Context Three, the Dis-
array world, in which excessive intervention by the United States itself
creates countervailing powers and hostilities such that the requirements
on U.S. military forces mount higher and higher.

While it is perfectly possible that the way In which this world de-
velops might sharply affect domestic attitude and institutions, we will
not discuss these possibilities here but simply provide a fairly super-
ficial discussion of some of the things which might arise in almost any
variation of such a situation.

This range of contexts could produce defense budgets in the United
States from as low as $75 billion to as high as five times that figure.
We are assuming that the United States has a population of about 250 mil-
lion people with a per capita income in the neighborhood of $6,000. There-
fore, the qross national product should be about SI.5 trillion (as always,
,In 1_99 dollars). In the Integraled and peaceful context one would tend
to assunwm that the ml! itary budget woiuld be about 5 of GNP (except for
the period of the Korean War and Its aftermath, defense e~penditures have
varic, between 5 and 10 of GNP In the costwar years). Five per cent is
about the portion of GNP applied to military nurposes by major European
countries today. With a GNP of S1.5 trillion, the defense budget should
be )bout $75 bi I I ion.

lli a Neo-lsolationist, Inword-Lookling World it is possible that de-
fense expenditures .,)uld qo down. Yet there still Is likely to be some
occiston for r1llItary intervention an' .o'T milItary aid given ibroad.
More irnportant, in a neo-isolationist world the arms race is less con-
trolled and there ire autoriatic pressures on the U.S. budqet to match
v,,rious potential threats. We m.ay therefore assume, -,ore or les arhl-
tririly, thit in Context Tw) the military budqCt (?)es uP to .bout SIO0
billion iye ,r--thou,1h in faict this will not ,-ae rmch difference in our

S Ciscuss ion.

In * e ) 1 s 'rry y wo'rld the percentaqe nof hu'tqet .l Iocat ions to m ill-
tary prepir-t ins ,opiPr,)iches that of the 13-14 colirar teri1tic of the
Kor'! n Vir mw iwyradlate )fter,nath. With .a $1,,5 trillion rNP tV is Would

r*
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mean some $200 billion a year spent on defense. Finally, in the Hostile
World context, assuming a sense of threat justifying, say, one-fifth to
one-third of the GNP devoted to defense, the total al:ocation might reach

S300 to $500 billion a year.

Let us now consider each of the four contexts In greater detail.

I. The Integrated and Peaceful Context

The terms "integrated" 3nd "peaceful" do not Imply an Idyllic Inter-
national situation but are simply relative to what might easily be the
world context. In particular, we would assume that with respect to domes-
tic attitudes and values many current trends have persisted, particularly
some of the divisive trends. For one thing, we assume that the United
States will move increasingly towards what we may call a mosaic society,
with a great deal of plurality and diversity, hopefully a creative diver-
sity. This diversity will show Itself In styles of dress, talk, ways of
life, in dttitudes towards work, towards leisure, the government, the
"Establishment," etc.

Yet despite the fact that the society will be very permissive of
dissent and diversity, or perhaps in part because of it, ilienation and
cynicism seem likely to Increase, eSpecZt3ly among the young, and no
doubt there will be increas!ng concern about this alienation and cynicism
among the majority of Americans. The attitude of hostility towards many
of the es-ablished values and practices of American scciety, evident
,imong many Intellectuals today and which most people t3ke to be a-result
of the Vietnaiese war, may ictually prove to be one of the main continu-
ing trends in this country. As society and culture become Increasingly
sensate and cosmopolitan, the nation-state as the nexus of the loyalties.
values and aspirations of the society will seem less and less satisfac-
tory, particularly to Intellectuals. The national solidarity of the lQW4 's
and 1950's will Increasingly seem due to exceptional international circum-
stances--the existence of Hitler and Stalin, the cold war and the ag'jres-
siveness of the totaltarian states4 eal of this forcing a._41i_2slve reli-
ance on the nation-state as the instrument of international society's
resistance.

We shall assume thit for rust of the sixteen years between now an'

the year 1985 there wil' be few international pressures enforcinq the
loyalty oif the average intellectual to his government. Thus, critIcisn
of government will surface, and we can assume stradily risinq levels of
protest and dissent which, in the pea.ceful and integrated world context
presupposed, remaln quite tolerible. The attitude of many will seem to
be that virtually any defects in the society justify a withdrawal of the
irJividual's loyalty. And, of course, no matter what k• done, such de-
fects wiM exist.

While this alienation and revolt aqainst "computer cIvilization"
w&I. be Important, in this projection it will be accepted as simply PArt
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of the national scene. While a substantial number of Americans will con-
tinue to "opt out,' such "opting out" will no longer be recognized as a
novelty or an act worthy of much public concern--so long as nothing hap-
pens drastically to accelerate the process. (As we will see below, It Is
particularly Important that the requirements of military service do not
accelerate these trends.) Yet we should assume that among many Americans.
especially the older generations, there will be a rather general feeling
of anxiety, of pessimism, and even gloom. Even though the nation's
leaders express confidence in continued peace and progress, theories of
decay and of "decline and fall" wil become popular in both serious and
popular literature. National self-hatred in the United States will not
approach the levcls that are, say, current in England today, but we will
have taken large steps In that direction.

Assume toc tnat the military establishment will be respected and
valued by political leaders although it may have low prestige amdng large
segments of the public. But even the leadership regards military prepara-
tions as insurance against relatively remote eventualities or challenges.

For purposes of simplicity, let us divide our assumed S75 billion
defense budget into four categories: the first for support of central
war forces--say $10 to 515 billion/year; the second for support of the
general purpose forces--say $20 to $30 billion/year; the third devoted
to a proposed national service system; and the fourth devoted to common
logistics, research and development, idministration, overhead, etc. Pre-
sumably something between a half million to one million people man the
central war system with a somewhat larger number--perhaps twice as many--
ir, the general purpose forces. The whole military establishment should
be slightly sma!ier in manpower than today--or about one per cent of the
population--down from the one-and-one-half per cent of population cur-
rently in American military service. For this reason, and particularly
if there is a national service requirement, we assume there will be suf-
ficient volunteers to man the first two groups, even though n~aIJtnal
service will, as described below, be mandatory. We should add that $10-
$15 billion a year for central war forces Is really a quite large sum of
money. It is roughly twice what we have spent in recent years, although
about equal to what was spent In the late 1950's.

General purpose forces are designed for non-central wars of various
sorts." They are conventionally armed although there miqht be some
limited tactical nuclear capabilities.

Finally, we assume $15 to $20 billion a year of military funds allo-
:ated to various national service functions. At, say, $5,000 per year per
individual in national service, this would enable the government to enroll
some 3 to 4 million people, which seems a reasonable number, roughly
equivalent to the number of people In the 20-year age group. This Implies

"•It i% riot clear whether It is these forces or %ome other
%pcial ized torces which would provide a kind of "national quard" back-
jp to locLal police. Whether normally used for th;. purpose, they would

l,'arly alwdV t).' cventuallv available for it.
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that almost everybody serves if national service is for one year, or about
half the young people (all of the males) If national service is for two
years.

In this fairly peaceful world, the United States military establish-

ment would likely be dominated by considerations of domestic policy and
donest!c political reactions, not only in the way it fights foreign wars,

but also in Its recruitment, training and operating procedures. In the

same way that domestic Issues have been a primary, perhaps the primary,

issue in Vietnam-, tending to dominate many aspects of the war, so domes-
tic Issues may in the future dominate or heavily Influence the operation
of the entire U.S. defense establirhment.

Given a genera! absence of perceived threats and a generally nega-

tive to hostile attitude on the part of much of the population towards
defense preparations, it would seem that the draft In Its present form

would not be a preferred s-.stem for obtaining military manpower. It is

easy to imagine a National Service program being substituted in which

easy deferments or exceptions (these may be formulated as special forms

of National Service) are made for those who go on to graduate school,

enter selected professions or occupations, or have urgent or crucial per-

sonal problems. One could also imagine the Individual in National Service

given a choice of the kind of service he is to perform: whether to be a

soldier, go into a VISTA or Peace Corps-type program, or join some para-

military service group, or other special force of various types.

Thus there might be all kinds of special and elite programs and

groups appealing to certain tastes and attitudes. We speculated In

Part I that Army Special Forces might be expanded Into a well-trained,

highly educated, highly motivated group for world-wide InterVlTWon, In

most cases to advise and help Indigenous governments in dealing with

'•iitary, political, and economic development problems, but presumably

prepared, as well, to do a good deal of fighting itself. Yet the civil-

iin side of its activities might be as Important as the military. Other

kinds of paramilitary or semi-military groups might exist for service in

this country or for various kinds of scientific, exploratory, or develop-

ment activities. (One can imagine a year's tour of duty on the moon, in

in undersea installation, or In Antarctica or the Amazon basin.) This

kind of National Service might become very popular, winning the support

of young people who like freedom of choice and of the older people who

believe that the young should experience hard training and hard living,

or at least make some public service contribution between their permis-

sive youthful period and their affluent and comlfortable adulthood.

Requiring two years of national service from all or most males (and

perhaps females as well) would make it much easier for the armed forces

to recruit, particularly if the terms of enlistment are made attractive.

The main reason for havinq females in national service is that in

in egalitarian society there is no reason to differentiate between males

.ind females except for actual combat. In addition, we may find, as the

Israelis do, that if females are included and national service becomes a
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It would not seem likely, in the mosaic society we have Imagined,
that there would be much of an attempt in national service to instill
any very strong ideologies or principles among young people, at least
as a whole (but this may not be true cf various subgroups). In part
this is because it is hard to imagine what kind of a common denominator
could serve as a basis for indoctrination in the postulated mosaic (and
perhaps divided) U.S. society of the period 1975-1985, and any attempt to
use an ideology which raises many questions or controversies could easily
act as a polarizing influence. This is not to say that there will not be
great unity and organizational pride and the like, but only that the "In-
ternal propaganda" is likely to be low-keyed, matter of tact, and heavily
dependent on things like unit morale and relatively technical and individ-
ual themes in preference to more chauvinistic and/or jingoistic themes.

2. The Inward-Looking. Neo-Isolationist World

Much the same kind of military establishment as indicated above could
exist in this projection, but In a context of considerable domestic protest
and animosity. Some will support the military establishment for its func-
tion in what is, for them, a "Fortress America," but to most people it no
doubt will seen that the country is not seriously threatened. (Obviously,
threats could exist, and even be stimulated by the nation's adopting a
neo-isolationist U.S. policy.) One result, or perhaps even a cause, of
this neo-isolationism could, at le-.st conceivably, be profound political
and social fissures In American society. What we might call a "techno-
cratic or responsible center" party might emerge to lead the"-oZl----ry. but
experiencing attack from both the political right, seeking Ideoloqical re-
newal in American society, and what we might call the "hurmanist left'r--

way of life for young people, there is much less resentment against such
national service, It may even be looked forward to more as marking the
boundary between childhood and adulthood than as being specially militar-
istic, indeed, 'for those who believe it useful for young people, for at
least part of their life, to do some kind of hard training, hard living,
or make some kind of physically or otherwise difficult public service con-
tribution, the arguments seem to hold for girls as well as boys, and thus
Including yirls emphasLes the "national service" aspect.

We have used the terms "technocratic center" and "humanist left" to
describe what seems the most likely and basic confrontat!on the U.S. will
foce in 1975-1985. "Humanist left" is a conqlomerate term coverinn those
who emphsiie individual riqhts virtually to the point of anarchy, who are
.inti-institutional, anti-establishment, anti-hierarchy, and desire a near-
revolutionary reformt of society. They are like today's radical left but
with more coherent and serious--and prob•b)ly more conservative--programs.
The "technocratic center" runs from thnoe simple technicians who do a re-
%C)nsfhle land effective job keepinq the system running, various "stoics"
who feel i sense of person.il responsibility for public service and for
the public lood, ".any "epicurean" types who would prefer to be left alone
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or, less charitably, the "radical" or "anarchic" left. These critics on
the left would support a program not so different from that of the Ameri-
can New Left today, though perhaps somewhat less anarchistic, less self-
righteous, with less of a tendency towards confrontation and violence.

we have assumed in both the Integrated and Peaceful Context and even
more in the Neo-Isolationist World that there Is little or nothing in In-
ternational conditions to provide special justification for the role and
functions of ''the Establishment" and Its military preparations."' This
assumption could, of course, be wrong. Common purposes, common projects,
conmon values, and/or other new "variables," movements, or trends could
act as a social cement, creatinq or improving the unity of the society in
ways that seem unlikely today. But--the basic assumption reflc.ts a judg-
ment put quite well by Henry Owen in a recent article:* "'

Thus traditional notions of the power and authority of
national governments no longer command--in the developed world
at least--the allegiance that they did in times past. Symbols
and slogans which derive from these notions are losing their
force. Peoples grope for new concepts which will respond more
directly to the needs of our day. The failure to find them as
yet accounts for some of the unease and questioning which
characterizes this transitional period.

3. Disarray World

We now assume that the International hostility and competition is
substantially greater than in the first two worldb. As a result the de-
fense budget could rise to between 10-15/ of the gross national product,
or roughly $200 billlon dollars d year. Part of the expenditure could be

in privata life or individual activity but nonetheless make a major con-
tribution to keeping society functioning and stible. The technocratic
center also covers many who might better be called members of the "human-
1st center," sharing miny of the values of the humanist left but also too
pragmatic or too cautious to accept tht programs of the humanist left. The
humanist center, like the humanist left, focus major attention on the kind
of human being society should be creatlnq.

There is a ,tory t-iries old in Isra I about the Moroccan Jew
who) meets the Ashkena. i (a Jew of European -. xtract in) and says to hir.:

"I don't like this Europedn tulture "hich you are forclnq on ne. Please
ýc-ep it to yourself." The Ashk.naa; Jev, an%%,•tr%, "There are 100 million
Arabs!" The Moroccan Jvw think- about this statersment for about I0 second,
,and the.rn repl ie',, 'hert is the el.'ctrical engineering school?"

Henry Owen, "Foreiqn Policy Prerise' for the. Next Administ rat ion."
Forei(In Affairs 46: 699-112. July 1968. p. 701. .
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or, extenE¼e mlI!ta-y aid programs for foreqS:, cnunt,"cs (with some cr

all of the complicating issues arising we airegdy are familiar with).

if we have the 3ane alienated society postulated in the last con-
text, one can readily assume some emphasis on the use of foreign legions
or special elite volurteers so that It is unnecessary fcr the average
American to participate unwillingly in foreign expeditions or interven-
tions. If nuclear weapons have been used at some point before the year
1983, the international context could be vastly altered. If, for example,
two small nit!ons waged nuclear war and wiped one 3nothe: out, then exist-
Ing sanctions against nuclear weapons or the exploitation of their threat
might well be reinforced. If one side came out very well, winring the
war, then there coild be considerable internationr apprehension. In the
Disarray World the chance that the successful nuclcar power would not be
punlshed or penalized for its nuclear attack, perhaps even fur its ruclear
aggression, is fairly large. It is conceivable in this Disarray World
that a nuclear power would '"successfully" use nuclear weapons against a
non-nuclear p-wer. Finally, it is conceivable that if something like a
tit-for-tat exchange of nuclear weapons occurred, in which one side per-
haps tried to bluff the other by escalating to a very limited nuclear use
and encountered a tit-for-tat response, both sides might decide never to
use nuclear weapons again.

In this case the concept of tit-for-tat could be deeply ingrained
everywhere, and there viuld be great Interest In protecting the United
States from such attacks. Such protect;on might be relatively easy to
achiove.

Whether or not there had been any use of nuciear weapons in the
Disarray World, military issues would intrude Into the national debate
more than In the other two worlds. To some degrec this might make the
military establishment more acceptable to the public. Others would find
it less acceptable, arguing that the "insanity of such a situation" is
by now totallyclear. "We live in a world which could solve all of its
economic problems by better use of technology and better distribution of
resources or other goods, yet we threaten everyone with world annihila-
tton or worse,"' (The underlining is deliberate. Many will talk this
way--and perhaps be right.)

In the Disarray World there might be attempts to smuggle nuclear
weapons into the United States, perhaps in retaliation to U.S. Inter-
ference overseas--or at least the fear of such attempts may exist. In
this case one can imagine rigid control over entry points and possibly
a fair amount of control over riovement within the United States. Politi-
cal poike and clandestine surveillance could increase enormously. If
nuclear weapons had been used In the internal politics of other nations,"

See. for instance, "The Risks of Spreading Weapons: A Historical
Case," D.G. Brennan, Arms Control and Disarmament, 1968, Vol. 7, 59-60.
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there m~ght be a fear of a simllar event in the United States. Today we'
dismiss such scendrios as Se-en Days Ir May as purely fanc!fulI, In the
futire they miaht become credible--or at !east barely credible.

4. The Uncontrolled bms Race W "Ad

This is a context of Sreat crisis and risk. The-e may be a rather
large war raging in Europe or Asih. Nuclear weapons may have been used.
One ca, Ls;ly imaglne one-fifth--ard perhaps one-third or more--of U.S.
gross national product in military preparations. Thus the military budget
could easily range frorm $300 to $500 billion a ye:r or even more.

Consider therefore a budget of, say. $400 billion a year. Assume also
that the United States had made preparations before the international
situation haa deteriorated,so that it was able to move ",ery rapidly. One
can now imagine the U.S. having a ballistic missile defenso system in
space which attacks enemy missilez in their lainch phase when they are
very vulnerabiz because of their boosters. Such a system would be very
expensive to deploy (say an Inltlal $100 billion) and expensive to oper-
ate (say $20 to $40 billion a year) but once deployed might effectively
prevent the other side from deploying such a system. In other words, the
first side to seize outer space in this way might in fact control outer
space Indefinitely-. And effective as this space defense system might be,
it would still be only the first line of defense. Behind it would be a
system which intercepts missiles In mid-transit, and behind that an upper-
altitude Interception system (such as the current Spartan), and behind
even that a system similar to the current SPRINT missile intercepting
enemy missiles in the atmosphere itself.

In the area of passive defense, one can imagine a reasonably deep
shelter space available for everybody In the United States--both at home
and at work. Many people and much Industry might aiso be evacuated from
the cities because one could build more effeccive shelters In less densely
populated areas, With one or two years of advance notice It would be

7A dýference between the United States, Engiand and Scandinavia,
and many countries of Continental Europe, is worth noting here. The
former are basically civilian, In that it is almost inconceivable that
army enlisted men would follow the orders of an officer in violent
rebell~on against the government. This Is not necessarily true in such
countries as France. There are, for example, few Frenchmen, Ita!lans,
Austrians, •'Jrmans, etc., who did not believe that there was d real
possibility cf a coup. when General MacArthur returned from Korea and
addressed Congress In 1951 following his dismissal. Yet, of course, the
thought hardly occurred to Americans. In fact President Truman did not
move a single squad of soldiers or police unit in anticipation of such
a possibility.
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posslile to have many of these shelter spaces deep anderground where they
,qould survive ever, direct hits of m Itimegaton borrbs. For only a fraction
of $400 billion a year one could also put deep undergroLnd a good deal of
the productive capacity of the United States. (Today, roughly speaking,
the real tangible wealth of the United States totals something over two
triilion dollars; but the p,'oductlve part Is only a fraction OF this sum.)
There would, of course, be Pxtensive preparations--perha S !ncluding ex-
tensive undersea Installations--to protect against enemy _omarines.

What we are suggesting is simply that with a profound threat to the
country, a threat like that posed in the past by Hitler, or even Stalin
or Tojo, there might be a reaction in the United States that simply
amounted to the United States becoming a quasi-garrison state. It seems
technologically and economically perfectly possible (it is also possible
that It might rot be pbsslble) that, In the 1975-1985 time period, by
spending hundreds of millions of dollars a year the United States could
put itself In a position to wage and survive major nuclear war. It also
seems plausible In the postulated International environment that by being
in a position to survive a nucl6ar war, thq U.S. might be much more
capable of preventing such a nuclear war from occurring. But it is an
exceedingly dim prospact, nevertheless; for one thing, the calculatlons
are very uncertain. Nevertheless, we are suggesting that this kind of
mobilization race still Is meaningful despite the usual assumptions about
easy and mutual nuclear overkill.

As far as expenditures are concerned, we have already had examples
of comparable budget expansions. At the height of World War II the United
States was spending more than 50% of its gross national product on the
war (the average though In 1945 was only 507 but It hit a higher rate In
the early and mid-part of the year). To take another example, in June,
1950, there was a debate In the United States over whether the defense
budget should be $14, $15, or $16 billion. The previous year It had been
$13 billion. A number of Americans testified to the effect that a budget
of $18, $19 or $20 billion could bankrupt the country. During that month

North Korea Invaded South Korea; before the year was out Congress haa
authorized a $60-billion defense budget. It is Important to note that
.nis author!zation completely changed the technological picture. Without
It, people would have been saying throughout the 1950's that such weapons
systems as 8-521s, Minuteman, Polaris and Sage were "technologically in-
feasible." So they are if the budget is $15 billion a year. But they
are by no means technologically Infeasible If the budget is increased by
a factor of five. In the year 1980 or so things may be no different. A
budget [,crease by a factor of five may make a great many things techno-
logically feasible. And it Is not beyond the bounds o' possibility that
if a Hitler-type leader rises again, and says, "One of us has to be rea-

sonable, and It isn't going to be me," that ane reaction may be a very
meaningful and significant doubling or tripling of the budget. This be-
comes much more meaningful and significant if the country has made pre-
liminary preparations to reduce the lead time on many of the systems to
be bought.
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C. Conclusion

It sh*uld be clear to the reader that we have left more tooics un-
discussed than discussed. We have ignored Lhe possilcity of a really
radical change in the international situation. Thus we have assumed
that the major Issues of defense and security devcive on the natlon-
state, which survives, unless, of course, such natlons as the United
States or the Soviet inion should take uDon themselves regional or world
hegemony.

We have not looked carefully at cases In which what we have called
the "humanist left" or some "fellow traveling" group acquired great In-
fluence and "changed the rules." For example, one might Imagine a sltua-.
tion ;n which the concept of conscientious objection Is so broadened that
no on%. is forced to fight In a war which is, in his judgment, unju-t or
unreasonable. Giveir the concept of national service, which would act as
a spur for many people to enlist, this might be a perfectly reason3ble
rule which would work In a large range of situations--In other contexts
it would be disastrous. Nor have we discussed the oossibillity that nlli-
tary service becomes so onerous and unpleasant that really large Induce-
ments must be provided for Americans to be willing to serve. 4e have not
discussed the possibility of Praetorian Guaras, or even of the development
of a Praetorian mentality--or even of a widespread Centurion mentality.

Wha we have tried to do is cover a reasonable range of plausible
over-all contexts and examine their salient Implications for the time
frame 1975-1985. We tu'r' now to somewhat more specific and perhaps more
realistic Issues.
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CHAPTER, 11, SPECIAL DEFENSE IS.-UES ASSOCIAT~i? wiTH
THE ON17ED K;NGDOM', FRiNCE, jAPAN4 AND 4EST GERM.ANY

loe d'SCUSS in this chapter ;n some detail the defense pol~cic. ano
perspect-ves fo3r tip 1975-!98') environ'rert of four c~ountries wilth wniiý4t
United States defense planners work closely arid which are lip.elv lo be
ot continuing ,;oncern or interest. It ic, sor%!tirnes forgotteni that tht
MajoritV of oetense planning aictivitie!, occur less in the direct context
of the potential enemy's threat than in how to coordin~ate and, deaai WLr,
our Ila]lIies." Britain, France and West Germany have the n~gheý-t deferise
expenditures among U.S. allies kindeed their defense exalencitures rants
only behind toe United States, Soviet Union and Corymunist China , . Each
Of these countries will present mpjor problems for Arierican defense plan-
ners in 1975-1985,

In the case of Britain we will have to decide whether we should con-
tinue fhe privileged relationship on nuclear matters, hol'h with respect
to nuclear materials exchange and delivery vehicles such as tDolaris; ime
Iw 11 hdove to deal with the consequerces of the expected withdrawal from

East of Suez; and we will have To adopt a policy towarlis Britain's entry
into the Eur-opean Community and *,s implications for a European nuclear
force and European defense tachnoclogy, or the alternatives open to Britain
should she not enter "'Europe." In the case of France we deal with the ex-
pected policies of that country towards the United States and NATO after
the de Gaulle era comes to an end, and the implication for American defense
planning on Western Europe. West Germany with its particular problems
arising from the division of the Germanies, its political insecurity and
instability , and its large army and nuclear option will continue to be
closely wiqtcnad by American planners and be of special concern to them.

We also include a discussion of japan, the country which could most dra-

matically and quickly alter the entire range of defense problems in AsiaI
and which will greatly affect the security and stability of Southeast
Asia after Vetnam.

Unied indom

Britain's defense ýole In 1975-1985 will be markedly different fromi
that of the c.3ffitments undertaken in the first twenty-five postwar years.
This Is Iimpcrtant for American defense planners to grasp. Although it can
be irgi.e4 that ýlmerlcan strategic considerations have been made "Indepen-
dent" of the zontributions which o~ur a:Iles can make to Western defense,
nevertheless It Is a fact that Brlt'in has traditionally been looked upon
as AmeriCa's ciosest ally and that the military capabilities and obliga-
tiuns undertaken by the two countries have intertwined. Thi!. has been
particularly true for the U.S. Air Force which encouraged the British to
build-up their own Bomber Commnand in the 1950's as a contribution to the
Western deterrent. Subiequently the U.S. Air Force encouraged the Rc'yal
Air force to acquir the Skybolt irissileŽ for its V-bombers in order to ex-t tend their useftifness in a strategic capacity. Wireover, there have been
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*i mrrbier of' close re'lationsh~is between the two Air Forces going back not
,ý; to y he stationin of U.S. bases Ir Britain during World War 11, but
:41ýo !he decision -ade d,;r~no the Berlin crisis of 1951 to base E-29-s on

Today the UrAt-d State-: and the United Kingdom operate a joint early
warning system.B~) part of which, is located in Northern England.
There i5 ar extreme~y ciose relationship between the Royal Navy arid the
U S. Navy because of trie agreement to sell Polaris missiles to Britain.
And there are a number of continu~ing atomic energy accords providing For
ti-e exchar e of informn-atin an. su~ch items as production of fissile mate-
rials and warhead

Thus there is littlie doubt that whatever the political differences
between Britain and the LUr-ited States (and they remain relatively small
in comparison to, f5or exampie, the differences in views betweei France
and ourseives), there does rempain a "special relationship" particularly
in the military-strate,-,,ý field. Onle question we must try to answer is
cc, what extent this 1;p~cial relationship" will extend into the 1970's
a.-v heyetid.

Asecond rea-5on whY Britain's defense role is important is because
of its ;rnpact apon the evolutlion of Western Eurcpe. In terms of military
atrength and tezhtnological inventiveness and capabilities, Britain has a
great contr~but ion to Take to the new Europe which is likely to emerge.
It would not be surpr~sIrg if American planners discovered that their abil-
it;-1 to Influence the turn of event., in Europe will be somewhat dependent
uponr the degree of Involveiment of the United Kingdom in the affairs of the
European continent. This is particularly likely to be true if, as a result
of recent pfl~tical changes, Britain participates much more actively and
intensely in co3ntinental economics and politics.

1hird, Britain iýý now emerging out of at least the f irst stage of an
important -debate concerning what shoold be the role of her military forces
in the Faslz of Suez environment in the 1970's and beyond. Major d~clsions
have been. made wi~h respect to the cut-'back of British forces which nave
a 1 r*3y p res en ted d )eqilras fo r U1.S. p Ia.-Ine rs conce rn ed w It h t he rm-a In ten ance
of stability in th ndilan Ocean area and Southeast Asia. We must ask If
the Britiih withd-rawal w;li indeed be as precipitous and total as would
seem to be the cas* teday, or if there li likely to be a change of heart
ds the, 197) didtc for witndrawal draws near-, either through a reconsidera-
tion by the Labor governnwnt or the coming to office of a Conservative
goernmernt 3n 0~e Uoiited K'nqom. The British withdrawal from East of Suez
most obviously has s~~u lctosfor'Amrerican policy, vis-a-vis
Auiraliia in~ia an~d ail of Southea!st Asia.

'.*f vs now consider in a somewhat more systematic manner British de-
fenre polcy 3- it is~ to tvoilve in 1975-85 and the issues which it
twill pre;,nt to Aiqr.icain plinner,: 3r-d policy makers. We sh-ill consider in
turn tihe three principal rn~vý of British forces.; the nuclear role, the

~urlbuton f NATO) deferras in We!stern Europe, ald the role in the area
of East of suez,
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A. NucLgL E.,rateqic Forces

I. A Short Hi _L_

Questions concering the continua.on of Britain's iuclear strategic
forces, the possible sale of Pcoseidon missiles to the United Kingdom, and
the maintenance or excharnge agreements on atomic energy natt2rs are likely
to face American planners in the 1975-1985 period. One thing seems to us
perfectly clear, and that is that Britain will not voluntarily get out of
the nuclear business as many Americans (and sor, Qritish) h&-! hoped in the
late 1950's and early 1960's. To understand whK t mignt be useful to
review in some detail the history of the Britisi, ..uclear program. We do
this also because there has been considerable confusion concerning the
political--economic--bureaucratic incentives and considerations relating
to the British nuclear program and the consequent ability ý.r inability of
United States to manipulate British planning.

It is not widely known that the origin of the British nuclear capa-
bility dates as far back as 1940 when a secret scientific group, the Maue
Committea, was appointed in London to examine wqhether uranium research
could in time lead to a weapon of mass destruction. The Committee reported
that an atomic bomb wss feasible, that the Germans might be working on one,
and recommended that •ritain start an atomic project. Even if it did not
lead to a bomb which would be usable during the Second World War, such a
bomb would have important implications in the post-war world. Because of
the cost of plants to produce fissile materials and the danger of bombard-
ment by Germany, British atomic scientists moved to the United States in
i943 to join the Manhattan Project. The first atomic bomb was therefore
a collaborative Anglo-American urdertaking, even if a lopsided one. Nuclear
collaboratlun was not easily achieved; the British, always mindful of the
post-war world, were determined not to be edged out of the nuclear business
as they suspected the Americans wished to do. Two wartime agreements signed
by Roosevelt and Churchill, the Quebec Agreement of 1943 and the Hyae Park
Aide-Mmoire of 1944, appeared to assure continued Arplo-American nuclear
collaboration following the war. But such was not to be the case, for with
the passage of the McMahon Act by Congress In 1946 restricting the exchange
of atomic information, collaboration between the two countries ground to a
halt.

However, there was hardly any serious cons!.Jeration given after the
war to discontinuing the British ato'nic endeavor. Nuclear research facili-
ties wer: ouened In 191b and the next yea , 'allowing the enactment of the
McMahor Act, it was decided to build an atomic bomb independenrly. For the
nuclear ..cen.ists this seemed natural since the c'sts were not held to be
prohibitive and there was little controversy on moral grounds concerning,
the manufacture of a British bomb. For the limited number of politiciaos
and Whitehall officials privy to the decision, nuclear weapons were seen as
heyping to guarantee the nation's security. In early 1947 Britain stood
alone; it must be remembered that this was before the return of the American
interest in Europe through the Marshall Plan and MATO. Moreover, acquiring
the best military weapon available was natu-al for the leaders of a natior
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s.~hc st~ thýouqr~t of i tse, f as a Po~t9wer a, r! ;:~n .40 r' roe,
wh ich was one vlf tr'e v~ctor io',s wart~ ýn b'q ree, a i ~c!h h~id a lon tra-
d~t~on ot leade'sh~p in scienco art ctvo&nioy. Thýe fil-1t 6ritsh atoml
bomb was detonated of,' Monte Bello Island in AusL-adýa in 1954" and a ttheemo
nuciear device was exploded :n 1957 at Chr'stma:s fla~id in Che PacrfiC.
Long-range aircraft, tt-e 7-boembers, w_-re oui~t to carr% ti-c i)car bombs
of tht Royal Air Force.

The strategIc doctrine for the nucleat force--the i~ncept of th,?
"independent nuclear deterrent "--was 'ormuiated not before, but after Bri-
tain became a nuclear Dower. I- evolved out of a number of considerations
in the mid-1950's which led Blr -jin to place heavv reliance on nuclear
weapons in her nat~onai security planninlg, The Korean rearmuament, program
seve.-aly stralne-! the economy and led to the convi-t ion that the size of
the existing defense forces was not compatible with a grovinq ecoroity, a
sound trade position and an adequate level of social welfare. Churchill
asked the Chiefs of Staff to mlake a reassessmeit of British defense 001 icy
give~n the new availability of nuclear w~eapons. The "Global Strategy Paper"~
which they drafted and subsequently became policy, contained the thesis
that the West sho.;ld declare that Soviet aggress ion would be met byi nuclear
retaliation. Consaquently, the West could redu~ce its conventional forces
and rely on 11ý nucfear suoeric-rity. The subsequent decision of 1957 to
terminate mandatory national military servictes i~as said to have been made
possible by a greater reflance on nuclear weapon!;. Nuclear deterrence was
also the logical continuation of the doctrine of strategic bombing which,
had been at ithe he2art ct the RAF ever since its birth during World War I
as the first separate air force. The V-bomber, like the Dreadnought of an
earlier era, was seen 3S a "dominant weapon" which, made possible a reduc-
tion in manpower and "conventional" armaments.

Cnoen nuclear deterrence, that is a nuclear deterrent under
British control, was at first justified by the government by the tact that
Britain might have a different set of target~rg priorities than the United
States. It receivtd a further justification of a strategic nature wh'2n
Sputnik dennorn~trated that the United States would be vulnerable to Soviet
long-ranige missiles. Who could then guarantee that an American President
would come to the defense of Britain if in so doing he exposed Amerlean
cities to attack by Soviet intercontinental missiles? But equally impor-
tant were the political justifications given for the nuclear force. It was
c~laimed that British nuclear weapons increased London's influence in Wash-
ington and enhancedi the notion's prestige and status as a Great Power. At
the same time they were thought. to permit greater independence from Washing-
ton in foreign and dofense policy. The afte~inath of the Suez affair was to
Increase the desire for freedom of action. In a political sense, the Bri-
tish, bomb was aimed w~re at Washington then at Moscow, Th~jz was made evi-
dent by such statements as that of PrIme Ministeor Harold Macmillan when In
discussing the nuclear force he said,

The indepencent contribution,..gk'1es us a better
position in the world, it gives us a better position with
respect to trhe United States. It puts us where we ought
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to be, in the position of a G-eat Power. The fAct l'dt we
have it maýes the Unitea States pay a greatir re!gard to our
point of view, and that is of great import.nce."

Not everyoe ayreeo, however. The case -gains. "ndependent possession
of nuclear arms was at various times made by segment% of the national press,
acad,;mic analysts and other private strateqlsts, some Army and Navy officers,
prominent backbenchers of both major parties, the Liberat party after 1957
and the Labour Darty starting in 1960. Those who were opposed to The nuclear
force cla;med that it was not a credible deterrent since its use woi.,J be
suicidal because of Soviet missiles, following a British nuclea s~rike,
Russia would still Le capa,)'e of obliterating Britain. The. mounting costs
of maintaining the nuclear force were said to distort Britain's defense pcs-
ture by causinq a ieglect af conventional capabilities including a weckening
of NATO ground forces. It was seen as an unnecessary diplication of the
American deterrent which conflicted with United States defense policy and
undermined the solidarity of the Western Alliance.

The critics also denied that the nuclear force bought influence. Bri-
tain's influence in the worlc, they argued, depended on the ability to help
maintain stability in Africa and Asia and her contribution to the conven-
tional defense of Eurooe, the soundness of the economy; the intangibles of
trust and loyalty as an ally; the quality of its advice--rather than on dup-
licating SAC on a minute s:ale Finally, some contended that Britain by
her example was encouraging the proliferation of nuclear weapons, since most
of the justificatiois cited by the British government for the nuclear force
were equally applicable to other count.ies.

The leaders of the Latuur party decided in 1960 to withdraw their sup-
ýort of the Conaervative (iovernment's policy on the nuclear farte and advo-
ated that following the obsolescence of the V-bombers they not be replaced

and that Britain "cease" to be a nuclear 'iower. This change of position
occurred after the cancella:ion of Blue Streak, a liquid-fuel intermediate-
range missile which was intended to provide the delivery system after the
V-bombers. Blue Streak was cancelled because of its spiralinq costs and
Increasing vulnerability. Its denise occurred at the same time as the rise
of support within the rank a.d file of the Labour party for un-lateral nu-
clear disarmament. The debate within the party between the unilateralists
and the multilateralists, a debate which was not unrelated to an attempt .o

oust Hugh Gaitskell from the party's ;eadership, threatened to tear the party
apart. The cancellation of Blue Streak served as a catalyst which permite(.
Labour's leaders to oppose the continuation of the "ineepenc' it deterrent"
and thereby help end the party's civil war not on The pr'niciole ot Uilat-
eralism, but in the pract'cal grounds that týe trends o. technology and
costs put a credible t..t:tegic uelivery sste;n beyond the n'eans of Br rain.

Thereupon Labour, suppýr ted by a subst'jntial portion of informed
opinion, was critical ot rians 1o main, )In 'he nucler force, first h

*fTS__hTimts (London), February 24, 1958,
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the Skybolt missile to be attached to the V-bombers and then Polaris sub-
marines. In the months prior to the General Election of 1964 the fate of
the Independent deterrent was the principle foreign and defense issue be-
tween the political parties. The Tories stressed the need for "indepen-
dence" and freedom of action, charging that Labour would "hand over" Bri-
tain's defense to anoLher country. Prime Minister Alec Douglas Home ex-
tolled in a jingoistic vein the virtdes of the British bolib as a "ticket
of admission" to the councils of war and peace, and insisted that British
influence would be greatly reduced if nuclear weapons were renounced.
Labour somewhat ambiguously indicated that ;t would denuclearize Britain
in exchange for greater participation in American defense planning. Harold
Wilson spoke if "renegotiating" the Nassau Agreement by which Britain had
been given an option on purchasing Polaris missiles, thereby implying that
they would not be bought from the United States.

Once in office, however, Labour took no such rash action. The missile
purchase arrangement was retained and the first Polaris equipped nuclear
submarine, the Resolution, went on patrol in 1968. A number of reasons
were cited for continuing the nuclear force: cancellation costs on the
Polaris contract had passed the "point of no return"; the Polaris force,
as Indicated earlier, was needed to provide a nuclear guarantee for India;
the submnrines were acquired on such advantageous terms that the argument
that Britain could not afford to maintain a nuclear force had been deflated.
In any case, the Labour government said, Britain intended to "internation-
alize" her nuclear arms in its proposal for an Atlantic Nuclear Force.

The underlying explanations, however, are -omewhat different. F!rst,

It was recognized that the configuration of thv problem of nuclear spread
had altered since the time when it could be argued that Britain, by volun-
tarily renouncing her nuclear arms, could strongly influence other countries
to desist from acquiring them. Nuclear proliferation in Asia and the Middle
East was not on the horizon. In addition little enthusiasm could be con-
jured in London for an act of self-abnegation which would leave France as
tha only European nuclear power. Second, the nuclear force was seen as an
important bargaining asset and instrument of diplomacy. Its existence en-
sured that special regard was given to Britair's point of view on such
matters as the Multilateral Nuclear Force, NATO strategy, or the non-pro-
liferation treaty. Moreover, the nuclear force would give Britain a deci-
sive role in shaping a future European deterrent or any other European
nuclear arrangement, and might also serve as the price of admission into
the Conmnon Market. Third, Labour ministers responsible for handling foreigil
relations acknowledged that intangibly it somehow enhanced Britain's
influence.

2. Thr, Preesent and Future

A 'unuamental aim of any British government is to find ways to have
its voice heard. It is true that for the British the linkage between arms
ane influen-e is now open to serious question--ar at least is very complex.
3 ut not only would it be equally difficult to prove that by scrapping her
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nuclear arms Britain would be increasing her influence and prestige, but
in this area--as in many areas--thinking so makes it so. And many would
regard a unilateral British renunciation of nuclear force--without a suit-
able gjJLU •r M&L or serious ideological objective--as an open abdication
of authority or bargaining power in future internat!onal politics--including
"crisis management."

By 1970 the British Polaris Flotilla of four submarines will be in
operation. The HMS Repulse and the HMS Renown, the second and third subs,
were accepted into service by the Royal Navy in October 1968 and February
1969 respectively and are now undergoing their final trials including the
test firing of the Polaris missiles off Cape Kennedy. The fourth submarine,
HMS Revenge, will be entering into service in early 1970. These submarines
are equipped with sixteen A-3 Polaris missiles each with a range of over
2,500 nautical miles. Because of the extensive refitting required after
each sixty-day patrol it will only be possible to assure having one sub-
marine on station at sea at all times, although normally there should be
two. A fifth Polaris submarine which would guarantee two submarines on
patrol at all times had once been scheduled but was canceled for economy
reasons. The Royal Navy, however, can be expected to increase its pres-
sures for a fifth Polaris-type submarine and it would not be surprising if
the total British flotilla consisted of five subs by 1975.

An Important policy question will be whether the United States will
make Poseidon missiles available to the Royal Navy. Thus far the British
have not pressed the case for Poseidon because of the heavy expenses in-
volved and because of their belief in the ability of the A-3 Polaris mis-
sile to get through Soviet defenses. But if the Soviets continue their ABM
deployment, serious questions will then be raised about the credibility of
the Pritish Polaris submarines. And the question will also be raised whether
the United States should make Poseidon available. This will be a difficult
question to resolve, not only because of the expenses but becruse of the
political Implications of once again coming to the nuclear assistance of
the United Kingdom. The 1962 decision at Nassau to sell Polaris submarines
to Britain probably had some influence upon the decision of de Gaulle
several weeks later to veto the British application to the Common Market.

Unquestionably, the long history of nuclear and strategic relations
between the United States and the United Kingdom has contributed to the
image held by many contin:r.tal Europeans that Britain is closer to the
United States than to the Continent. Ever since the 1954 changes to the
McMahon Act, but especially since 1958 when the iegislation was amenued to
give Britain a privileged access to American nuclear technology, Britain
has been treated syj gxeneri. The 1958 amendments permitted the exchange
of information about Lhe design and production of nuclear warheads and the
transfer of fissile materials. The British Polaris submarines will be run
on nuclear fuel from the United States, will :ontain an American navigation
system and fire-control system, will be made of American high-stress steel,
will contain American communications equipment, some of the warheads will be
of American design, and of course the Polaris missiles are being purchased
from the United States. Although France would probably now qualify under
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the terms of the 1958 amendments--that assistance be giv-n only to nations
that have already made "substantial progress in the development of atomic
weapons"--it has not been the United States' policy to assist the growth of
the force de frappe. (But as suggested later tnis may conceivably change.)

If Britain were to enter into military nuclear cooperation with a con-
tinental European nation, she would probably either have to relinquish her
bilateral arrangements with the United States or persuade Washington to give
nuclear assistance to an Anglo-French or European nuclear frrce. Indeed,
inder existing arrangements it would be difficult for Britain without Wash-
ington's acquiescence to disengage herself from the nuclear arrangements
with the United States in such a manner that she could productively collab-
orate with France, since so much of Britain's nuclear knowledge and expe-
rience have become intertwined with American atomic secrets. On the other
hand, an American policy which encouraged Anglo-French collaboration and
perhaps provided assistance directly to it might strengthen the voice of
Washington in the affairs of Europe.

In the 1975-1985 time frame Britain will be forced to make some funda-
mental decisions about the future of her nuclear role. In the past she has
attempted simultaneously to remain an "independent" nuclear power, maintain
a special nuclear relationship with the United States, and enter "Europe."
It is not certain that she will be able to continue indefinitely this d!f-
ficult balancing act. Britain's nuclear decisions will be influenced by
the broadest political considerations regarding the choice of her future
political, economic and military partners, and their choice of her. But in
a narrower sense the critical question for the future of her nuclear force
will be: what degree of nuclear self-sufficiency, especially in strategic
delivery systems, does Britain wish tp maintain? Assuming that she will
not renounce her nuclear arms, there are five major alternative policies
which Britain could follow.

First, Britain could seek to renew her present dependency on the United
States. This may be the least expensive policy, but it is risky and it runs
counter to the economic and political pressures that are pushing her into
Europe. Second, Britain could pursue a policy of deliberate independence--
not to be ridiculed since it is the chosen policy of all the other nuclear
powers. France's example is being watched with interest and considerable
envy ("French missiles will carry the tricolore; Britain's the stars and
stripes"). The successful development of a French-made IRBM will spur
jealousies and generate pressures for a British equivalent, but neither coun-
try is likely to be able to maintain on its own in the 1980's a nuclear force
that provides a credible deterrent against a nuclear superpower.

Third, an Anglo-French collaborative arrangement might be worked out.
In the past decade through a number of joint projects buch as the Concorde,
precedents have grown for technological cooperation without political com-
munion. A Paris-London "Entente Nucleaire" in the 1970's might, to give an
example, exchange British knowledge of warhead design and production for the
French experience with solid fuel missile propulsion, to the mutual advan-
tage of both. Thus the growing gap between the super-nuclear powers and the
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lesser nucle-ar powers may Induce the ;atter to join forces. Fourth, a
European defense arrangement might be sought which would be independent
of the United States and NATO. This could take the form of a European
nuclear force, which would .e built upon the British and French nuclear
forces, or a more comprehensive European organization foi defense tech-
nology, The former might present grave problems becaus2 of the difficulty
in giving Vermany and th, smaller European nations a sense of participation
without engaging in nuclear proliferation and exacerbating tensions with
the Soviet Union, riot to mention creating extremely complex commano and
control problems which could only be handled through a substantial degree
of political unification. A European system for defense technology, on
the other hand, based on the WEU or a new European institution, might offer
the most politically acceptable and efficient manner of pooling national
efforts or, weapons systems. In recent years, as Britain has turned towards
Europe, it has looked anticipatingly towards a European technological com-
munity. Fifth, an Atlantic "solution" might be sought through a major re-
vamping of NATO. Conceivably the United States would make nuclear weapons
available to the alliance without retaining control over their use. But
it is unlikely that NATO arrangement would prove fully satisfactory in
the future, given the overwhelming American dominance in nuclear strategic
systems and the European need for independence, self-esteem, and the dignity
of a major role in its own defense.

B. Britain's European Role

It now seems quite likely that by 1975-85 Britain's defense posture
will be mainly, perhaps solely, directed towards participation in European
defense. Only the soothsayer can now tell what will be the political link-
age between the United Kingdom and the Commion Market nations, for so much
of this depends upon the longevity of de Gaulle. Nevertheless we can as-
sume that Britain's reorientation of her defense policy will have been com-
pleted by 1975 and that there wil: be a primary concentration of her military
role in Europe following the withdrawal from bases East of Suei.

The question remains as to what will be the nature of British force
commitments in Europe. In terms of existing and planned capab!ifties there
is a strong case for Britain to make a disproportionate air and naval con-
tribution and to do less cn land. The Royal Navy, as befits a nation which
once had large maritime interests, is the strongest Western navy in Europe.
Already virtually all of it is committed to NATO. Britain has tactical air-
craft assigned to NATO and once the medium bomber force becomes obsolescent
within the early 1970's it will be transferred to a tactical role and also
committed to NATO.

The case for maintaining a relatively effective British Army on the
Rhine is based mainly on political grounds. For if Britain is to maintain
political influence on the Continent, particularly at a time when there are
no formal political links, and i' she is to retain her influence in the for-
mulation of NATO strategy, it is absolutely essential that the BAOR be re-
tained in roughly its present size. Indeed the British have recently offered
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to make available to NATO a further Infantry battalion subject to the
definition of a suitable role for it. As ground forces are withdrawn
from East of Suez they will become available for European defense. Be-
cause it is more expensive to garrison troops in the United Klngdon? than
In Germany there will not be any real budgetary reasons for withdraw!ng
forces from Germany except those relating to balance-of-payment considera-
tions, We can expect that the British will put heavy pressure upon the
Germans to continue and increase their offset payments for the stationing
of British forces on the Continent.

We would emphasize, however, that Britain is not likely to become a

truly continental power in the sense of committing large-scale conventional
forces to Western Europe. For one thing this would necessitate the rein-
troduction of conscription, a step which all politicians would agree would
be most unpopular to a government and probably fatal in a political se-se.

Moreover, a larger army would probably take the form of one equipped with
sufficient armor and direct air and artillery support to be capable of
rapid and substantial expansion. Such a large conventional continental
standing army would be thought to be too expensive and probably not needed.

Whitehall planners tend to maintain a somewhat blind faith in the ef-
ficacy of the nuclear deterrent and are unwilling to face the possibility
of a serious conventional war on the Continent. Therefore the British,
despite the Labour party's inclination while in opposition in the early
1960's to support the Kennedy-McNamara policy of "flexible response," are
likely to maintain emphasis upon reliance upon nuclear weapons as a deter-
rent in Central Europe. Denis Healey has recently taken a lead in his
realistic warning that a serious military collision would soon drive NATO
to recourse to nuclear weapons. The British have been engaged with the
West Germans in a serious planning exercise on tactical nuclear weapons
within the context of the nuclear planning group of N.TO ' They are fully
aware that, despite the alliance's adoption in December 1967 of a policy
of "flexible response," it remains largely dependent upon a relatively
eirly use of tactical nuc ear weapons. Moreover the British ha e taken the
lead in warning that recent events in Eastern Europe, and the swiftness by
which the Soviet and other Warsaw Pact forces were able to send troops into
Czechoslovakia, does not augur well for stability in Central Europe. They
have urged that NATO improve its mobilization capabilities, reserve forces
and modernize its equipment. They have also stressed the importailce of
mobility for NATO forces, particularly with the danger of incidents on
NATO's southern flank and the new perception of the Soviet thre3t in the
Mediterranean.

Britain's gradual conversion to the desirability and perhaps necessity
of entering Europe is well known and need not be chronicled nere. One of
the sources of pressure for joining Europe has been the need of defense-
related industries, such as those of aircraft, electronic, and computers,
to find a market sufficiently large to sustain them. To take the British

aircraft industry as a case ir point, by ot standards it shoild be the
right industry for the United Kingdom to have as one of its fields of in-
dustrial specializate-,i in the international market piace. It has a sixty

II
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year tradlihion of leadership in aeronautics and scientific inventiveness,
and until v~ery recen~tly retained a highly skilled labor force and excellent
airframe de ign teams. For the past decade, however, the aircraft industry
has been uný,ble to compete for foreign orders with the American aircraft
Industry's ie.)wer prices,due, in considerable measure, to the latter's far
larger domei-Lc market. For the American Industry, foreign orders are a
welcome bortus; but for the British they are essential to survival. T~he
Plowden Conimnttee, appointed by the government to examine the condition of
the aircraft industryconcluded that there was no future on a continuing
basis for an independent, self-supporting British aircraft industry. Since
it estimated collaboration with the American aircraft industry--such as the
manufacture under license in the United Kingdom of American aircraft--to be
unlikely, the Plowden Commiittee recommended far greater collaboration with
Europe, and France in particular. The logic of modern large-scale tech-
nology', of which defense is an important sector, has been inexorably nudging
Britain into Europe.

The contribution which Britain could make to the European Economic Com-
munity in thn field of defense technology is in fact one of Its strongest
selling points. Britain Is, of course, one of the two nuclear powers In
Europe and of the two has by far the greater experience in most aspects of
atomic research for military and civil purposes, In the production of fis-
sile materials and the manufacture and deployment of nuzlear weapons. Bri-
tain will have tested her first thermonuclear device more than eleven years
before France. In addition to atomic energy, Britain has a lead in many
other aspects of defense technology. The United Kingdom continues to pos-
sess the largest research and developm.jnt base in Europe. While it is
likely that the British aerospace industry cannot remain viable without sub-
stantial overseas markets, it nevertheless remains the largest in Europe.
For most of the period since the Second World War, until the start of the
1960's, Britain attempted to remain on the "frontier" of defense technology
and aimed to possess an independent self-sufficient weapons industry which
produced the same range of weapons as the superpowers, although in far smal-
ler quantities. Thus Br~tain was the only European nation to enter the bal-
listic field from Its inception--a move which proved unfortunate since at
the time there wore still too many technical and financial factors which
were unknown or underrated.

The fact th~c Britain is the strongest technological power in Western
Europe has not been overlooked by Prime Minister Wilson in his bid for
French acquiescence to her entry into the Common Market. Wilson proposed
a Technological Commnunity of the Six plus Britain and the creation of a
European Technological Institutea Both British bids have been accompanied
by hints that entry might result in bilateral collaboration in nuclear wea-
pons. The British are likely to take the lead in the setting-up of any type
of a European-wide defense production consortium.
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C. Britain's Role East of Suez

The decision has now been taken by the Labour government that Britain
will wind up its defense responsibilities in Asia by the end of 1971. This
represents a reversal of the policy first adopted by the Labour government
after it came to office in October 1964. At that time Harold Wilson was
more interested in the "world-wide" role of Britain than In being, in his
words, "corr3aled" into Europe. Thus Wilson was driven to admit that Bri-
tain's "frontiers" were on the Himalayas and that one thousand men East of
Suez were as desirable as an additional thousand men in Germany. For a
time the Labour government leaders, who had been out of office since 1951,
still maintained the illusion that Britain had unique global interests and
responsibilities and that these would give to the United Kingdom a special
political role in international affairs. Minister of Defence Denis Healey,
spoke of the "peacekeeping" role which Britain's armod forces could under-
take, citing as an example the East African mutinies of 1964 and the suc-
cessful British operations in maintaining order ip Cyprus. Moreover, there
was discussion in Whitehall of a possible British nuclear role in the Far
East whereby the Polaris fleet would be used to implement some type of a
nuclear guarantee for India. It became apparent after a time, however,
that maintaining a sizable role East of Suez would not be possible. Such
a role would require new aircraft carriers and other capabilities which the
British Treasury was not able to afford (or the politicians thought that the
British Treasury should not be made to spend). Moreover, as the Labour
government somewhat reluctantly came to the view that Britain's future lay
in Europe, it became increasingly apparent that the maintenance of a world-
wide role was inconsistent with Britain's attempt to portray itself a: a
European power. Thus the 1967 defense review envisaged the ending of Bri-
tain's East of Suez policy by 1975. The approximately 74,000 servicemen in
the Far East, principally in Malaysia, Singapore and Hong Kong, were to be
withdrawn (except for Hong Kong) and returned to England or garrisoned in
West Germany. The devaluation of the pound in November 1967 forced this
timetable to be moved ahead. In one of its most important defense policy
statements made since World War Ii, the British government decided in
January 1968 to accelerate the timetable by giving up Britain's bases and
her traditional role East of Suez at the end of 1971.

Should American planners therefore completely forget about Biitain's
role East of Suez in terms of the 1975-1985 environment? We would like to
make two observations on this point.

First, it should be borne in mind that there Is a reasonable possi-
bility that the present government's policy of total withdrawal by the end
of 1971 wil! be at least partially reversed. The Labour government has
suffered a series of stunning reversals at the polls in the by-elections of
the last 18 months. And because of its many signs of political weakness,
the divisiveness wi,.hin the Cabinet and within the Labour party, and the
general immobilism of the W•ison government, it would not be surprising if
a general election was forced upon the LaboLr government at almost any time.
Under any circumstances, however, the government will have to go to the polls
no lucer than October 1971, five years after the previous election. Thus the

I!
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very final withdrawal from East of Suez (again excepting Hong Kong) now
scheduled for the end of 1971 would take place several months after the
election. In all probabil'ty a Conservative government will then be in
office.

A careful reading of the thoughts and writings of influential Con-
servatives, and principally those who are likely to be in pos.tions of
power in the next decade, suggests that they will not sarmit the East of
Suez role to be completely terminated. This is not to say that the pat-
tern of commitments in that area that existed up until quite recently will
be maintained. But they may well be partially retained in the form of a
presence in the Indian Ccean and possibly the maintenance of part of the
base at Singapore if the host government therc wishes that it be done. In
this connection it is interesting to note that Prime Minister Lee Kuan Yew,
upon hearing that British forces were to be withdrawn in 1971, specifically
a3ked that this withdrawal process not be completed until the very end of
1971, indicating that he still hoped for some reversal of policy by the new
British government. Thus we believe that Britain's role East of Suez may
not be as dead as might be apparent today, and that the Royal Navy and pos-
sibly portions of the Army will still be stationed there in 1975-85.

Second, an important question for the time frame of this study is
whether the United States should replace Great Britain in the East of Suez
area should there be a total withdrawal, or even a partial withdrawal of
British forces. In attempting to answer this question a number of factors
should be borne in mind. The Indian Ocean area remains a pivotal point for
helping to assure the stability and security of East Africa as well as
Southeast Asia. There are more than thirty countries that touch upon the
Indian Ocean or come within 500 miles of it. As the traditional keeper of
the peace East of Suez in the past, Britain has been called upon to avert
or terminate conflict in such varied places as Kenya, Tanganyika, Uganda,
Kuwait, Mauritius, and Malaysia. It has found its "peacekeeping" role to
be feasible and generally well received by the nations in the area. Bri-
tain's long tradition in these countries remains an important "good will"
factor which should not be underestimated. It has bee-n said that one
British military band can have more influence than a brigade of United
States Marines.

Another important consideration is that in the Indian Ocean, as in
the Mediterranean since the Arab-Israeli War of June 1967, the Soviet Unior,
has taken some steps to establish a naval presence. Although the level of
Soviet naval interest in the Indian Ocean is still much less oronounced
than in the Mediterranean, the precedent of Soviet vessels in the area has
now been established and this is something which Western planners will have
to watch carefully in the coming years. Thus we have here a situation
whereby the announced closing of British bases in Singapore and the Persian
Gulf and the withdrawal of military forces by the end of 1971 (there are
70,000 troops in Lhe area at present) could lead to an unprecedented stra-
tegic and military vacuum in thiý, area.
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We set out WeiOw six altereatiie Unk~e. States policies for dealing
with tne E.s. cif Suez Yacuum which offer various levels and forms of U.S.
par icipet;n in assuring the stabiflty of the area.

1. T;ie Unlva Sdtees could encourage the British to remain fast
of Suez and continue the role which tiey have had for some
decades, This cou!d probably be done by providlng incentives
to the Br~tlsh to stay there in the form of economic assistance
3nd pcs5ibly 3!so defertse equipment assistance. Such a policy
vouid have the advantage of avoiding further American ovwrseas
co,"•;t•mnts anck wouid fresumably please zhose who are concerned
abou. the appearance of the United States as a unilateral "world
Policrai." Moreover, a policy encouraging the British to re-
main in thp area wvuld al!ow the West to take advantage of
Britain% ir:iimate knowledge of the area as wel| as htr expe-
rienme and traeit!on In it. A disadvantage of such a strategy,
however, is that It could bt interpreted kperhaps wllfully so)
by Communist and Asian powers as meaning a post-Vietnam weaken-
ing of the U.S. resolve. This is to say that we would not -'ant
to give the impression that in'the aftermath of V'etnam we are
unwilling to undertake coamnitments In the area ourselves.

2. The United States could attempt to construct a purely "local"
balance of power in the area including the Philippines, Malaysia,
and Japan. Here we would comment that it is not at all clear
that this would be politically or technologically feasible in
the 1970's jr 1980's given the current patterns of evolution in
the area. Japan remains more interested In retaining a high
level of economic growth and technological advances than in
strongly reinforcing her defense forces and exp~nding her de-
fense commitments. Japan still is playing a relatively quiet
role in international politics and perhaps should not directly be
encouraged by the United States to do any different. The Philip-
pines do not appear partict|larly Interested in taking a position
of leadership and Malaysia is burdened with economic problems.
-,dia remains relatively poor with a high population level, is

trouble-ridden politically and does not ,seem inclined to under-
take a position of regional leadership. Australia iL only very
l•owly coming around to undertaking a larger defense burden, in
part because it finds a measure of security in its geographic
Isolation. Thus as we look around there does not seem to be
ýufficient joint political will, diplomatic cohesion, and tra-
d;t-on of alliance or military cooperation to form a truly
ieasible Asian balance of power, particularly one which would
p~ovide a countervailing alliaice against Communist China, The
construction and initial operation of a balance of power vis-1-
vis China would probably be too heavy a task for the Asian states
alone. The prospect of success for such an Asian balance of
power would therefore probably depend heavily upon the involve-
ment of tne United States.
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3. The United States could join with Britain in developing a joint
force possibly using bases on the Indian Ocean islands, it had
at one tine been planned to develop such bases jointly for the
use of Polaris submarines and F-l11 aircraft but these plans
were altered as a result of the decision to withdraw British
forces from the area.

4. A joint force consisting of Australian and New Zealand units
along with American and British forces might be developed.
This force would have both air and naval units. It might in-
clude a joint base in Northwest Australia for the use of the
United States and Commonwealth countries.

5. The United States could undertake a major novel presence East
of Suez, in particular in the Indian Ocean area, similar to
the Sixth Fleet in the Mediterranean. It shold be recognized
'that relatively heavy financial costs would be involved in such
a decision. Moreover, the political "justifications" for such
a force are less convincing than at the time that the American
presence in the Mediterranean was established. There may, there-
fore, be opposition to the e~tablishment of a major U.S. naval
presence in the Indian Ocean, not only from some countries but
also within the United States from persons who feel that the
United States should reduce, rather than extend, her commitments.

6. A joint force might be established under the auspices of an in-
ternational military organization such as the Southeast Asia
Treaty Organization or the relatively new Asian and Pacific
Council. This might have at its heart some type of a joint
allied naval and air force with major components coming from
the United States and Great Britain. Other potential contilb-
utors coull include Australia, New Zealand, Philippines, Malaysia,
Japan and Singapore. An arrangement might be worked out for an
integrated command structure somewhat similar to the NATO system.
We would not suggest having a "mixed-manned" fleet, in which
sailors of several nations live and work together on ind;vidual
vesselso but naval and air units of various counthes might be
brought together much as they are in NATO. It might be desir-
able to have an Asian as the Supreme Commander of such a joint
military force.

I-
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France

The policy of France has been so muth guided during the past ten
years by the personality of General Charles de Gaulle that it is less
easy than one may expect to predict what might be the policy of France
in the years 1975-1985. In particular we would want to know if Frarnc.e
w~il be the thorn in the side of the United States, as it has been in
recent years, or if France will return to the "family" of allies in such
a way as to minimize frictions between the United States and France,
There are many who point out that de Gaulle is an anachronism, that he
is a figure of the 19th century who is not supported by at least the
younger elements of French society; and that many of h s seemingly anti-
American policies must be understood in the light of the treatment which
he received at the hands of Franklin Roosevelt and Winston Churchill
during the Second Woi'd War. We would argue that a careful examination
of French society Ind he issues which move its political leaders sug-
gests that French foreign and defense policy aftcr de Gaulle will bear
many resemblances to the policy of Paris in recent years.

The major differences, perhaps "improvements," will not be in mat-
ters of substance but in matters of style. De Gaulle's foreign policy
has disturbed Americans in that it has often seemed haughty, calcuiating,
brutal, arroganb, and destructive. This is really the result more of the
way in which de Gaulle has announced his intentions and plans than the
substance of his announcements. Presumably a leader with a different
personality will not go out of his way to annoy Americans in the same
seemingly petty, vindictive and megalomaniac manner. But on the issues
which divi(le the two countries--on such questionz is the military organi-
zation of tie Atlantic Alliance, the scope and methods of European unity,
control of nuclear weapons, the international monetary system, American
economic and technological investments in Europe, etc.-.'there are basic
differences of national interests between two countries which are not
likely to be easily resolved.

The highest importance ,f the nation-state as the supreme entity is
deeply embedded in the co, sciousness of most Frenchmen. Thus de Gaulle's
quest for independence from the superpowers has been wcll received by the
French population and is likely to remain the policy of his successor.
There has never been much support in the 20th century in France for super-
national organizations such as the League of Nations, the United Nations
and NATO, The French see little advantage in transmuting some of their
sovereignty to supernat~onal organizations which do not act exclusively
in the French interest. Perhaps this is one of the legacies of the
French revolution with its strong support of the national democratic
grvernment. In any case, the French have always viewed their neighbors,
'a they down the street or across national boundaries, with a suspicious
eye and we can expect that such an attitude, which strikes many Americans
as being quite parochial, will conti,•ue.

France, however, is a middle ronge power, not a superpower, and as
such in an age o itncrea'inqly costly and complex technology 't will find
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its military options limited ýn an increasing manner. Thus we can ex-
pect that the Fench will find that their "force de frappe ,.ili become
less and less competitive, or seem less important, when put along side
the massive nuclear forces of the United States and the Soviet Union.
This will undoubtedly affect their attitude towards NATO, since the
dominance of the Amercan nuclear umbrslla will not only continue but
appear to increase in a proportional manner. Moreover, French military
and foreign policy options will be constrained by the internal social
and econonic conditions of the nation. Although France has been rela-
tively prosperous in the past decade, there are basic economic disequi-
libriums between the industrialized and agricultural sector, within

various parts of the agricultural sector, as well as social disequilib-
riums between tne still somewhat rigid social classes. The year 1968
has shown how brittle French society indeed can be. We saw the germina-
tion of a social revolution which could have sLcceeded at least to the
extent of having been able to overthrow a strong government which up to
that time had seemed relatively immune from such outside pressures. In
the 1975-1985 period France could return to the style of political and
social turmoil which existed *n the 1930's and immediately after World
War II. The possibility of fairly chaotic conditions in the domestic
political body cannot be discounted and if they should occur they would
measurably influence France's military and foreign policy. WP can imag-
ine a country which has turned inwards, which has completely shed loose
its old colonial aspirations and which therefore adopts a limited and
neutralist foreign policy.

Under such -7ircumstances American policy makers may come under still
greater pressures to reduce, or eliminate completely, the number of Amer-
ican forces assigned to NATO and stat;oned in Western FLrope for the
defense of the continent. We have already seen in the Mansfield-Syming-
ton resolutions that there is substantial support within the United
St'tes for a policy of reducing the American commitment to NATO. One
beneficial impact of the result of the Soviet invasion of Czechoslovakia
in August of 1968 was to lead to the diminution of support for those

favoring a cutback of American forces. The Soviet intervention in its
Eastern European Communist a!ly state served to strengthen the arguments
of those who consider the leaders of 4oscow to be unpredictable, aggres-

sive and not men who are seriously interested in detente. Therefore NATU
has received an important psychologicdl bolstering amonq the variods
governments which adhere to the organization and subsc, ibe troops to it.

A number of countries, chieflv the United States, Germany, Holland, Ita!y,
a,,i Canada which had planied reductions in forces committed to NATO de-
cideo after the invasion to rescind or at least delay the cutbacks in

their cormmitment to NATO ground forces, 'ut al-eady we are seeing the
revival of the detente philosophy and the reemergence of the tendency
towards a cutback of forces. In April 1969 Canada announced that al-

though she was not formally leaving the NATO all'ance she intended to
withdraw a large measure of her NATO forces assignec to duty in Western

Europe. Similar pressures are likely to arise in other countries and
particularly in the United States in part because of the 'arge number
of outstanding issues and frictions betwee, Paris and Washington. We

FN
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cen expect that a neutralist and uncooperative France will strengthen
the arguments for those who favor a cutback in the Aerican commitment
to the defense of Western Europe by ground forces. It Is plausible to
imagine that U.S. public opinion will beconoe increasingly disenchanted
with a policy of sustaining a large-scale military effort in Europe if
the French or other European countries show little interest in their own
security. Under these conditions the de Gaulle charge that the United
States cinnot be depended upon to defend Europe, could bec~me•a self-
fulfilling prophecy. Even though an American abandonment of Europe is
difficult to conceive, a gradually diminishing American contribution
to European defense certainly is not, even If it may not be desirable.

Tnose who had hoped that France could be persuaded to give up Its
independent nuclear force most certainly will hnie their hopes quashed
by 1975, The French nuclear program was undertaken before de Gaulle's
return to power and in all probability will outlast his defeat. The
incentives for atomic weapons contain a mixture of political and mili-
tary factors which are likely to retain their validity. It may well be
that as the French develop their thermonuclear bomb and intercontinental
ballistic missiles they will run Into important technological and finan-
cial constraints. Indeed it is difficult to see how a French government
will be able to implement the new policy of global defense, the policy
of defense "tout azimuts," whj~ch has recently been announced and accord-
ing to which France must be prepared to deter an attack from anyodirec-
tion. To be able to deter an attack from the Soviet Union or the United
Stites solely by threat of reliable Frenc, "second-strike" retaliation,
seems like well nigh an impossible taro w tout changing France into an
extreme garrison state. But this is probably more then needed. It takes
much less to deter U.S. or Soviet first stilke. In any case the nuclear
force is likely to be seen as a useful instrument of diplomacy and bar-
gaining. It will put France at the "top tables" of arms control and dis-
armament questions and will give France a good lever ;n any future dis-
cusslins with Britain and the EEC countries on the formation of a pos-
siole West Europeati political or military system. Therefore the "force
de frappe"l will have to be taken into account In future thinking concern-
Ing nuclear forces and targeting by American defense planners.

As we note above the foreign policy of France in the post-de Gaulle
era may not be mtarkedly different from that of today. The c17sire for
independence and the distrust of supernationei institutions have strong
roots in the French character, This same desire for Independence will
motivate France to constrain United States influence and In particular
its business and techn(Iogical prese~ice on the continent even though the
French have no basic hostility to the Un'ted States. it is plausible,
on the other hand, that a post-de Gaulle government will lift the veto
to Britain's application for nembershtp into the Common Market. Many
French businessmen recognize that Britain within the EEC would enlarge
measurably, esoecially through Britain's commonwealth associations, the
oppootunities of an immense market comparable to that of ttne United
States. London's political presence on the continent may not be as in-
imicable to the aspirations of the new French pres!dent as It was to
General de Gaut'i1',
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Another reason why relations between Paris and London may be enter-
ing into a new era would be the result of a revised perception 4,r Germany
by the French. Germany is gruwing in self-confidence and econumic power
at just the same time that France's policy in the East has been check-
mated. It can be argued that with France's decline in recent times and
Germany's ascendancy, a fundamental Cealignment of power will take place.
Primacy in Europe may pass from Paris to Bonn. The Federal Republic
today has the largest army in Western Europe, the most bountiful stocks
of gold, and the highest gross nationa! product in Europe. France
may therefore relax Its attitude towards British entry into the Common
Market in order to restore the balance. But It should be borne in mind
that the calculation that might one day make the French willing to let
Britain into Europe is precisely the calculation that might make the
Germans want to keep it out. The Germans know perfectly well that with
the United Kingdom in the Common Market, the balance of power may swing
against them, although not necessarliy on all ilsues.

A continuing quest of French foreign policy is certain to be the
limitation of German power. The fixation for security from Germany runs
deep in many Frenchmen, even those born In the 19401s. Thus France may
continue her overtures to Eastern Europe, especially to her old ally
Poland, in order to provide a balance to what it perceives to be the un-
predictable and potentially powerful German nation. On the other hand,
de Gaulle's succe3sors, like de Gaulle himself, might try to deal with
the German danger by allying France with Germany.

A perhaps more profound uncertainty about France comes from the fact
that France has not yet demonstrated an ability to make a presidential
system work without de Gaulle. De Gaulle's ability to maintain the moral
and psychological authority of the presidency depended not only on his
personal qualities but also on his unique role in World War I!. Can an-
other build power upon that base? It remains to be seen whether de Gaulle's
successors can maintain an effective, "Gaullist" majority In the country,.
Until the "quasi-constitutional" character of the post-de Gaulle France
has viad an opportunity to clarify Itself there will be room for doubt
about whether France can have a dynamic, coherent and sustained foreign
policy of any flexibility. The future ot Frencn policy will therefore
need to remain a matter 3f concern to American planners.
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A convenient and significant generation difference is noted in Japan
between those born before and within the rule of the present ("Showa")
Emperor. Those of the "born-in-Showa" generation, now forty-three years
old or under, were no older than fifteen when the war began. They bear
no responsibility for it, nor for the militarism of prewar Japaii, and
they regard themselves as men of the democratic postwar era. They now
comprise 72%1/ of the Japanese population.* If present conventions regard-
ing the age of men in the highest government offices persist, the "born-
in-Showa" generation will come to full power in the late 1970's.

At the same flime, Japanese economic growth is expected to have accom-
plished more than a decade of growth at an average of 17% in money terms;
Japan will have a per capita wealth by the late 1970's surpassing that of
Great Britain and approaching that of the United States and Scandinavia.
(The Japanese Ministry of Finance now forecasts "overtaking" America in
1984, Scandinavia in !988.' Hudson estimates place these events in the
mid- or late 1990's--or about a decade later.)

By 1975, thirty years will have passed under a constitution prepared
under the authority of an American military occupation, under social norms
in some degree consciously adapted from American models, and in a form of
modern industrial, economic and social competitiveness and mobility widely
regarded by Japanese as American in style. All of these radically diverge
from the political, economic, and social norms of prewar Japan--and they,
In turn, represented a self-conscious and self-imposed adaptation of Japan
to the "modern" world.

It is not unreasonable to see t. accomplishments of Japan, and its
projected future as one of the supremely suw:cessful economies of the world,
as confirming the values of the present socio-economic system of Japan,
and by extension, of its political standards and system. Thus the rule
of the Showa generation, formed in this new Japan, might be expected to
carry it forward essentially unchanged, with the added confidence--and
freedom from war guilt--of men who bear no responsibility at all for the
trauma which militarism and nationalism imposed on the Japanese nation
in the 1940's.

Nor is it unreasonable to think that the 1970's may produce a reas-
sertion of Japanese nationalism and an attempt to redefine Japanese
national and cultural identity as against the accommodation to foreign
norms and models which have characterized the preceding three decades,
The modern history of Japan, admittedly short, has already seen one cycle

of enthusiastic accommodation to foreign standards followed by a harsh

*Kei Wakaizumi, "Japan Beyond 1970," Foreign Affairs, April 1969.

"The Times, London, April 8, 1969.
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nationalist reaction, and the phenomenon is, of course, evident in tlhe
experience of other non-Western societies confronted with the challenge
of modern material wealth, power, and accomplishment which has its intel-
lectual and social sources in modern European civilization. The Japanese
experience after the Meiji Restoration was of exceptionally wide and
enthusiastic Westernization producing a radically successful moderniza-
tion, followed by an exceptionally harsh nationalist reaction. Since
1945 the Japanese acconmmodation to Western liberal political and economic
standards, and specifically to American standards, has again been far
more extensive and successful than in any other non-Western society.

Evidence of a nationalist reaction exists today among the younger
Japanese population groups and at several levels of society. Tto scale
and significance of this evidence remains a matter of much dispite among
foreign observers as well as among the Japanese themselves. But in
present-day Japan there is considerable comment on the problem of "iden-
tity" and on a national anxiety related to this issue. The least that
can be said about the political significance of this is that there exists
the "first widespread positive nationalism since the crushing defeat in
World War II,'.1

Many powerful factors combine to contain the affects of any nation-
alist trend in Japan: the success and prestige achieved within the
present system; the absence of any profoundly felt external danger; the
lack of any very obvious advantages, to say nothing of needs, to be grat-
ified by foreign adventures (unlike the situarion, as it was conceived
to exist, in the era of imperialism); the obvious risks verified by his-
torical experience, of nationalism; the relatively much greater dependence
of Japan on trade and good relations with the advanced industrial nations
than with its Asian neighbors; and the tendency, within the present polit-
ical system, to subordinate foreign policy to domestic issues.

Yet it must also be said that any nationalist trend in Japan almost
certainly would involve some increase in anti-Americanism, since America
not only is the chief world power but--much more important--provides the
predominaret present foreign influence and presence in Japan. "1 And the
minimum conclusion to be drawn is that the Japan which possesses the
wealth and power which this nation anticipates by 1975 will have a~tered
its present relationship of security dependence upon the Unitet*States.

*D. C. Hellmann, "Japan in the Postwar East Asian International Sys-

tem," Research Analysis Corporation Publication RAC-R-46-2, February 1969.

,'`John K. Emerson in the January 1969 Foreign Affairs cite; a public
opinion poll taken in Tokyo in March 1968. Half those polled felt a
"sense of crisis." Six per cent (f those who felt such an anxiety attrib-
uted it to the threat of attack from a Communist nation. Fifty-one per
cent attributed it to the "pos~ib;lity of becoming embroiled in conflicts
through cooperation with America's Asian policy.' This obviously reflects
the special situation created by Vietnam, but che effects of Vietnam on
Japanese opinion may be lasting.



Analysts are commonly agreed on this, even if close cooperation between
the two nations continues and the security treaty remains in force. We
have emphasized as a special problem the nationalist scenario, with Its
implications of a Japanese policy diversion frem that of the United
States--whether in choosing a "neutralist" great power role, a more
active independent role, or the cultivation of relations with Russia or
China--because this involves the most serious effects on Auerica's stra-
tegic situation. Also implied in the nationplist scenario, but consis-
tent with several Japanese international roles, is a Japanese nuclear
force.

In this matter, there are five possibilities we would like to take
note of.

I. Japan acquires a reasonably large nuclear force by the late
seventies. On the basis of this nuclear force (which includes both
offense and defense elements), Japan clearly becomes an independent
military great power, indeed a near-superpower. With a relatively reli-
able ballistic missile defense system and corresponding air defense sys-
tem, Japan can possibly claim strategic invulnerability over China, cer-
tainly It would have a plausible claim to this capability in a Japanese
first-strike scenario. Of course uncertainties would have an inordi-
nately large weight; with the concentration of population in Japan even
two or three large H-bombs getting through could create enormous havoc.

2. Japan acquires nuclear weapons by the late '70's but only in a
very limited way. It does acquire some ballistic missile defenses and
some air defense and Polaris-type nuclear weapons. It does not regard
this capability as giving it any real strategic edge over China--only a
basic equality--nor e)es it look upon Japan as in• any serious strategic
competition with the United States or the Soviet Union (though it clearly
has some deterrence against both of these). Nevertheless, given Japan's
relatively homogeneous social structure and its reputation for a fatal-
istic discipline in war, this nuclear force leaves both the superpowers
a trifle uneasy in their relationship with Japan. Japan also develops
an adequate mobilization base on which it can very rapidly Increase its
military power in an emergency. Once again, while Japan would probably
fail any strategic arms race with the United States or the Soviet Union,
it clearly could outperform China If it chose to do so. But in this
scenario there does not seem to be any particular reason to do so. While
Japan is widely regarded as a great power, its material superiority over
China is not conclusive since China effectively maintains Its "revolu-
tionary" moral stature and represents nearly a billion people with at
least a limited enclave of modern industry and technology. Thus Japan's
international stature is not overwhelmingiy greater than China's in pres-
tige, influence, or even in political powers. The Japanese have enough
arms in existence so that no nation can lightly or easily threaten them.
At the same time everyone, especially Japan's Asian ne'ghbors, is anxious
not to touch off another burst of Japanese militarism, This is a concern
also shared by many Japanese citizens, iticluding larg: portions of the
educated elite. In some ways, therefore, the Japanese have the best of
both worlds.
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3. Japanese nuclear rearmament is very limited, confined largely to
defense so far as national nuclear preparations are concerned. However,
Japan does assume the central role ;n an Asian multinational nuclear re-
taliatory force whose major purpose is to assure a role of nuclear lex
talionis. (If any country in Asia uses nuclear weapons against any other
country in Asia, this force, with some degree of reliability, promises
retaliation in a tit-for-tat fashion against the attacking nation.) This
Asian nuclear retaliatory force could be so organized that it includes
important non-Japanese authority. In particular, the executive will not
nece:sarily be predominantly Japanese, or at least tne civilian and mili-
tary chiefs may not both be Japanese. In addition, the headquarters might
not be in Japan.

With such a multinational retaliatory force the Japanese would get
some advantages that they would not have received in the first two pos-
tures. First, the Japanese in demonstrating that they have really gone
out of their way not to "rock the nuclear boat" acquire the respect and
gratitude of other nations of the world. At the same time, these nations
may remain fearful that Japan may change its policy. This self-denial
exerts a restraining pressure on other nations which may want to acquire
nuclear weapons. Second, there is likely to be a tendency for the other
nuclear powers concerned with nonproliferation to go out of their way to
make clear to the Japanese that Japan does not suffer any political dis-
utilities or diminished prestige as a result of self-restraint. Third,
by being the first great power to depend on an international force for
security, Japan gets an enhanced voice in the arms control councils of
the world.

This "arms control" nuclear role is also internally relatively satis-
fying for Japan leading to much less domestic disunity and strife than
other roles might be. It serves to satisfy nearly all elements of Japa-
nese opinion as being desirable in itself or at least a desirable com-
promise.

4. Japan steadily build.: up conventional forces (as generally ex-
pected) and creates an impressive mobilization base for nuclear forces.
In addition, public opposition within Japan to nuclear arms erodes to
the point where It no longer poses a serious political issue. However,
Japan does not actually acquire nuclear weapons for a number of reasons;

a. Japan does not wish to undermine the nonproliferation treaty.
By 1975 more than 20 years will have passed since any nation explicitly
set forth to procure nuclear weapons; this precedent weighs very hedvily
with Tokyo officials, especially in the Ministry of Foreign Affairs. It
seems quite clear that if the Japanese get nuclear weapons the Germans
will do so soon afterwards. Everyone recognizes that this could then
lead to very rapid proliferation.

b. The fear of Japan touching off a wave of anti-Japanese
sentiment in Asia. Even though the major political legacies of World

War II are long eroded, residual hostility still remains. And given the
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well-advertised "nuclear allergy" a decision for nuclear rearmament
could lead to great anxieties and hostility among Japan's neighbors
and friends.

c. The Japanese, more than perhaps any other nation at thib
point, have acquired a major stake in international trade. Because of
their more rapid rate of expansion than other countries, they require
an expanding share of international trade. One significant element in
their ability to get this growing share is the relative goodwill which
other major states feel towards Japan for its self-imposed nuclear
restraints.

d. The Japanese themselves are interested in keeping the bur-
den of military expenses down, They may easily continue to believe
their (at that time) current rate of military expenditure (approximately
2 or 3 per cent of an estimated 1980 gross national product of, sav, $400
billion a year or $8 to $12 billion a year) large enough. They note that
the two nuclear superpowers, when putting 10 per cent of their budgets
into military products, maintain growth rates only half of Japan's.
While economists tell them that their growth rate would be affected only
by 2 or 3 per cent if they spent the same 10 per cent of GNP on military
production, they may wish to avoid even this sacrifice, and may in any
event doubt the economists' assurances.

5. Assuming the same conditions as in (4) above, popular resistance
to nuclear armament remains a major factor in J'oanese domestic politics,
making impossible any decision to acquire nuclear weapons in the 1975-
1985 time period.
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West Germany

One of the most intractable, and yet most important set of issues
facing the long-range planner revolves around the special problem of a
divided Germany and, of course, West Germany by itself. West Germany
is thus part of a divided nation with few hopes of unification; part of
a NATO alliance which many In West Germany Feel has not only conspicu-
ously failed to act in resistance to various salami tactics and to the
invasion of a neighboring country, Czechoslovakia, but did not even let
these events disturb greatly the normal course of relations between the
two superpowers. One restilt of the Czech intervention is a conspicuous
failure in the German Ostpolitik; in effect, the Soviets have, in no un-
certain terms, told West Germany where the limits lie. The We;t Germans
have also been threatened by the Soviets, at least rhetorically, with
possible invasion in order to prevent a reemergence of Nazism. Thus the
West Germans often reel they are distrusted by their allies; slowly losing
a war of attrition ,and nerves over West Berlin; unable or unwilling to
provide for their qwn conventional defense (and distrusted, if they were
to do so, by both WIdes); and in many other ways frustrated and sometimes
embittered. Otherý wish to adept to these conditions by a policy of al-
most total conciliation.

As one manifestation of the above, pressures are arising within West
Germany from the liberal factions of the FDP and SPD parties for tho rec-
ognition of East Germany, the setting up of normal relations betwoen the
two Germanies and the admission of East Germany to the United N,tions.*
In addition, a "new" communist party, the DKP (Deutsche Kommunistische
Partei), has emerged In West Germany--despite the Illegality of the com-
munist party in the Federal Republic--led by the old communist leaders,
under the direct orders and auspices of East Cermany. Although the West
German communist party is held in very low esteem by West Germans, there
have been reports, which we mentioned earlier in Part 11 of this report
(page 2-48), of communist infiltration into positions in West German
trade unions."""' The legality of the new communist party (and other small
communist branch parties which have since formed) is in question along
with that of the extreme right, the NPD.

-Der Spiegel, 23. Jahrgang, Nr. 15, April 7, 1969, p. 27. Two re-
gional organizations of the SPD--Schieswig-Holstein and South He.ýse--which
are noted for being liberal factions, have demanded that recognition of
East Germany be a plank in the SPD election program. (The German Tribune,
April 8, 1969, p. 4.)

It is interesting to note, however, that in an opinion poll of West
Germans taken recently by the Emnid Institute for the Federal Press Office,
only 29"!, thought it wo-ild be right for the Federdl Republic to recognize
the DOR government; 517 thought it would be wrong; and 20/ were undecided.
(Der Spiegel., 2R. cl_•t.)

"',:The Confederation of Federal Republic Trade Unions (DGB) as well as

the metal workers' and the chemical workers ' unions faar the current up-
surge of Comnmunist cells in "almost all large factories' which might be
"leading back to the situation that prevailed shortl' after 1945."
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These changes in the makeup of the German "body politic" could be-
come very important in future German foreign and defense policy decisions.
Any "swing to th3 left" of German trade unions ": could have grave conse-
quences for the SPD, for the unions are the primary support of the Social
Democrats. In fact, the structure of German politics is such that the
parties have few members per se, but instead depend for financial and
organizational support on other groups. The SPD depends heavily on the
trade unions; the CDU on farmers and some trade unions, Christian mens'
and businessmens' clubs; the CSU on the Catholic mens' and businessmens'
clubs; the FDP on businessmen.

Businessmer, in West Germany are also interested in the detente for
reasons of trade with the East (although the East is by no means their
major source of revenue). The general approval of the Ostpolitik is
therefore encouraged from many quarters for many reasons and the general
trend toward a "soft on communism" or "left" movement has a broad and re-
spectable impetus while the movements against this are relative),, weak
and, in some cases, politically suspect.

The general milieu in West Gernany could in sonme sense be considered
to resemble the atmosphere on many American college campuses: "national-
ism" and "patriotism" are unallowable (and dangerous) words; "communism"
is regarded as a red herring used by dangerous right-wing groups. In Ger-
many no respectable politician can use the word "Fatherland" and those who
do are considered neo-Nazls. The NPD, an extreme right-wing party, is
therefore. the only one left this option."

The Czechoslovakian crisis only encouraqce the movement. The United
States and her other allies showed no will even to protest the increase
of Soviet forces in Eastern Europe, and the fear for West Berlin (already
slipping eccnomicaily) Increased greatly. Her allies' main concern seemed
to be for the Soviet Union and its problems with Czechoslovakia."'"" Ob-
viously, what was in the Soviet "sphere of influence" was the Soviet's,
and what was West Germany's might be negotiable.

The Viest German Ostpolitlk was destgned to loosen the bonds between
Moscow and her satellites through trade and cltural ties. The Soviets'
move into Czechoslovakia indicated the futility of German efforts for these

"'The American AFL-CIO has voted to drop out of the internatlonal Con-
qress of Free rrade Unions (which it largely flnances) because of the left-
ward swing, particularly in West Germany,.

",'For a descriptiun of this, see Frank E Armbruster, "Theoms for Al-
terrative West European Futures," Hw-682-,D/I and "The Dktentc and its Pos-
slble Effect on European and United States Policy," HI-682-D/3, Parts I
and III of the five-part Hudson Institute study, Europedn Trends and Issues,
1966.

"`-There are rumors ehat the day before it went into Czechoslovakia,
che U.S.S.R. told the French of the plan.,
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objectives and, at the same time, pointed up the lack of alternative poli-
cies through the obvious timidity of NATO in the face of t'iis bold and
powerful Soviet effort. Even the NATO "Black Lion" maneuvers, slated
months before the invasion to take place in southern Germany in September,
were canceled by West Germany's allies after the Soviet move in August.
In fact, the Soviets added greater anxiety to B.)nn's by taking the further
initiative of declaring West Germany to be the culprit in the Czech affair
and pointing out Russia's "right," according to the U.N. Charter, to inter-
vene in the internal affairs of West Germany whenever the Soviets detected
"neo-Nazism.11 Then the Soviets stated that indeed neo-Nazism already
existed and darkly hinted at Russian intervention unless it stopped."

The result has been much denial by Bonn that neo-Nazis have any power
in West Germany, and an even greater leaning toward the East as though to
placate this powerful antagonist. As pointed out earlier, recognition of
East Germany is now openly demanded as a plank In the SPD platform. Such
a suggestion would have been political suicide several years ago, but as
of summer 1969, It remains a demand of two liberal factions of Germany's
socialist party. The Germans may indeed feel "alone', `, and thus may take
the only "realistic" course open to them. Germany thus may become another
F i n I and. '""

Obviously Germany is a "special case" in NATO just as a divided Korea
provides a special case in United States' Far Eastern concerns and a divided
Vietnam provides a special case in United States' Southeast Asian interests.
Because of the size and potential of West Germany, however (60,000,000 popu-
lation; $132 billion dollars 1968 GNP),--'-" she is more like Japan in both
her vast potential and general rejection of disruptive, obvious, military
undertakings. The matter of self defense, however, will not go away, and
Germany, like Japan, has very few options left oien to her, Furthermore,
she has (Ith some justification) an ever-increasing fear of being ..an-
doned in the; face of the Soviets. She also has a growing guilt about East
Gvrmany and her inability to produce a viable theory of reunification. She
cannot use nationalism to bring the various eiements in West Germany to-
gether and remain on good terms with her allies.+ Furthermore, without a

"'See Chapter IV of Part il; also Steven Muller, "Anxiety in Bonn-,
German Fears after Czechoslovakia," Bulletin of the Atomic Scientists,
March 1969, Vol. XXV, No. 3, pp. 13-15.

't*Muller, 22. cit.

:;::That is, with its own form of government and freedom In domestic

issues but with Soviets having something close to ve, powers on mili-
tary and foreign policy. See Chapter IV of Part II

.Current prices; German Federal Office of Stati:tics.

+See Armbruster, p. clt.
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united population, aed the consent of her allies, she cannot raise the
number of her own conventiora, divisions or get more allied divisions to
offset the Soviet threat ai she s5zs it. This tends to make a very ambiv-
alent background for defensoz-rlettd thinking. One way to handle it is
just to deny that there is a 0'rea ,despite Czechoslovakia and the threat-
ening statements of Utirlcht and• tý,e Soviets) which more trade and cultural
exchange will not fix."

Some Germans seem to see arknther way out of this box from their be-
havior in the past and now, i.e., by way of nuclear weapons. Signing the
nuclear nonproliferation treaty is something which the Germans tried to
avoid through one means or another. They say they want to trade their
signature for some benefit to them, which is logical. If this does not
occur, however, we may some day see them with such weapons, particularly
if Japan gets them.

In view of its many internal weaknesses, antipathy toward things
military and fear of the consequences of worsening relations with the
Soviet Union, the probability seems higher that West Germany will turn
into a Finland than get nuclear weapons. Whatever the long-run prospects,
the first and, of course in some ways, the foremost issue associated with
West Germany today is the whole question of nuclear guarantees. As noted
elsewhere, analysts around the world seem to feel that nations should
pledge themselves to a no first use as well as no first strike in the
cause of the so-called nuclear proliferation treaty. It should be under-
stood, of course, that a no first use is a different doctrine from a no
first strike, and that in no first use we simply promise not to use nu-
clear weapons first. In the rno first strike we promise not to strike the
Soviet homeland first. One could thus use nuclear weapons ;n Europe with-
out violating the no first strike ban.

Let us consider now some of the pro's and con's of a "no first use."
Insofar as one wishes nuclear weapons to protect any area from conventional
invasion, this would in principle be banned by such an announcement. How-
ever, this may be a little specious. One may well prepare to fight a
rather large tactical nuclear war, possibly on the eycuse that one needs
an ability to match any escalation of the other side. Presumably, the
other side could not reliably depend that his opponent would in fact live
up to his pledge, and therefore given that he actually plans an invasion,
he has to consider seriously the possibility that the other side would
introduce the use of nuclear weapons in order to stop the invasion. The
force of the prohibition, therefore, is likely to lie in the general at-
mosphere it creates and the general con'irmation ;t gives the people that
nuclear weapons simply are not ordinary usable devices with which one can
"continue politics in other forms." As we look around the world, perhaps
the only place in which the "no first use' would seem to be seriously
disadvantaged is West Germany. And one can argue that the United States
might well make the announcement, that as far as we are concerned, with
the specific exception of a massive and controversial invasion of West

'Of course, the Czech crisis was viewed by many Germans as proving
that attempts at greater trade and cultural exchanges are what caused the
disaster in Czechoslovakia; see Muller, op. cit.

Ia . .
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Germany by Soviet troops, we can think of no eventuality in which we would
use nuclear weapons first; but that in this eventuality we would have to
reserve the problem of decision for ourselves, and therefore, as far as
we are concerned, we are perfectly willing to make this limited pledo-
to the world. This could be a most ir,,'portant situation and the single
exception might not disturb the force and sweep of the announcement.

Of course, in fact, the main reason why the West Germans and others
wish us to use nuclear weapons in opposing a conventional invasion is be-
cause they feel that the Soviets would either be unwilling to escalate at
all or if willing to escalate to match our use of nuLlear weapons, would
then be so frightened of further e-scalation to central war that they simply
would not start the process in the first place. There is th.erefore more
than implicit in this whole concept the further concept that the United
States ought to bo willing either explicitly to retaliate for an attack
on West Germany, whether nuclear or conventional, by an attack on the So-
viet heartland, or at least be willing not only to risk escalation to such
a situation but in effect to follow policies which greatly increased such
risks. Given the Soviet intervention in Czechoslovakia and repeated So-
viet assertions of their right to use force against West Germany based on
Articles 53 and 107 of the U.N. Charter (the so-called 'enemy state"
clauses), that they claimed made legitimate Soviet intervention to pre-
vent a renaissance of Nazism or the emergence of Nazism, one can sympa-
thize with West German fears.

It is very important, when we think of West Germany, that we begin
to ask ourselves how a West Germany will act as the political legacy of
World War II wears off. We have already suggested that if the Japanese
get nuclear weapons, the Germans will follow soon afterwards. On the
other hand, if the Japarese do not get nuclear weapons, it seems quite
reasonable to imagine that the Germans will not either, And Germany's
allies are all too willing to help prevent such a development, In fact,
one of the real anomalies of the current situation is that typically if
one asks a non-German European what is the main purpose of NATO, the
answer is, "To keep West Germany down." West Germans, of course, are all
completely familiar with this reply and miny are familiar with other sav-
age remarks one hears about West Germans (for example, a common one in
England is that "a German is either at your feet or at your throat").
This kind of an alliance could become increasingly irksome, though one
hopes that with the passage of time the animosity towards lest Germany
will diminish,

Nevertheless, West Germany has real problems, What we call East
Germany, the West Germans, of course, call Middle Germany; and Germans
in both East and West Germany worry about the so-called ''eastern terri-
tories"--Prussia, Silesia, Pomerania--which cre now parts of the Soviet
Union and Poland. There are good reasons for hoping that it will be a
long time before the 4/est Germans qet nuclear weapons, This is the one
spot in Europe in which it is easiest to write scenarios for escalation,
On the other hand, an alliance "whose main purpose is to keep wc,t Gei-
many down" might easi!y grow increasinjly irksome to the West Germ,,ns.
(We would of course argue that one of the main purposes of NATO is to

bury the current defense of Europe, which is basically a U.S -West Ger-
man ad hoc alliance with substantial as,.,istan(c from the United Kinlqiom,
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in a more acceptable framework.) It should also be noted that it is most
important to keep the British Army of the Rhine in existence. Without
this essential element in the NATO forces, the U.S.-Wjst German ad hoc
alliance would be too prominent to be easily buried in the NATO framework.
But as the British Increasingly opt out of being a world powqr, they are
increasingly unwilling to make major financial contributions to Flaying
such roles, and it may well turn out that this contribution will dwindle.
It may of course dwindle in much the same way the American contribution
dwindles, particularly if the American contribution becomes increasingly
dependent upon an airlift; and so the political facade wHl be maintained.

Let us, howevwr, return to the question of West German aspirations.
It seems relatively clear, as we indicated In our discussion In Part II,
that the West Germans will become increasingly frustrated and yet inc.eas-
Ingly powerful, 3t least so far as other European nations are concerned.
They will also become an increasingly world-wide influence. There are
many parts of the world where a West German entrepreneur, sales represen-
tative and/or engineer is more acceptable than any other nationality. This
is particularly true in Latin America, in much of Eastern Europe, Africa,
Japan, China, and in much of the rest of Asia. This last raises the pos-
sibility of some large degree of West German/Chinese rapprochement. This
could teke a purely economic form, or economics plus something else. The
"something else" could be an explicit political or even military coopera-
tion or these last two could occur to a greater or lesser degree, but more
or less clandestinely.

This hope for a "Bonn-Peking Axis" to give the Russians a second
front to worry about* may seem strange to Americans. Nehru's lesson in
1962 about the danger of assuming that a non-comniunist nation can count
on a •o•nunist country (in this case Russia, to back India aqalnst China)
seems to us to have been missed by some West Germans. Russia and China
were quarreling in i962, while India and Russia were the "best of friends,"
trade agreements and all; but when the Chi;iese Communists invaded India,
Russia turned her back on Nehru, the democrat. In the minds of some Ger-
mans, however, the combination of China and West Germany is a natural one,
and the main thing that prevents it is West German fear of alienating the
Amerluans or provoking the Soviets. From the viewpoint, however, of these
West Germans, not only do the Chinese and West Germans complement each
other in a very useful, interesting and natural way, but they have very
few conflicting interests. They feel it makes great political and mili-
tary sense for the West Germans to build up China as a pressure on the
Soviet Union, thus hopefully making the Soviets much more amenable to a
settlement in Europe. There Is some truth In all of this: the Soviets
do net really relish a two-front war or even two-front competition.

What are, then, the possibilities of such a West Cerman/Chinese
coooeration? Of course, West Germany Is a democracy and it might have
real difficulty preventing informal, unofficial cooperation between Its

"*Der Spiegel, March 17, 1969, p. 27.
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various citizens and China. This could include scientists and engineers
as well as industrialists and commercial people. There are even circum-
stances where such cooperation could get tacit encouragement from the
Wes. German government. As long as it were not prominent, it. would be
most difficult for the United States or the Soviet Union to react in any
dramatic or decisive fashion. Once a little toleration for such coopera-
tion is Duilt up, more could easily occur. It is even conceivable that
the United States might, under some circumstances, encourage the West
Germans to cooperate with the CI'inese. From discussions with Soviets
this sometimes seems to be a recurrent nightmare among them. How far
can such cooperation extend? The perfect model, of course, is Rapillo,
right after World War I, where the then two outlaw powers--Germany and
Russia--got together; only now, of course, the two outlaw powers are
indeed West Germany and China. And, therefore, this is a Rapallo in
some ways in the fullest sense of the word. At Rapallo, the cooperation
took the form, among other things, of helping West Germany evade the ar-
maments provisions of the Versailles Treaty. This, too, could occur today.

But in another sense, China is not so outlawed and alone as Russia
(the only Bolshevik power) was after World War II. China is a socialist
state among a ccmmunity of socialist states. She is invited to attend com-
munist suitait conferences in Moscow, even today, and all socialist states
(including Russia) are depressed by her refuisal of these invitations.
Furthermore, she Is unstinting in her abuse of the West German government.
She invariably reFers to the "West German problem" instead of the German
problem, the "West Berlin problem" instead of the Berlin problem.' She
also has some socialist statas who are either neutral or side with her in
her "family quarrel" with the Soviets. Furthermore, she has a steady
stream of Western powers (Britain, France, ano now Canada) who come, hat
in hand, to assure hcr she is not an outlaw and beg her to allow them to
recognize her and establish the most cordial relations with her. In fact,
it is the Peking government which has refused to speak to the Western am-
bassadors assigned to her; it is the Chinese who burned the British Embassy
in Peking, etc.

The point is not, therefore, so much that a true West German-Chinese
Rapallo is in any way likely, but that it Is not completely unlikely. It
is one of the reasons why we should be careful In our dealing with West
Germany and not be too complacent about either pushing her around ourselves
or having other nations push her around or even About seeing legitimate
West German interests and aspirations frustrated. The above could cause
trouble io anotner way. There might be soir.- relatively innocuous coopera-
tion by West German private individuals and the Chinese government, but
this could easily be made an occasion of conflict and crisis by the So-
viets, some Americans, or even by some Europeans. This, in turn, might
either result in such a suppression of West Germany that they would be

Relay from Bonn, April 8, 1969--press comments from the Frankfurter
All___qnine Zeituna of April 8, 1969.
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either more frustrated and resent it gredtly or h;,e a collapse cf re-
solve. It could also result in backfiring, so that the West Germans
would no longer live with or accept such arccusations and would resent
bitterly any attempted infingement on their sovereign freedom. Under
these circumstances, such fake or specious accusations could end up in
encouraging real West German cooperdtion with the Chinese.

iI
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CHAPTER III. POSSIBLE MILITARY CRISES AND
AN ILLUSTRATIVE SCENARIO

A. Introduction

In most of the other chapters of Part IV, we attempt to deal in a
relatively systematic way with those major military issues that seem most
important for military planners contemplating the 1975-1985 period, and
which generally lend themselves to a reasonably structured discussion in
individual chapters. This chapter may be considered somewhat more "mis-
cellaneous"; our aim is to direct attention and brief discussion to some
fairly diverse "crises" that do not fit readily into the structure of any
of the other chapters in this Part. We assume that it will be necessary

for the Defense Department to have on hand "contingency plans" (and pre-
sumably also the physical means to execute such plans) to meet crises of
the type we note below; but our main aim here is only to review crisis
possibilities in a way that we hope will be useful.

There are some obvious "crisis" possibilities which we do rjt cover
in thiL chapter. We exclude them chiefly because they seem to have been
covered relatively adequately elsewhere. Thus we largely omit from this
,:hapter discussion of central nuclear crises arising between the United
States and the Soviet Union, many European crisis possibilities, the cur-
rent "crisis" of the Vietnam War, and crises related more or less specifi-
cally to the ieneral problem of nuclear proliferation which is discussed
in the next chapter of Part IV. Nor do we attempt in this chapter any
discussion of crises in terms of, for instance, escalation ladders--the
point could be made that each step on such a ladder would in itself con-
stitute a crisis.

We suggest that the ability to deal effectively with a range of di-
verse, "small" but nevertheless troublesome crises may be a principal coa-
cern of U.S. military forces in the 1975-1985 decade. If this suggestion
turns out to be correct, then it follows that various crisis possibilities
should receive more attention from military planners now.

We believe it is not unfair to say that U.S. military planners have
not done particularly well in the years since World War II inanticjip.ing
jn rjgj for the circumstances that it turned out to be necessary to
face militarily. Thus in the late forties, we took comfort in our nuclear
superiority and we were badly prepared for the kind of war we were obliged
to fight in Korea beginning in 1950. Similarly in the decade of the 1950's
and also to some extent in the sixties, we tended to focus our attention

*To mention only Hudson Institute studies, the reader may be inter-

ested in. Crises and Arms Control (HI-180-RR, October 1962); War rermi-
nation Issue. .nd Concts (HI-921/3-RR, June 1968); Cgntral Eurooe in
Crisis: 1-96-80 (HI-805/2-RR, July 1967); and the books On Thernmnuclear
W.ar, On Escalation, The Year ZOO0, and Can We Win in Vietnam?
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and planning on "second-class" wars of the Korean type, examining, reason-
ably we would judge, the complex issue: ;-volved in meeting limited war
threats with or without nuclear weapora,. Ir the sixties, and especially
in the late sixties, our attention has been forcibly drawn to the Vietnam
War and the complex of problems related to counterinsurgenc/, In spite
of' the unsatisfactory results in Vietnam to date and the uncertain outlook,
itis probably safe to say that we have gained significantly in our under-
standing of the problems of counterinsurgency--although some of us feel
that we still have a very long way to go in this respect--and in develop-
ing appropriate w:apons and equipment. It is a fair consensus among the
authors of this report that the Vietnam War will be largely resolved in
shj Manner in the next year or two, that the United States will not soon
find itself participating in a major war along either the Korean or
Vietnamese modt's, that no more drastic military actions will occur in
Europe than happened in Czechoslovakia last August, and that there will
be no developments to upset the strategic nuclear balance with the Soviet
Union to a great degree (a balance with which most us seem to have learned

to live with relative comfort). If these several assumptions turn out all
to be true simultaneously, then it may follow that the principal opera-
tional concern of U.S. military planners in the 1975-1985 decade will be
the kind of crises that we touch on in this chapter.

In the next five sections of this chapter, we briefly discuss crises
under the headings of the geographical areas in which they might occur:
Europe, Asia, the Middle East, Africa, and Latin America. For each of
these areas, we first briefly discuss the context or "set the stage" on
which crises might occur--in some respects this brief discussion overlaps
chapters in Part I and portions of Part iI--and then we take note of some
specific crisis possibilities. In Section G we discuss some problems
connected with freedom of the seas and international air space.

The final section of the chapter is a detailed scenario representing
at least one possible chain of events in the 1975-1985 period, in which
the United States, having effectively lost the Vietnamese War in 1969, Is
eventually forced to withdraw from Thailand. This scenario, written by
Frank E. Armbruster, reflects a relatively pessimistic view of domestic
and international trends and the over-all environment in which the U.S.
armed services may be obliged to operate. (These particular trends and
environments form a part of the discussion of domestic and international
milieus in Part III of this report and Chapter I of Part IV, but they do
not necessarily represent a consensus on the part of the authors of this
report regarding the most probable over-all 1975-1985 situation.) We have
chosen to include this scenarin in this chapter because it illustrates,
specifically and In detailed nat-ative form, oiie crisis situation in which
the U.S. military could find itsell. Time and circumstances permitting we
could, of course, write similarly aetailed scenarios for many or all of the
crisis possibilities which we note in this chapter. But it does not appear
Zhat thit would be an especially valuable thing to do: We simpiy list a
range of possible crises with brief discussion of the contexts and circum-
stances underlying each of them and then supply one crisis scenario in

I
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detail. We hope in this way to reflect for the military planners to whom
this report is addressed something of both (1) the diversity of crises
which could occur, and also (2) the sequence of events, decisions, "branch-
points," actions, inactions, etc., that could be involved In eRch crisis.*

B. Luroe

It is in Europe that the primary material and military interests of
the U.S. and U.S.S.R. meet most closely. Even there, the engagement Is
indi-ect. The argument has often been made that the security of the two
superpowers, so far as their European interests are concerned, depends on
the fact that Europe remains divided: Soviet-dominated to the east of
the Elbe, and American-allied to the west. Both sides recognize the ex-
tent to which their own security deperds on this balance, and any serious
threat of change to the established situation could, logically, produce
reactions--which both sides would probably immediately recognize as In-
creasing their dangers. Thus Hungary and Czechoslovakia, American sensi-
tivity to the Gaullist challenge to NATO, and the various "Berlin crises"
have been popularly regarded in America as relatively serious security
problems. We have no "hard" knowledge of the degree of concern which So-
viet political and military leaders attach to possible changes in the
military and political balance in Europe, but their defensive, land-force
emphasis, propaganda about a "revanchist" Germany, and other factors sug-
gest that they consider Europe very seriously so far as their own national
security is concerned.

There are of course other arrangements for bringing about varying
degrees of security--and a diminished likelihood of military crises--in
Europe. Europe could be, In some degree, "neutralized," perhaps generally
along Gaullist lines but with a relatively high degree of internal coherence
and unity, and perhaps also military strength. But it could also happen
that the present competitive superpower relationship undergoes basic changes,
with the Europeans left neither as allies of one or the other superpowers
nor united among themselves. A fragmented Europe caught between two super-
powers cov!d present a variety of dangerous possi, lities. That there is
some likelihood of a trend in this direction is sujested not only by
Gaullism but in the current European response to the nuclear non-prolifer-
ation treaty. By 1975-1985, these possible changes in the European rela-
tionship to the superpowers could have, conceivably, worked themselves into
a potential crisis stage.

*The writing of scenarios has not been a main object in this study.

This is partly because our primary task was to describe alternative 1975-
1985 environments and develop their significance for military planners;
also, many scenarios (mostly but not exclusively dealing with possible

events preceding a central nuclear war) have been written at the Hudson
Institute. Essentially all of zhese scenarios can be made available to
readers of this report who havr a particular Interest in them. Some of
the scenarios, along with a fairly thorough discussion of the utility of
scenarios as a military planning tool can be found in the references
cited on page 4-55 above.
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There is perhaps a particular danger to be considered in East Germany.
In 1980, World War II will have been over for 35 years and in a sense East
Germany, if it is still dominated by the Soviets to the same approximate
extent as Lqday, may look to -nany in the world as being the largest and
last "colony" irt existence. There may still be subjugated minorities in
many countries of the world, Portugal may still have one or two small but
genuine "colonies," etc., but it will still appear that East Germany is
the last country in the world that is being forcibly held down by a foreign
power. One possible consequenca of this is that East Germany may be in
fact more stable, effectively a part of the Soviet Union. On the other
hand, we may speculate that it is more likely that there will be gradually,
in spite of Soviet repression, liberalization in Hungary, Czechoslovakia
and by 1980 perhaps other East European countries, and generally increasing
independency in Europe which will make the East German situation less and
less tolerable. Exactly what the East Germans--or perhaps some neighboring
countries--will try to do about the situation is very hard to guess. But
as we look at 1980, extrapolate from the present situation, and mentally
construct some scenarios, it seems likely that East Germany will remain one
of the most explosive issues in sight.

Some Soviet and East European alternatives were outlined in Chapter
VIII of Part I of this report. Probably the Rumanians and the Czechs, and
perhaps also the Hungarians, are going to feel increasingly oppressed by
the Soviets. It may be that if the Soviets play their cards reasonably
well, they can avoid more naked challenges to their authority. For one
thing the Soviets can, as they appear now to be doing, carry through a
satisfactory liberalization of communist-bloc economic system without a
corresponding political liberalization. It is at least conceivable that,
If there is a great deal of relative anarchy among many notions of the
world--as seems very likely when one contemplates a globe with some 140-150
(by 1980) nations in it--the Soviet system may look relatively secure. But
we cannot really say which way the situaticn will go and there may be in-
creasing pressures in the West to do something about unrest behind the Iron
Curtain, and to "intervene" culturally and ideologically and even militarily.
At any rate a systematic study of various crises and the pros and cons of
different kinds of intervention, or noi-intervention, and the appropriate
tactics for each choice might be a useful project for military (and other)
planners.

C. Asia

When we contemplate possible crises in Asia, all of us think immedi-
ately of China. First, it Is necessary to recognize that, wilte an enor-
mous disparity exists between the aggressive tone of Chii.ce propaganda
and the actial military risks that the Chinese have apparenti;' been willing
to run, there is also convincing evidence that the Chinese will not hesi-
tate to use force if and when they may feel genuinely threatened and/or
think they can get away with it without unreasonable risk. On this latter
point there are plenty of example,: the Chinese intervention in the Korean
War; the recent border conflicts with the Soviets (which, although the
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scale of violence was small, nevertheless went beyord the norm of mere
anti-Soviet Chinese propaganda and certainly incurred some risk of signif-
icant Soviet military reLaliation), and a very recent report rf apparently
more active Chinese support of North Vietnam, especially coupled with the
U.S. bombing of the North, than has heretofore been realized. Tibet was
of course an easy conquest for the Chinese, but nevertheless a military
conquest. The reasons for the Chinese-instigated border fighting with
India are not altogether clear, and the risk to China was obviously low,
but nevertheless the Chinese did undertake aggressive military action.
So, while we should not think of the Chinese as being militarily reckless,
it is also unrealistic to think of China as only a "paper tiger."

Even though the Korean-and Vietnam Wars have led American, mostly to
"think about possible Chinese-American conflicts, it is Russia and Japan
as neighboring powers which seem more likely to be directly involved in
China's future. They are also much more directly affected by Chinese
territorial expansion or political aggressiveness it, Asia. Japan is sen-
sitive to Korea's status, since Korea strategically flanks the japanese
islands. Japan is also sensitive to the relationship between China and
Russia, since both are neighboring powers, and since Japan (as noted in
Chapter VI of Part I of this report) has a claim on the Kurile Islands now
held by Russia. Northeast Asian developments are surely of greater stra-
tegic concern to Japan than developments in South and Southeast Asia, al-
though for commercial and various other reasons the Japanese could hardly
ignore a degree of Chinese political primacy in Southeast Asia which went
beyond "neutralization" of the small states flanking China. Nor could
India's collapse under Chinese pressures leave Japan completely unmoved.

So any Chinese moves in North or South Asia could be regarded as hav-
ing a fairly high probability of stimulating definite changes in Japanese
policy. It should perhaps be noced that such changes would not necessarily
be towards a "free world" role. There might indeed be increased factors of
tension in the Japanese-American relationship. Renewed Japanese activism,
along with renewed Japanese nationalism, would be very likely to include
anti-American elements. Although Japan now finds security in alliance with

*See the article by Allen Whiting in Look, April 29, 1969.

•*lf India "collapses," it seems now that the collapse is more likely
to come about through her own difficulties than through military or other
Chinese pressures, Indeed, the argument often made with respect to China
and other countries, that a degree of xenophobia is necessary to keep a
country united 1-nd divert attention from internal difficulties, could be
applied to India; further Chinese border incursions in the Himalayas, or
perhaps Chinese IRBM's or ICBM's fired in tests into the Indian Ocean,
could actually help to stabilize the presently chaotic and precarious
Indian political situation. Chinese aggressiveness toward India would
also increase the likelihood of significant American aid for India at
the same time It helped to overcome the widespread Indian "cultural
resistance" to most things American.
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the United States, we have already alluded twice to the likelihood that
Japan will "go nuclear" in the seventies, and Japan might well assess its
national interest differently if the competitive superpower balance in the
cold war seems to be changing into a non-competitive or even collaboracive
superpower relationship.

One can contemplate a number of aggressive actions by the Chinese
that would present military crises for the United States. With the possi-
ble exception of the North Vietnamese and the Indians, it seems unlikely
that any of the smaller countries on the Chinese border could really hold
back Chinese troops without outside help. But it seems clear that some
of these nations might defend themselves better than we might expect off-
hand, particularly if the Chinese have logistic difficulties in getting
men and material to and past their borders in South and Southeast Asia.
It seems doubtfui that the Chinese can solve their logistic problems very
completely by 1980 or thereabouts, although eventually they probably will
solve them.

It is not cear--especially at the time this is written and great
dissension continues over the U.S. role in Vietnam--to what extent the
U.S. would consider its genuine security interests threatened by the
Chinese or to what extent it would, in the 1975-85 decade, settle fur a
relative "hands off" policy toward Chinese activities in Asia. But it
seems plausible that the U.S. would be willing for the foreseeable future
to come to the defense of South Korea, Japan, Taiwan (if not necessarily
the offshore islands of Quemoy and Matsu), the Philippines, Thailand (al-
though see the Armbruster scenario at the conclusion of this chapter),
probably India, and possibly Pakistan. So it is clear enough that Chinese
military aggressiveness presents potential military crisis problems for
the United States.

Although our main aim in this chapter, as noted in Section A above,
is to direct attention and some discussion to possible military crises,
and not to attempt to prescribe plans and solutions for these crises, it
may nevertheless be useful to Insert at this point a brief discussion of
some option' available to the U.S. for dealing with or containing Chinese
aggression against its neighbors. Most specifically, we would like to
bring up the idea of an Asian balance of power, as an effective means of
stopping "Chinese crises" before they occur. Among the larger powers that
could contribute to a power balance in Asia, we think first of the U.S.,
Japan, Australia, and India, although we have already noted some uncer-
tainty with respect to Japanese and Indian policies. For an Asian balance
of power to succeed in discouraging Chinese aggression, probably three
main conditions must be satisfied:

(I) Each of the countries on the Chinese periphery ought to be
able to resist low levels of subversion, either with or
without outside help.

(2) Each such country should be militarily strong enough to put
up a reasonably good fight if it were invaded, even though
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it could not on its own win a war with China. (There is an
analogy here with the "plate glass" concept vf a forward
NATO defense--the glass fails completely to stop the invasion
but it triggers large-scale mobilization and other effective
responses.)

(3) Any country which is the object of naked aggression should
have reasonable confidence that major military and other
assistance would be forthcoming. For the sake of analyzing
the problem we could divide the case of major aggression
into two categories--conventional and nuclear. For nuclear
aggression, probably all that would be necessary by way of
assistance to the aggressee country is the belief that the

aggression would be genuinely punished, perhaps with a tit-
for-tat response. This could be done with an implicit ir
explicit U.S. guarantee, perhaps as part of a non-prolifera-
tion treaty (in which case the guarantee might be shared
with the Soviets, with the diplomatic and other advantages
this would bring).

If a security guarantee were made chiefli by the U.S., rather than by
,the U.S. and a group of the stronger Asian states, it could turn out to be

very useful for the U.S. to have a ballistic missile defense (BMD) system
so that threats of U.S. retaliation against China would be "credible."
This is of course one of the arguments that has been advanced for U.S. BMD

deployment. What some of the authlrs of this report would emphasize is
that the U.S. would not be •o likely to need the BD system to defend
againsL a Chinese attack "out of the blue," but that the system would help
to convince the Chinese that w2 would not be deterred from retaliating
against their homeland if they attack one of the nations on their periphery.
To an increasing degree similar arguments hold for the Soviets.

In general it would be valuuble to each country for the U.S. and the
Soviets to make clear to the world that they are fully prepared to
tolerate a great deal of tension with the Chinese but, if forced by cir-

cumstances, they would not be deterred from striking strategically at

China by fear of Chinese nuclear retaliation against the homeland. Such
a strategic strike against China might or might not be nuclear. Both

countries have a plethora of options for escalating retaliation against
China as they choose. One step on the "escalation ladder" of options
could be a "surgical" bomber strike with only high-explosive weapons
against Chinese nuclear production facilities. Both countries not only

have options in actual threats to use against the Chinese, but also

options in communicating these threats--perhaps in the hope of making
their use unnecessary. There is 4leariy need in this general area for

some careful advanced military analysis and planning by both the Soviets

and the Americans on not only their own possibilities, but on the kinds

of Chinese crises that the other superpower might cause--or be forced

into.
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D. The Middle East

Although the level of world-wide concern about a possible or even
imminent Arab-Israeli war remains very high, although almost daily ;no;-
dents of vi•lence and military action occur across the borders of Israel
and its neighbors, and although the U.S. and the Soviet Union are clearly
aligned on opposite sides in the tense Middle Eastern situation, most of
the authors of this report do not consider the Middle East an area in
which World War III is daily threatened--either now or very likely in the
1975-85 decade. This does not mean that we expect any sudden or even
gradual movement in the direction of peace and tranquility in the Middle
East, nor does it mean that we believe that U.S. military and diplomatic
planners should not be hard at work on the situation.

The question of nuclear proliferation in the Middle East is briefly
discussed in the next chapter. The possession and/or use of nuclear
weapons by the Israel is or Arabs is the most serious longer-run problem
that we foresee in this area. It is pointed out in the next chapter that
if Israel "goes nuclear," then the Soviets will surely be under extremely
heavy pressure to offer their Arab allies, if not actual nuclear weapons
to be used under Arab or some sort of Soviet-Arab shared control, then at
least effective guarantees of retaliation against Israel if Israel used
nuclear weapons. In no sense are we inclined to minimize the terrible
consequences to the countries involved if nuclear weapons were used in
strikes against population on, say, Tel Aviv or Cairo. But it would still
be our best guess that even a war involving the exchange of several nu-
clear weapons between the Arabs and th.p Israelis would stay confined to
the Middle East; to what extent such a vpr would constitute a threat to
U.S. security depends largely, perhaps, on the very hard question of the
extent to which the U.S. would feel itself bound to come to Israel's aid
if she were facing large-scale destruction or if the Israelis were being
"pushed into the sea."

There are several reasons for our relative calm about the Middle
Eastern situation, It appears that the Israelis, at least given s me
military assistance such as jet aircraft (before they are able to )roduce
their own) from the West, can effectively defend themselves agair t Arab
aggression for the foreseeable future. The Israeli military pos Jion is
of course much improved by their possession of the occupied ter, tories
as a result of the !967 war. However much various Arab command and ter-
rorist groups, airplane hijackers, etc., can cause trouble for srael,
it is nevertheless clear that the Arab countries remain disunited, at
least so far as the feasih;;;ty of well-planned and concerted military
actions on a large scale against Israel are concerned.

According to press reports, the Arab air and armored forces lost in
the 1967 war have now been largely replaced by the Russians. This means
perhaps that t'e Arabs, especially Egypt, are at least potentially cap-
able of accomplishing 3 sudden and devastating strike against Israeli
aircraft on the qround, much as the Israelis did against the Arab air
forces in 1967., But we are inclined to guess that the Israelis have an-
ticipated this )ossihility and taken appropriate cautionary measures
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through various means they presumably have available: good intelligence
sources, technically effective and well-organized radar ano other warning
systems, and revetments and other protection as weli as high alert levels
for aircraft on the ground. In the case of the resupplied armor, we are
inclined to take seriously press reports of the difficulties that Soviet
military "advisers," operating at battalion or company levels, are haýiny
in getting the'r Arab allies up to good levels of military efficiency.

Israel, in contrast to the Arabs, has a responsible and effective
government (even though somewhat fragmented from a parliamentary stand-

-,* ~ point), a united people, and very effective contrD' over its armed forces.
We also assume that the U.S. can, if it so desires, exert some stabilizing
influence on the Israeli governmnt; although this influence is probably
declining and may continue to decline as an increasing number of Israelis
come to feel that they are 'bn their own."

Another important reason for some relative optimism--so far as direct
U.S. security interests are concerned--is the fact that the U.". and the
Soviets have an obvious common interest in damping hostilities in the Mid-
dle East or, to put it perhaps more precisely, in seeing to it that there
is no major war in the Middle East, especially a nuclear war,. One recalls
that the first operational us, of the Washington-Moscow "hot line" occurred
during the 1967 war and, if the press reports are correct, the first com-
munication was from Moscow to Washington. Later on, as is well known,
Washington used the hot line to infoem Moscow immediately that its car-
rier-launched planes were not on an aggressive mission wh'?n the Israelis
attacked the communications ship Liberty. In sum, it seems to us that
even though the Soviets may make relatively loud noises about helping
their Arab friends and denouncing and threatening Israel, in a time of
genuine crisis which threatened to involve the U.S. and the Soviets di-
rectly, Moscow would be most likely to exercise a restraining influence
on the Arabs (although, of course, Moscow might find its influetice more
limited than it wished).

While it probably does decrease local stability and make the area
more crisis prone, we do not see any especially significant or especially
serious dangers in the relatively new Soviet naval "presence" in the
Mediterranean.. Compared to the U.S. Sixth Fleet, the Soviet forces are,
and probably will continue to remain, small. One helicopter carrier is
a negligible striking force compared to one or two regular aircraft car-
riers. So far as we know, there is no evidence to suggest that the So-
viets are aiming towards a striking force in the Mediterranean which would
in any way rival the Sixth Fleet. But from the Soviet military stand-
point, it would seem to be a plausible step to expand Soviet Mediterranean
operations to the extent of keeping a fairiy close watch on the activities
of the Sixth Fleet; possibly pursuing measures aimed at inhibiting the
movement of or restricting the area of operation of U.S. Polaris subma-
rines in the Mediterranean; basing Soviet long-range patrol planes in
Egypt for scouting the Sixth Fleet and perhaps keeping track of some NATO
activities in the Mediterranean, conveniently soaking up useful inteili-
gence on U.3. ships, planes, naval tactics, communiIcations, and other
operations and equipment; and occasionally resorting to minor naval ha-
rassnent maneuvers and "normal" intelligence..gatnering activities.
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Although, for the reasons discussed above, we do not consider the
Middle East a special crisis area of the highest concern so far as U.S.
security is concerned, it does seem to us that the U.S. military "presence"
in the area represented by the Sixth Fleet is most important. Certainly
the Sixth Fleet represents a stabilizing force which could cause the
Arabs to think twice with regard to some tactics they might otherwise
consider using against the Israelis. It may be that the main question--
aside from ccntingency plans for the emergence of nuclear weapons and the
possibility of an imminent and complete Israelis defeat--should be ways
in which the Sixth Fleet could be "beefed up" in various ways and the ex-
tent to which this might advantageously be done. In the absence of any
detailed knowledge of the matter, and in an unclassified report, we can
o•mly mention some of the more obvious possibilities: perhaps increasing
somewhat the complement of troops or marines that can be readily landed,
by helicopter or otherwise from the Sixth Fleet to protect U.S. lives or
property or conceivably undertake carefully considered m;litary operations;
perhaps taking precautions to decrease the vulnerabiliti of the Sixth
Fleet to attacks by, say, Egyptian bombers or submarines (which attacks
might or might not be "authorized"--we are not concerned about the possi-
bility of significant Soviet attacks on the Sixth Fleet in the foreseeable
future); perhaps taking steps to play the harassment and intelligence
"gamer" somewhat more aggressively against the Russians if it appears that
there would be anything really to be gained by this (given the contrast
between our "open" society and the "closed" Soviet society, it may be that
we have more to learn by watching the Russians in the Mediterranean than
they have by watching us).

The Sixth Fleet exemplifies the useful and stabi'izing role of an
effective U.S. military "presence" in a potential crisis area. Some of
the points we have presented in this short discussion of the Middle East
have wider application with respect to the probable military advantage of
having available either in !.;•e area or nea-by in terms of time moLile and
effective striking forces with flexible capabilities. Such forces can
probably be maintained at not too great a cost; in no way do they commit
the U.S. to any a,:tions which are l ikey to be construed as genuinely ag-
grtss:¢e (except perhaps by the Russians and others for propaganda pur-
poses); they can protect American lives and property when needed; and they
can be used to "show the flag" in skillful ways. to discourage potential
threats and perhaps encourage wavering allies. Of course Congress took
anoth,.r position with regard to the FDL's (First Deployment Logistic
Ships). The distrust and suspicion expressed by many Congressmen may in-
crease. If one does not trust the U.S. government to use capabilities
wisely there may be further attempts by Congress and others to restrict
the deý'loyment of forces which can "easily get us in trouble" by their
presence in a crisis and incidert-prone area or which are eas',ly "misused."

E. Africa

This section on possible military ,ries in Africa, and the section
on Latin America which follows, will both be relatively brief. this is
not because we consider Africa and Latin America unimportant areas of the
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world, or areas with which the United States should not be very seriously
concerned. These areas may well be quite tumul'uous and in some cases--
say a large civil war In Brazil or a left-wing takeover of that country--
there would be great concern in the U.S. But it is still difficult to
foresee very many situations in Africa and Latin America which would con-
stitute maior military crises for the United States that also justified
MaLor U.S. intervention. (However, this is one area where various kinds
of special and/or elite forces and/or individuals might be very useful.)
Conceding all this we still do not expect that relatively vital U.S. se-
curity issues will be at issue in Africa and Latin America to the extent
that they may be in Europe and Asia. We make this general prognosis with
some confidence as far ahead as about 1980; after that, developments in
Africa and Latin America may have reached a point where essential U.S. se-
curity interests are more clearly at stake, and crises with a significant
military aspect may present themselves to this country.

The general trends and alternatives that we see for Africa and Latin
America we have tried to describe under the heading of "The Third World
Context" In Chapter X of Part I of this report. We hope that context
will be useful and informative to military planners and otherb reading
this report, but we w'11 not attempt to discuss or elaborate it any further
here. With a very few exceptions (of different types, comparing for in-
stance South Africa, Angola, Ethiopia, and Egypt) Africa is comprised
mainly of "new" nations retaining some genuine benefits of their colonial
heritage, but often reacting strongly against that heritage, and led by
either very weak parliamentary governments or military dictatorships of
uncertain effectiveness and tenure. Over all, with the partial exception
of South Africa, the nations of Africa are "underdeveloped," with all the
social problems, governmental e~fficulties, and opportunities for foreign
interventionism that this implizs. In tVe one serious military conflict
now go;,ig on in Africa, the secession ot Biafra from Nigeria, it is clear
that each side is receivirg some foreign arms and other aid from the So-
viets and fxn Europe, but there is certainly no significant Soviet or
E;.ropean or American military Intervention, nor doe, there appear to be
any appreciable likelihood of any such intervention.

Although w, do not foresee a high probability of serious military
crises for the United itates presenting themselves in Africa before per-
haps 1980, we suspect that the situation may be different with respect
to U.S. diplomatic problems and relationships. We think that effort in-
vested in careful study and planning with respect to Africa, in economic
aid (probably occasional) military aid; and, in cooperation with the other
nations of the "northern tier" of the world, with respect to African prob-
lems may return very worthwhile dividends in the post-1980 period. We
strongly believe that anything the United States can do to facilitate the
social and economic development of Africa, and to help create peace and
order in that chaotic continent, it most certainly should do--perhaps in-
cluding the creation of the aforementioned relatively small but very
skilled and capable special and/or elite forces and/or individuals.
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All this is In line with our conception of an enlightened and gen-
erally "activist" over-all U.S. policy approach to Africa (and Latin
America). Thus It seems worth pointing out that, while the probability
of military crises for the United States seems low, there may be many
occasions for the U.S. military t-. help advance U.S. diplomatic dnd eco-
nomic policies in Africa. In addition, military planners may need to
conceive the role of the armed services in a less narrowly "'military"
sense than before; they may w;jnt to have immediately available various
logistics capabilities (as already exemplified in some kinds of rescue
and relief operations that the services have occasionally undertaken in
foreign countries); th-ay may need to have trained linguists and "country
specialists" who can communicate and deal effectively with the "cross
cultural" problems that Westerners typically have so much difficulty
with. In general the services should be prepared to help implement U.S.
diplomatic and economic policies in a variety of ways. indeed, the serv-
ices may turn out to be the only agency of the US. government that can
"1get the job done," where the "job" may turn out to be quite vnrlilltary.
(To illustrate with what may seem--but is not meant to be--a trivial and
flippant point: Perhaps the Air Force should have paint on hand so that
it can, wich a few ho' rs notice, fix its transport planes to represent
not "The United States Air Force" but simply "The United States of America."
There is of course a limited analogy here with "Air Force One"; the Presi-
dent of the United States no longer travels in a conspicuously Air Force
plane, he travels in an American plane; and this unquestionably improves,
In some significant respects, the foreign "image" of the United States and
its President.)

F. Latin America

Our conhnents on Latin America will be brief, because much of what we
have said just above with regard to Africa also applies to Latin America.
We foresee for Latin America through the decade of 1975-85 a likely con-
tinuing turnover of military or quasi-military governments in some coun-
tries, but probably not many (if any) civil wars on the Nigerian model,
and f.%,#if any national boundary r.hanges. Various governmental and so-
cial I 's notwithstanding, Latin American courn ies have a record of
greater stability - far as their natiokial identity and durability is
concerned than do the African nations. This is probably due mainly to
the fact that tie African countries have largely had to make the transi-
tion from colonial statuIs to genuine national independence since world
War I11, while most Latin American cuuntries have been genuinely indepen-
dent for many decades (even though from the standpoint of their citizens,
Inadequate governments and limited economic development have been the

SIno 

rm" 1) .

Again, 3s with Africa, we see many opportunities for imaginative U.S.
foreign policy in Latin America but few military crises in which the U.S.
should wdnt or need to involve itself, Indeed, we would emphasize that
there are more immediate opportunitns for enlightened U.S. diplomatic and
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economic policies toward Latin America than toward Africa. There are sev-
eral reasons for this statement: through organ~izations such ac the Organi-
of American States (OAS), there exists a substantial tradition of
hemispheric unity between the U.S. and Latin America which it is Lertainly
In the interesc of the U.S. to try to continue as best it can; the Latin
American countries tend to have relatively effective governments--however
unsatisfactory these governments may be from tae standpoint of American
or Western parliamentary democracy in general, and it is possible for the
U.S. to do business with these governments (unlikA Africa where there may
or may not be an effective government with which anyone can really "do
business"); finally there are, in Latin America, relatively clearly fore-
seeable economic development projects-': which could both benefit greatly
the citizens of several Latin American countries and at the same time
encourage a climate of good will towards the United States.

Turning briefly to military intervention and crisis possibilities, it
wou!d require a much larger scale of military effort for the U.S. to act
in any of the major Latin American countries in the manner in which it did
in the Dominican Republic; and we think any such actions in any of the
larger Latin American countries extremely unlikely. There have been re-
cent difficulties with small U.S. fishing fleets off the coast of Peru,
and some disagreements between the U.S. and Peruvian governments about the
boundaries of territorial waters. But, again, we do not think that a few
machine gun bullets or shells fired at an American fishing boat, or the
detention of the boat until a fine of some thousands of dollars has been
paid, represent any serious risk of significant armed conflict between tne
U.S. and Peru. Nor do we attach any particular significance to the estab-
lishment of diplomatic relations between Lima and Moscow.

Cuba probably deserves some special and final mention in our comments
on Latin America. Certainly, one of the greatest--perhaps the greatest--
military crisis that the U.S. has had to face since World War II stemmed
from the installation or Soviet ballistic missiles, presumably ready to
cý.rry nuclear warheads, in Cuba. There is certainly no need to recount
here the Cuban cr;sis. But we do not expect any further efforts by the
Soviets to take advantage of Cuba as a missile launching base as they did
in 1962. Our guess is that the Soviets will be disinclined to undertake
any similar strate, 'c adventures ir, Cuba in the future, and that the u.S.
will continlie to watch Cuba carefully just in case they should.

The other issue relating to Cuba is the "export" of Communikm or
"Castroism" to other Latin American countries. It now appears that, in

""The Hudson Institute has studied the possibility of capitalizini on
the high rainfall and low topography of the river basitis of South America.
Through the use of low and inexpensive dams, power, navigational benefits,
and mineral exploration and exploitation are all feasible. The total bene-
fits could result, for instance, in a several-fold increase in GNP per
capita for people living in perhaps a third of the continental area of
Latin America.

I
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spite of earlier and widely expressed U.S. fears, Castro is not having
much success in exporting revolutionary zeal to the rest of Latin America;
that on the contrary he is beset with economic and social problems at
home and some mutual disenchantment with the Soviets. So it does not seem
to us that Cuoa is likely to provide much of a threat to U.S. security
either as a strategic base for Soviet missiles or as a political base for
Comnmunist expansion in Latin America. It is perhaps not inappropriate
for us to observe that the present situation with respect to Cuba seems to
offer some definite opportunities for imaginative U.S. foreign policy, and
that it is at least possible that by the 1975-85 decade U.S. relationships
with Cuba may have changed very much for the better.

G. Problems Connected with Freedom of the Seas and
International Air Space

We include this section because the Pueblo incident and the very re-
cent shooting down by the North Koreans of an unarmed U.S. EC-121 plane,
both definitely outside the North Korean territorial limits, have created
for the United States what have been widely interpreted as military crises
for the United States. (We have not tried to define a '"military crisis"
exactly in this chapter or anywhere else in this report, but we suggest
that an incident which involves. the death or internment of a significant
number of Ainerican military personnel; a response involving the rapid de-
ployment of naval vessels including aircraft carriers; the placing of at
least some U.S. military forces on special alert status; and the calling
up of some 15,000 reservists, constitutes a military crisis. But we would
not consider the now fairly frequent "hijacking" of aircraft, be they
American planes diverted to Havana or Israeli planes diverted to Algeria,
as representing military crises.)

It is first of all important to note that both the Pueblo capture and
the shooting down of the unarmed EC-121 were the work of the North Koreans.
No imilar aggressive acts have been undertaken by any other countries,
large or small, although of course this possibility cannoa ,,e excluded.
It is also worth noting, as was done in Section D on the liddle East above,
that the Russians have scrupulously followed the "rules of the game" with
respect :i reconnaissaree and harassment activities on the high seas and
in international air space; and also t,.at the Soviets lent naval assistance
in the search for survivors from the downed EC-121.

The United States of course ha, many options for dealing with incidents
like those of the Pueblo and the EC-121. Punitive military strikes are one
option, although most of the authors of this repcrt do not think that is a
very satisfactory option, for various reasons. (E.g., given the likely
political milieus described in Part III, the Un;ited States government is
unlikely, politically, to be able to restore "deterrence'' as a major oro-
tection of such isolated and exposed units.) There are of course oppor-
tunities for bringing to bear diplomatic, economic, and other forms of
"peaceful" pressure. But these too, again given the likely political
milieus and the effects of recent precedent!, ire likely to be lin-ited. Or
the United States could cease or substantially curtail it- intelligence
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collecting activities in areas where the risk to its ships or planes seems
high; we are not :n a position to pass judgment on the trade-offs involved
here.

Or, the U.S. can take steps, as it is now apparently planning to do
to make sure that some effective form of military assistance is within
reach of unarmed ships cr aircraft carrying out missions off the coast of
North Korea, or in other areas where the risk of attack seems high. It
appears that the number of areas where the risks of attack are high is low,
North Korea being the conspicuous example. Also, as a guess because we have
not tried to examine the question in any detail, it seems likely that the
cost of affording satisfactory protection to the U.S. ships and aircraft
need not be especially high. (In the case of the Pueblo incident a few
fighter-bombers appropriately equipped and on ten or fifteen minute alert
on air strips in the northern part of South Korea nmight have saved the
situation. If naval force is in order, then one or two small aircraft
carriers capable of launching fighters or fighter-bombers within a few
minutes notice could probably provide adequate protection, at least in
the North Korean case. Unarmed U.S. ships or aircraft carrying electronic
equipment should be able to use some of this equipment to learn of potential
threats at least some minutes before an attack is possible, and should be
able to call for help immediately.) such capabilities--particularly if used
successfully and intelligently--might help greatly in restoring some de-
terrence to the situation.

In sum, then, with respect to "military crises" associated with inci-
dents like that of the Pueblo and the shooting down of an unarmed patrol
aircraft, we think that U.S. military planners should consider appropriate
protective steps (under the assumption that the steps can be taken at not
too great a material cost and with almost negligible military risk), While
we do not expect that the capture or destruction of U.S, ships and planes
on the high seas will be a major military crisis problem in the 1975-1985
period, there may be an increasing problem of "law and order" international-
ly and it wLuld be unwise to encourage it, by defective U.S. deployments.

H. A Detailed Crisis Scenario. U.S. Withdrawal from Thailand in
the Late Seventies

As noted in the first section of this chapter, the detaile,1 scenario
which follows is the work of Frank Armbruster. To understand tie domestic
and international contexts which lead up t, this detailed scenario, the
reader should look again at Armbruster's "pessimistic scenario" in Chapter
IV of Part I of this report. With that general "scenario" as setting and
background, the detailed military scenario is as follows.

A crisis, which triggers a last-ditch effort at "containment" by the
U.S.--even in its weakened political condi'tion--arises in the form of a
communist attack on Thailand (though the same domestic problems would pre-
sumaeblY arlose regardless of where the commitment of U.S. forces was made).
The handwriting had been on the wall for Thailand ever since the loss of

su[byaiergrls fweetecnimn fUS ocswsmd)
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South Vietnam in 1969 but the Thai government had managed to survive to
the point where the left in the U.S. had begun to hold up Thailand as liv-
ing evidence of the fallacy of the domino theory. Since the catastrophic
evacuation of South Vietnam by U.S. forces, like Burma and Cambodia in the
1960's the Thai government has attempted to stave off the inevitable by
changing to a policy of Peking- or Hanoi-oriented "neutrality." Bangkok
also agreed to pay huge reparations for the damage to North Vietnam by U.S.
bombers based in Thailand during the Vietnamese war. The U.S. "loaned"
the Thais money to meet these "obligations." Hanoi went along with the
act for a few years because it isolated Vientiane and time was needed to
rebuild the country and to consolidate the gains in the south. She kept
her cadres intact throughout Southeast Asia, however, and, once she had
recouped adequately, sent hcr regiments to bolster a renewed Pathet Lao
effort. The Royalist Laotian government collapsed. As soon as the Lao-
tian and South Vietnamese areas were consolidated under communist controi,
the same fate befell Cambodia. By the second half of the 1970's Thailand
was in grave danger. This country, which during the Vietnamese war was
held up as an example of 'he type of "homogeneous" nation and legitimate
government in Southeast Asia which could be defended against a war of na-
tional liberation instigated from outside, began to come apart at the seams.

In northeast Thailand, Hanoi-trained native communist cadres, aided
by hard-core units from across the Mekong, began a campaign of military
and terrorist operations. Transport and communications systems in the
area quickly ceased to function and the police lost control of the situa-
tion. While trying to reason with Hanoi, the Thai government (41 ]a India)
maintained its neutral;ty even after the conmunist attack began. At this
point, however, Hanoi and Peking condemned the government as fascist op-
pressors of the Thai people and pledged their support to the "Liberation
Movement." The Thai government frantically began to search for support,
but the remaining non-commun;st Southeast Asian countries now feared to
support anti-communist military operations. Communist parties were strong
throughout the area, and in the Philippines a revitalized Hui movement was
receiving active support slipped in from Vietnam and China. At the mere
request for aid by the Thai government, coemnunist-doginated mobs instantly
appeared in the streets of Singapore, Manila, Canberra, Weli;nqton, and
even Djakarta, conJemning the "fascist oppressors in Bangkok."

Thai appeals to Delhi resulted ;n a lecture on the wages of too close
an association with the United States in the Vietnameý,e war and on "a para-
noid fear of c¢,-vnunists." An appeal to Japan res, Ited '- tne largest,
longest, wildest left-wing riots in Tokyo's history. In add~tion to a
strike by the communi~st-dominated transport workers, which paralyzed
Japan, Red China warned tnat if one Japanese soldier set foot on Thai
soil, Chinese trade with Japan (which had become a larqe part of the
Japanese import-export ,iarket) would be stopped forever. Oniy Seoul and
Taipei responded affirmatively to the Thai appeal, but qith thý stipula-
tion that the United States must help, an' must guarantee to defend Korea
and Taiwan should they be attacked.
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'The Thais would rather appeal to the communists again than to the
United States. They attempt to get up a coalition government with the
communists in northeast Thailand, feeling that since this generous offer
is more than the communists could gain on the battlefield at this point
there is reason for thern to accept. They do, but A ia Laos in 1960, the
net result is an eventual de facto partition of Thailand, with strong com-
munist mil;tary bases in the northea:st and good, high-capacity logistic
routes all the way to Saigon, Hanoi and the Chinese border of Laos. In
the loyalist portion of Thailand the communist cadres are well established
and guerrillas more or less infest the countryside right down to Bangkok.
With his back to the wall, the King (a government hardly exists) takes the
most distasteful step--appealin9 io the United States for help.

The hottest and most unruly debate in Congress since the U.S. Civil
War ensues. "Anerican boys are once again to be poured by the thousands
into the bottomless pit of Southeast Asia in a futile effort to support
a right-wing monarch (fascist government) against an uprising of oppressed
peasants--when will we learn--how many dead Americans will it take," etc.,
"We are being asked to spend billions of dollars which are needed in our
slums to suppo-rt this despot." etc. The largest street demonstrations in
the history of the country are organized with the help of every leftist
and pacifist organization and every leftist and pacifist dollar which can
be scraped up in the U.S. and abroad. The mobs hit the streets of New
York, San Francisco, Washington, Chicago, Detroit, well armed with posters
and with vast coverage by sympathetic reporters from every news media.
"No More U.S. Aggression Against Helpless Peasants," "Bread Not Sombs for
the Oppressed Peoples of Southeast Asia," "Stop This Unjust Var Before
It Starts," etc. Every university is shut down by "students' strikes"
with the support of ,many professors. Tens of thousand-, oi names are gath-
ered on petitions by university and high school students protesting our
involvement. Tens of thousands of telegrams opposing U.i. action bonbard
Congress. It is the best organ,-zed protest movement ever. In this perio-.
it takes only days for the "cadre" in the U.S. to touch one off, but the
besi orqanized movements sometimes intentionally go to extremes. I, thi%
case lcoting and burning result in *mae cities. The public media co not
condemn the~e acts of violent. but discuss philosophically the 'underlying
causes" of the riots. The conclusion? "Thc 3eep dista!ste of the Aerican
public for irresponsible mil'tary adventures in Siutheast Asia has been
aerwanst 'ted," and "The responsibility for this outburst, ihich is the only
me.ins the common people have to demonstrate their wisnes in ti'i.s of dire
crises,, liez clearly with the administration in Washington."' Furthermore,
if the government should 'continue on this disastrous course, further out-
bursts are riot only to be expected but encouraqed,"

The President is now in a position in which his action, or lack of
it, might have many more far-reaching results than those applying to
Thailand. The member states of the OAS who are still friendly to the
United States (or at least not irreconcilably hostile), some Afro-Asian
states, and information gathered by every United States intelligence
agency indicate that sha'y governments and ltft-wing chillnnqer'-.actu.fl
orwould-be--throughout the world are waiting to see whether the Unite-d
States has lost the ability i.o project its mi ll,•ary power into an area
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beset by a communist war of national liberation. If the challenged gov-
ernments and the widespread revolutionary groups should come to the con-
clusion that helpful intervention by the communists is safe and sane and
counter-intervention by the U.S. will be negligible or even just weak and
uncertain, then there is the possibility t?.at there would be an eruption
of these so-called wars of national liberation around the world which could
be of catastrophic proportions. In such a situation it is no longer a side
issue for the United States. With a hostile communist Mexican govern-

ment in power ind Castroite communism (he is now the grand old man of
Latin American connunism) rampant in other Latin 1,merican countries,
the possibility of the United States being isolated in its own hemisphere
is great indeed. Under these conditions the pressure on the President
not to become involved in the almost hopeless, "bottomless pit" cause of
Southeast Asia is very strong, nor is this pressure made up only of idit
demands. but the geographic location of the communist threat is not too
relevant: any interference by the U.S. government with a communist total-
itarian dictatorship, even one 90 miles off our coast in Cuba, would be
condemned as the worst type of imperial aggression in the United States.
The fact that the left-wing movements are close to the U.S. border is ir-
relevant to those who would not have us interfere once the fait accomali,
such as Mexico, had been presented to us.

United States intervention, or the fact that it can be counted on in
an emergency, is a key factor influencing some governments to hold out
against communists. It is one of the most important weapons against the
communist "wave of the future" and "inevitability" propaganda. Commu-
nist insurgent movements around the world understand this fact, as do the
governments threatened by them. But mere assurance by the United States
that it will assist a country "next time" will not carry enough weight to
shore up resistance to communist take-over attempts. Despite protests
within the United States, in order to restore the credibility of U.S. com-
mitments what is called for is a spectacular example of U.S. capability to
reverse, or at least to stem the tide of, the first communist war of na-
tional liberation.

Obviously, it is the aggressor who can choose the place and time of
conflict, but now that the actual challenge has come to Thai!and, it. too,
is considered to be the battleground in "the wrong place 'at the wrong time,"
and in the eyes or many "the wrong war" .s being fought. But for reasons
mentioned above, the President is locked into a position of accepting the
undesirable challenge or of risking much more. Since the collapse of the
United states .n Vietni..i and the loss of Laos - d Czibodia, Thailand :,

now truly a hard spot to attempt to contain the communist tide. Hontgen-

eity, legitimate government, and other benefits which were supposed to
make Thailand the "right place" to make a stand at the time of Vietnam
have largely disappeared under hostile examination or are now insufficient

in view of the changed conditions resulting from our 'bugging out" of
Vietnam. One consideration is that bases are scarce. Even in the Philip-
pines there is a fear that if we used Clark Field to stage troops intn
Thailand, leftist demonstrations might threaten the government. Similarly,
in Japan there is fear of grave disturbances should Japanese contractors

supply war materie, or even supporting materi~l for an anti-communist
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effort in Thailand. Then, too, if American troops were to be staged
through Japan, It is feared that there, too, outbreaks might threaten the
life of the government. The only real estate available as staging areas
to U.S. forces is Taiwan and possibly some bases in Australia and New
Zealand.

With the exception of the use of tactical nuclear weapons (not by
any responsible group), it is extremely difficult to project U.S. mili-
tary power in large doses into this area. The ýeventh Fleet can still
launch significant air strikes along the coast of the Tonkin Gulf and
the South China Sea as well as into the area north of the Gulf of Siam.
The Navy can also launch light transport aircraft which could make small
air drops of personnel and supplies. If the carriers are equipped for
it and have the right aircraft aboard, they may even be able to provide
some air refueling capability by small tankers "yo-yoing" off the ships.
This may be of vital importance to the fighter-bombers of the CASFs.
All other air strike and support missions must come directly from that
portion of Thailand which is still available to a friendly Air Force.
The port of Bangkok is available to receive American troops and supplies;
but for U.S. domestic political reasons, a Cam Ran Bay-type of operation
to support large logistics requirements might be very difficult to carry
out. Anything that looks as if we are preparing for a long war in this
area would be immediately opposed by a strong coalition of forces in the
United States as well as Europe. These forces would include American
Congressmen as well as political figures of note from all over the world.

The type of fighting to be considered by U.S. forces in this area
therefore depends heavily on the use of Korean and Chinese Nationalist
troops 3s well as relatively small numbers of high', specialized American
ground, sea and air forces. An obvious plan suited to our military capa-
bility is quickly scrapped for obvious political reasons. This plan
would call for the Seventh Fleet to outdistance the Russian trawlers
which would be stalking Its position in the northern portion of the South
China Sea and the Straits of Taiwan and, as soon as the attack carriers
were within range of Indochinese territory, to launch a surprise, all-out.
low-level strike agairst communist airfields from the border of China to
the Mekong Delta. This would be followed by an immediate transfer of
U.S. CASF forces into Tha!land and the embarkation of South Korean
marines and U.S. amphibious forces, followed by the largest number of
South Korean and Nationalist Chinese army troops which could be spared
for the operations. The Chinese troops would be landed in Thailand and
put into operation in the no theast area. The )rean and Americ
amphibiou,' forces would be used to raid the coast of Vietnam and to pin
down as many troops as possible. The main body of Korean and U.S. forces
would be used to cut the peninsula in half, at least temporarily, by a
drive along the road from the area of Quang Trn to Savannakhet on the
Mekong, where they would link up with the Chinese Natlonalists in
Thailand. Simultaneously, an effort would be made to Instigate revolts
in South Vietnam, southern Laos and Cambodia. The objective of this plan
would be to reopen the whole Southeast Asian theatre by using American
forces to wreck the communist base of operations, at least to the point
where the Thais could have some hope of ultimate success in defending
their country.

IE
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This operation is impossible, however, from a political point of
view. The political will of the United States is not strong enough to
support operations which would allow the U.S. fleet to take advantage of
the vulnerability of the 600-mile coast line of Vietnam. In the eyes of
the President the country will certainly not support an actual invasion
to cut the peninsula in half and reopen the Southeast Asian theatre of
operations. War plans of the "rollback" nature, which may much more
easily lend themsolves to the capabilities of our forces, have not been
considered by the U.S. decision-makers since the late 1940's. By now
the fabric of American sociecy is so shaken that decision-makers no
longer even have the option of considering such a plan realistically. At
least this is the opinion of most people in positions of respons!bllity
in Washington.

As a result, the decision is to follow the same road taken in Viet-
nam in the sixties, reinforcing the Thai 3 as quickly as possible to pre-
.•ent a takeover of their country by regimental-sized units of the Viet-
namese army. The Vietnamese commuunists have a very large army (about
three-quarters of a million) since Vietnam is now a single country with
a population of 40 million. The Laotian-Cambodian-Thai communist forces
total about another one-quarter million but have a much lower organiza-
tional and combat capability, primarily of a militia or guerrilla type.
The Vietnamese forces (from both north and south), however, are ncx con-
vinced that communism a la Ho Chi HMnh, the deceased but almost deified
"Lenin of the East," is the wave of the future and that they are unbeat-
able. The Vietnamese communists have till now rever lost a war, and they
have beaten the Americans once before. They are well aware that the war
was won In Washinaton and not in Vietnam--but that is what they mean by
beating the Amer.cans. In their opinion the communist approach to war-
faro and the strength of the communist Ideology is too much for the
decadent nation which opposes them, despite its huge size and great
wealth. Furthermore, they are convinced at this point, and for very
good reason, that the danger of U.S. air strikes against Vietnam such as
they faced In the 1960's has vanished. There appears to be ample logic
behind their conclusion, in that the United Jtates has not utilized its
overwhelming conventional military power to force solutions extremely
detrimental to communist powers In Asia for 30 years. In the spring of
1951 the takeover of at least the southern sectior of North Korea was
not effected against a Chinese army collapsing under the pile-driver
blows of the advancing Eighth Army; the mere offer of negotiations
stopped the U.S. forces. In the Vietnamese war, we were even M e timid
as far as the sanctuary of North Vietnamese soil from ground attck was
concerned.

The approved Allied plan for Thailand calls for very high-firepower
U.S. units, with Nationaist Chinese and Korean troops sent in quickly to
prevent the overrunning of northeast Thailand, and the rest of the country
as well, by high-morale Vietnamese troops. There is, of course, an Im-
mediate debate in the Inner circles of government over the theory that
U.S. troops will trigger the entrance of Vietnamese troops. It is
obvious that Vietnamese would already be in northeast Thailand in cadre
form making preparations for the iotroduction of Vietnamese troops when
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and if It becomes necessary, but the idea that the Vietnamese would
guarantee a communist takeover of Thailand still has not occurred to
some of the government personnel involved in the debate behind closed
doors. They cannot gras,) the idea thc the Vietiamese will refrain from
battle only If the communists of northeast Thailand can take over the
country without their assistance, but that they are determined the
country will be taken over. Thus the Introduction of these troops would
depend only on how difficult the task is.

Nevertheless, this argument against using U.S. forces in Thailand

("It will bring in the Vietnamese") carries weight among some groups )f

people who should know better. it refiects the type of discussion over
the reasons for the introduction of North Vietnamese troops into South
Vietnam in the 1960's when the communisZ (North) Vietnamese attitude was
identical.

The American contribution is to place a rather heavy emphasis on
armored units operating on the plains of northeast Thailand. It is hoped
in this way to get the maximum protection for this area aga!nst the big
Vietnamese regiments during the dry season while commnitting the lowest
number of men (it is the number of men that the newspapers carry in
reporting these wars). Similarly, there wi!l be heavy emphasis on high
firepower, air support and ground attack aircraft to help stem the tide
of the Vietnamese, should they come in. In the planning stage of the
operations a ground rula is made that the U.S. forces will not violate
the territory of Laos or Cambodia. This, again, ;s to be a purely de-
fensive operation in Thailand. The loSistic routes through Laos and
Cambodia will not be touched by land invasion, nor are there to be any
blockades of the port facilities of Vietnam or Cambodia. The political
considerations put restrictive parameters on the military operations,
which, in this particular case, may be-Less valid than they were in the
Vietnamese war. At least the entrance of C-]•-na. into this conflict seems
less likely if American forces operate in southerr aos or Cambodia than
it might have been if the Americans landed in the Han -Ha;phong area
of the Red River Delta of North Vietnam in the 1960's. Thstead of
analytical discussion, U.S. political decision-makers are engulfed by
the country's emotional reaction to any steps which might be "escalatory."

The major Thai effort would be in the small-war, police and constabu-
lary areas and would be directed agdinst home-grown communist cadre
members and local guerrillas. The Thai forces would also be useful on "
raids into Cambodia and Laos, where t'y should be more than a matct- f.,"
loce! communist forces. These raids could destroy communist base areas
and tie down Vietnamese troops to defend them. However, such actions may
have to be prepared on the QT because, if word leaked out, opposition
forces in the U.S. would torpedo the effort in Congress and elsewhere,

Presidential staft members plead with the military to go in softly,
and, if they have zo save northeast Thailand from the big Vietnamese
units, do it efficiently and fastl
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The press is extremely hostile to the movement of U.S. troops into
Thailand and headlines such as "Here We Go Again!" appear in almost all
the papers. The local Thai, Laotian and Cambodian communist battalions
are aware they are no match for the allies and, as soon as the word Is
out that Taiwan, South Korea and the U.S. are sending troops, the commu-
nist units call for help. Vietnamese regiments stream over '1 mountain
passes by truck and up the Mekong River by boat. But the heavy emphasis
on police and small-unit operations by the Tha~s is the key element which
will decide if the papers are right. CASFs, Thai and Chinese Nationalist
infantry have to defend the bases from the communist battalions in the
area in addition to slowing down movements of Vietnamese regiments within
Thailand until the American armor arrives. But the Thai army•--constabu-
lary and police, together with U.S., Korean and Nationalist Chinese spe-
cial forces troops, have primary responsibility for preventing attacks on
the bases by small guerrilla mortar, rocket and satchel charge units.

The re-entry of pro-government forces into the communist-dominated
area of eastern Thailand triggers large and loud demonstrations against
this "escalation, which is undoing all the good that the coalition gov-
ernment has done and is leading directly to World War II1." While these
protests continue, the First Armored Division unloads at Bangkok and
speeds toward Nakhon. Television cameras, on hand for the division's
debarkation, send it live all over the world via satellite. The fact
that the First Armored was on the way had been no secret, but its arri-
val makes it clear that the President has not been Influenced by the
"protestors," who are determined to force the President to follow their
advice. After viewing the TV broadcast from Bangkok the demonstrators
turn hysterical. During their wild speeches the instigators are fury and
frustration personified. In London, Hamburg and Tokyo the mobs promise
to burn down the cities if the governments do not condemn the "bestial
aggression of U.S. tanks against the helpless, oppressed peasants of
Thailand." A special session of the U.N. Security Council is called and
the United States is condemned as an aggressor against Laos and Cambodia.
By better than a two-thirds majority, the Assembly confirms the Secirity
Council's decision to in!tiate sanctions against the U.S., South Korea
and Taiwan.

In the theatre of operations U.S. Navy and Air Force fighter-bombers
have been striking every communist airfield in eastern Thailand, Laos and
Cambodia from the Chinese border to the Gulf of Siam. They have caused
landslides along the mountain roads, knocked out bridges, sown hundreds
of thousands of new, sophisticated mines on all roads leading Into Thai-
land and planted the Mekong for hundreds of miles with new, hard-to-sweep
sea mines. They have also provided air cover for U.S. and Nationalist
troops, securing forward airfields at Nakhon Ratchasima and Udon Thani.
By the time the main body of U.S. and Korean troops arrives In Taiwan,
C-143s and C-5s are flying the troops right Into these bases. The result
is a sizable allied force built up in time, and to throw them out would
require more than the efforts of the first few Vietnamese regiments. The
arrival of the U.S. armor is a real problem for the Vietnamese and the
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recent trantic .4orld-wide communist effort to drum up opposition to the
U.S. involvement is a last desperate effort to divert this div3s!an from
Its debarkation in Thailand. When a U.S. armored cavalry brigade and two
independent armored brigades land in quick succession, the frustration of
the communist and non-communist opposition elements knows no bounds. These
units move out toward the Cambodian border followed by contingents of a
U.S. a;rborne brigade and Korean and Nationalist Chinese infantry brigades.,
The covert ,,atlre of the preparations pays off. Not until the units are
actually under way do the communists really believe that the U.S. Presi-
dent has done it. In this respect the demonstrations of the opposition
groups in the U.S, and elsewhere did damage to the communist effort be-
cause the Vietnamese too were convinced that the U.S. President (although
they expected him to bluff to the last) wouldn't dare make the move.

The Vietnamese dela• their attack long enough to bring up overwhelm-
ing force but the reinforcement of Thai air by U.S. Seventh Fleet aircraft
and CASF units makes this a difficult task by road or river. High fire-
power U.S. armored outfits plus the air-delivered ordnance capability
makes outright conventional conquest of Thailand a very costly procedure.

The plains of northeast Thailand lend themselves to the uýe of mech-
dnized forces and their introduction allows the allies, under cover of a
ground-support umbrella, to strike at and break up the Vietnamese regi-
ments. Korean and Nationa!ist Chinese along with Thai regulars then go
after the remnants. If the Vietnamese mass to hold, the U.S. armor hits
again and the operation is repeated. Meanwhile other Thai military units,
constabulary and police forces secure the area and rout out local commu-
nist cadre and gucrrillas. This task becomes more difficult as Khmer,
Laotian and Vietnamese sections of Thailand are broached. Even Vietnamese
and Lao regulars are hard for the Thais to dig out of these areas. Local
Vietnamese, Khmer and Lao policemen are often necessary here.

Th. danger of a ;arge conflict continues, however, _,s Vietnanrese
troops cross Laos and Cambodia to mass in Thailand., Th :-.erim of about
a dozen years after the disastrous U.S. evacuation from v' .tnam is about
the r;ght amount of time to fill the Vietnamese army with young men whose
knowledge of the war of the mid-sixties comes largely from le,;cnds of bril-
liant victories of the Vietnamese communist: over American imperillists.
Now these troops are told that the same imperi.ilists are a tempting to
take control of Thailand, that the Thai people, who are struggling to
liberate themselves from the fascist government of Bangkok, are beinq
slaughtered by the imperialist force of the United 5tates, and that the
Thais will welcome with open arms the Vietnamese troops who with the
noblest of intentions are going to their aid. Hanoi knows this is non-
sense, as are the brilliant victories it promises the troops. But far
from a nonsensica; idea is the projection that if it can escalate the
war to a stage where American commitment is a large one, it will win the
war in Washington.

As the troops continue to stream across the mountain and up the Me-
kong kiver, both the U.S. Naval and Air Force fighter-bomber units are

Ii
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asked to perform almost impossible tasks of interdiction, since the air-
fields in Vietnam have been proscribed as targets by the White House.
Fighter-bombers on runs to Laos and Cambodia are forced to carry clouds
of fighters to protect them from the communist aircraft flying from the
sanctuary of bases In Vietnam. It is well understood that the interdic-

* tion cannot be complete ond that Vietnamese units will build up in eastern
Thailand unless an offensive is carried out by the allies. As more Korean
and Chinese Nationalist troops join U.S, forces, therefore, a drive is
made to push the Vietnamese back to the Mekong and back into Cambodia.

An a~ll-out allied drive down the railroad from NakIhon Ratchasima
through Surin to M, Ubon makes excellent progress. The U.S. armored
forces, supported by the Koreans and the Chinese Nationalists, bowl over
the Vietnamese regiments and capture the Ubon and the airfield in record
time. Following the allies down the railroad, Thai forces manage to se-
cure the impoitant towns at junctures of roads and railroads, and deploy
a scre- of patrols toward the mountains to the south.. The secondary
thrust by Nationalists and Korean forces, supported by U.S, armor and
fighter-bombers, drives down the main road from Phai through Maha Sarakaham
toward Ubon., The Vietnamese vigorously oppose this force, however, and
its progress is much slower.

To the allies, the triangle which falls within the road and railroad
to Ubon is the top priority area for "pacification," and the Thai military
and police forces, before the enemy gains advantage during and after the
rainy season, cocentrate on this area in an attempt to secure it against
local guerrilla and cadre an. plan to destroy communist ammunitlon caches
and beses. Repair of the airfield at Ubon makes it possible for U.S.
fighter-bombers to operate from that advanced base. While Chinese Na-
tionalists and Korean troops are responsible for the perimeter facing the
Mekong River, the U.S. armor is held in reserve to defend the base against
any large attacks, although at the height of the rainy season it is going
to be difficult to operate tanks in Lhe district.

Despite the success of these drives, however, and the relative suc-
cess of the Thai government in re-establishing its position in eastern
Thai~and, it is obvious that this could very well be a long, drawn-out
war. 'ith the sanctuary from ground attack in Laos and Cambodia, the
Vietnamese could keep the pot boiling for years. In fact, Hanoi is again
saying that the Thai people should take heart, for "even If it takes
twenty years, the socialist countries of southeast Asia will not stand
by and see tie peasants of Thailand ground under the heel of the U.S.
puppet government in Bangkok supported by fascist, Imperlalist forces
from the United States." U.S reporters once again send home photos of
burring Thai villages with captions accusing American military action of
destruction In the area, and once again they write articles to the effect
that it will Jo no good to ''save eastern Thailand from communism if the
cointry is destroyed.'' Furthermore, because it does take signiflcant U.S
action to rcrietrate the area once more and because not only U.S and other

I
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I
foreign troops but also Thai forces occasionally come under automatic
weapons fire from the villages in the area, many newspaper articles ques-
tion whether the Thais "are forcing these people to give up the system
they are obviously defending." In effect, what is happening is that while
the war on the battlefield is not going badly, the battle on the home
front is not going nearly so well,

In fact, in some respects the battle on the home front goes from
bad to worse. In almost every major city, not only in Western but also
in Eastern Europe, U.S. consulates and embassies are stoned and burned.
While mobs in these cities protest U.S. "aggression," almost cortinuous
demonstrations take place on U.S. campuses and in major cities, In the
United Nations, speech after speech condemns the United States for not
following the U.N. orders to withdraw from Thailand, and newspapers the
world over quote these speeches at length. Left-wing Congressmen make
speeches from the floor of the House and Senate and, in interviews with
'elevision commentators, proclaim that the United States is alienating
important areas of the world, such as Europe, and important organizations,
such as the United Nations, over a oroblem of an authoritarian goveriment
of doubtful mandate. Furthermore, they say, all of this is being forced
on an area of the world where social revolution is necessary and long
overdue, Reporters, recently returned from Hanoi, Saigon, Phnom Penh
and Vientiane, testify before Congressional committees about U.S. atroci-
ties and about the popular support enjoyed by the conmrmnists., These same
reporters, carefully screened by the communists betore being allowed 4nto
the area, also join television panels during which they insinuate thtat
tha Thai people are not anxious for the government of Bangkok to be re-
stored, or, for that matter, for, anyone other than the communists to hold
sway over the area, U.S government statements and statistics from the
area as well as those of the Thai government contradict these reporters,
but the press, TV and radio treat these discrepancies as examples of the
"credibility gap,"'

The hostility of the liberal press and the disturbances of the ''in-
tellectuals'' bring the President under greater and greater pressure. He
r'lmakes clear to the military that samething must be done quickly to combat
the "endless war" propaganda which is beginning to spread through the
country. Military actions that night 'wider the war,'' however, are firmly
vetoed by the White House. This means that the ground sanctuary of Laos
,and Cambodia, as well .as the air sanctu-iry of Vietnam, must stand. The
result is an even greater requirement on the fighter-bomibers in the , rea
to fly il I -weather missions right throuqh the ionsoon season, and to L hew
up the Vietnamese forces ir Cambodiai and L ios before they (an "iiss for
"exemplary" strikes i to Tnail,and. Because' the press will write off the
entire camp.ai(n of the previous dry se )son is ' totally ineffe( t ive , if it
h ippen,,, it is ,ssent)'ii that no l,'rqe-s .•ilt Vietn w' se ,itt.icL be -ucce%%-

ful Furthermiore, U S. forces -oust not co')e inier -irt ir, irtii IlIery and
rocket barriges which will cause t'ndue, casu Itie% This 'eans, a hlnd of
"digging discipline" which was not cirried out in Vietnam. *ver ican forces

throughout the ar-a must dlq deep and cover their bunkers wioh thick roof%

L•I
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to prevent the kind of casualties which the newspapers are already begin-
ning to total up and feature daily, and which the TV newscasters feature
every night,

The Thais and allied forces have been relatively successful In pre-
venting re-infiltration of small communist units into the cleared area by
setting up a screen of ambush and patrol units, while the constabulary and
police forces have had relative success in digging out those units which
would be dangerous to the allied forces from within the triangle held by
these troops. The allies expect a large attack by the communists with
forces made up primarily of Vietnamese regiments but with enough Thai,
Laotian and Cambodian troops in them to call them local forces. The Rus-
sians and Chinese have been pouring aid into Hanoi, Saigon, Danang, Cam
Ran Bay, Qhui Non, Natrang, and other ports along the coast. Much of
this aid consists of an improved type of surface-to-air missile, anti-
aircraft weapons and shiploads of new fighters. Large Vietnamese pilot
training programs have been under way for months in China, but it is not
at all clear whether some pilots of these planes will be Chinese and Rus-
sian. What is clear is that the "socialist states" of the world have
banded together to provide every possible aid to the Vietnamese. There
Is also some danger at this point that Chinese forces may follow the
equipment over these routes unless the United States makes it clear that,
should they use these many ports to ship in sizable numbers of Chinese
troops, volunteers or otherwise, we will not only strike the ports but
also the troop transports..

If the U.S. President should make such a statement at this time,
hcwever, It would almost certainly be tantamount to political suicide.,
But the probability of Chinese involvement remains small so long as the
need Is not great and the traditional Vietnamese dislike of the Chinese
is not submerged by the international brotherhood of socialism, Still,
if the allies are successfully to defend Thailand against the expected
type of Vietnamese attack, the hard decision to increase the number of
troops remains.

This fact is well known in Thailand and tý, governmrnt in Bangkok
carefully reads the statements of every U.S., political leader. within
a short period of time it becomes necessary for the President either to
make a strong statement to the effect that we will not pull out of Thai-
land and will reinforce the line, or else to begin to make covert plans
to remove the American forces from the area. Time Is running out. If
the order is not given quickly to send several nore U.S. divisions to
Thailand, which will in turn generate an order to send more Korean and
Chinese troops there, they will arrive too late.

The press and world opinion places the. President at a critkial cross-
road. Tremendous outcries froe, opposition qroups in the United Nations,
in Europe and in Jipan, bolstered by huge street deonstr.)tions, condemn
the United Stites for a planned "huge escalaltion" of th. war in Thailand.
Left-w.inq Conqrnssmnen loudly assert that a decision in favor of escala-
tion over in irei of little interest to us oexild be ai direct step toward
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World War Ill. They state further that thi5 dispute is the business of
the Thais only, and thKt we are supporting a dictatorial government which
does not have the popular support of the people, Further demonstrations
occur throughout the United States, and un.versity stdents, as usual, go
out "on strike." As a result of the tremendous outcries and the fact that
he is now several months closer to an ofi-year election which, if it goes
badly, could further reduce his support in the House, the President begins
to equivocate. He feels that he cannot live with this kind of opposition
and still face the members of his party in the House. Several members
have already told him they will have to disown him in the coming election
because they cannot support any of these issues. He can easily see him-
self losing the House and maybe even the 5enate, and rationalizes that,
should this happen, he could be evc.n less effective if a "more important
place" comes under fire from the communists. He decides to pull out of
Thai land.

Preparations for the mTove are to be top secret, and only after a
joint declaration by the U.S. and Thailand which would state that north-
east Thailand is once more secure and troops will be withdrawn, Further-
more, there would be a firm statement by the United States that, should
the communists come back Into the area cleared, we would come back with
"overwhelming force."

No sooner is this decision made than a 'well-informed' source leaks
it 1:o the press with the result that the bottom falls out of the military
and political situation in Thailand., There is no support for our 'we
shall return" as we run down the road to Bangkok, for it will not keep
out the Vietnamese regiments massing in Laos and Cambodia. Local leaders
in northest Thail }nd begin to make deils wi•h the comm.unist5, and areas
once secure become extremely dangerous overnight. Screams of protest
erupt in Seoul and Taipei and, when the news spreads to Bangkok, a wave
of anti-American sentiment swaeps the city, making the itreets unsafe for
Americans. Communist banners appear everywhere.

The real question is whether the advance torces cn fight ther waiy
out of Ubon. The outfits in Udon Thani -ire already in motion. It soon
becomes obvious that. as the military situatir, col lapses i, nort hKst
Thailand, the U.S., Korean and Nationalist forces ,re qoin'i to i,,ve
to fight a rear-quard ,iction to qet out. wit', the loss of the- airl t'li

,t Ubon, U.S. fighter-bomber capahility drops off siqnific,f,'tly ard, wht-n
Udon Thani is lost, the whole area of etreme northeast ThAiland, Laos
and -orthern Cimbodia becomes relat ivel y safe for movement of V ictna-wise

forces. The Thai irrny is qoin,j to be co-ipletely unable to handle the

vast Vietnaniese deployment when it descend%, and Thai ar',y co-'V".nder%

attempt to neqotiite with the Vietnamese Because of a tmfold desire-

to caus*.e acute emba, rissrvnt to the United State, .and to %how the ;-oer

of comruni% ; i , the irei--some ternpor,iry de.ils ire made with Th,.aI .Ir-,y

comwmanders. The U S. forces suddenly f irid who le a reas to the re ir of

them overrun by Vietnwiese regiment%

I!
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Fuel dumps and other areas absolutely vital for the evacuation of
the American armored units go up in flames. Aircraft from Nakhon
Ratchasima and Bangkok airdrop fuel to allied units, battling their way
back from Udon Thani and M. Ubon, but it is apparent that the units from
M. Ubon will have to abandon their vehicles and flee toward Nakhon
Ratchdsima if they do not want to be cut off completely. Toward-#-t--4s
route of retreat Vietnamese regiments stream out of Cambodia through the
gaps crea~ed by the defectilog Thai forces. Furious Korean and Chinese
Nationalist troops have nothing but contempt for the retreating Americans
even though they themselves are also in full retreat. The big problem
now is to maintain control of the airfield at Nakhon Ratchasima and the
airfield and port of Bangkok.

In Bangkok, the communists are whippin- kip anti-American sentiment
as best they can while disorder spread, thrrugh the city. Communist
teams are moving as quickly as possiblt, from Cambodia and the country-
side of Thailand into Bangkok. Their objective Is to sabotage the air-
field and the port area in order to disrupt the evacuation of the forces
as much as possible. it is now apparent that the negotiation and orderly
withdrawal whicn the President hoped for is Impossible. Thailand has col-
lapsed, and the communists openly lecture crowds on Bangkok street corners.
While the King prepar3s to flee, a substitute heir to the throne (a pro-
communist brother-in-law) attempts to make a deal to hand over the Thai
army to the communists in exchange for the status of King of a puppet Thai
communist government. Anti-American sentiment it running at its crest.
it no longer being safe for a white man to walk about the streets of Bang-
kok. The real danger is that American forces will lose control of the
airport in Bangkok. C-5 a;rcraft arr ordered to evacuate American troops
as fast as possible and every ship, American and otherwise, which can be
chartered, is being rushed to Bangkok to wait the chance to take aboard
approximately 40,000 Americans and approxi-iately 60,000 Koreans and Na-
tionalist Chinese who will be forced to leave by sea. Nakhon Ratchasima
now becomes a nightmare of troops streaming In from two directions with-
out vehicles or supplies. Korean and Nationalist Chinese forces actually
have occasional fire-fights with American forces as arguments erupt over
who will use the bridges first, and so forth. Although C-5s and C-14*3s
fly out of the airfield, troops argue over priority. Chinese Nationalist
and Korean force-- see no reason for Americans to be evacuated first and A
possibility of grave disorders developý in ti,-e town. As they come under
fire from Vietnamese regiments moving out of Cambo(dIa, their retreat from
the east becomes .i rout and panic threatens to spread among the troops.
it is reminiscent of the Marine retreat fron tme Chosan Reservoir In Korea
but without the eotreme cold, although the rain and mud ate adequate to
cause ill kinds of misery to the dlsmountrd tankers and armored Infantry-
mrn. The weather hampers landinqs of the transport craft but GCA equip-
ment Is set up and they come in under very bad conditions in the attempt
to evacuite the nen. In the meantime Some forces continue to refaeat
toward ^in,•kok. Vi-i satellite, live calmeras televise these proceedings
to every liajor city in the world, and there is no hiding the fact that it
is turning into a catastrophe for the free world forces.
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Whenever the weather clears, fighter-bombers attempt to relieve the
pressure on the retreating forces by--Strikes against the Vietnamese regi-
ments, but there are problems in this area also, as communist aircraft
now operate out of Phnom Penh while mobile anti-aircraft weapons are thick
along the Thai-Cambodian border. At this point, the First Armored Divi-
sion, abandoning almost all of its equipment, evacuates by truck, rail,
and air out of Nakhon Ratchasima to Bangkok. But the first U.S. C-5s,
carrying U.S. troops home, encounter serious difficulties when they at-
tempt to use the field, at Taiwan as refueling stops. Anti-American
rioters disable one plaie while another barely gets off the ground. A
quick eppeal to the Philippines results In permission to use Clark Field
to bring out sick and wounded. Clark and Okinawa provide enough runway
capacity to handle the military and chartered civilian planes which be-
gin to bring the tattered army to Hawaii.

As other weary troops trudge back through the rain and nmud to attempt
to fight their way to the port of Bangkok and onto either air or seaborne
transports, a tremendous wave of depression sweeps across the United States.
The small group who had courage enough to say that the effort was correct
now condemn the President for abandoning the Thais, but the various verbal
groups who recommended he pu'l out do not defend him. The communist world
is jubilant. It is now clear that the United States no longer has the
will to carry on the fight, nor does It require hard fighting and heavy
losses to scare off the United States. Now it only takes the obvious
ability and will to put up such a .lght to cause the United States to
cave ;n. This has been almost a "bloodless" victory for the communists.
An erosion of the remaining nations of the free world is now only a mat-
ter of time and choice of the communist groups. World-wide co'mmnist
televe,;on carri,-s pictures of long rows of American prisoners being
marched back into Vietnam and shows 'niles of abandoned American equip-
"ýnent, tanks, mobile artillery and personnel carribrs. Even some U.S. air-
craift is captured Intact. It is now clear that wars of national liberation
do work and that small powers can beat the United States,

The last .:nericans and most of the Koreans ,nd Nationalist Chinese
.ilonq with the qovernment of Thailand are finally ev.acuated from bangkok.
The Securit' Council of the Unilrd Nations, backed by an overwnelmlnq ma-
jority of the Assembly, decrees that the United StAtes r..st pay repara-
,,ons to Laos, Cambodia and Vletnam for the loss of life which it caused
by its 'naked argression" against the peoples of those countries. Further-
more, it dei-rees that thi united States must pa-. reparations to the new
People's Republic of Thailand. which has been declired by the country's
coaviti;st forces. The total bill ri-ms sl;qihtly more than f4-ve-b-illion
do II ir%. Trte shatterc.,* U.S. President histructs the U.S. Ambassador to
the Jr'ited Nation% to attempt to qet the amount reduced, but he does not
instruct him to refuse to pay. meanwhlle every left-wing newspaper in
the country condemns the President for the blundering barbarity of his
actions in relation to Thailand a-d for the position in which Ie has
placed the United States. They add that any riqhteous person can see
the justice of the de(uinds and, tVerefore, they do nct suggest that w,
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do not pay these reparations. Some editorials point out the "bright
bide." They state that the "true patriots were those who consistently
hoped that the military adventure would fail so that our nation would be
cured of its megalomania." Now, they continue, "the pclce-the-world
syndrome should be quieted, a more realistic foreign policy should fol-
low," and a more "flexible" foreign policy in line with "the enlightened
view of the social changes ocrurring around the world" should begin. In
turn this will lead ta. a "bright future" ý,here our efforts will be turned
to "solving the real problems of the underprivileged in our cities, the
hungry nation- abroad," etc., etc.

Actually the most urgent problem of the Presi.ent is none of these.
His real problem is to draw the nation together and to regroup its armed
forces for the next defense, which is bound to be much closer to home,
The brilliant withdrawal of the arny from its precarious position in
Thailand can hardly be comfort enough for the armed services. The cur-
rent danger, which the President and the Services must face, is a loss
of glan such as the French Army suffered after Dien Bien Phu, a disaster
in which the losses of a small portion uI .hat force led to a near col-
lapse of the system.
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CHAPTER IV. NUCLEAR PROLIFERATION. SOME
NTH COUNTRY OBJECTIVES AND TACTICS

It is particularly important in tryiog to judge the strength of the
pressures for the initial capability to produce, retain, or acquire addi-
tional nuclear weapons by independent powers, to discuss such questions
as: "What objectives should they try to fulfill?'' 'What kinds of tac-
tics might they use to fulfill these objectives?" We can then better
judge the likelihood that thes•e tactics will be successful and the objec-
tives fulfilled, or at least judge better the expectations that some Nth
(or potential Nth) powers may have.

We can classify possible objectives of the nuclear forces into four
groups as listed belc,..

I. Improve Deterrence Against Attack by Superpower

A. Proportional deterrence ("tear an arm off")
B. Add strength and reliability to an alliance guarantee

(e.g., prevent "miscalculation" that guarantor power's
nerve will collapse)

C. Trigger an allied or even a "neutral" superpower's or
of her response

D. Detw-rence b',, uncertainty (or threshoid)

II. Improve Situation if Such Deterrence Fails

A. "Quality weapons" for national defense
8. Survive-the-war sanctuary
C. Neutrality preserving
D. Further other wartime national objectives

A portion of the material in this chaptLr and Chapter VI has been
drawn from previous work done at the Institute, but sun"arized, rev.sed,
developed, and brought together for the purposes of this report. In par-
ticular, we have utilized c,_,'nt work done but as yet not reported on tite
Vi-tnamese war and on nati., I security planning in the U.S.. We also
draw from such books as On Thermonuclear War and On Escalation' Metaphors
and Scenarios,; both by Herman Kahn.

We certainly do not 'iean to imply that only such ''rational" Issue%
will influence countries to get or refrain from getting nuclear torces.,
The tact that the proces, of spread may well be dominated by other factor%
does not mean that it is not worthwhile to analyze carefully the basic
tactical real it •es.
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III. In Confrontations with Other (Non-Superpower) Countries

A. "Equality" with other nuclear powers

B. Potential use as "quality weapons' if war occurs
C. Also a good deterrent--both Types I and II and

helps provide escalation assurance
D. May even be a "compel lent" under some circumstances

IV. Some Basically Peaceful (i.e.. Relatively Non-military) Obiectives

A. Prestige and status
B. Vote in alliance or negotiations
C. Technology, knowledge, and experience
0. Blackmail and coercion (pro or con)
E. A prudent precaution (a flexible base)
F. Morale

G. Factional advantage (internally)

None of the above objectives are hypothetical. Not only did various

French military analysts and Gaullist spokesmen make each of them explicit.

but one can find other Europeans and Japanese (and, increasingly, other na-

tionalists) who would seriously stress one or the other of the objectives,

or some combination of them. as primary. Let us, therefore, consider these

objectives set forth above, if only briefly,

A. Improve Deterrence Against Attack by Superpower

Despite the likely decrease in the perceived threat of aggression in

1975-1985 from either the United States or the Soviet Union. the first set

of objectives, deterrence, is still to some countries at least primary, if

only because the "non-military objective," which may be the real goal. often

depends to some extent on the military reality. It is not that many Nth

countries are likely to feel that either of the superpowers is going to

present them with any serious nuclear crises. but that the future, as

de Gaulle remarked, lasts a long time and one tv'%hes to be prepared for

the more distant future as well as the immediate present.

The most plausible theory s0"far of the use of "small'7~ependent

niclear forces in I deterrent situation is the so-called proportional de-

terrence theory (or. in the vivid phrase of Galtois. the threat to "tear

an arm off"). The theory, which is quite persuasive, is that a small power

simply does not need as great a threat ;it deterring an attack by a great

one a- a superpower would need for the same purpose. Threat olf a rela-

tively low level of damage (as measured by the usual superpowers' threats)

might be n-nore than sufficient to deter attacks on smaller powers and to

render threats of such attacks incredible. since the gains to be made by

successfully warring against the small power are not that important.
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The efficacy of this theory of proportional deterrence can be made

even more persuasive if one notes that if there were a war between the two

superpowers (thiý United States and the U.S.S.R.) and one of them won, the

victor would hay., in effect and in the short run at least, conquered the

world. No such result is to be expected of a war between a superpower and

an ordinary power, rather the opposite. The superpower, which might have

been badly wounded in the war with the ordinary power, would still have

to face the other superpower (or perhaps the Chinese or a resurgent Europe).

Therefore, whatever damage is suffered in the war might ýe compounded by

the new risks to be run in the postwar vorld. This coticept Is quitv simi-

lar to the "risk theory" developed by Admiral Tirpitz befcre World War I

in which he argued that Germany did not need a large enough navy to beat

the British, only a large enough navy to guarantee seriously damaging the

British Fleet, so that surviving British forces would not be able to deal

with the second largest navy--the French. (The British handled the prob-

lem, be it noted, by forming an entente with the French.) One of the dif-

ficulties that rising nuclear powers have is that, if they use ther nu-

clear power too aggressively, they may face a similar solution: to some

extent the current test ban is both a step to such an entente and a warn-

ing of the possibility.

The second deterrence objective is also legitimate and was often em-

pnasized by French spokesmen. It is usually conjectured that the reasons

such spokesmen, in the past at least before the "all-azimuth" doctrine was

enunciated making the issue explicit, used a phrase like, "add 5trength

to the alliance by preventing miscalculation." was to employ a euphemism

for expressing distrust of the United States. This may in fact have been

1,C. But it is also a legitimate possibility that if the Soviets, in an

intense crisis, face a nonnuclear opponent who is protected only by a stra-

tegic guarantee, even if the strategic guarantee turns out to be reliable.

mnay believe it incredible before the event. Thus, O•eterrence may be made

hure rel iable it the directly threatened country has some moderate access

to nuclea, weapons of ;t- own.

Indeed. there mary be 'ideological" reasons why the relatively unsen-

timental Soviets (who have in the past beer startlingly willing to sacri-

ttce their allies and foreign national Coemmunist parties to..L•ea..xigencies

(it current policy considerations) might introspect or mirror-image and mis-

judge the strength ut the U.S. guarantee. And the experience of Vietnam

mut indicate ti, the "social ist" countries that the Soviet Union cannot be

.xpected to provide autocilt ic protf-ct inr aqaic•st U.S. bombing.

The beliet that a nat ion can truly triqg•er a nuclear response by an

urncllinq ally is not widely held today, and is likely to look even leo.ks

plausible in 1975-1985. Yet there is sume prospect that a small nat ion

t-ould present a superpower with the deterrinq prospect that if they ose

riuclear weapon., to destroy the %mall country s force and thus raise the

lovel of vrovoc.dtion ind offense beyond the nuclear threshold (a threshold

c,ncnece-,,ary to cro-s if orly conventional forces were arrayed againt them).

then such a nuclear attack might provoke retaliation by others. This would

be especially likely to be true if. as a result of dispersal and hardening.

the first nuclear attack was on the country as. a whole, and not a surgical
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operation against the strategic forces. This woild then be a very big
provocation and might indeed trigger an attack b, trie small country's
protector. This last is an important pcint, and one much misunderstood
sirce it lessens somewhat the requirement that the small powers have "in--
vflnerable" forces as compared to a would-be superpower's needs.

Because it is so important, let us discuss this point further. 'on-
sider a hypothetical situation in which, say, the French had 100 relatively
soft (say 50-100 psi) nuclear armed missiles scattered throughout France.
It might be perfectly feasible for the Russians to launch 300-400 missiles
which coule reliably deqtroy all 100 French missiles. One might also imag-
ine that in a very intense cri-is, the $oviets might threate., to do just
that. There is, however, a world of difference between threatening to do
so and actually doing so. Launching 130-400 missiles at the French would
be crossing the nuclear threshold in a most pronounced way. The mere ýize
of the attack needed is in itself an additional threshold added to. the
purely qualitative one of the nuclear/nonnuclear threshold.

It is much more difficult to imagine a situation in which the Soviets
might actually launch such an attack than circumstances in which they would
be willing to launch, either for demonstration or exemplary purposes, one
or two thermonuclear weapons at a nonnuc~ear France, and accept all the
risks of doing that. We have called this effect "deterrence (protection)
by threshold."

In addition to deterrence by threshold, the Soviets could not be cer-
tain that their 100-400 missile attack would, in fact, work perfectly.
Some 5, 10, or even more French missiles mi.ght scrvive and be launched in
retaliation at the Soviet Union. They might penetrate the Soviet defensive
missiles, which, after all, would not have been tested in any realistic
situation, and thus succeed in destroying some Soviet cities. In addition
to the immediate danger--which could be quite large--there might be very
serious consequences of a political or environmental nature even beyond
the immediate effects of the damage. This is a rather lengthy string of

conditionals, but not an impossible one. Thus, the cumulative uncertain-
ties night indeed deter any prudent head of state.

This "deterrence by uncertainty" can play an exceedingly important
role. Deterrence by uncertainty can be of great use evon in making such
policies as "pre-emptive" or "preventive surrender" (or pre-emptive or
preventive accommodation) work.

Pre-emptive surrender or accommodation describes a situation in which
consciously or implicitly a nation intends to accommodate or surrender if
a situation ever arises in which tactical information has been reccived
that the other side is actually committing itself to launching an attack,
or is actually launching an attack. The policy, then, is not to pre-empt
by attacking in turn and trying to blunt the attack, a very difficult
thing to do, but rather by holding back whatever forces one has, and
accommodating to whatever extent is necessary, to 'nduce the other side
not to launch, continue or augment its attack. Such pre-emptive accommo-

dation has been judged, by almost everybody who has considered it, as
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beinr a much more reliable damage-limiting procedure for a European pcower

vis-a-vis the Soviet UWloo than any blunting attack (even by the U.S.)
canr possibly be (although the effects of this policy are obvious).

The preventive surrender or accommodation tactic ;s an even more cau-

tious policy designed to prevent such an intense situation. It is less a
military action than a political one. It describes a situation in which
a nation plans (whether consciously or not) that whenever it feels it is
dangerous to wait until buttons are actually pressed, or orders have been
given to press them, it will acccmnodite during tne crisis, in advance,
sufficiently to avoid great risks.,:%

All this may seem farfetched, but it is perfectly possible for all
to agree that a nation's basic policy is, in fact, pre-emptive or preven-
tive accommodation, and yet deterrence may succeed. The aggressor sihiply

cannot be certain that the nation will continue with the accommodation to
the last moment, or that the putative victim could actually carry out its
intentions. There are so many buttons, and so many possible accidents,

*It should be rea=zed that, to a great extent, the above are the im-

plicit and in some cases explicit tactics of the Europeans. Few, If any,
Europeanis envisage their country's surviving an all-out nuclear war in
which they are a major target. Further, If they are members of the NATO
alliance, they cannot Imagine an all-out nuclear war In which they are not
major targets.

Both notions could be wrong, particularly If the war is conducted as
a no-city war or as mostly a no-city war as envisaged (or hoped for) in the
controlied response doctrine. But few in Europe take this possibility seri-
ously. Furthermore, very few Europeans believe that a nation can justifi-
ably commit suicide or initiate actions which will lead to its total extinc-
tion or even watch passively if events are occurring which have a high prob-
ability of resulting In such extinction. Thus, a number of Europeans con-
jecture that the true strategy of their countries is something between pre-

emptive and preventive surrender. Yet they do not feel, despite Czechoslovakia,
that the Soviets have any great desire or pressure to attack Europe and that,

in addition, the Soviets can clea~ly.nrot be certain that the pre-emptive or
preventive surrender would be carried through In time, either because the

U.S. would not allow it or because the government in question would not, in
fact, change the official policy, or for any of hundreds of other reasons.
They feel the fact that the Soviets cannot be sure Is sufficient deterrent
to prevent them from trying any probes serious enough to raise the realis~ic
specter of the need for pre-emptive or preventive accommodation, much less

surrender. Thus we tend to agree with the analysis of Europeans. However,

as discussed above, the policy can still be undesirable even if it is likely

te work.
This Is why the authors believed that it is important to raise these

unpleasant problems now, during an era of ditente, relative calm, and near-
apathy, as pointedly and seriously as possible. In, this atmosphere there

is likely to be very little disutility in raising these problems (if one is

afraid to talk about It, one is certainly not equipped to be very firm in a

cr'sis), and also sufficient time to think about and Institute corrective
measures.
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that a potentia 1 aggressor si-nply could not rely on the defender's accom-
modating. Thus It may be that the only serious "i:lltary requirement that
the defender needs is a forc6 that looks as If it might be used In some
way, if only to trigger off a larger war. At the least It needs to be
able to assert that no one can absolutely guarantee that It will not be
used.

We should note that we are not arguing that deterrence by uncertainty--
particularly in the form of pre-emptive or preventive accommodation or sur-
render--are necessarily satisfactory strategies. There are a, least three
circimstances in which such tactics would tend to work out badly;.

I. If there is o very intense crisis in which stark choices may
be presented. The assurance of the small nation is likely at
that point to vanish,

2. If there is a systematic debate on U.S. (or Soviet) national
security policy. Of course, the U.S. (or Soviet) allies do
not expect any such debate, but if there is one, then the
policies thus expounded are not likely to prove politica!'y
palatable. Actually, so many realize this truth that few are
anxious Lo rock a seemingly leaky and unstable boat; there is
an implicit agreement not to debate such issues. This itself
can be a serious source of later problems.

3. if deterrence actually fails. The policies can then lead to
either excessive accommodation, to surrender, or to an ex-
tremely destructive or unnecessarily destructive war.

But, as always, it is equally relevant that not only may a policy
"fail, but it may succeed; deterrence, even though a "facade," may work.

B. Obiectives II and III

The various objectives under II and III on the list on page-4-85
above, are virtually self-explanatory. Nevertheless, a few brief com-
ments are still in order. While very few in the United States would still
argue for the early and routine use of nuclear weapons on the grounds that
such use is militarily more efficient in most situations than high ex-
plosive weapons, there are still a number of military officers in Europe
who would. In any event, as we have seen, the French are weakening their
capability for conventional war. They are decreasing the size of their
army and reorganizing it, for the most part, into five divisionts equipped
for tactical nuclear war, whose purpose seems to be to use nuclear weapons
routinely in the defense of France. Even if this policy has many concep-
tual weaknesses, it could certainly increase French bargaining power with
Germany Jn peacetime to be in a position to offer nucl!ear weapons or nu-
clear-armed troops to Germany if the AMcmricans seem likely to refuse or
are dilatory in offering such weapons. It is also possible that with time
the French will follow the U.S. path and convince themselves of the need
for greater conventional capabilities.
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The second purpose, "Survival of the War Sanctuary," is not to be
dimissed If one believes et all in controlled-response wars and "cool"
calcu;ations by decision-makers with the national interest in mind, one
must else believe that an- attacker would be more hesitant to hit an
enemy's city if thet enemy can retaliate, than if that enemy must depend
upon an ally (who may be thinking far more of his narrow national inter-
est) to retaliate In addition, the Soviets may have a specific ideologi-
cal inability to recognize fully the strength of such guarantees, or it
least an insensitivity to their strength. Of course, the optimum tactic
may be to statid neutral in any conflict in which a nation has no direct
interest or In which a nation's direct interests are as well served by
neutrality, but a nation may need at least some retaliatory capability to
ensure that this neutrality will be respected. For this reason, inter
el~a, the Swiss and Swedes have considered prosuring niclear weapons.

C. Peaceful (Non-Military) ObJections

One can also conceive of other wartime national objectives that might
be better fulfilled If a nation possesses its own nuclear weapons. We
have already mentioned the uti!ity of Increasing the probability that, in
the event of war. nuclear weapons would be used to repel a large conven-
tional attack on Europe. In general, the precise character and form that
any limitations on such a war might take might also be more susceptible
to national influence if a nation his its own nuclear weapons to employ.
!n desperation such a nation might always threaten to evade any limitation
it d!d not agrez to, or to enforce on its own, by its own retaliation, if
necessary, those limitations it finds essential. In addition, the British
Conservatives have often argued that the U.K. needs its nwn nuclear forces
because there are certain specific targets that have a very high priority
for England, and that might not have equally high priority for the United
States.

We come now to other peacetime objectives that might be served by the
procurement of nuclear forces. First on the list is the objective of pres-
tige and status, through which other objectives may in turn be pursued.
Clearly, as in the case of France, a nation may also seek to increase its
influence in the alliance generally, or perhaps in such areas as arms con-
trol negotiations; it may also seek the acquisition of useful technology,
knowledge and experience; and the ability to pursue independent policies
or, at the least, to resist coercion and even to employ coercion against
vulnerakle states. All these are obvious objectives.

There is an important interest which does deserve some discussion:
the interest in "a prudent precaution," or 'I flexible base" which will
enable a nation to act in the nuclear arena if diplomatic expectations
are disappointed. It is not necessarily irresponsible for a nation, in
acquiring an option to produce nuclear weapons, to feel that potential
gains in its own increased flexibility might outweigh prospective losses
to thie world community. Coldly considered, it is reaily asking a geod
deal of a state that it commit its welfare and safe-,, 'o another, or that
it believe thaz such a commitment by another to itstlf can be relied upon
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forever--vide -,r- ýxrrept IsP4-l; experience of seeing its alliance, or
special relatio~ni.p .+;tn Frar-e rescinded after the Six-Day War in 1967.

It might also wish to hedge agpinst a change in that commitment by
maintaining not merely an option to produce (the current Israeli stance),
but a small nuclear force in being. if conditions were to change for the
worse, it would then be possible to expand it more rapidly.: in fact, not
only the Israelis but a number of other nations hfve already taken out
minimal options on a nuclear policy: *, oSrticular, we must note that
certain nations which are norma!ly thought Of as ;.eutrals in cold war--
cweden, Switzerland and India--have all spent a good deal of money on
technological "insurance" to improve their capability to achieve a rapid
military nuclear force.

It would also be useful here to discuss some specialized tactics
that potential national forces might use to establish that svch a force
need nct be all facade or deterrent. In the past there has been much
discussion in the United States of the so-called deliberate ýqnd selective
controiled-response strategy. Indeed, such a strategy was officially
adopted during the Kennedy Administration. Much Europ-an reaction was
critical of this strategy; many argued that so far as Europe was concerned,
the wish was to strengthen the coumittal--the guarantee or thr~at of large,
even "spasm," response if Europe were attacked even by purely conventional
for.es. They believed, perhaps correctly, that such a posture maximized
deterrence. Selectivity and control, they believed, and many still do,
might be proper for rich and powerful nations, distant from their opponents,
but not appropriate to the needs of relatively small and impacted European
nations.

We would argue differently. Consider a nation such as France, with
75 first-line bombers and soon, too, to have a not negligible missile force,
all eventually equipped with a thermonuclear weapon. It might be perfectly
appropriate for suci, a nation to argue that, while it does not know wholly
whether it would or would not use nuclear weapons in a crisis, it is never-
theless convinced it shouli and would use nuclear weapons in, at the very
least, a "tit-for-tat" response, acting in retaliation for the use of nu-
clear weapons against itself (and possibly a major ally). If the Soviets
destroyed Paris, the French might try to destroy Moscow, or if they felt
that was beyond their capacity, to pick some other large city in the So-
viet Union accessible to their force. This is not to predict that the So-
viets could necessarily succeed in defending Moscow against French attacks
or even low-level bomber attacks. If, however, the French were especially
energetic in pursuing countermeasures--or, eo,.a"ly important, to assert
that the Soviets would then be faced with t'Ve choice between launching a
large attack (which has its own thresholds, as discussed earlier) or at-
tacking one French target at a time and so risking a tit-for-tat retalia-
tion, even though they might try to crack French resolve by thrLatening a
punishing blow which the French could not match. Such a tit-for-tat re-
sponse, seemingly so equitable, would iave a high degree of credibility.



I:s impcrtant to note, too, that the same ý n~d of cont.ý0110d t;t-
for-tat response could he made part of the straite9gy of a Evropcon Defs.-se
C oXwu ri 'I t it is often z-gued that a D9efen~se %Coqyniý-iiy wit'ovt a5 Poiiti-
cal Crxv,;nIity could Inot echieve the .sijffic~entlv highi jieree -F crecdib~i:ty
possessAr by a nat ion-state or perhaps could not Lover. achleve the vrii tv
actually "to push a buttort"--e,,er i.' re-taliation.. ! t 1s i, i e!a!v be' i eed
that the alliance behinid the Defense Conmuni:ty, wou~v bectvse of inevitable
differeotial risks and provocation~s (which, mo~st fllkelly: an.'ntelligent
aggressor w.,ould seek to magnify), disintegrate rather in, the face o-ý such
a decision.

The following scheme seems to meet some of the olhject!'ves thiat are
usually raised, The General--or Headquarters--in charc~e of the armed
forces of the European Defe~ise Community m~ght be given standing orders
W~e., a firing doctrine) to reply to any nuclear attacvs on the Ccv'nvnitvy
with a tit-for-taE respcnE~e, at some fixed number of hours later. The an!
nounced doctr;ne need not be precise as to At, the Contind~ng Gstne-al's
exa',t instructions are. In particular, he might actuaill be given fInstruc-
tions to underescalate rather than precisely to metch the provocation 5o
that there should be little or no question Li an P-vc -- sp~iral of escala-
tion arising out of simple ambiguities or misunderstar'ii'-I- oi what con-

stituted equivalence. The slight possible d,?crease in ee,4rrence would
likely be more than inaee up for by the increase in stability. There would,.
of courst,, need to be some method of overridinq the Conman~ler-in-Chief's
standing orders. This could be done by having a coarwittee to counter the
orders if it could put together some preissigned PAJority-.say two-thIrds
or three-fourths. But unless such a group agreed~ by such 4 voting rule
a~nd by the deadline either to cancel the retaliation or extend the time,
the General might proceed.

Special arrangements could be made to make the Coamand and Control
quite reliable, For example, one could add a deterrent against attack&s
on Command and Control by making the system to some degree ''fail-dangerous,"
though with appropriate safeguards against accidental failures leading to
firing. That is, if the forces of the European Defense Conmmunity ýi'.;e to
receive positive affirmation that a v'ery large-scale attacK agahist Lommand
and Control had occurred, thcy would then have orders to Tfre a much larger
salvo, perhaps a total spasm, at the aggressor. One 'iould then have rade
it very hard 1i destroy the Comm~and and Control system and also make ;i
very unproductive to try. While nany details remain to be di.-cussed, w,
wo~ild judge that with proper desson and deployment and such a targeting
doctrine, ryist, if not all, the Commznd-and-Control, vulnerability, credi-
biiHty and other military and strategic problems of an EDC aire soluble,
leaving political and *'~ms race considerit'.1fions to be weighed.

in addition, it is plausible that the member governments of !he De-
tense Comirunity could aSree ahead of time to !ý:ch a doctrine. Compared
to any other commnittal policy, thi's doctrine is likely to b~e judged rela-
tively defcns~ve, prudent, and otherwkse acceptable, in part b-'cause the
possibility of use w~uld seem so rt.mote--at least in normal times, when
tension,, are low.
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Prrvisios might also be made to the effect that any country could,
if 't wished, withdraw its forces from the Defense Community, but only on
suffiient notice s3 that such withdrawal did not weaken the basic defense,
or otherwise ca, se a serious deterioration of the Community-s posizion
dur'irg an intense cris,s.

There are, of course, many other ways in which a nuclear force might
bE used by a single European state or by a joint Defense rommunity. We
merlIy wish to point out, in the course of what is a brief discussion,
thae possibilities do exist that have not yet been adequately considered
by :hose wh-; discos3 these problems. There seems to be a tendency par-
ti.¢uiriy at.n• those who wish to discredit tne French force de frappe,
to piace excessive requireme•,ts on European forces in evaluating their
utility, rijther than to consider what might be reasonable objectives for
such forces.

it :s, of course, asknig for a great deal from any country--much less
n All;iance--to 'xpect carefully articulated, systematic policy in such a

lhypothezica*. emotional and politically sensitive area as the control and
4se of niclear w;eapons. It seems more likely that a young nuclear power
wil nerely adopt a kind of muddling-through policy according to which it
may not care to plan explicitly about how nuclear weapons might actually
be used; it may seek also to avoid a systematic debate on the question,
because, for the saxe of deterrence, ambiguity may help.

Or the nucieaar power simpiy may have bought the weapons for the
"some peacefil objectives," listed under Category III above--objectives
which in some sense have little to do directly with immediate or even pos-
sible use. Poiicy-rakers may thus not feel under pressure to explicate
such awkwara s-, controversial decisions and doctrine. Indeed they may
simply argue, or feel, that if they get into a tight situation the govern-
went can ;,nven a tactic as necessary. This last policy should not be de-
rtded: almost all seemingly sophisticated tactics discussed by analysts
todoy are no! quite so esoteric as believed. If a country has a basic
nuclear capab ty, tre pressure of specific necessity is almost certair
to -asult in *ts inventing appropriate tactics. This is a much simpler
th;ng than to attempt to think through--in an atmosphere of nuclear "in-
creduityl--a 3arge number of hypothetical situations even if each one
separtely is ;imple. At least it is true that players in games--and
fiction writers--regularly come up with such inventions without much
trairling or strategic education. The nuclear power may also possess the
cýapability of :Povisinq whatever necessary special equipment or Command
and Control ;t- lastminute plans may need, but this lasL is not so cer-
tain., This is aiways one of the main arguments for discussing possible
crises ahes c;f time--simpIy to be able to "plan" tVe muddling through,
to buiL4 'in the n evssary flexibility. Muddling-through policies need
not, be biind: they can be thoughtful, and it is possible that a European
ouclear powlr ,1ghz follow such a planned muddl'ing-through policy in a
thoughtfui and responsible fashion.
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Thle most liktly policy, of course, is simply to declare a committal
policy to the effect that if the nation is attacked or the nation's vital
interests threatened "whatever nuclear force is necessary will be used."
This policy tends to be relatively incredible; but it is possibly c-edible
enough for deterrence in a detente world. It is also possible that a coun-
try could or would lock itself in, either psychologically or physically,
so that a comnmittal policy would in fact be objective--even if not ouite
credibie.

I
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CHAOTER V, ARM~S CONTROL CONCEPTS AND ISSUES

Many of the factors disjussed in preceding charzers ioirt, in ouLr
judgment, to an increasingly -ronrinent role '1or ''arms cocitroll, in' the !975-
i985 period--both in determining the over-allI p01 it ic.21 and Str-ateqic
environment, and in the military planning process. For this reason, thi-s

chapter Is devoted to arms controV" in the broader sense by including
both mutually agreed limitations and unilateral mneasures to avoid arms
races, etc,

We ccn. Ider it most Imp~ortant that military planners hay. :ine best
possible ccnceptual understarding of armns control , and we trust that no
readers of this ,eport will be offended if we therefore begin with an
lln~utol to the subject. We use, as in some pre-ceding chapters,.
the chart page format withi accorripanying discussion.

A. Introduction to Arms Contro I"cý

1. S~ome Basic Concepts

a. Chart 1: Somne Objectives of Arms Control

BASIC OBJECTIVES:ý

REDUCE PROB.BILIT.'* OF WdAR
LIMIT SCOPE AND IN7ENSITY OF DAMAu.E IF WAR OCCURS AND

NELP FACILITATE A SATISFACTORY TERMINATION
REDUCE PEACETIME COSTS, RISKS, 'IMMOR4LITY," ALIENA--

TION, AND OTHER BURDENS OF MAINTAINING ARMS--
PREVENT OR DAMPEN UNOESIRABLr ARMS REE[S

BOTH WEANS AND ~NOS'
REDUCE TENSIONS IN INTrRNATI(XiAL RELATIONS

CREATE OR P'INTAIN DESIRABLE DISTRIBUTION OF POWEk
MAXIMIZE "RESPONSIBLE" AND/OR "LEGAL'' USE AND MEANS

OF VIOLENCE
PREVENT OR RFDUCE MILITARIZATION OF P(' TICSý, DOMES-

TIC OR FOFEIGN
PROM$OTE OTHER DESIRABLE CHANGES IN THF INTERNATIONAL

SYSTEM
DEMONSTRATE THAT THE GOVERNMENT HA~S A "FPROPER

HUMANJIST CONCERN"' FOR THE ISS'IES
PROVIDE CONTtAF FOR USEFUL NEGOTIATIONS, COMMUJNICA-

TION, AND EDUCATION
LIMIT ANNOYING AND HARMFUL COM' EXITIESý, TPENDS,

ATTITUDES, DYNAMICS, ETC.

CREATE USEFUL EAAMPLES, FIRST STFPS, PRECEDENTS,,
ATTITUDES, CUSTOMS, ETC.

INCREASE "STABILITY" IN VAkIOUS OTHEP .',.YS

','Th~s chapter depends substantially on mal-erial prepared by the

Hudson Institute for the Office c'7 the D)ire'ýtor ý_Defense Researc:i and

Engineering, but adapted and updated for the preselnt report.

","The chart page containinqi all the charts for this sectiori of tho

chapter may be founC on page 14-107c.
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This first chart on objectives attempts to provide a basic conceptual
framewori' Into which almost all the issues in the rest of this chapter
may be fitted. Like any checklist or catalog, it contains many statements
of the obvious. But rather startlingly, a great many of these "obvious"
points are missed in a good number of discussions. Fo- this reason alone
it is useful to have a checklist of this kind as a basis for discussion.,

A preliminary but central distinction on the chart is the one drawn
between Basic Objectives and a c-tegory we have labeled Both Means and
Ends. Under the first rubric are Included the three major goals that
most analysts would agree properly dominate the purposes of arms control.
The second group is a mixed bag; that is, it contains items which may be
desirable either because they contribute to the basic objectives •r be-
cause they are desirable ir themselves for other reasons. Indeed, we
would argue that certain items in this second category, although they may
be alleged to contribute to the Basic Objectives, In fact may either fall
to make this contribution or even serve to undermine one or more of the
Basic Objectives. The point here is simply that there may be a funda-
mental tension between these two categories, as well as those internal
contradictions that we shall discuss below.

Let us now consider the Basic Objectives in more detail. Although
we would argue that for most situations the first two are distinctly more
Important than the third, In the prevailing political climate the third
objective often dominates discussion and the ensuing decisions as well.
Moreover, this political climate has created a widespread belief that the
first two ends conflict dramatically with each other. As a result, in
many popular discussions of arms control, perhaps because of the instinc-
tive revulsion against the horrible concept of actually fighting a nuclear
war, the second objective is often denied as a legitimate concern of those
dedicated to arms control. To the authors of this report, however, it
seems that this second item is properly included among a serious arms
controller's basic objectives. Indeed, unless one has literally perfect
confidence that all forms of nuclear conflict are impossible, it can be
argued that this second objective belongs at the head of the Basic
Objectives list. Clearly this Is a highly controversial statement, but
it should also be equally clear that good arguments can be made for this
position. Those who are unwilling even to consider it should consider
also the question of whether such a refusal is a "responsible" act either
in an intellectual or a moral sense.

In many situations, of course, the second basic objective can serve
the first objectiv3. For example, one wishes not only for stability
against a first strike but also for stability against great provocations--
particularly since these latter could escalate into Central War. The
usuai objection to the second objective is that by reducing the horror of

-•'rFor a further discussion of this point see Part I of the Hudson
Institute Chart Collection #2, Basic Methodology, Context, and Overview,
HI-CC-2-i/4,

I
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war it makes war more attractive, or at least less unattractive. This Is
correct to an extent, but it is i more complex statement than is some-
times realized. For example, those who lived through the Hitler period
might emphas;ze that when war Is rejected totally as a policy option by
one side, this creates real opportunities for certain kinds of blackmail
tactics by others. It can be argued, then, that a firm balance of terror
is tantamount to a nonaggression treaty (which Is, of course, limited to
those arms that are covered by the firm balance of terror). Such a non-
aggression treaty might be more reliable than a formal signed document.
And while it does not carry the same political Implications as a formal
signed document, It may have much the same practical military effect.
There are many times when one does not wish to sign a nonaggression
treaty with an opponent or an enemy, especially when one wishes not to
reassure the other side that he can be as provocative as he desires.

One likely reason why this last Issue is not popular in current dis-
cussions Is that about a decade ago this possibility was greatly exag-
gerated: Almost all the analysts in the fifties focused their attention
on the danger that the forthcoming balance of terror might be exploited,
and that both sides would soon feel great confidence in their ability to
subject the other side to extreme pressures and/or provocations without
the other side escalating to very large levels of war, much less all-out
nuclear war. What seems actually to have happened was that the general
horror of large-scale nuclear war made decision-makers emphasize the
importance of "not rocking the boat," so the opposite occurred to what
most analysts had expected. It may be that one of the main reasons for
this is that to an almost Incredible degree the classical reasons for war
have been eliminated or eroded.* As a result, there really is no great
temptation to test fate. Perhaps the main reason people do not use the
nuclear balance as a cover for other forms of boat-rocking Is because
they really do not want to rock the boat anyway. In such a situation, it
takes rather little to deter: Even an extremely remote danger of even-
tual escalation will In many cases be enough to deter. Thus even If war
were more feasible in technical terms It does not seem likely that this
extra feasibility woui• Induce decision-makers, in almost any reasonable
circumstance, to risk, much less initiate, nuclear war. (We would not
deny, of course, that it might make the difference under some very un-
reasonable circumstances, such as a major miscalculation on one side as
to how much the balance of terror could be strained.)

Having noted ways in which the first two objectives may coincide,
however, we do not wish to overemphasize this reciprocal support. Whether
or not the two coincide or conflict, this second objective is important in
its own right; it is essential to make this point clear. Indeed, perhaps
the main utility of a concept such as the "doomsday machine" in the past
was to make clear the inmortance of systems and policies that can limit
the damage suffered on all sides if deterrence fails. We would argue
that this is at least as important as development of systems which reduce
the probability of war.

- ýSee "Sources of Stability/Instability in the Current Inter,.ational

System," Chapter II of Part I,

I
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Turning to the third basic objective, we acknowledge readily its im-
portance, but would argue that In most cases of sharp conflict with the
first two tnds, the third basic objective must yield. For example, al-
though the goal of reducing the probability of war might require highly
Invulnerable forces and complex communications facilities, the expense
and effort needed to provide these would hardly serve (at least in the
short run) the objective of reducing economic costs.- In a situation of
this sort, it seems proper that economic concerns should not predominate.
However, this priority of the first , basic objectives over the third
should rot be made too dogmatic. For example, in a case where pursuit of
one of these objectives had implications that were unacceptable on mora.
grounds, this consideration might well be decisive, and properly so. But
we are not rash enough to attempt a comprehensive treatment of such a
problem here.

We turn now to a discussion of those objectives which are in a real
sense both means and ends. To the extent that these objectives clearly
serve as means for the attainment of the basic objectives they remain
fairly uncontroversial except to the extent that they may at the same
time be consistent with one basic objective and conflict with another.
There may be situations in which almost all the Items under "both means
and ends" will appear to most policy makers and observers as intrinsi-
cally desirable while It may at the same time be possible to demonstrate
that their attainment would complicate, delay or prevent the realization
of the basic objectives. Thus most Americans and Europeans consider it
valuable to produce an International environment with a minimum tension-
level. Progress toward such a desirable state of affairs is often con-
sidered incompatible with policies which might rock the boat. Hence the
perception of d~tente may lead to: 1) exceptional caution for the
primary reason of not spoiling the dAtente (tending to treat this objec-
tive as overriding other political interests) and, 2) the notion that the
adversary is motivated by the same utility functions. This was probably
one of the primary reasons why so many in the West thought that Moscow
would not Intervene in Czechoslovakia even though they also subscribed to
the view that the events In Czechoslovakia were likely to result in the
end of communism in that country (at least in any form even vaguely
reminiscent of the Soviet model) and that such a turn of events would
mean the eventual break up of the Soviet imperial system in Europe and
the disintegration or at least a serious demoralization of the communist
order. Furthermore, if this prediction was relatively easy to make, the
leaders in the Kremlin would make it too. The crucial miscalculation was
in assuming that the Soviet leadership would decide to do nothing about
it. The point here Is that if the general atmosphere had been one of

*Note that the third objective does In fact often override or
inhibit one and two. Neither the U.S, nor the U.S.S.R. actually has the
best system they could devise or procure. It may be especially Important
in 1975-1985 as alienation grows more and more purely socrel or emotional
Issues are affecting hardware procurement. In post-Vietnam backlash
atmosphere (as military reputation declines) it may be very severe.
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more tensien, some suspicion and anxiety, the miscalculation might not
have been as universal.

There Is no a reason why a reduction of tension should pro-
mote arms control arrangements. in fact It may be argued that it !s pre-
cisely in a sit ation of high tensions and some serious expectation of
armed conflict that the incentives for ameliorating the consequences or
reducing the pfobability of such contingenc!es would be highest. Simi-
larly, the Incentives to conclude arms control arrangements in an eLmos-
phere of d'tente may be related less to the desire to promote basic arms
control objectives (which will seem less pressing under such circum-
stances) than to the objective of stabilizing and emphasizing the ditente.

We are not suggesting, of course, that a reduction of tensions will
never facilitate progress toward the basic objectives of arms control.
The thl,-d basic objective Is more likely to be more consistently coupled
with a reduction of International tension than the others. We do Insist,
however, that there Is no Inexorable causal relationship Involved.

The creation and maintenance of a "desirable distribution of power"
is also assincitted with many problems. Most Americans and Russians appear
to be satisfied with the current situation in which the two superpowers
remain preeminent and In which only the senior members of the victorious
coalition of World War 1, have nuclear weapons. However, apart from the
issue of whether this is a desirable distribution of power (from the U.S.
point of view) there is the question of Its viability. Over the long
haul, It seems most unlikely that the results of World War II can be re-
fiected Indefinitely in the distribution of power In the Int:ernational
system. There is also the question of whether the U.S. and Soviet Union
have a shared Interest In perpetuating the 1945 power hietarchy part'cu-
larly given that the principal losers of World War II (5ermany and Japan)
In addition to constituting two of the principal challengers (at least
over the near-term future) to the status quo are alto among the principal
allies of the United States, and a third state, Communist China, is a
bitter foe of the U.S.S.R. They are to a substantli degree states which
are likely to pursue their objectives according to a value system which
is more consistent with a compatible world order from a U.S. point of
view than is, say, the Soviet Union or China. It is interesting to note
that both the Europeans and the Japanese often regard U.S. - Soviet arms
control measures as designed to maintain (or at leest having the principal
effect of perpetuating) a particular distribution of power which they
find incompatible with their long-term (potential and actual) ambitions.
To the extent that thi, view of the real nature of the Soviet-American
arms control dialogue prevails among the Europeans and the lapanese the
latter are likely to enter the process of arms control negotiations with
the assumption that the real name of the game Is not arms control so much
as bargaining over the future structure and hierarchy of the international
system. The third point under this section o.: the chart Is .robably
badly stated and would be better to formulate as minimizing or decreasing
"irresponsible" and/or "Illegal" use of weapons and infliction of damage.
The reason for our formulation Is that so often the Issue of what is

(I
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responsible depends upon one's perspective, national traditions and self-
serving formulition of Issues. Sometimes, of course, v.hat is basically
a self-serving formulation of a problem may also coincidg with a basi-
cally correct analysis from the point of view of some wider Interest
perspective, for exarple, in the general Interest of world order.

Thus we could discuss all the items under Means and Ends demonstra-
ting, or at least suggesting, that while they may constitute desirable
and valuable objectives In and of themselves, their role as means tnward
the realization of the basic objectives cannot be extrapolated from the
naive, but nevertheless true, observation that they share the property of
being desirable. We have to concern ourselves with the routes to our
desirable destinations and submit to analysis rather than to faith and
conventional wisdom any assumption or hope of how we get from here to
there. There are many dead ends and surprising turns on the actual road
map of peace and stability.

b. Chart 3: Some Other Functions (Measures or Means) of Arms
Control Agreements

STABILIZATION

LIMITATION

CONFIDENCE BUILDING

COMMUNICATION

VERIF IC•A•iON

OTHER UNLERTAINTY REDUCTION

DISENGAGEMENT

MANAGEMENT

RULE MAKING

Since Chart 2 is self-explanatory, we will go on to Chart 3, This
chart lists some of the typical functions which arms control measures
would be designed to perform. These functions are sometimes considered
objectives in their own right, but are probably best analyzed as means
related to particular ways of furthering the objectives outlined in
Chart I. The list does not attempt to be an exhaustive catalog of all
possible variations, but rather tries to describe some typical functions.
Of course, there may also be a dynamic relationship among some of these
various functions. For example, the limitation of armaments may under
certain conditions be one way of achieving or promoting stabilization.
But In other Instances stability may be Incompatible with certain forms
of limitations: strict limitations without reliai0s .ontrols could pro-
duce Instability because of a high expected marginal utility of avoidance
or evasion of the limitation arrangements. Similar equivocal relation-
ships could exist between the functions of stabijization and disengage-
ment: In some Instances the removal or redeployment of certain kinds of
armaments may lessen the fcers of attack or of explosive interactions in
a crk'vs, while other forms of disengagement may produce instabilities
because of resulting asymmetries or because of the encouragement of uni-
lateral or competitive moves to fill the vacuum.
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There Is a rather close relationship between stabilization end man-
alement and a corresponding overlap of the actual measures which would
p omote the two object-Ives. Here we could list all the well-known
nroasures of positive command and control, the protection of forces, corn-
minication equipment and central systems so as to ensure a survivable
second-strike capability, etc.

It is very often accepted as a tautological proposition that any arms
control agreement would contribute to building confidence and bridging
the suspicion gap. Confidence building is here often viewed as the
accelerator which will convert one arms control measure Into a generator
for more and thus sustaining a process of expanding arms control. It is,
however, quite conceivable that some kinds of arms control arrangements
might emacerbate rather than reduce the level of mutual suspicion. Thus
an arrangement based on manifestly inadequate verification procedures
and possibilities might tend to stir up mutual fears of possible evasion.
This may even be the case for uncertainties which were considered toler-
able in a situation without arms control but which attract more focused
attention once they become part of a system of arms control measures.

The ability to communicate efficiently and reliably with an opponent
in a war or during a crisis may constitute an important infrastructure of
a system of arms controls. (Cf., the hot-line.) However. we must again
Introduce the caveats to the general proposition. The existencl of
reliable systems of communication permitting a quick clarification of
ambiguous signals and events may generate propensities for risky behavior
precisely because of a confidence in the ability to call It off and tell
the opponent about it if it does not work out the way it was supposed
to.Y The availability of instant communication may a!so :ead to less
communication in an over-all sense, particularly of the routine and con-
tinuous kind, because there is a somewhat reduced incentive to prevent
the precipitation of a crisis wh!ch, In the absence of instant communi-
cation, could very easily proceed by its own momentum.

The last item on the list, "rule making," is often both the least i
conspicuous and the most important kind of arms control. There is a lot
of this kind of arms control being adhered to and created almost all the
time 1, a war or a situation of military competition among potential
enemies. We should want to emphasize, however, that rule-making Is not
necessarily, or even primarily, nonpolitical. There is in a sense fre-
quently a competition in the interpretation, application, creation and
abolition of precedents, customs, expectations, etc., and the actors are
more often than not Interested in furthering "rules" which are particu-
larly and exclusively favorable for themselves (cf., Churchill's and
Madarlaga's parable ot the animals' disarmament conference). We should
wart to emphasize, however, that there Is also a potentially wide area of

. Note that instant communication has dangers because (a) panic reac-
tions and tempers will not have a chance to cool; (b) X and Y will not h&,,e
a chance (hours or days once) to "game" or plan safe responses; (c) it is
difficult to put an onus on one's "partner" for unpleasant demands, etc.
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Inclusive Interests In rules which will benefit all parties. And this
last point carries us Into discussion of the next chart.

c. Chart 4: A's Egotistical "Preference" in a Systems Bargaining
Situation

I. A "CHEATS," BUT NOBODY ELSE IS INDUCED TO CHEAT BY
HIS EXAMPLE,

2, A CHEATS, AND ONLY VERY FEW ARE INDUCED TO CHEAT BY

HIS EXAMPLE.

3. NOBODY CHEATS.

4. OTHERS CHEAT, BUT IF A WERE TO JOIN THEM, THIS PAR-
TICULAR PRECEDENT WOULD ENDANGER THE STABILITY OF
THE SYSTEMS, SO A DOES NOT CHEAT.

5. EVERYBODY CHEATS.

6, EVERYBODY CHEATS BUT A.

We can regard "rule making" as the attempt to create a system of
conduct, and "systems bargaining" as the process through which the actors
try to modify the approved system of conduct, or try to further their
Interests within It. In a typical systems-bargaining situation an
individual who Is trying to behave in a purely selfish manner (where his
objectives are not modified by considerations of altruism, morality, or
decency) will often find himself having the preferences Illustrated above.
That Is, If at all possible he would like to exploit the system--even,
If necessary, by breaking the rules. This will generally be profitable
so long as nobody else Is Induced to cheat by his example. And under
some circumstances, if the number of Induced cheaters Is small it may
still make sense for him to behave In this fashion. If, however, he
feels that his example will be followed by too many he may simply prefer
not to cheat in the hope that nobody else will be induced to cheat,

Sometimes the situation can be worse than this. He may have to
tolerate others cheating and nut emulate their behavior because if he did
It would make the precedent of cheating so large that the stability of
the system would be endangered. If, of course, the system actually col-
lapses, then he wishes to avoid the worst situation of all In which
everybody Is cheating but him.

We should not put too great a weight on the thought that Individuals
or nations will always go through the above calculation, It Is much more
likely that most will operate roughly according to the working rule,
simply following generally accepted standards unless great temptations
appear. If sufficiently tempted, they may break the rule without think-
Ing carefully through the Issues. But even this suggests that the effec-
tive sanctior against breaking the rule wili less often be precise
calculation, and more often be ill-defined concepts of morality, decency,
altruism, good behavior, and the like. These sanctions may, of course,
be reinforced by both external and Internal political penalties for
unacceptable behavior. But In the long run, rules are unlikely to remain
"stable and effective unless they become 'agonistic": that is, unless
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they remain in force for moral, behavioral, altruistic, religious or
other reasons, rather than for reasons of selfish calculation. This may
be especially true of the types cf rules that are embodied in arms control
agreements, whether these be formally or tacitly accepted.

Chart 5 provides a framework for discussion of the Interaction be-
tween various arms control measures and other Issues In international
affairs, A more comprehensive examination may be found !n the next sec-
tion of this chapter.

2. A Basic Controversy

d. Charts 6-10: Coupling vs. Decoupling

When we speak of the debate over "decoupling," we have in mind t.e
controversy over whether arms control should be sought without regard to
a specified political context. That is, should arms control be "de-
coupled" from the framework of Ideological competition, and perhaps even
from the normal process of International politics? An affirmative answer
to this question usually assumes that even deadly political opponents
have mutual interests which are best pursued in a nonpolitical fashion.
And this assumption can be illustrated by a number of metaphors and
analogies. Consider, for example, a duel waqed between two antagonists
who Intend to wage the duel to the death. That is, at most only one of
the duelists will survive. The duel is to be waged according to the
following peculiar rules: The two antagonists are provided blow torches
and they are to try to burn each other to death in a warehouse filled
with dynamite. It is quite conceivable that they could agree to keep the
lights on, and If the Issue Is simply should the lights be on or off It
is probably relatively easy to "decouple" it from all other issues. Cn
the other hand, the antagonists may try to deal with more specific
questions: What kind of a lighting system should be designed? Which
lights should be ptit on and which lights should be put off? When should
the lights be put on and off? In such cases, ironing out the technical
details may turn out to be impossible to settle in a period of tension
and suspicion. But it nay be possible, in periods of low tension, to get
this type of agreement on details, as a way of symbolizing and/or
strengthening theover-all tmprovement in the political climate.

Much of the decoupling controversy, of course, turns on a more gen-
eral debate about the relationship between the existence of weapons on
the one hand and the existence of poiltical tension on the other. In a
sense, resembles a "chicken and egg" argument about which came first', it
is clear that to some degree tension and arms reinforce each other. But
even if analysis cannot resolve the question of which came first, it is
clear that emphalis on one or the other may have important policy impli-
cations. This may be illustrated In the following way. Let us cons!der
an administration made up of officials who believe that the very presence
of thousands of weapons of mass destruction is a root cause of many of
the strains on the present international system. To these officials, a
policy Is lik..!ly to seem attractive which tries to deal with weapons
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S;rob!t or "technical ar;T.i control issues' without becoming mired in the
Oay-roaday 1 ctuatlions of the cold war, Poreover, it is likely to seem
to officli;s holdinc this view that if one can in fact decouple the tech-
nical a-ms i-sua fro,h tne general poiftical framework, progress in the
flrnt 3rea is l1:1-y to creats a m-mentum which will carry over into
other a.'ees and provide a broader Improvement !n the climate of Inter-
Oationai affairs.

Another group of analysts, however, would argue that modern technol-
ogy "Avs not alzered the traditional maxix that arms are the effects or
the symbols of political tension, not !ts cause. They feel that :t is
neither aesirable nor possible to make real progress in the area of arms
contrct .4thout tying these problems closely to the broad pol!tical con-
text. sssporcs are used, In this view, as means to resolve "political
is,;es whitzh the parties to the issues perceive as being soluble only by
gcing to war. if the political Issues can be resolved peacefully, then
arms become rodurdant--and so do agree-meits for the control and iimita-
tiom of arms."',

Although it may 5e objected that between these two points of view
there Is only a difference of emphasis, it Is an important difference
which may have a real Impact on policy. According to the first theory,
for example, It makes no sense either to threaten or to carry out the
threat of refusing to enter arms control negotiations because of actions
In the political area of which one disapproves. On this point, there
have been Interestlig contrasts along partisan lines in the American
electoral debates. During the 1968 campaign, Mr. Humphrey argued for
immediate U.S. ratification of the non-proliferation treaty and In par-
ticular said that he "did not see what C.echoslovakia had to do with the
treaty." Mr. Nixon, on the other hand, while supporting the general aim
of non-proliferation, argued that the United States could not proceed with
ratification of what was, after all, largely a joint Soviet-American pact
as If nothing had happened. We shall return to the NPT in a moment, but
it should also be noted here that the decoupling debate has been specifi-
cally applIed by leaders in both parties to the question of the proposed
talks on strategic arms limitations with the Soviet Union. Former
Secretary of Defense Clifford, for example, ha: appeared since leaving
office as a rather strong advocate of the decoupliri theory. He recently
soid, "there Is no real inconsistency Ir' talking about strategic arms
lilmitations even though we may remain at a political impasse In Europe,
the Middle East, and Southeast Asia."'"'

Mr. Nixon, however, as quoted In Chart 8, while promising to "steer
a course between those two extremes" (of coupling and decoupling) has
appeared at least on the surface closer to the coupling view: "What I
want to do Is to see to It that we hz,.e strategic arms talks in a way and

*Robert Strausz-dup-, quoted in War/Peace Report, December T9, C9.

"'Clark Clifford. quoted in The New Yo,'k TI-cs, February 19, 1969,
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at a time that will promote, If possible, progress on outstandlng politi-
cal problems aZ the same time, for example, on the problem of the Mid
East.. .1*

Before turning to consider the merits of this case, we hiould no*e
that an Administration will not always be able to Indulge Its doctrinal
preference for one or the other of these views. It seems likely that
Mr. Nixon would like to have coupled the NPT more closely to other
political Issues, and yet he was led by a variety of counterpressures to
call for rat!fication within three weeks of his taking office. This was
true even though his condition of "normalization" of the relations be-
tween the Soviet Union and Czechoslovakia could hardly be said to have
been met with five Soviet divisions still "supervising" the political
developirant of the Czechs. Similarly, recent events have suggested that
the Administration's preference for some coupling of the strategic arms
talks to other Issues may be difficult to maintain. A combination of
domestic and political pressure to begin these talks, Irrespective of the
political pattern in Southeast Asia or the Middle East, has become very
strong and will play an increasing part in the formulation ot government
policy as Czechoslovakia recedes with time. Turning to the merits of the
debate, however, opponents of the decoupling theory maintain that in addi-
tion to being an unrealistic hope, decoupling can be positively harmful.
Decoupling, in the final analysis, reflects an estimate that nuclear war
Is, if not near, not highly Improbable and disarmament an urgent neces-
sity. It could lead, for example, to the habit of treating all specific
arms control measures as superior to or even overriding all other con-
siderations, instead of having such measures judged for their individual
value. If this were to happen, a great many undesirable consequences
might ens.3. One of these might be excessive hysteria over the danger of
the arms race as well as the creation of unrealistic expectations about
how much arms control can contribute to world peace. This, In turn,
would lead to excessive disillusionment about any failures or lack of
progress in arms control negotiations. Finally, it would tempt the
deliberate exploitation of this obsessive concern for decoupling by
others who, while not necessarily indifferent to arms control, are also
anxious to attain other gains. Paradoxically, then, an excessive concern
for decoupling could lead to what we might call "exploitive coupling,"
and it may therefore be useful that the usual fear of Jeopardizing some
arms control agreement remain a moderatirng influence on activity else-
where In the Irternationai arena,

-- 71--But Mr. Nixon is dutng something else too--piaylng on the U.S.S.R.'s
presumed eagerness to reduce their arms budget to get specific political
concessions on Vietnam, the middle East, etc,
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Introeuction to Arms Control

Chart I lists a series or arms controi objectives. It is useful
to distinguish between basic er.ds and objectives which in effvcz de-
notes a way of attaining an end as well as the end itself. The objec-
tive of reducing the probability of war includes the need to reduce
the chance that war occurs as a result of accident, misperception or
misinterpretation. But it encompasses also the need to reduce the
incentives for deliberate initiation of war by reduring the advantage
of a first strike (to both (all)sides) and minintizing the likelihood
of large changes in the number of armaments. The iHmitation of vie-
lenc.e when and if war occurs may be achieve by the acceptance of rules
which circumscribes the modes and extent r' armed violence. Further-
more, the objective is related to the existing capacities for violence
and for restraint. The objective of reducing the costs and burdens of
the arms r e has both a short term and a long term dimension and may
be examined .oth from the perspective of particular national priorities
and the wider viewpoint of the stability of the world order.

Chart 2 establishes some useful distinctions betwee'n the inclusive
concept of arms control and more specific and limited programs of arms
control.

Chart I focuses on various functions which alternative arms control
arrangements may be designed to accomplish. Stabilization, includes im-
provements in command and control systems and survivability of retal-
iatory systems. Confidence building may be achieved e.g., by declara-
tions concerning intentions, agreements on non-essential weapons
(components), certain deployments and r-utual observation agreements, etc.
Uisengagement refers to agreements to reduce force levels in particu-
lar areas or to exclude certain areas from the military cornpetition
altogether.

Chart 4 provides 3 framework for discussion of the kinds of cal-
cuiation which nations may make ii assessing their interes.t in a par-
ticular arms control agreement,

Chart 5 provides a framework for discussion of the interaction
between various arms control measures and other issues in international
affai rs.

Charts 6-8 outline a proposition, which is frequently assert-d,
about the need to treat arms control as an objective divorced from po-
litical considerations in a particuiar context at a particular moment
In history.

Chirt 9 presents the major counterarquments to the decoupling
propos tions,

I 'i
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Chart 10 outlines a series of questions &nd caveats which an
analysis cf the pros ind cons of a ''decoupling nolicy" would have

to take into account. It is possible that certain bilateral S.U.-

U.S. issues may be isolated from. the generai process of fnterna-
tional politics in the interest of the stability of the interna-

tional order. The zonsideration of potential arms control r-gimes

for strategic forces may cor.stitute such an issue, but it is not,
of course, under present conditions very feasible to separate such
issues from e.g., the issue of alliance obligations and guarantees.

And the pressures on the latter are certainly sensitive to inter-
national political developme.ts. The chart also raises the issue

of whether the achievement of soma "decoupi ing" does not presuppose

the existence of some ktnd of permanent institution for the consid-
eration of particular arms control problems. We could think of a

permanent U.S.-S.U. strategic force commission (SFC), a multileteral

European Security Cof"niss;-n (ESC), etc. The existence of such in-

stitutional structures would, of course, have some not insignificant
feedback on the process of international politics and the lord-term
development of ihe internat~onal order.

(This page folds out.)
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THE BASIC CONCEPTS

_ _SOME OBJECTIVES OF ARMS CONT'__ L ( SOME DISTINCTIONS

BASIC OBJECTIVES:

REDUCE PROBABILITY OF WAR. ARMS CONTROL IS AN INCLUSIVE CONCEPT REFERRING TO
UNILATERAL OR COOPERATIVE MEASURES,LIMIT SCOPE AND INTENSITY OF DAMAGE IF WAR OCCURS ANDU4LTRLOCOPAIVMESE.HELPFA•ILITTE SAISFATOR TERINAIONFREQUENTLY BETWEEN POTENTIAL OPPONENTS

RTERMINATION AND EVEN EXISTING ENEMIES TO ACHIEVE THE
REDUCE PrACETIME COSTS, RISKS, "IMMORALITY," ALIENA- OBJLCTIVES OF CHART I FOR BOTH SIDES

TION, AND OTHER BURDENS OF MAINTAINING ARMS--
PREVENT OR DAMPEN UNDESIRABLE ARMS RACES IT THUS INCLUDES MORE LIlITED CONCEPTS

BOTH MEANS AND ENDS:: SUCH AS:

REDUCE TENSIONS IN INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS ARMS FREEZE WI4CH REFERS TO MEASURES AIMED AT PREVENT-
CREATE O0 MAINTAIN DESIRABLE DISTRIBUTION OF POWER ING QUALITATIVE OR QUANTITATIVE INCREASES
MAXIMIZE "RESPONSIBLE" AND/OR "LEGAL" USE AND MEANS OF CERTAIN ARMAMENTS BEYOND CERTAIN LEVELS

OF VIOLENCE
PREVENT OR REDUCE MILITARIZATION OF POLITICS, DOMES- ARMS REDIOCTION WHICH DENOTES THE MEASURES OR PROCESS OF

TIC OR FOREIGN REDUCING THE LtVEL OF CERTAIN ARMAMENTS
PROMOTE OTHER DESIRABLE CHANGES IN THE INTERNATIONAL

SYSTEM OISARMAMENT WHICH IMPLIES THE REDUCTION OF THE MILI-
DEMONSTRATE THAT THE GOVERNMENT HAS A "PRGC/ER TARY ESTABLISHMENT(S) TO SOME MINIMUM

HUMANIST CONCERI'" FOR THE ISSUES (LOW) LEVEL
PROVIDE CONTEXT FOR USEFUL NEGOTIATIONS, COMMUNICA-

TION, AND EDUCATION ARMS CONTROL IS NOT LIMITEC TO LOWERI#G THE LEVEL OF ARMS.,
LIMIT ANNOYING AND HARMFUL COMPLEXITIES, TRENDS, FOR EXAMPLE, IN ONE CASES (SUCH AS DEFENSIVE EMPHASIS

ATTITUDES, DYNAMICS, ETC, POLICICS OR IN A SITUATION OF VULNERABLE OFFENSIVE FORCES)
CREATE USEFUL EXAMPLES, FIRST STEPS, PRFCEDENTS, IT WOULD CALL FOR AI INCREASE OR A CHrNGE IN ARMS. IN

ATTITUDES, CUSTCMS, ETC. OTHER CASES (E.G. HOT LINE) IT MAY CALL FOR SOMETHING
INCREASE "STABILITY" IN VARIOUS OTHER WAYS OR CASE(E.NEW OR DIFFEREkT.

(D SOME OTHER FUNCTIONS (MEASURES OR $PANS 0 AIS GTISTICAL "PREFERANCE" IN
OF ARMS CONTROL AGREEMENTS A SYSTEM'S BARGAINING SITUATION

STABILIZATION I. A "CHEATS," BUT NOBODY ELSE IS INDUCED TO CHEAT BY

LIMITAT*ON HIS EXAMPLE.

CONFIDENCE BUILDING 2., A CHEATS, AND ONLY VERY FEW ARE INDUCED TO CHEAT BY

CUMMUNICATION HIS EXAMPLE.

VERIFICATION 3. NOBODY CHEATS.,
4. OTHERS CHEAT, BUT IF A WERE TO JOIN THC'0, THIS PAR-

OTHEF. UNCERTAINTY REDUCTION TICULAR PRECEVENT WOULD ENDANGER THE STABILITY OF

DISENGAGEMENT THE SYSTEMS, SO A DOES NOT CHEAT.

MANAGEMENT 5. EVERY3ODY CHEATS.

RULE MAKING 6. EVERYBODY CHEATS BUT A.

(Q) THE BASIC INTERACTION MATRIX
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A BASIC CONTROVERSY

(Coupling Vs. Decoupling)

THE DECOUPLING PROPOSITION: Q AN EXAMPLE OF A DECOUPLING STATEMENT

PT REFERRING TO IT SHOULD BE A "RULE" THAT ARMS CONTROL BE WE SHOULD NOT TREAT THE TALKS BETWEEN THE UNITED
iTIVE MEASURES, SOUGHT WITHOUT REGARD TO A SPECIFIC POLITICALrIENT IAL OPPONENTS

IES TO ACHIEVE THE CONTEXT. ARMS CONTROL SHOULD BE KEPT OUTSIDE STATES AND THE SOVIET UNION TO DAMP DOWN THE

FOR BOTH SIDES THE FRAMEWORK OF IOEOLOGICAL COMPETITION AND STRATEGIC ARMS RACE AS AN OCCASION SYMBOLIC OF

LIMITED CONCEPTS THE NORMAL PROCESSES OF INTERNATIONAL POLITICS-- POLITICAL HARMONY BETWEEN THE TWO COUNTRIES;
EVEN TO SOME DEGREE OF DOMESTIC POLITICS.

IRES AIMED AT PREVENT- NOR SHOULD THIS EFFORT BE SUSPENDED TO INDICATE

NNTITATIVE INCREASES OUR DISAPPROVAL OF SOVIET BEHAVIOR IN CZECHOSLOVAKIA
SEYNOK CERTAIN LEVELS

ISURES OR PROCESa OF OR TO SIGNIFY SOVIET DISAPPROVAL OF OUR ACTIONS IN

CERTAIN ARMAMENTS VIETNAM. THIS WOULD BE SHORTSIGHTED, AND WHEN IT

UCTION OF THE MILl- COMES TO NUCLEAR WEAPONS, MYOPIA CAN BE A FATAL
TO SOME MINIMUM

\ "... WHAT I WANT TO DO IS TO SEE TO IT THAT ILLNESS.
WE HAVE STRATEGIC ARMS TALKS IN A WAY AND AT A

IGETHE LEVEL OF ARMS. TIME THAT WILL PROMOTE, IF POSSIBLE, PROGRESS ON MARSHALL D. SI.JLMAN IN
FENSIVE EMPHASIS OUTSTANDING POLITICAL PROBLEMS AT THE SAME TIME, K. GORDON (ED.)

E OFFENSIVE FORCES) FOR EXAMPLE, ON THE PROBLEM OF THE MIDEAST, ON AGENIA FOR THE NATION. 1968,GE IN ARMS, IN OTHER OUTSTANDING PROBLEMS IN WHICH THE UNITEDFOR SOMETHING STATES AND THE SOVIET UNION ACTING TOGETHER CAN

SERVE THE CAUSE OF PEACE."

PRESIDENT RICHARD NIXON
AT HIS FIRST NEWS CONFERENCE

IN JANUARY 27, 1969 DECOUPLING - SOME QUESTIONS AND CAVEATS

"IA IO

NOUCED TO LHEAT BY FEASIBILITY THERE WILL ALWAYS BE ACTORS WHO REFUSE TOACCEPT THE RULES

INDUCED TO CHEAT BY CERTAIN ARMS CONTROL MEASURES ARE INHERENTLY
POLITICAL: E.G. CURRENT NON-PROLIFERATION
MEASUPES

IN THEM, THIS PAR- FURTHERMORE THE CONCEPTION SEEMS SERIOUSLY
THE STABILITY OF AN ARGUMENT AGAINST DECOUPLING INCONSISTENT WITH SOVIET AND MARXIST VIEWS

1. 0OF CONFLICT WITHIN THE HISTORICAL PROCESS

ACCEPTING THE CONCEPT OF "DECOUPLING" COULD LEAD TO A DESIRABILITY IT NAY BE USEFUL TO RETAIN THE FLEXIBILITY
TENDENCY TO TREAT ANY AND ALL SPECIFIC APMS CONTROL OF INSTITUTING OR ABROGATING ARMS CONTROL

MEASURES AS SUPERIOR TO, OR E%EN OVERRIDING, ALL OTHER ARRANGEMENTS OR STARTING OR CANCELING ARMS
CONTROL TALKS ETC. AS DIPLOMATIC COUNTERS

CONSIDERATIONS, INSTEAD OF HAVING SUCH CONFLICTS JUDGED AND MESSAGES

ON THEIR MERITS., THIS IS NOT ONLY HARMFUL AND UNREALISM R"DECOUPLING" MAY DECREASE THE STABILITY OF

TIC IN ITSELF BUT COULD CONTRIBUTE TO AN UNDESIRABLE DE- THE INTERPUTIONAL SYSTEM DUE TO HEIGHTENED

GREE OF H4YSTERIA OVER THE DANGERS OF THE "ARMS RACE" AND POSSIBILITIES FOR MISCALCULATION AND MIS-

YEAR TO UNREALISTIC EXPECTATIONS ABOUT PRACTICAL ARMS CONTROL PERCEPTION

2000SU POSSIBILITIES (AND THEREFORE EXCESSIVE DISILLUSIONMENT ANY SERIOUS DEGREE OF "DECOUPLING' THAT IS
ISSUES | ACTUALLY ACHIEVED NAY BE ASYMMETRIC IN

ABOUT ANY FAILURES OR LACK OF PROGRESS IN ARMS CONTROL PRACTICE OR EFFECTS

NEGOTIATIONS). A COMMITMENT TO DECOUPLING BY THE U.S.• "DECOUPLING" MAY (AND PERHAPS INEVITABLY)

COULD. ON THE ONE HAND, TEMPT THE DELIBERATE EXPLOPTATION BE PERCEIVED AS ACTUAL "COUPLING": WITH THE

OF OUR UNV"LLI'.iNESS TO PLAY POLITICS WITH ARMS CONTROL POLITICAL OBJECTIVE OF ATTAINING A US.-S.U.

BY OTHER NATIONS, WHICH WHILE NOT NECESSARILY UNCONCERNED DUOPOLY (JOINT HEGEMONY)

ABOUT ARMS LONTROL, ARE ALSO ANXICUS TO OBTAIN OTHER COMMENT PERHAPS IT IS A USEFUL CONCEPT FOR CERTAIN
KINDS OF ARMS CONTROL ONLY. IT MAY BE

THINGS AS "ELL. ON THE OTHER HAND, IT COULD LEAD TO EX- DESIRABLE TO VIEW MOST ARMS CONTROL MEASURES

CESSIVE RIGIDITY BY THE U.S., WHEN ANOTHER NATION TRIED TO AS IhfEGRAL ELEMENTS OF A POLITICAL SETTLE-MENT (POSITIVE COUPLING)

BRING IN "LEGITIMATE" POLITICAL CONDITIONS. THUS OBSES-

SIVE CONC['i ABOUT DECOUPIING MAY LEAD TO "EXPLOITIVE IF ONE ACCEPTS THE ABOVE POSITION. THEN "HAT
KINDS OF ARMS CONTROL MEASURES ARE "DECOUPLABLE

COUPLING'': OP UNNECESSARY DEADLOCKS. IT IS ALSO USEFUL (U S.-S.U STRATEGIC FORCE ISSUES') WHAT

THAT ,\ FEAR Of JEOPARDIIING A USEFUL P DESIRABLI ARMS PROCEDURES AND INSTITUTIONS WOULD SERVE TO
ISOLATE ARMS CONTROL NEGOTIATIONS FROM OTHER(ONTROL AGREEMENT REMAIN A MODERATING INILUENCt ON BEHA- POLITICAL ISSUES' (SOME PERMANENT FORUM Of

VIDA AND BARGAINING TACTICS. U S.-S.U. DiLIBERATIONS')

z
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B. Interaction of Ams..Control with Other National Security Obocgtvyer

I. Introduction

The two chart pages at the end of this section constitute a frame-
work for the discussion, examination and evaluation of how various arms
control arrangements may affect other important national security policy
objectives as well as how one set of arms control measures may interact
with other arms control systems. The matrixes constitute no attempt at
providing a complete and exhaustive interaction model. They are meant
rather as heuristic and propaedeutic devices for purposes of structuring
and improving a discussion of the Issues.

In the following we shall concentrate on one of the rows in the first
matrix, examining some of the potential interactions of a possible stra-
tegic weapons arms control arrangement with the following policy areas-

U.S. domestic policies
U.S.-S.U. politics
U.S. alliance politics
Changing status of France, China, West

Germany, Japan and India
Other Nth country problems
Soviet technology (arms racing Issues)
U.S.-Sino policy
European security
Middle Eastern Proliferation Problems
Other Issues

There are, of course, many other areas which we could consider.
Some of them, such as the impact L, U.S. research and development and
U.S. technology generally are already considered in other parts of this
report. Others, such as the impact on Soviet domestic issues and on
Eastern Europe, while conceivably Important, do not seem sufficiently
so--at least for the current report--except for the observation that
just entering into negotiations with the Soviets will be of some value
to them in rationalizinq and alleviating some of the internal problems
resulting from the Inte.'vention in Czechoslovakia.

2. U.S. Domestic Policies

Possibly the most Important Interaction of a bilateral superpower
SWAC with internal U.S. politics will be its influence on public percep-
tions of what the world political line-up is, what the major Issues are,
and how they are to be formulated.

As far as the implications of a strategic weapons arms control
arrangement Is concerned, some of the feedbacks are clear from the cur-
rent anti-ballistic missile controversy. For reasons which are closely
related to established U.S. strategic doctrine with Its emphasis on
deterrence via assured destruction, much fear has been generated of a
defense-offense arms race spiral. If, however, a SWAC arrangement in-
cluded (and we would argue It ought to Include) incentives to move
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towards a posture based on defensive emphasis, it should then be rela-
tively easy to generate a reformulation of American strategic doctrine,
associating deterrence with relative war-outcomes rather than absolute
(fixed and high) capacities for assured destruction.

In general a SWAC agreement would tend to reinforce the picture of
international bipolarity, detente, mutual interest and reasonableness,
inappropriateness of extreme anti-communist attitudes, Soviet pragmatism,

* etc. Presumably any agreement would have been preceded by some months or
years, by the ratification of the nuclear proliferation treaty. Partic-
ularly, if it is months, but even if it is years, the negotiation of a
SWAC will give a sense of movement and progress in a:ms control and U.S.
and Soviet collaboration in general, focus attention once more on the
special nature of nuclear (and therefore strategic) weapons, emphasizing
that these are not !'normal" or morally or politically acceptable tools
for "continuing politics by other means." A SWAC agreement will thus--
even more than ever--reinforce the general impression that "nuclear war
is unthinkable" and that to the extent that one relies on such weapons
at all, it is through their deterrent impact, their impact on the general
context of international relations and as rhetoric and not on any serious
likelihood that they will actually be used. It will therefore also make
it increasingly difficult for elites as well as the general public to
take any serious interest in the details of the strategic posture, much
less in doctrine, plans, skill, training, leadership, strategy and tactics.

The whole issue of strategic arms limitations cuts across the cold-
war cleavage as did the non-proliferation issue and may hence be expected
to have a reconstructive Influence on the assumptions which structure
public attitudes towards international politics. Here is an area where
Moscow and Washington have, apparently at least, coinciding interests and
are pursuing concerted po!icies which bring them into conflict with U.S.
allies. Given Communist China's actual opposition to the anti-prolif-
eration efforts and the potential opposition of Germany and Japan, old
resentments of former enemies may reemerge and exert pressures on the
priorities and direction of U.S. foreign policy Hence it is possible
that the diplomacy of SWAC and the NPT, in conjunction with the popular
attitudes generated by the efforts, may pressure Tokyo and Bonn into a
position of open ch3llenge to the prevailing status quo, joining Commu-
nist China in this regard.

Any agreement with the Soviet Union on strategic arms stabilization
is likely to Influence perceptions of the cold war and the U.S.-S.U. con-
flict. It could very well generate Illusions about "the end of conflict"
and hence result in shock reactions whenever events would intervene to
challenge that perception. Hence the problem is not only that illusions
of security may lead to a lowering of the guard, but also the possibility
of overreaction or immobility In situations where the Soviet actions

"VA SWAC agreement would tend to cut the same way by signalling the
end of the cold war arms competition In spite of the original sources of
political conflict remaining unresolved and the power structure In Inter-
national society assuming Increasingly archaic features.
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would not conform with the image of a peaceful collaborator. It will
take some education in the vicissitudes and frustrations of diplomacy for
the American public to comprehend and cope with a situation of regulated
coexistence mixed with conflicting aspirations and objectives on the part
of the superpowers.

A failure to follow our non-proliferation treaty with some kind of
a SWAC Is, however, likely to raise issues of U.S. and/or Soviet good
faith, complacency and/or a desire for a hierarchical arms structure or
perhaps even "surrender" to alleged pressure from the "military-industrial
complex." Thus one of the most salient arguments of the opponents of BMD
has been the economic one, viewing large-scale expenses for central war
forces as a misallocation of resources which are greatly needed for
amelioration of the domestic ills of U.S. society. The argument is not
only one of economics--the U.S. economy could surely sustain heavy pro-
grams both in the defense and domestic sectors--but rather one of com-
mitment. Hence increased arms expenditures are likely to be viewed as
evidence that the establishment is unwilling or unable to demonstrate its
commitment to a rectification of the ills of American society. "The
military-industrial cumplex" has been unmasked and emerges as the real
power structure. However distorted such images may be, they are never-
theless likely to structure the perceptional framework of the alienated
segments of American society and their intellectual "allies," particu-
larly of the left and center. Hence an agreement with Moscow which would
serve to dampen the arms race and stabilize expectations about the future
direction and intensity of the strategic arms competition, may tend to
shatter the dichotomized image of the commitments in American politics
and thus serve to ameliorate and ease the growing domestic polarization
In this country.

3. U.S.-S.U. Politics

Any explicit and starkly visible pattern of cooperation and coordina-
tion between the two superpowers as would emerge from the negotiation and
ratification of a bilateral SWAC agreement, even if it is superficial,
has many other consequences. On one hand, it will generate expectations
and fears of a new "Yalta" or a superpower condominium--not only to other
nations but to many alienated individuals in the United States--and in
Eastern Europe and Communist China. It will look to many of them like a
super "establishment" attempting to impose its will on the world. Indeed,
even the most "innocent" of arrangements is likely to be thought of by
many as more than just ratifying the U.S.-Soviet detente or even creat-
Ing an entente. After such an agreement it will also be most difficult
for many Americans and Europeans to keep alert to possible Soviet chal-
lenges or to maintain any degree of tension vls-'a-vis the Soviet Union
on most issues. Thus, almost any serious agreement would be conducive to
increasing Western toleration of Soviet or East German "salami" tactics
in Berlin, of greater Soviet pressure on Eastern Europe, and even of
greater Intervention by the Russians in the Mediterranean (if any of
these are on the Soviet agenda and are rationalized by suitable propa-
ganda participation). This occurs because some people will not wish to
risk future arms control agreements or even the continued vlabibty of
whatever arms control systems are already functioning or in the making.
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Others will not, given the relaxed and seemingly improving ralations,
take the slices seriously, and still others will consider many great
"concessions" as part of the program toward normalization. In general
"routine" and "necessary" or indeed almost any moves which might be
presenteJ as "legitimate" aspirations are likely to be more difficult to
oppose vigorously if they occur (and under current conditions many such
acts seem perhaps more likely to occur than not). Indeed, it is more
than possible that such an atmosphere of cooperation and apparent relax-
ation would provide substantial opportunities for manipulative diplomacy
by one side or the other. Prior to the invasion of Czechoslovakia we
might have judged such opportunities to be fairly symmetrical but today
the political capabilities appear to be distributed in favor of the
Soviet Union since the ability and propensity of the "free world" to
encourage "evolution" in Eastern Europe is likely to be very limited.
The atmosphere of cooperation and relaxation may also lead to unfortunate
underestimates of the various risks Involved in pressing for unilateral
advantages.

It is, of course, much too early to establish any high confidence
predictions about the future of U.S.-S.U. relations under the impact of
various arms control arrangements but certain conjectural observations
may be useful for purposes of raising some important issues. The NPT
has already provided an occasion for coordinated diplomacy between Moscow
and Washington on an Issue which is very clearly one of great implications
for the future state of the international system. Hence, we may applaud
the demonstration of joint responsibility by the two powers most capable
of enforcing order. Furthermore, the experience of this endeavor may
generate a renewed awareness on part of the Soviet Union of zhe need for
"disinterested" participation in the management of the international
system for purposes of preventing a disintegration of the world order.
To the extent that the NPT has already dramatized to the Soviet leaders
Moscow's stake in the preservation of the current international order, it
may have constituted a very significant infusion of strength to the
status quo; a SWAC agreement would presumably accentuate this tendency.

We would, however, warn against the assumption that politics somehow
disappear In joint endeavors of this kind. Thus there is no doubt that
the process of diplomacy associated with the NPT provided Moscow with
many opportunities for manipulation of the relationship between the U.S.
and its allies (particularly in Europe). Indeed the NPT constituted in
many ways a means of access for Moscow to the NATO deliberations over
nuclear sharing and control issues, while there were few comparable
opportunities for U.S. manipulation of Warsaw Pact relationships. Nor
was there, we should add, much Inclination on the part of Washington to
look tor such opportunities. In particular, there was a tendency on the
part of Moscow to view the whole problem of non-proliferation primarily
in terms of preventing West Germany from acquiring nuclear weapons, W4e
might even go further and suggest that the process of negotiation over
the NPT was more important to Moscow than was the NPT as an endpoint.
Given the predictable sources of opposition to the treaty, the negotia-
tion process must have seemed Ideal for manipulative diplomacy designed
to break or strain the German-American alliance; an objective which we
believe to constitute a primary goal of Soviet diplomacy. It is. for
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example, hard to reconcile the Soviet threats about rights of intervention
according to the old enemy clause of the U.N. CharLier with a policy per-
spective which acknowledges the need to obtain German collaboration and
acquiescence In the NPT. Perhaps, the Soviet government is speaking with
many tongues In this matter and that the ambiguities in the posture
reflect the parochial concerns of various competing segments of the
Soviet decision-making system, but it should be clear that negotiating
and ratifying a SWAC agreement could give the Soviets even greater oppor-
tunities for an "anti-German policy."

4. U.S. Alliance Politics

Those nations which have found maneuver space and protection in the
competition between the U.S. and the Soviet Union and In the balancing of
competitive power between the two countries may reseunt the agreement and
perhaps even want to take some counteracting action. They may feel that
this new U.S.-S.U. relationship (particularly if they exaggerate its
Intensity and comprehensiveness) generates a need on their own part to
create new patterns. In particular the SWAC agreement may produce
Important pressures for countervailing alliances, for the reversal of
alliances, and for other new groupings to create counterpressures, and
the like.

We have already indicated that these pressures might be especially
great among some U,S. allies where there might be great fear of a new
U.S. hegemony. At the minimum there will be automatic and ritualistic
references to "another Yalta" or speculation upon the possibility of a
U.S.-Sovlet condominium. Even if none of these occur the mere fact that
the bilateral SWAC agreement tends to re-establish or emphasize the old
superpower hierarchy among the nations with two and only two superpowers,
would exasperate some of our allies, particularly France (and In a dif-
fereý . context China). Even the British and the West Germans might be
annoyed. Indeed if a sense of increased security ensues, then even more
annoyance, dissent, division and opposition and independence Is likely
to accompany such an agreement since there will be a feeling of less
need for U.S. protection.

It is clear that from the point of view of our allies in Western
Europe, it will be very important how the U.S. handles the problem of the
Soviet MRBM's-IRBM's in any SWAC agreement with Moscow. There is, of
course, a measuring problem here of finding a relevant equivalence, but
there is also the political issue Involving the management of what may
be perceived as an asymmetrical hostage situation.

It is generally believed that a SWAC agreement will be confined to
missiles. The whole bomber issue is very complex. The Russians tend to
design their civilian aircraft so that they will accommodate bomb bays
as special equipment; as long as they have the pilot facilities they can
thus potentially expand their bomber force rather rapidly. This would
be somewhat difficult tc do In the U.S., particularly to obtain a mobil-
Ization base without much advertisement.
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The aircraft issue is closely connected with the equivalence problem.
Our allies possess many fighter bombers wh;ch are capable of nuclear
weapon delivery. We have B-47's which are effective from overseas bases.
Thus there are potent arguments for at least one point, periou: -ýt at an
early stage but later in the process, to bring the bomber Issue into the
SWAC package. This issue interacts also in important ways with arms
transfer control issues, with European arms control and with alliance
command and control.

5. Changing Status of China, West Germany, Japan and India

All of these (as already mentioned for some of them) are likely to
resent the implied hierarchy. However, some resentments generated by
political status considerations or by other issues such as consultation,
counterparts, etc., seem almost inevitable to some degree.

If there !s no SWAC agreement some of them are likely to feel that
they were "swindled" into signing the non-proliferation treaty as the two
superpowers did not follow through on their implied obligation to control
the arms race and that they were making all the sacrifices while the
superpowers reap the benefits. if there Is a SWAC agreement and it hap-
pens to be just a kind of pro forma arrangement we would expect to hear
from both sides. On one side the thing looks like a swindle ard on the
other it indicates a kind of exclusive cooperation and community of
interest which can only bode ill for the three powers concerned. If the
SWAC agreement Is of great significance then the second point of view,
as already explained, gets to be even stronger. There is no easy way of
satisfying all of these countries at the same time. and by the same means.
Japan and West Germany would constitute particularly difficult clients.
They possess a very anomalous position in the world; World War II has been
over for almost 25 years and they still labor under the political dis-
abilities of having lost that war. And it seems to be quite clear that
almost whatever happens they will try in various ways to "break the
chains" and regain their status which in some sense twenty-five years
after the war they are entitled to. The problem then Is to see to it
that the motivations and incentives generated by U.S. actions not be
excessively contra-productive fromr a U.S. interest perspective. We
should try to avoid permanent bitterness, which may escalate into severe
hostility and suspicion, though It should be clear that to a degree it
is probably unavoidable.

Another, equally important 15sue is the incentives inherent in the
actual posture outcomes of a SWAC agreement, ,articularly on the question
of active defenses. If the U.S. and the U.S.SR. sign an agreement which
bans ballistic missile defense, the Chinese, West Cermans and Japanese
could conceivably aspire to become great powers by getting "only one
Polaris submarine or so." And If the agreement be abrogated because of
such developments, the duopolistic perspective on the power distribution
in International society which the superpowers would thereby communicate
to the world would increase the alienation of a large group ef countries
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In the International system and consequently generate long-tern strains
on the prevailing system of world order. It should also be noted that
when we say that "one Polaris submarine or so" might be thought to give
great power status, we are implying some requirement for invulnerability.
There are many ways to achieve Invulnerability which would look very
unreliable and dangerous to a great power but which might be tred bl a
small power. For example, one might hide missiles in a very eccentric
orbit; or one might hide them under the sea-bed, moving them occasion-
ally; or one might use a floating launching site as was suggestad at one

i time by people in the Navy. This is much less expensive than a Polaris
submarine. Or one could even hide them on land, or keep them mobile.
Th~s kind of invulnerability is clearly worth something. Another kind of
invulnerability would be vulnerability by threshold as one could make the
missiles extremely hard so that they could only be destroyed by a large
groundburst and then expect the simple abhorrence of such an act to pro-
vide their essential defense.

There is little or nothing one suspects that U.S,-Soviet agreements
can do about China except to raise the internal morale of the two
countries by demonstr7iing a comnmitment to baing reasonable, responsible,
humanistic, and so on. As far as West Germany, Japan and India are con-
cerned, however, there are conceivable long-term arms control arrange-
ments of the sort we discussed elsewhere, which might conceivably offset
some of the considerations of this section, giving them a chance, at
least in the long run, to participate in a non-lnvldious fashion in their
own nuclear protection. We are referrine specificaliy here to some
specific ideas for regional forces and/or other joint arrangements.

6. Other Nth Country Problems

Many of the Issues that we discussed in Chapter iV and in Section
5 of this chapter would apply here as well, and we will not repeat tý,V,4
In this context, We wovid expect the moral exarr,,)e to be relatively

Important, The fact that the gyeet powers may by failing to conclude a

SWAC agreement be thought to have put arms control as such in serious
jeopardy, and given that the NPT is up for ratiflication, such a failure
may have a much greater effect on tne Nth countrles that were not
included in the discussion in Sectlon 5. Here once again, however, the
very hope of eventual reglonal arrangements or U.N. systems that would
tend to equalize, at least In a formr sense, their status with that of
the great and large powers may be very important. Such countries may be
very annoyed or resistant to signIng or ac;cepting documents or faits
accomplis which seem to condemr them to be permanently "second class,"
while they might be perfectiy willing to accept temporiry inferiority
status if there exists sone theory as to how they may eventually become
In effect responsible for their own defense, or at least not directly
and solely dependent on the great powers.

To the extent that the U.S.-Soviec SWAC agreement slows down the
arms race or reduces the capabilities of the big powers, the small powers
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may feel that they have a cheaper and easier access to the competition.
To the extent that they perceive a SWAC agreement as the prelude to a
more comprehensive agreement which would have the effect of permanently
preventing them from entering the big league, they may be encouraged to
try to preempt. To the extent that these kinds of agreements make clear
the special role of nuclear weapons, the fact that they represent more of
a burden than an asset; the fact that their only real value to a nuclear
power is to negate the weapons of another nuclear power, and that if one
does not have surh weapons one does not need them, the total impact might
be to reduce the incentives for competitive participation. Thus a stable
adjustment to a system characterized by extensive arms control (including
NPT and SWAC) may depend rather critically on the generally perceived
utilities of nuclear weapons in general and strategic nuclear forces in
particular. Weak incentives for nuclear self-sufficiency would increase
the credibility of guarantees, at least in the pre-crisis environment.
It may actually reduce the credibility during a crisis because no
particular nation may consider itself the sole quarantor. Thus a col-
lective security system may come to look rather impressive in peacetime
and correspondingly feeble in a crisis, but in some ways this can be as
much of a benefit as a loss.

7. Soviet Technology 'Arms Racing Issues)

The technological complexities of a SuAC agreement are many and we
shall not dwell on these issues here. The discussion of the arms race
issues of any SWAC agreement must be directly related to the specific
configuration of the package around which an agreement would converge.
We could th.nk ot three different broad configurations:

i OFFENSIVE FORCE (ICBM, IRDM/MAOM) IN-

ALTER.NATIVE I VJ ' TORIES LIMITED TO X.O00 LBS. THRnW
WEIGHT PLUS NO LIMITATION.-ON DEFENSIVE
FORCES

OFFENSIVE FORCE (ICBM, IASM/MABM) IN-
VENTORIES LIMITED TO Y.00 VEHICLES, NO

ALTERNATIVE 2 VEHICLES WITH THROW WEIGHT > Z.OO0 LBS.
ALLOWEO PLUS NO LIMITATION ON DEFENSIVE
FORLES

T OTAL INVENTORY OF MISSILES (ICBM, IRBM/
I MRBM. ABM) LIMITED TO X1.O00 LBS. THROW

WEIGHT OR TO Y 00 VEHICLES, NO VEHICLE
ALTERNATIVE 3 WITH THR'OW WEIGHT > Z.000 LBS. ALLOCA-

I TION ON DEFENSE/OFFENSE NOT SIJBJECT TO
OTHER RESTRICTIONS THAN OVER ALL CEILING

ARRANGEMENTS NAY BE SYMMETRICAL " ALLOW FOR S.U./US.
ASYMMETRI ES

The evolutiin of any such broad packages will have to be made

with reference to a multiplicity of parAmeters of which some of the

more salient would be,

I!
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COMCTER1STICS OF OFFENSIVE FORCES
VULEFAS IL ITY
PENETRATION CAPASILI'Y
ACCURACY
RELIABILITY
TANGETI• G FLEXII-LITY

MFENTORY OT OFFENSIVE rORCES
UNUE•R OF DELIVERY SYSTEMS

NUM11ER OF PEN. AIDS
NUMBER OF DELIVERABLE WIRHEADS
DFLIVEARALE MEGATONNAGE

CHARACTERISTICS & INVENTORY OF ACTIVE DEFENSES

AIR DEFENSE
9PD
ASI

CIVIL DEFENSE

( TAMETING DOCTRINE (COUNTERFORCE/COUNTER-VALUE)
PLANS & TARGET STRUCTURE
DOCTRINE FIRING DOCTRINE

SASSINILATION OF AVAILABLE INFO ABOUT OWN FORCES
UNEXPECTED VUILNERAILITIES

;NFORMATION ADVERSARY'S 40TENTIONS, INVENTORWS TARGETING,
VULNERASILITIES, ETC.

COUNTERFORCE TARGETS ("EMPTY HOLE PROSLEW•)

(CONNECTION EXPECTED DAMAGE/DETERRENCE
ATTITWES RELEVANCE OF STRATEGIC NUCLEAR WEAPONS
& BELIEFS ESCALATION

The operational implications of a SWAC agreement would depend on
such issues as the possible asymmetries in the opportunities for avoid-
ance and/or evasion, unforeseen asymmetries and/or inflexibilltles, up-
grading and retrofit options as well as the general problem of break-
throughs and the need to maintain a vigorous R&D effort. The major
problem here may be one of policlcal motivation, i.e., perceptions of
priorities and needs as structures in the context of an important arms
control arrangement and the associated beliefs about the future nature of
international conflict.

8. U.S.-Sino Policy

It seems fair;y clear that the major short-term implications of a
SWAC agreement for U.S.-Chinese relations will be in the realrr of per-
ceived intentions and role distributions In the international system.
Given the prevailing outlooks In Peking and the recent intensification of
the Sino-Soviet conflict a SWAC agreement Is likely to be seen as a
reconfirmation of the Chinese expectations of a U.S.-S.U. cooperative
conspiracy to freeze their own preeminence in general and to prevent
China from challenging the present power distribution in particular.
Hence, we cannot exclude the possibility that a SWAC agreement may tend
to reinforce or create Chinese propensities for "irresponsible" chal-
lenge to the existing order, perhaps even to the extent of actively
promoting nuclear proliferation.
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However, the net impact of any agreement of the kind discussed here
would, of course, depend on the general thrust of U.S. foreign policy in
Asia. It is probably important not to become too closely "allied" with
Moscow over a wide range of political issues, particularly Asian Issues
(including Vietnam), in order to avoid an irrevocable alienation from
Mainland China. It is, furthermore, quite conceivable that U.S. interests
in the future stability of Asia would imply a rather potent interest in
increased abilities for interposition, arbitration, and manipulation of
Sino-Soviet relations.

The provisions in respect to BMD of any SWAC agreement would also be
of importance to U.S.-Chinese relations. On the one hand a prohibition
on BMD could constitute an opening for the rapid establishment of China
as a superpower. On the other hand an ,',nericarn deployment which was
explicitly advertised as cn anti-C"inese :yste- is liiely to be cointer-
productive in the sense that it would magnify, rather than minimize, the
imporcance of the Chinese threat in the eyes of, for example, India and
Japan. The result could be increased incentive- for proliferation or
even tendencies in the direction of Japanese neutralism and Indian dis-
integration. American insurance against Chinese ICBM's might also cause
Peking to put greater emphasis on medium-range missiles covering the
major (potential and actual) U.S. allies in Asia.

An American BMD, system would extend in time the American ability to
threaten China with a credible first strike. An explicitly anti-Chinese
deployment may thus tend to reconfirm Chinese assumptions about incompat-
ible hostility and slow down China's reconciliation with the international
communit". Thus there are strong reasons for advertising any BMD pro-
grams under a SWAC agreement in general prudential terms rather than with
reference to specific villains.

9. Europea6 Security

The impact of a SWAC agreement on the issue of European security is
almost by definit:on tenuous and highly scenario dependent.

The management of the consultative process within NATO will to a
considerable extent determine the potential strains on t;,e alliance. The
question of the Soviet MRBM/IRBM's is also crucial here as we suggested
in Section 4.

To the extent that the SWAC agreement would be associated with
European expectations of a Soviet-American rapprochement, the systemic
impact of the arrangement is likely to manifest itself in terms of
Increased incentiv\es for the European powers to coalesce so as to
establish a basis at least for the rapid mobilization of countervailing
powver should the superpower rapprochement lead to the inmposi,ion of
political "solutions" inimical to European interests. Such a perspective
is likely therefore to focus on the need to retain some serious option
for a European nuclear force. We would argue that such an option need
not be destabilizing or contrary to U.S. interests, nor need it constizute
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an incentive for further proliferation. It might in fact provide a dis-
incentive by emphasizing the image that a serious nuclear power needs a
power basis which is simply not available as a target for widespread
emulation. The operational doctrine for such a force could Ideally em-
phasize the distinction between escalation and retaliation as well as
between internal and external escalation. :t is also conceivable that
the participating European countries may come to see a ao-first-use
convention as a potential structuring device for multilateral decision-
making. Hence a regional European force may come also to contribute to
the evolution of practices, customs and outlooks which w, tend to con-
strain the process of nuclear proliferation. It is important in this
connection that the U.S. demonstrate the "limited convertibility" of
nuclear weapons into useful and relevant political currency both in
terms of the declaratory policy and in terms of the posture which is
maintained within NATO, for example.

The conclusion of a SWAC agreement may provide a political context,
reinforced perhaps by an escalation of the Sino-Soviet dispute wherein
the Soviet Union might be willing to agree to a settlement in Europe
which in the long term at least would imply some plausible prospects for
German reassociation and increased autonomy in Eastern Europe. Expecta-
tions of sucf a shift in Soviet priorities and concerns might reestablish
some of the pre-Czechoslovakia interest in "normalikation" prucesses and
systemic transformations of the political map of Furope.

(Un the other hand the conclusion of a SWAC agreement might also to
some observers convey the message that the U.S. was in fact calling off
the cold war and thu5 acquiescing in the perpetuation of Seviet hegemony

* in Eastern Europe and laying the ground for a gradual disengagement from
European affairs.

10. Middle Eastern Proliferation Problems

We have already mentioned In Chapter IV the unsatisfactory position
In which Israel found itself following France's withdrawal of nuclear
support. This "backdown" and the tendency of the superpowers to lr.hose
various solutions from the outside have, of course, worked to alienate
Tel Aviv and to stimulate Israeli desire for a "secure second strike" to
offset the possibility of severe loss of a&r power. Such a capability
is well within Israeli techn3logical capabilities, but barring nuclear
"gifts" from the Soviets not within the capacities of the Arab nations
within the foreseeable future.

What effect a nuclear Israel might have on the Middle Eastern
countries and, for that matter, on Japan or India, for instance, is not
immediately predictable. Such a development, however, would clearly seem
to further complicate the relationships between the nuclear "haves" and
"have nots," and perhaps be a decisive factor in the spread of nuclear
weapons to countries who might otherwise have remained ambivalent.

I
I
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II. Other Issues

The issues of warfighting capabilities and nuclear proliferation cut
across many of the issues discussed above and there is no need to repeat
the arguments and perspectives in special sections. These issues as well
as the Year 2000 perspectives will receive further elaboration in Chapter
Vii below.
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Some Important Issues Raised by the Interaction
of Arms Control and Other Policy Areas

The matrix provides a framework for consideration of some po-

tential interactions between arms control and other basic national
security policy issues. It constitutes a useful device for the il-
lustration and discovery of potential interactions and policy impli-
cations. The elaboration serves heuristic purposes and is suggestive
rather than exhaustive. It is not designed to present a point of
view as much as to highlight some important policy issues.

Feedbacks from e.g. the NPT and/or a possible strategic weapons
arms control (SWAC) agreement to inLernal U.S. politics are likely
to be particularly important in terms of their influence on public
perceptions of what the political line-up and issues in world poli-
tics are. NPT would tend to focus attention on those who refuse to
cooperate; and prevalent among such states are likely to be the World
War II adversaries of the U.S. Any arms control arrangements are
likely to structure the popular attitudes towards the cold war, force,
and the Soviet Union. Certain inds of "technical" intra-war arms
control arrangements are unlikely to stir up much public interest,
but their reflection of a rationalist approach to problem solving
may increase the communications gap to those who represent more ro-
mantic, anti-rationalistic trends in American society. Such inter-
actions are, however, extremely tenuous.

A visible pattern of cooperation and coordination between the
two superpowers may generate expectations and fears of a superpower
condominium. Those who have found protection in the balance of
power of a competitive U.S.-S.U. relationship may scramble for new
patterns in a situation characterized by an emergent cooperative
U.S.-S.U. relationship. It is, furthermore, possible that an atmos-
phere of cooperation and apparent relaxation may provide opportuni-
ties for manipulative diplomacy znd lead to a less cautious estimate
of the risks involved in pressing for unilateral advantages. Propen-
sities of this kind are likely to be asymmetrical In the U.S.-S.U.
competitive relationship.

Interactions with U.S. alliance politics are in many ways the
opposite side of the coin to the interactions with U.S.-S.U. poli-
tics. The possibil;ty of a superpower concert may produce Important
pressures for alliance reconstruction. Certain war management meas-
ures may, like the NPT, amplify and exacerbate some of the problems
of alliance consultation, particularly in regard to nuclear weapons.

Arms race issues are not treated in detail here since specific
evaluation of these ixsues must be made with reference to a particu-
lar agreement. We have, however, attempted to Identify some possible
sources of general uncertainty and potential conflict.
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The major uncertainties associated with the potential impact of
various arns control measures on future European security systems are
connected with estimates of Soviet priorities, objectives and oppor-
tunities for the assertion of exclusive influerice. Some arms control
measures, or the diplomacy to redch agreemert, may serve as catalysts
for political realignments in Europe, in many instances realignments
which would be inconsistent with the realization of the arms control
objective in question. We have seen some tendencies in connection
with the NPT and a process of expanded arms control diplomacy may
strengthen such, still rather latent, tendencies.

The NPT would have the effect of enhancing the status of China
as a nuclear power by ostensibly closing the door for other powers.
It is more than problematical that two of the emerging giants were
the principal losers in World War II. The Nuclear Club would in ef-
fect be composed of the victorious powers of World War II who are
also formally recognized as the preeminent powers in the United Na-
tions structure. It may be less than fortunate thus to have the
possession of nuclear weapons formally linked with recognized great
power status.

The NPT is unlikely to affect U.S. and S.U. war-fighting capa-
bliitles except In an indirect way as a consequence of pressures
from the non-nuclear weapon states to limit the acquisition of arms.
The effects of a SWAC arrangement could be more dramatic; but their
nature and scope cannot be identified in the abstract.

Even if the NPT obtains almost universal ratification, we are
faced with the issue of what will be the "normal" posture of a coun-
try which decides not to acquire nuclear weapons. Will the typical
posture be one of conepiete abstention from nuclear weapons programs
or will it be common for non-nuclear weapon states to implement meas-
ures permitting them to acquire nuclear weapons relatively quickly
when and if the need arises? Hence, the issue remains as to what
kinds of interactions might taie place in an environment where many
countries maintain a rapid acquisition posture. The interactions
might under pressure from political conflicts generate incentives
for eventual acquisition.

in terms of the long-term (year 2000) issues we are analytically
Interested In (I) how particular arms control agreements might affect
the probability of certain changes taking place in the international
system, and (2) how the same arms control arrangements would affect
the ability of the U.S. to cope with an environment In which certain
basic or marginal changes have taken place.

(This page folds out.)
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Potential Interactions Between Arms Control Arrangements

This matrix constitutes a framework for integrating various
arms control policy perspectives. It is useful to view the impact
of one particular kind of arms control measure on the prospects and
implications of othe- measures. We want to be able to assess both
the cumulative and systems Impacts of arms control arrangements.

We have no particular time sequence in mind so that the comments
in the various cells of the matrix do not assume that e.g., the meas-
ure indicated in any row precedes the measure indicated in a corres-
ponding column. The reader may "enter" the matrix from any direction.
The comnments and items in the various cells identify issues which re-
quire analysis and only in a few instances do the comments suggest a
particular perspective on the issues raised.

It is clear that there exists a formal link between the NPT and
S.U.-U.S. strategic force agreements in that the language of the NPT
has been interpreted as committing the superpowers to hold such talks,

presumably as a concession to the insistence from several non-nuclear
weapon states that there be a certain balance in the obligations and
concessions made under the treaty. We should note, however, that
certain kinds of SWAC (particularly agreements involving low ceilings
on strategic forces) may generate incentives for proliferation should
they e.g. reduce the requirements for "catching up." Hence it may be
necessary to cast a SWAC arrangement not only in terms of U.S.-S.U.
relations but also with respect to its impact on and responsiveness
to the challenges from potential superpower aspirants.

Any system of strict arms transfer limitations (arms embargos)
would when superimposed on the NPT run the risk of generating wide-
spread resentment against what will increasingly be perceived as a
concerted great power overlordship. Such resentments might produce
potent incentives for cooperative efforts aimed at a greater degree !
of autarchy, possibly Including nuclear weapons.

From the point of view of Western Europe it will be very impor-
tant how the U.S. will handle the problem of the Soviet MRBM's-IRBM's
in any SWAC agreement with Moscow. There is, of course, a measurinq
problem here of finding a relevant equivalence, but there is also a
political issue involving the management of what may be perceived as
an asymmetrical hostage situation.

It is widely expected thdt following NPT an international con-
vention covering the activities on the sea-bed will be next on the
arms control agenda and that such a convention would involve a com-
mitment to demilitarize the sea-bed. Hence there may be an important
link with NPT in terms of the political importance of maintaininq mo-
mentum in the arms control efforts. To the extent that the sea-bed

rt
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potentially exclude the procurement of a possible infrastructure for
information transfer in a war or during a crisis and thus prevent
certain war-fighting understandings as wcrl as complicate the exer-
cise of command and control. ASW barriers might conceivably con-
stitute a means for reciprocal signalling or the deliberate trans-
fer of information communicated by the observation of submarine
,',nvements. Such barriers could also serve as a means of verify'ng
disengagement in a crisis to the extent that such an arrangement
would involve the rermoval and redeployment of submarines.

The objective of being able to arrive at certain war-fighting
understandings with Moscow, in e.g. a central war, may have impor-
tant implications for the kind of capabilities and flexibilities
which ought to be maintained within a SWAC arrangement. It is pos-
sible, for instance, that the possibility of treating cities as
sanctuaries presupposes the development of a sophisticated MIRV
capability (providing high accu,-acy and less megatonnage). Sit,;!-
larly certain zonal arrangements in e.g. Europe in connection with
a wider settlement may provide potential focal points for cosengage-
ment in a possible war in the European environment (cfr. the DHZ in
Vietnam).

A SWAC arrangement will tend to affect the options available in
the realm of nuclear we3pons doctrine as well, and this perspective
ought to be kept in mind. Here we are faced with issues such as the
potential value of maintaining a first-strike option, the relative
emphasis to be accorded counterforce and countervalue missions, and,
perhaps most important of all, the basic choice between a posture
emphasizing deterrence based on reciprocal capacities for assured
destruction or, alternatively, a defensive emphasis posture.

The problems of cammand and control Interact with most arms
control measures in terms of the expected opportunities for '"utside"
powers to interfere with U.S. decision-making, both in terms of cat-
alytic objectives end in terms of access to U.S. decision-making on
a cooperative basis. The command and control problems are, of course,
also associated with the issues involved in war-fighting understand-
Ings and the choice of nuclear weapons doctrine.

(This page folds out.)
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CHAPTER VI. GENERAL TACTICAL ANO STRATEGIC ISSUES

A. The IMportance of a More Widespread Understanding of Tactics
and Strategy

In the recent past there has been a tendency to treat the tactics
of Insurgency war, European or Asian war (nuclear or conventional), and
central nuclear war as being of narrow professional concern. There has
been a failure to perceive that there is a need tor both civilians and
military to study and evaluate (or, more properly, re-evaluate) tactical
Issues. Tactics, tactical details, and the effectiveness of tactics used,
must, however, be considered more seriously at almost all levels of public
and expert discussion, as well as at many levels of the government. The
consequences of such active consideration would likely be the recognition
that existing tactical conceptions must be modified and/or new ones in-
vented, and with some urgency.

Unfortunately, and perhaps disastrously, current trends go in the
opposite direction. One can observe that at many levels of both public
and government there exists an almost total lack of interest in tactical
details and the evaluation of tactical effectiveness, particularly when
the tactics to be considered Feem to be complicated, sophisticated, esoteric
or bizarre. Even if interest or concern exists, it is often ineffective
because of feelings of a lack of competency or expertise to judge and evalu-
ate adequately, or that such interference is inappropriate. This lack of
interest and feelings of inadequacy or lack of authority extends along
the spectrum of violence from the lowest level; such as insurgency war to
the highest levels involved in nuclear war.

Yet one could plausibly maintain that the most likely inadequacy in
U.S. military preparation in the 1975-1985 time period will be at the tac-
tical level. We probably know a good deal about the appropriate tactics
for a large conventional war of the World War II or Korean type; but there
Is a serious question as to how well we would be able to cope in an insur-
gency war, a European or Asian nuclear war, or a central nuclear war (of
almost any size). By 1975, we may lack even the :actical know-how to fight
a large conventional war. (It should probably be pointed out that, with
the likely or possible exception of insurgency war, the Soviets are prob-
ably even less well prepared with appropriate tactics today, almost cer-
tainly for wars in which nuclear weapons are used. As foi' conventional war,
no Soviet troops have been engaged in large-scale actions since 1945.)

Some of the authors of this report have indicated in three previous
books"' that issues of tactics can often dominate technology, politics and
other policy issues, and yet often go almost totally unrecognized, much

On Thermonuclear War, On Escalation, Can We Win in Vietnam?
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less discussed. Thus the issues of tactics and other detailed pc'tcies
seems to be central In the Vietnamese war and many of our diff!c:, -les
there may arise out of general misunderstandings about what can and can-
not be done--typically revolving around such questions as rotation
policy, use of combined operations for training of South Vietnamese, how
to use police and intelligence effectively, how to do patrolling properly,
the effectiveness of an "ambush patrol belt," and so on.

We are now, of course, treading on delicate ground. In wartime it
has been traditional in the United States to give the theatre commander
almost the maximum possible independence and authority. (But this tra-
dition was gravely violated in the Vietnamese war and, as we shall point
out below, almost inevitably so.) And in peacetime also--at least in
recent years--the details of tactics have normally been the exclusive
province of the professional military.

Thus, the options available in the war plan- of the Pentagon For the
largest possible wars as well as the details of such operations as the use
of intelligence, patrolling, hamlet search, etc., in South Vietnam, are
treated equally as matters on which one cannot properly question the
authority of the "operators." But this has not been the case in the past.
Many people concerned with such problems could and did claim a reasonabie
degree of expertise in the details of military operations--including Presi-
dents of the United States. Neither Lincoln nor Churchill had any compunc-
tion in making judgments about--and even intervening in--the •ourse of
battles at quite low levels. In most cases It could be argued that their
Interventions displayed relatively good judgment and knowledge, and were
often productive.

We have indicated a number of times our conviction of the increased
likelihood that future decisions to intervene in an area, to escalate or
withdraw, to commit troops or just militar/ and economic aid and/or advice
are likely to be strongly affected by the President's attitude to three
very basic Issues with regard to the available military forces and leaeer-
ship. These three issues involve some of the most basic questions that any
President could ask-

1. How good !s our leadership and generalship (broadly construed)
in this situation? (We include here such Issues as choice of
strategy and tactics, effects on morale, ability of the system
(including the commander-in-chief) to derive the most out of
the men and resources allocated, etc.) If initially inadequate
(as is likely in many "new" situations) how fast can It learn
or otherwis,, improve?

2. Are new tactics, operations, and/or equipment going to be needed?
If so, what kind? Is this need likely to be recognized and cor-
responding programs carried out by the bureaucracy?

&
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3. Are current tactics and resources going to be properly and effec-
tively used? Are our preparations such that our Initial opera-
tions will be reasonably sensible and effective in terms of over-
all national policy and the national goals or will Presidential
intervention be necessary to guarantee responsiveness to the
President's view of both the local ý.nd tfe global dangers and
opportunities?

With no wish to appear pedantic, but for purposes of illustration,
we shall use three important historical examples that indicate as well as
anything the kinds of problems that seem increasingly likely to arise in
the future--those revolving around the three questions given above--the
Issues of quality of leadership and generalship, the effectivenss with
which new tactics and techniques are being developed and applied end the
effectiveness with which old tactics and techniques are Ueing applied.

The three examples from history discussed below have the great vir-
tue that most readers are likely to be familiar with them and that they
are dramatic enough to illustrate the importance of our three questions.

B. Historical Examples and Implications

I. Leadership--The American Civil War

When Lincoln became President he offered the job of the Comnander-in-
Chief of the Union Armies to Robert E. Lee. Robert E. Lee was clearly the
best man for the job. But while Lee opposed slavery, he could not find It
In himself to fight his native state and he therefore refused the offer
and returned to Virginia, -Lincoln then chose George B. McClellan, who was
probably the best man available to him. However, even though McClellan
had--or the whole, and sometimes to a marked degree--much greater resources
of manpower and materials than Lee, the latter consistently defeated or
blocked him. Lee was a much better general and knew how to get more out
of his available resources,

Lincoln replaced McClellan first by Burnside and then by Hooker. Both
of these proved to be lesser men and he reinstated McClellan. He relieved
generals of the Army of the Potomac several times even though to do this
Involved serious political costs. Lincoln was willing to accept political
sacrifices to get the best man he could, even though time and again this
best man did not in fact prove satisfactory. In effect, the Union had to
wait some three years for the development of better generals such as Grant,
Sherman, and Thomas.

It has been asserted that Grant too was a general of inferior caliber--
or at least Inferior to Lee. Many European students of the American Civil
War, including Liddell Hart and General J.F.C. Fuller would disagree. Grant
was an excellent field commander. In his attack on Vicksburg he showed a
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tactical innovativeness in field operations which might have dcna credit
to Rommel in World War II. Facing the "impregnable" fortress of Vicksburg
on the east bank of the Mississippi, he crossed his army to the west bank
of the river, recrosseJ below Vicksburg and then boldly marched his army
(which had detached 'tself fron its supply base north of the fortress of
Vicksburg) in betwee.n the army of Pemberton inside Vicksburg and the Con-
federate army of Johnston then coming up from Mississippi to relieve the
fortress.

Grant put out a small screening force to hold the Confederate forces
within Vicksburg while he turned with his main strength against the least,
capturing Jackson, Mississippi, and garrisoning it before Johnston could
reach the town. He then swung back and put his force against Pemberton,
who had belatedly sortied out from Vicksburg, and drove him back into the
town. (This was the classic example of using an army which in itself
might not have been large enough to defeat the combined forces of Pember-
ton and Johnston by moving in between the two and defeating them piecemeal,
in each case with locally superior force.) Grant's campaign was a risky
and brilliant maneuver. In fact, Lincoln worried that Grant had made a
terrible mistake by detaching himself from his supply base to the north
and carrying out the battle plan. But Grant knew exactly what he was do-
ing; and he knew the two men he was fighting. In this battle, as at Fort
Donaldson, he was quick and imaginative in his planning and execution of
military operations.

After the failure of a combined operation with General Butler, Grant
tried to outflank Lee and in effect forced him back each time by circling
movements, refusing, despite heavy losses, to lat go his grip on the Army
of Northern Virginia. Lee never again gained tactical freedom. Grant
kept constant contact with Lee, but never ceased to attempt to slide around
his opponent's flank. As a matter of fact, it was his "by-the-left-flank"
movement which eventually slid the armies into the position that they held
at the end of the war--the Union Army around Petersburg, ringing Richmond
to the east.

Grant won no spectacular victories over the Army of Northern Virginia;
but on the other hand, Lee gained no victories such as Fredericksburg or
Chancellorsville over the Army of the Potomac either. The result, of
course, was eventual grinding trench war--warfare which eventually destroyed
the Confederate Army before Petersburg and led to Appomattox.

2. The Need for New Technology or Tactics--World War I

The next example, from World War I, pinpoints how there may be a need
for new technology and/or new tactics to deal with an otherwise unresolvable
stalemate.

At the outset of the war, the best general staffs in the world--compe-
tent as iilitary planners, analysts, and practlticoners--had not considered
that a war with their availablu resources and technology could be anything
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but a war of movement. But Instead of entering Into the "war of movement,"
the "superiority of offense," and the "decisive bdttle" for which they had
be outfitted, the largest armies in history sat in two lines of trenches
reaching fromi Switzerland to the English Channel and peered at each other
through screens of metal. For four full years, and at a cost of more than
five million dead, the two sides fought to find some way out of the result-
Ing Impasse.

It Is difficult to see how the military experts could have unanimously
overlooked the possibility that the widespread use of machine guns and
barbed wire might :esult in static trench warfare.* Once trench warfare
developed, the war degenerated Into a battle of position in which much of
the previous training and doctrine that the military had received proved
to be Irrelevant. In particular, the mystique of the offensive and "the
will to conquer" proved to be tragically misleading.

By and large military leaders oih both sides sought to solve their
problem by the use of the traditional tactics and tools'.-more and better
frontal attacks, more and better artillery barrages, strike, counter-strike,
and quick decision. Those were the traditional weapons. Their minds did
not turn to the development of new techniques and equipment. The philosophy
of the mid-twentieth century that seeks a solution to problems in technology
and invention did not fully develop until World War II. They were not in-
sensitive to the ghastly costs involved, but were still unable to grasp the
political and humane difficulties of a strategy of almost pure attrition.

However, on both sides there were a few individuals who saw that one
way to break the stalemate might be by an appeal to technology. On the
German side the most outstanding innovation was the use of poison gas. On
the Allied side the chief innovation was the tank. However, as many readers
are aware, gaining acceptance for the use of tanks and poison gas was an
uphill fIS-t on each side. There was apathy, skepticism, and opposition.
Perhaps not surprisingly, the people who developed the tank had better ideas
of how to use it than the operators, at least for two years or so. Indeed
it was not until the battle of Cambrai that the British used the tanks
properly. Col. Swinton's memo had remained unread--or at least unused.

The Germans' use of poison gas is similar in many ways to that of the
tank. Even after the weapons had been developed, the command did not wish
to take the risk of using the untried weapon on a large scale, though the
I nventors urged It. It was first tried at Ypres on April 22, 1915, and
proved a tremendous tactical success. In fact, a five-mile gap was opened
In the Allied lines, but the Germans were not prepared to exploit the oppor-
tunity. They were merely trying an experiment and not prepared for a hroadj attack. The British reaction to the use of poison gas was very prompt.

'Particularly with the clear examples of trench warfare that had
occurred in the American Civil War and the Russo-Japanese War (which ended
with the virtual stalemate of the bottle of Mukden with machine-qun nests
and miles of trenches and barbed wire). Furthermore, a pre-war edition of
the Encyclop.dia Britinnica carried an article on war, by a Polish banker
named Bloch, in which he predicted that such impasses would occur,
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Within a fortnight the British army at the front was supplied with a rudi-
mentary respirator. As fast as this reaction was, it would be too slow in
a modern war, and it might ev..:n have been too late in World War I had the
Germans been prepared to exploit their new weapon.

It is interesting to note that there were other ways to break the
deadlock caused by trenches and machine gun than inventions and technology.
Ludendorff Introduced a new type of infiltration tactic in 1917, which,
combined with the clarsical principle of surprise, proved successful in
the 1918 offensive in penetrating the Allied lines to the furthest degree
in the entire war. The new tactic came close to winning the war for the
Germans; they were just too late in introducing it; by 1918 they lacked
the resources to exploit the new tactic against the reinforced Allies.

In comparison with the old tactic of advancing in a strdight line,
the new tactic called for specially trained, heavily armed, picked troops
to probe for weak spots in the enemy's line and to push through these
weak spots. This did have the danger that the attacker had exposed flanks
which might be pinched off by the defender, but it was assumed, and cor-
rectly, that in the confusion of the attack the defender would generally
not be able to exploit this weakness of the attacker, that before the de-
fender could organize a counterattack and cut off the penetrating troops,
they would have had time to fan out and attack the bypassed troops from
the rear. Since the new tactic was not so dependent on a lengthy preliminary
artillery barrage it allowed the Germans to use surprise attack tactics.
The Germans also developed the counter to this attack, which was to organize
a defense in depth, a defense that did not care if it was penetrated.

The new tactic was not invented by the Germans. A French officer, a
Captain Laffargue, had found out experimentally the value of the new tactic
and had written a remarkably complete pamphlet on the new ideas. His ideas
had no effect on the French or English, but a copy fell into the hands of
the Germans, and according to Captain G. C. Wynne it was:

... the concise expression of a doctrine which exactly
corresponded to the course they themselves had been trying
to follow by cumbersome and slow degrees. The pamphlet
was at once translated into German and issued as an official
German training manual, eventually becoming the basis of
General Ludendorff's textbook for 'the attack in position
warfare.' It was with an elaboration of Captain Laffargue's
doctrine of infiltration that the Germans so effectively
broke through the British position in March 1918, and the
Chemin des Dames position in May; and his ideas have re-
mained the foundation of the German training manual for
attack to this day.

Quoted by Herman Kahn in On Thermonuclear War, 2nd Edition (Prince-
ton, N.J.: Princeton University Press, 1961), p. 357,

II
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One can sympathize with the Allied and German high commands for wish-
ing to test the new devices and learn about their capabilities and limita-
tions and unsuspected weak.iesses before gambling large resources on their
working successfully. One can also sympathize with the inabolity of the
Allied high command to pick up new Ideas such as those put forth by Captain
Laffargue. However, If the war had been terminated by negotiations by the
end of 1917, a strange military situation would have existed. Military
experts on both sides would have believed that they knew how to deal with
the now obstacles, but they never would have been able to persuade anybody
to accept their beliefs. The three years of stalemate and the masses of
dead would have effectively refuted their theories. This refutation would
have been particularly persuasive because each side had worked out different
solutions. But this refutation would have been wrong.

It Is our claim that exactly the same Issue could and, in fact, has
* arisen with respect to Insurgency warfare in Vietnam, and could easily

arise In the case of a nuclear war of almost any size--whether limited to
Europe or Asia, or involving the U.S. and Soviet heartlands. New tactics,
In the case of the nuclear war at least, might mean the difference among
annihilation, surrender, and/or an "acceptable" stalemate, or even a valid
and clear victory.

3. The Effective Use of Well-Known Tactics and Current Resources--
The Korean War

The last example we shall consider is the Korean war. In many ways
this is the one which is most relevant to the current Vietnamese experi-
ence, or at least to recent Vietnamese experience.

When the Chinese Intervened in November and December of 1950 they
succeeded In Inflicting some severe defeats on the United Nation's forces
and toward the end of the year there was an almost uniform feeling of an
approaching military disaster. MacArthur made clear his opinion that
he couldnot fight with "one hand tied behind his back." He desired to
bomb across the Yalu, bring In Chinese, reserves, etc. His local field
commander, General Walker shared his opinion of looming defeat--as did all
of the division commanders. Indeed so did the Joint Chiefs of Staff.

General Walker was killed In a jeep accident and General Ridgway was
appointed to replace him. In seven weeks he had the United Nations army
on the offensive. Then two months more regrouping and resupplying and then
a final two monthsoffensive and the previously victorious Chinese Army was
almost totally destroyed. What did General Ridgway do In a matter of 16
weeks or so to change an almost total defeat Into an almost total victory?
Considering the previous precariousness of our military position In Korea,
it would appear that the impcssible had been accomplished. The obvious
question Is how did General Ridgway achieve this reversal? Perhaps the
ý,-eatest value will be obtained by describing the situation at the time he
took command of the Eighth Army, his analysis of the situation, and his
methods for dealing with it, in his own words:

*'Matthew B. Ridgway, General USA (Ret.), The Korean War (New York:
Doubleday and Company, 1967). As far as we can tell there Is no serious
written materi1 casting doubt on the above statement beinq a reasonable
account--See R. Wilson and L Stephenson, "Rldqway's Leadarship In Korea.''
HI-I 198-DP.
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The Corps and Division Commanders had made a show' of com-
plying with my instructions concerning the positioning of strong
forces to permit powerfu' daylight counterattacks, but I found
their efforts iradequate. Consequent:y we had lost many oppor-
tunitles to inflict heavy losses on the foe, and I knew I was
going to have to bear down hard to make sure no more such oppor-
tunities were wasted. While there was certainly no air of real
defeatism in our ranks, there may have filtered down some of the
feeling in GHQ, and in Washington too, that we might have to
pull out of the Korean peninsula altogether. At the end of
December the JCS informed MacArthur of their conclusions that
the CCF were strong enough to force the United Nations out of
Korea if they chose to apply their full strength. MacArthur,
atter the success of the Chinese New Year's offensive, agreed
that if the JCS decisions stood unchanged--that we were to re-
ceive no major reinforcements, that there was to be no blockade
of the Chinese coast, nor any air attack upon mainland China,
no permission to bomb Manchurian bases, no "unleashing" of the
Chinese Nationalist forces in Formooa--then, in the absence of
overriding political considerations, "the command should be
withdrawn from Korea j'ust as rapidly as it is tactically possible
to do so."...

The very first task I set myself was restoring the fighting
spirit of the forces under my command. This meant, in addition
to developing confidence in the comander's concern for the safety
of every individual soldier, the recruitment of (onfidence in the
soundness of the top comiander's decisions. in combat, every unit
commander is absorbed in the accomplishment of his own mission.
Be he in command of a squad, a platoon, a company, or any unit all
the way up to Corps, hs 3ssigned task recuires all the profes-
sional competence, all the physical energy, and as much strength

of spirit as he possesses. He has no ti,;e to concern himself with

how the higher-ups are carry;nq out their assignments..,

Ridgway then describes how, in effect, he both inspired and put

pressure on the Army ('iocuding firing those who fell short in any way)
to do all the things they had already been tiught to do--to get off the
roads, to avoid ridge lines wtien moving, to send out patrols, to lay am-
bushes, to take prisoners, to take the hiqh ground, to fight at night, to
maintain contact with the enemy, etc. He the-i ordered an offensive.

.,.But this advance would be far different from the reckless
and uncoordinated plunge toward the Y.1lu. Now all qround
forces would be under a single coffmmnd, with all major units

mutually supporting, and the entire Army under tight control.
We started rollinq forward on January 25 and the Eighth Army
soon proved itself to be what I knew already it could become:
.is fine a iighting field army as our country had yet produced.
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... During Operation Kipper, which opened on March 7, 1951, the
Ist Battalion of the ROK 2nd Regiment annihilated an enemy battalion
without losing a single man. A patrol having discovered an enemy
concentration in front of the Ist Compdny, Major Lee Hong Sun, com-
manding the ROK battalion, ordered a surprise attack that was to be
"a double iivelopment. The first company was to attacP from the
front while the second attacked from the left and the third from
the right. The enemy detected tne maneuver and attempted to with-
draw, whereupon Major Sun ordered an immediate attack. The ROK
troops themselves were astonished at the swiftness of their advance.
Ine)orably, they pushed aheacu, mowing the. enemy down unmercifully
and sustaining no casualties of their own. When the fighting was
over, 231 enemy dead lay on the field and the ROK battalion had
taken a great store of functioning equipment, including four artil-
lery pieces and seven mortars....

The operation met with swift and complete success, with hardly
a single casualty. And it brought just the results I had hoped
for--and which I had outlined to the gathered war correspondents
the night before: By pointing a dagger at the enemy's heart-line,
actually at the brain of the enemy commander, it forced him to
choose betveen attacking us at tremendous disadvantage to himself
(inasmuch as we controlled the high ground) or abandoning the South
Korean capital. On March 14, a patrol from the POK Ist Division
was sent across the Han River west of Seoul to fcel out the defenses
of the city. It moved north for several miles before it drew any
hostile fire. That night another patrol probed the outer defenses
of the city and found them nearly abandoned. On the morning of
March 15, the Eighth Army moved in and once more raised the ROK
flag over the ancient and battered city....

I found occasion earlier, a! tyie cc-tnriand conlference lust
before Operation Ripper had been cc•,pletcf. to emphaýs'ze to all
Corps and Division Corvlanders that official reports to the Army
Ccwnmander should be specif,.c in .- iving the locations and
movement• of all frilndly units, Vague and car-iesslv worded
reports, without dates, without tines, w;thOot circ-ij:rtanti&
details--weather, number of ob,,erver,., etc,.-- could lead to
foul-ups as serious as any that rn'q-qht be cdused by enesy, act ion
As an instance,. I told the conference of observinq a heavý
attack by riendly planes upon a t"il rinas,ý just north of tliion,:t.u
that lasted all the ii ! . n tre air in the v ii it--hoit

fifteen or twenty minutes Yet when I returned to -v corerand
post., I found a report by the i Corps that the 181th Airhornc. had
been in possession of that hill al1 afternoon.

I recalled too o report from the IX Corps, 25th Divi%ion. to
the effect that "Elements of the 5t, Infantry were countera:tacked
and withdrew," No details at al!, And when I did learn the
facts, it developed that what had really happened %-as not a
counterattack hut merely an advance by a company-sized unit of
the 5th Infantry aqainst a hi;ll and a withdrawa)l uinder fire. oo
the personal order of the" u svisioo C'wyinder, who wanted to put
art illery and ;irst rike', on the host .`ýr forces, thf.rr

._= =_ I_
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This sort of slipshod reporting, indicative of complacency,
or inadequate supervision, or insufficient staff visits to front-
line units was unforgivable in my book. If I was to maintain
proper control of this army, reports to my headquarters were to
be complete, truthful, and specific, with no glossing over of
unpleasant facts and with sufficient details included to enable
me to draw swift and proper conclusions.

I also bore down hard on the need for prompt launching of
attacks, and for immediate reporting of when attacks were
launched. Maximum coordination meant maximum adherence to
official time table and direction. Like the football coach who
drills his linemen to charge Together! logether! Together! I
insisted that my commanders adhere strictly to schedule and
maintain the direction of the attack. I knew that more attacks
failed from neglect to maintain direction than from all other
reasons combined. Power applied in the wrong direction could
vitiate the whole effect of the action, as a wrongly directed
drive by one wrestler against another can do the attacker him-
seli more damage than it does the man attacked.

Communication was also accorded a top importance in all my
planning. I wanted no more units reported "out of communication"
for any extended period. We had liaison aircraft, with personnel
specifically trained to pick up and drop messages. I once more
urged a return to the methods of our ancestors: using runners,
or smoke signals. I ordered my commanders to make a careful
study of their instructions concerning the relaying of messages.

We also had to remain ready and alert in the event of an
enemy parachute drop into our rear areas--a very real danger and
a move of which the Chinese were entirely capable. This WdS a
form of attack each unit commander had to be prepared for, within
his designated area, just ds he was responsible for meeting any

kind of ground attack in a carefully marked out section of the
area assigned tu his Corps or Division. I ordered each major
unit to divide up its area, right back to the rear boundaries, so
that every unit commander knew exactly what ground was his to
defend against attack of any sort.

Preparations like this were to pay priceless dividends in
o.oming operation-.. The syster, of mointaininq close contact with

supporting units, of advancinq on phabse lines, and of buttoning
up at night to prevent infiltration, kept us from tailinq into

traps the enemy laid for uS and enabled us to blunt the power of
his final massive assault when it came. I urqed upon each unit

commander the importance of learning to strike a balance between

boldness in moving to destroy the ener-y iorces and caution in

conservinq his own As in every forward movemneit ,, there were
always occasions for rapid exploitation of sudden successes To

seize these opportuinities, while takinq care never to render our

forces unable to reet sudden serious threats from enerr' action

or weather changes--that was a probler' requiring iria,iinat ion and
fore t hou t)t
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Obviously, within a short time General Ridgway was able to change a
situation of near colldpse of our defensive stand to one of active and
successful offense. His main technique was simply to see to It that the
troops fought at least as well as the manuals they had been trained on.
This is a continuing problem in warfare. For many reasons standards of
performance often deteriorate in peace time. In this case, there is more
than a good chance that, if events had proceeded routinely, the U.S. Army
would have been evacuated from South Korea and a world-wide belief would
have beer created that it was basically impossible for a Western--or at
least a U.S.--army to beat a Communist Chinese army in conventional battle.
The belief would have become established that Communist Chinese morale,
clan, dedication, skill, discipline, devotion, endurance, etc., were
simply too much for Western armies--or at least American armies--to handle.

The fact that this was precluded by an apparently unpredictable and
fortuitous circumstance gives rise to a number of questions that involve
fundamental issues of significance to U.S. foreign and military policies,
and are most particularly relevant to considerations of the Vietnamese
war and perhaps similar wars, of greater or lesser scale, in the future.
We present this list below:

What would have been the outcome of the War if General Ridgway had
not been called to command of the U.N. forces? There appears to be
no indication that General MacArthur or the JCS considered General
Walker's performance less than satisfactory or that they intended
to replace him. But had he been in command would we have returned
to the offensive"?

If we had been pushed back to Pusan, or--perhaps as a result of a
collapse of the South Korean forces--forced out of Korea, beLause
Rid•way did not come in to make the improvements he did, who would
have realized how different a result would have been possible by
merely increasing the competence of the military leadership?

Would a defeat resultinq from failure to carry out Ridgway's reforms
have been ascribed to such things as "the invincibility of Chinese
hordes," "the impossibility of successful U.S. military action on
the mainland of Asia." "the foolishnes, ot trying to fiqht a limited
war," "the failure to unleash Chiang Kai-shek," or would it have
been ascribed to a fa;lure of military leadership?

What would the ch.nces of our using nuclear weapons in Kur,ýA have
been had we been pushed back down to Pusan and found ourselves in
danger of heing thrown off the peninsula entirely7 Does thi's
sugqest anythinq about the relat ionship between the need for nuclear
weapons and --Tlitary competence ,,nd leadership"

General MacArthur maintained that m%..or reinforcerents or a direct
attack on Communist China was necessary to f-ai,.tain the allied
presence in South Korea. His est irvate turned out to he incorrect
How should civilian decision makers feel about sUch arquments in
similar ',itl,,t ions 7  Did (jonerol MacArthur lose .ia v credihi liti
amonq his admirr,,r or imong j.rofessional observers"' Shouldn't
people be "keepinq score'•'
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Do the conditions that Ridgway found on taking command suggest that
some of the North Korean territory given up in the rapid retreat
before he took over need not have been lost? (For these and related
issues the previous chapter of Ridgway's book, or other histories of
the Korean War, can be consdlted.) How much subsequent history
would have been different if The U.N. had ended the war with a

substantial part of North Korea?

General Ridgwjay made numerous changes in operations in the first few

weeks after he arrived in order to correct what appeared to him to
be obvious failures to observe sound military practice. There
appears to be little question that his changes brought substantial
improvements in performance and morale. But why is it that these
deficiencies ana their repair do not play a larger part in most
analyses of the Korean War?

How much discussion of the Korean War has been devoted to the
quality of U.S. i-'ilitary leadership and its effects on the course

of the war (apart from the issue of Macp-thur's decision to expose
his forces in an attempt to rapidly occupy all of North Korea and
his failure to anticipate the Chinese intervention)? Does

Ridgway's experience suggest that more attention should be paid to
this issue?

Is it possible that in other situations involving the real or
potential use of military force, the question of military competence
ought to receive attention as one of the fundamental issues7

Has anything been done to try to insure that the kind of situation
that Ridgway found when he took command not happen again? Does
the common failure to recognize the nature and importance of the
changes that Ridgway accomplished increase the rhance that the
mistakes that Ridgway found will be made again?

Do the circumstances that brought Ridgway to command suggest a
problem in insuring that our forces have adequate command?

C. Steps Toward Better Understanding of Tactics and Strategy

The diverse questiors j.ust presented are obviously not aimed at the

single area oi either tactics or strategy; nor are they addressed to a

single office--executive, military or civilian. They make it remarkably
clear that tactics, strategy, policy, and national goals are not Indepen-

dent Issues. We have included them to Indicate the need for decision-
makers to be willing to combine efforts, whatever their office, and to be
willing to openly discuss all levels.

Recognizing thls, let us contrast current attituees towards tactics
with current attitudes towards force postures and strategic issues. Strat-
egy and posture do have Important apparent and "felt" relationships to

I-|
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various prewar and wartime objectives. Therefore there is a much greater

tendency, though still inadequate, for senior staffs and decision-makers
to exmine and debate these areas and issues--even to make recormmendations
or decisions. Everybody concedes the right and obligation of the Executive
Office and of OSD to examine, debate, influence, and even make aecisions
on both strategy and posture. For one thL'g, these decisions when made.
whoever makes them, have consequences that everybody can feel and/or see--
which in tur- means that some of the immediate consequences are political.

Therefore, for the most simple and straightforward of political rea-
sons (these decisions can create or exacerbate, or alleviate political
Issues in a very direct cause-effect manner), as well as for reasons of
effectiveness and guidance, decision-makers and their staffs must be A-ply
concerned with such things as physical caoabillties and deciaratory strat-
egies. But tactics and skill, and the potential consequences of various
tactics or degrees of skill, are less obvious; their adequacy or inadequacy
are almost impossible for many military and civilian professionals, much
less laymen, to judge. Furthermore, tactical decisions and opera~ional
skills are often highly classified and, if not classified, are at least i
esoteric and otherwise difficult to be informed on fully. (Several of

the authors of this volume have spent almost full time on tne Vietnamese
war but still find it difficult to learn what is happening in detail in
various districts and to what extent over-all p!ans, over-all concepts,

and over-all beliefs of senior headquarters reflect the realities of the
local situation.)

While tactical decisions and operational skills and the consequences
thercof may not easily be understood or evaluated, and may not be seen or
felt, they can be overwhelmingly important. As mentioned in Chaptet ; of
Part II, in the discussion of levels of analysis, a basic national security
policy is as likely to founder or questions of detail as on any of the more
grand and higher levels oý analysis. We have also pointed out that this
Issue (which in Part II we relegated to the 6th and 7th levels of anaiysis)
is becoming increasingly important; that it is exactly the issue of skill
and effectiveness that may dominate the possibilities for success and failure
of most policies. All of these factors have been important in the past, but
as noted, it seems likely that new criteria, involving issues of acceptance
by domestic and international publics are going to become incrtaslngly im-
portant.

These issues of acceptability could simply mean trying to select policies
which we know we can implement effectively and to avoid policles raisinc
major doubts about our ability; or even more cautiously, to avoid policies
raising any serious uncertainty. Such criteria would also require improving
our ability to Inv nt new tactics and policies, and becoming sufficiently
skilled in implementing both these new and appropriate older policies and
tactics effectively--even in a new politIcal/moral/morale/technological
environment of the future. Whichever appro&ch Is chosen, clearly a great
deal of creativity, good judgment, and a relatively careful and accurate
evaluation of our ability to implement the selected policies and tactics
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will be required. At least until satisfactory doctrines can be worked
out (so that one can then relegate tactical Issues back once more to the
sixth level of analysis) we stroigly recommend not only greater discussion
of tactics, but a much greater willingness on the part of military pro-
fessionals to bring "outsiders" into the discussion.

This could be a most costly process--costly in time, prestige, feel-
Ligs, and in the pessibility for m stakes--and could lead to riany other
difficulties. However, not to do this seems to be an almost certain

recipe for disaster--whether because the decisions are then more or less
arbitrarily imposed by "ignorant" civilians from the top and do not take
sufficient account of the military realities--or because they are treated
as narrow and parochial professional military concerns, so that we get a
narrow and parochial product. The kind of discussion we are advocating
is a, st certain to lead to a kind of reexamination, which, if pursued
in some depth or some intensity, is in turn likely to lead to a real im-
provviient in plans, programs, policies, and, most important of all, in
actual implementation and exkcution if such implementation and execution
were ever called for.

It would ieem to us, however, that there are a number of new require-
ments here. The professional military themselves are going to have to be
less subject to such difficulties as "trained incapacity" and the "power-
lessness of the powerful" (see discussion in Chapter III of Part 1), more
willing to "enter into dialogue," and more willing to educate and be edu-
cated, etc. In particular, they need to have a bettrr understanding gen-
erally of what the "real" issues are and to be able to communicate their
own views on these issues to their civilian superiors, civilian colleagues,
end in many cases to the genera! public. Theý will probably need to be
more willing to justify themselvts and much more willing to allow--with
good grace--for the Executive Office an6 OSD to "check up on them."
Finally, under what seems to us to be tke likely future, they will need
much greater skill in the give and take of interd'epartmental and public
debate in order to defend properly their own polnt- of view and their own
interests.

This last is in sense improper. The United States governmental system
tends to o;,erate in such a way that if speci I interests do not present
and oefenc adequately their own point of view, no one else does, and those
interests and perspectives--even If they are important to the ration as a
whole--will be either unrepresented or, important as they may be in the
over-all national strategy, badly prespnted and badly defended. Pcssib l y

most important (and posslibly most aggrovating to the professional military)
there seems to be a very serious necessity for the Executive Office itself
to have--if necessary,to create--a much greater level of Independent skill
on these narrow and technicai issues so that it can have sufficlent con-
fidf.nce to make decisions--and then later, as e%ents unfold--either to hold
to or to cheige these decisions.
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It is, of course, equally Important for the civilians to do their
homework--and, if they hope to have a major and constructive Influence,
serious research and thosght as well. But on the civilian side of the
house the tactics of either Insurgency war or a European or Asian nuclear
war are almost as remote from current serious consideration and reconsid-
oration as are nuclear tactics for central war. In the last two cases,
of course, It is easy to understand the lack of Interest and expertise.
Nuclear tactics, or the Implementation of nuclear war plans, would be
Important only if deterrence failed--a scmehow "unthinkable" occarrence.
In oddition, if the only possible result were Apocalypse then the details
are Indeed unimportant. As a result, nuclear tactics are almost certain
to remain remote and hypothetical to most--and even *o full-time profes-
sionals who are also afflicted with what Raymond Aron has called "nuclear
incredulity."

All of this indeed makes it most difficult to take seriously the need
to think through--to theend--some of the possibilities that may arise if
deterrence fails. Thus there are many conscient~ous, responsible, intel-
ligent Individuals who would not be satisfied with any obvious (conceptual
or actual) lack of understanding of any topic In an area in which they are
working or have responsibilities, except for the area of nuclear war. These
Individuals often become annoyed when anyone attempts to "force" such dis-
cussio.i on them. What seems much less explainable (and sometimes less for-
givable) Is a similar disinterest and apathy when it comes to much more
placsible issues such as European or Asian war--or even the most plausible
Issue of all--insurgency war.

We end this section by enmphasizing once more that many major strategic
and national policy issues are almost impossible to discuss seriously with-
out analyzing current tactics and their alternatives in a somewhat more de-
tailed, expert, and creative fashion than is customary. (Even though such
relatively detailed, expert, and creative discussion might still be rela-
tively "superficial," It need not be so superficial as to be seriously in-
adequate to the needs oo policy analysts and pol:cy makers.) In the ab-
sence of such discunsion, a stirtling number of our orograms are going to
founder or at least be seriously defective and inadequote--either In fact
or potentially--on exactly this Issue of Improper or ineffective tactics
and/or Improper or Ineffectlve implementation.

D. Alternative Central War Strategies for the U.S. and the U.SS.FA"

U.S.-S.U. central war strategies usually In essence express relation-
ships between the two superpowers and therefore character:ze Interacting
and relative military postures and Intentions, rather than absolute

"The six strategic postures listed in this section, and the discussion
cf each, is taken directly from a recent Hudson-sponsored study reported
in Comments on the Future of Strategy by Herman Kahn (HI-1089-P, September
96•8);we believe that the Importance of a clear conceptual undorstanding

and framework for discussion of strategic postures justiffes this repetition.
Other Ideas and discussion In this chapter overlap a few other Hudson %tudtes,
when a reference seem% appropilate, It is Indicated.
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postures. One side or the other can attempt to achieve a given strategic
position and yet not succeed if the other carries through adequate (or
even less than "adequate") measures.

In the 1950's there were three rather well understood strategic posi-
tions held i,, the A¢nerican government which we may associate roughly with
the three services. The Navy leaned toward what we can call a Finite
Deterrence position, arguing that all the United States needed for a satis-
factory central war capability was a reliable ability to destroy a fixed
number of Soviet civilian targets. Once we had this our strategic objec-
tives would be met, and our remaining military energy and resources could
be devoted to other kinds of forces. We interpreted this Finite Deterrence
oo=ture as an assured capability, against any Soviet defense, to retaliate
against a predetermined Soviet provocation with countervalue attacks against
a definite number of Scviet cities. Normally the "predetermined provoca-
tion" would be a major attack on the United States or its forces, but some-
times it has been held to include an attack on U.S. allies (former Secretary
McNamara defined "finite deterrence" in this latter extended way). Some
analysts or officials formulated the position in a more flexible way, but
at the risk o' some injustice to them we consider their mouifications be-
low, under the rubric ''mostly finite deterrence."

Finite Deterrence in its pure form often includes emphasis on arms
control, and rr-ponds relatively well to various problems:, political,
so:ial and moral, as well as military and budgetary costs; technological
infeasibility or difficulty in achieving more complex capabilities; and
political acceptability. Finite Deterrence is both simple and non-aggr.?s-
sive.

During the same period the Army tended to support a strategy which we
can call "deterrence plus insurance" (it might also be described as a
"medium damage limiting oosture"). This took seriously the possibility
that deterrence could tail and concluued that more than a simple deterrence
capability was required, If the "insurance" is measured by an ability to

"To deter deliberate nuclear attack upon the United States and its
allies by maintaining, continuously, a highly reliable ability to. .*
inflict an unacceptabl'e deqree of damage upon any srngle aggressor,
or combination of aqgressors, at any time during the course of a
strategic nuclear exchange, even after absorbing a surprise first
strike.

As lonq as deterrence of a deliberate Soviet (or Red Chinese)
nuclear attack upon the Urited States or its allies is the o.,errid-
ing object ive of our strategic rorces, the capability for Assured
Destruction Must ree.eive the first call on all of our resources
and must be provided reqardle'ss of the costs and the difficulties
i'nvolved, Damrq e L'i t i nq pro(qra -s, no matttr how much we spend on
them, can neve'r ,uhct it ite for an A,,sured Dost ruct ion ,apabi ity in

the dete'rrent role., It is our ability to destroy an attacker as a
viabl., toent ieth rýentur' nation that provides the deterrent,, not our
ahiýlitv to partillly li i! di-(-ee to ourselves (Crmhasis added;

Statement of former Secretary of Dfense Robert S. M(N,aon-ra before the'

H,ou-,e Ar-,'.d Ser,. ices r wr itt',e n the F ,%•cal Y,,ar 1068-72 Dfense Profiram
ind 19AR D,,frn~e Rtd'jet n'QL
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withstand strain in an intense crisis, one might want some overdesign in
the strategic forces. One might also want insurance, in the case of deter-
rence falling, in the form of damage-limiting or war-surviving capabilities.
Army spokesmen usually would argue that the massive retaliation capability
should be used not only in case of large attacks on the United States or
its strategic forces but also in case of a full-scale Soviet attack on
Europe. However, for anything less than a strategic nuclear attack in
Europe--for example, conventional war or limited tactical nuclear war--the
Army wanted adequate limited war forces. It held that the use of strategic
nuclear forces would not be credible against smaller-scale aggressions.

Many in the Air Force seem to have argued for what we may call a
"credible f;rst strike capability." In this strategy the United States
could give commitments and guarantees which implied a U.S. first strike
(perhaps combining counterforce and countervalue tactics) in the case of
Soviet ag"ession. These United States guarantees would be credible and
deterring because of very large military capabilities and because of its
great "resolve" (an extremely firm and almost automatic commitment to at-
tack in the case of provocation) and because of the foreign policy--and
other--costs of failing to fulfill our commitment. This strategy was,
of course, associated with the so-called massive retaliation policy, in
which "massive retaliation" could occur at a time and p~ace of our own
choosing.

The assumptions and attitudes underlying all three of these positions
have been somewhat weakened by events since the 1950's, although they still
have their advocates. The main points in these strategies are, however,
included variously in the following six strategic postures, any one of
which could be defended as reasonable and prudent.

I. Mostly Finite Deterrence (MFD)
2. Partial Damage Limiting (PDL)
3. Arms Control and Defense Emphasis (ACD)
4. Deterrence Plus Insurance (DI)
5. Expanded Insurance (El)
6. Not Incredible Counterforce First Strike (NCF)

They are ordered¶here in terms of increasing use of central war threats
for positive foreign policy purposes, though this obviously is to some
degree a matter of avoiding complexities.

I. Mostly Finite Deterrence

This is a less stark form of Finite Deterrence. It emphasizes adequate
retaliatory capability almost, but not entirely, to the exclusion of all
other issues. The system would alsu be designed so that there would be no
unnecessary collateral damaoe if the opponent launched a counteiforce attack
ayeinst the United States. While there is no serious attempt to deny hos-
tages to the opponent, there is an attempt to make avoidance ani constraint
fo-asible. It also ha,, (by comparison with the 1950's) strong comand and
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control and survival capabilities. If deterrence failed, the United States

could use a nuclear talionic or reciprocal reprisal to be followed by an

ad hoc cease fire, though this is by no means assured--the threat of erup-
tion would always be present.

2. Partial Damage Limiting

rhis posture is very close to mostly Finite Deterrence, but is more
concerned with the possibility of deterrence failing and/or nuclear black-
mail. While it also emphasizes sensitivity to the constraints of budgets

and the detente, and to the dangers of arms race, ;t wants "hedges" and

some insurance, and to preserve at lesst a fajade of extended deterrence

capabiIity so as to make tredib!e strategic guarantees and some degree of

escalation assurance or dominance, but it would do this cheaply and within

lsmits determined by political (and financial) constraints.

3. Arms Control and Defense Emohasis

Adherents of the- position usually hold that the deliberate use Gf

civilians as hostages (implied in most other central war strategies) is

basically undesirable and should play as small a role as possible. even

if such d policy is intended to further arms control and stability. They

argue furthcr that if the two superpowers are without defenses then any

state which can procure one or two dozen protected missiles, and thus be

able to threaten five or ten cities. becomes a "superpower." This is

prevented if both superpowers have complex active defense systems. Adher-

ents of this posture also assume that arms control is more feasible and

more effective if there is stme balance between offense and defense, e.g..

that on the one hand control of offensive arms can be rmade to wnrk if there

is enough active and/or pasýsiv, defense available to alleviate the uncer-

taintieS and to hedge against disaster, while active and/or pass;vc defenses

can be made to work if the offense is limited. This posture may heavily

emphasize defense at the expense of of-ense. Its ndherents ar-9M_.Shat to

tie extent that the harm an enemy can do is limited by our defense our need

for basic deterrence is reduced and. perhaps nore importantly, to the extent

that our deterrence ;s based on our enemy.s calculation nf the relative

danage Ien a war. our defense' ,erves as deterrence.

4. Oeterrence Plus Insurance

Neil take', very, sriously the possibility that deterrence may tail.

It argues that more deterrence may be required than ordinarily is~believed

because deterrence is really -easured by the ability to withstand strain

in an intense crisis. Even tien deterrence can still fail. and this posi-

tit.n accordingly includ•% somte war-fiqhting and war-surviving capability.

providing mt)re oot io•ns for a controlled response than the Mostly Finite

Deterrence plic'. As suggested earlier this posture can be thought of

as being a "Mediu'- `.amage I imiting" posture

S+ . +

.......... •.: , ,•
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5. Expanded Insurance

This can be considered an even more prudent position than D0. It
offers even stronger deterrence with more emphasis on the need to cope
with intense crises. It may siso include a capability for initiating
Preventive War if desperate circumstances--such as the rise of a new
H;tler--required the nation to weigh "unthinkable" appeasement against
"unthinkable" war. Finally it emphasizes acquiring emergency capabIlities
and mobilization programs but does not attempt--in normal times--to obtain
foreign policy advantages from these.

6. Not Incredible Counterforce First Strike

Although this posture attempts to perpetuatea capability which would
underwrite the current American system of explicit ard implicit strategic
guarantees, and tries to maintain some degree of preventive war potential,
it is one of the weakest of the explicit extended deterrence strategies.
Its most important quality is that it would try to secure and keep central
war forces competent to achieve at least nome high degree of escalation
assurance--but not necessarily escalation dominance--in a crisis. The
emphasis is as much on the term "not incredible" as on the term "counter-
force first strike,"

E. Special Comments on "Deterrence"

Since strategic "deterrence" has played so central a role in U.S.
strategic thinking over the las-. two decades. and is likely to continue
to play a major role at least through the 1975-85 decade, the subject
perhaps warrants some supplementary discussion in this chapter. "Deter-
rence" has various ramifications which military planners may need to con-
sider in the future, e.g., non-nuclear deterrence, and deterrence of ac-
tions by "smaller" countries.

What we may )abel "basic deterrence" is a most familiar strategic
problem, and it is useful to review the structure of this problem briefly
before commenting on possible changes in strategic issues in relation to
deterrence ir, the next 5 to 15 years, Deterrence became in the post-
World War II period dominant among strateqic concepts because the destruc-
tive power of nuclear weapons made countries vulnerable even when their
armies were undefeated and their shores unattacked. Since we could not
count on physically stopping an enemy from killing our population and de-

%troyinq orphysical assets once the power to cause large-scale destruc-
tion could be pakaged in less than a t,)n, we had to base our security
substantially upon dissuading potential eneries from hurting us. The %im-
pie strategy inevitably chosen was to threaten potentipi enemies with re-

taliuition to convince them that hiiey dare --ot attack us.,
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Having tettlec on deterrence as a basic strateg$. the discussion
then turned to aspects of its im!plementation; how much harm we could (or
needed to) cause the enemy, and the technical problems of Insuring that
we could retaliate at the chosen level or higher. There was also signif-
icant discussion of "the credibility question"--the problem of making
sure a potential enemy will be deterred from attacking because he r
believes we would retaliate. Generally this discussion of crediblTit
focused on cases involving attack on a U.S. ally. rather than on the
United States itself. It has been widely assumed that we would retaliate
after a major attack on the United States and that an enemy would indeed
expect such retaliation If he were not physically able to prevent it.
These simple concepts of deterrence will probably be as relevant In the
seventies and eighties as in the fifties and sixties.

Probably the major change in discussions and thinking about deter-
rence in the future (although fundamentally it will not necessarily be
a big change) involves the possibility of more extensive strategic
defenses on the part of one or both sides. If the Soviet Union and the
United States spend os their strategic defenses in the next 20 years as
much as they have spent in the last 30 years--and particularly If the
United States division of effort between strategic offense and defense
becomes more nearly like that of the Soviet Union--then quantitative
deterrence calculations may begin to shift toward the fatality nuwmbers
that existed in the early fifties, although more symmetrically. That is.
the United States will be able to kill. say. 5-50 million Russians and
the Soviet Union about the same number of Americans. There is a possi-
bility that fatalities from nuclear attacks might be very much less than
we have become accustomed to thinking about In recent years.

This represents, however, a situation different from the early
fifties in several ways. most inportant is that the Soviets will havy
the ability to kill very many Americans. if our defenses don't work and
if their attacks do. There will also be calculations for various circuim-
stances that will indicate much higher damage levels on either or both
sides. Thus. between the superpowers. if the seventies and eighties are
a period in which substantial strategic defenses have been constructed.
quantitative uncertainties aboui deterrence will loom larger than before.
;ubstantial uncertainties about the outcomes of nuclear wars have always
existed, but in the recent years most thinking has been dominated by the
notion of unopposed missile strikes against undefended targets, and there
was insignificant doubt about the quantitative effectiveness of strategic
attacks.

Other major chanqes in thinking about deterrence might involve now
levels of subtlety and %ophistication regardlnq the credibility consider-
ation% of Type I1 deterrence; and also some inteqration of thinking about
warfiqht.nq and deterrence.

nr a while. And to some extent today, people believed and asserted
with emphas;i and confidence that the United States could reliably be
expected to retaliate with a major strike against the Soviet U"Inn :f t'2l
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Soviets launched a major conventional or nuclear attack against our allies

In Europe. But increasingly people have come to believe that tpj central

Issue in deterrence is not the physical ability to deliver destruction

but the need to convince th., enemy that it will in fact be delivered. As

the Soviet Union has increased its ability to damage the United States

even In a second strike, more people have come to doubt whether or not

the United States could be counted on to retaliate against an attack on
our allies in Europe. It may be necessary to distinguish more clearly
for many purposes between attacks on the United States and attacks on
foreign and illi'd territory--although, of course, we -night not want to
eir4ohasize these oistinctions to potential enemies--or even allies.

we have seen that there are circumstances in which we are willing
to accept attacks on Twrican ships and airplanes on the high seas with-
out retaliation. .e may need to take into account the possibility that
the Soviet Union. in sore conceivable circumstances, might believe that
she could get away with certain kinds of attacks on the United States
without adequate American retaliation. This means that we may have to
think through what kinds of (political and) strategic war plans the So-
viets nignt mako against us. These plans might involve the combination
of a political or political-military objective (presumably a desperate
and perhaps defensive one), some form of limited strike designed to ad-
vance that objectivc, and a combination of steps (threats, strengthened
defenses, etc.) to protect them ithe Soviets) against retaliation. The
threats and other efforts and indeed the retaliation the Soviets would
be willing to risk would depend upon the circumstances and ';X--- hey

needed to accomplish. All would depend on the scenario; but when and if
developments portend less certain retaliation against the Soviets, mili-
tary planners should perhaps enlarge their range of scenarios. This cer-
tainly would occur if the Soviets achieved any significant degree of su-
periority--.ind perhaps occur% to a degree today when they have achieved
a significant degree of parity.

One of the occasionally noted and perhaps most siqnificant reasons
for havinq substantial active U.S. ballistic missile defenses is that
it is tt-en harder for the Soviets to construct high-confidence war plans.
This is. of course, not only a matter of calculations and rational analy-
sis; it is. .A|so a matter of atmosphere and psychology. Some people be-
lieve that the world will be more dangerous if the U.S. President can

imaqine nuclear war vs leadinq to .anythinq but the destruction of the na-
tion. They my he right, but it can also be argued that the dangers of
this ipoc.alypti,: view, from the point of view of preserving the peace and

of protectinq U S. interests, has been underestimated, and the dangers of
keepirq the President terrorized in crises have been underestimated.

The relative!y recent 4orth K.orean attack% on one U.S. shlp and one

olrplane %ti-milate thinking about the problem• uf deterrinq small countries

In the seventies md eiqhtie-I. These Attacb.s cmphasire, of course, the

point that deterrence is not only a matter of ability to retaliate. There

is no question ot %he ability of the United States to cause virtually any

deqree of destructon in 4orth Knrea that we desired to. Some questions

about rot.'liat;on in the vnre,,n o'r similAr •..es are
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(I) Is it necessary and/or desirable?

(2) What kind of retaliation is appropriate?

(3) What responses could be expected from the object of our
retaliation or others?

(4) How would the decision-making process on such an issue
work in a democracy?

(5) Wh-'t snould be the timing of retaliation?

One of the reasons for our failure to retaliate against Korea, al-
though it has not been discussed very explicitly, is probably some aware-
ness of the difference between retaliating against a single enemy, and
against an enemy that is seen as one of a large number of potential enemies
(or sources of military provocation) Of course, it can be argued that
the fact that many countries have the physical power to destroy American
ships and planes is precisely the reasor that we need to retaliate for
the Korean attacks. But we have been confronted with what seemed in many
ways a new game, and we have p.,obably not yet decided by what rules we
would play or even what our objectives and i rircipies of behavior should
be.

As more countries get nuclear weapons (if they do) or if the United
States seems willing to accept provocations and attacks by smaller coun-
tries, a strategy of deterrence against small power attacks may be a mat-
ter of increasing concern for 'ilitary planners. This will surely be part
of an over-all strategy. That is, we will protect against attacks by

"Koreas" partly by the w~y in which we res. , 4 to or talk about our re-
sponse to attacks from other countries, and partly by our position on these
issues in forums such as t~e United Nations. Of course, actions will prob-
ably always speak louder than words, but actions are likely to occur
subtly and in comiplex circumstances and words are spoken in .idvance. rrom
a military standpoint, we would probably need to emphasize physical capa-
bilities for fleAibility In choice of targets, reliability of prediction
of the results of attacks, controllability of collateral damage, and an
ove--all need for being able to accomplish "surgical' military operations.

F. Concluding Observations on Tactlcs and Strategy

In the two preceding section, we have considered various strategic
posture% and briefly reviewed some of tho (past, present, and future)
complexities o ''deterrence.' F inite and si~le deterrence has many ad-
vantaqe% that we have, noted. But finite deterrence happen%., 'nt ef Us
believe, to be danqerou.,: u'oth as a picture of the world and with regard
to the strateqic ,o-ture it leadis to. we would argue that whil- pure
tinite deterrerce' is unacceplahle any one of the followioq six %trate-
qies. as elahor4t•ed in 'ect ion D abo'e in a different order, could be
taken eriou'.,lY A.'. - 0-,SibilIty for ;he Unit I ,tates to{day
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I. Mcstly Finite Deterrence

2. Partial Damage Limiting

3. Deterrence Plus Insurance

4., Not Incredible Counterforce First Strike

5. Expanded Insurance

6. Arms Control and Defense Emphasis

Wp. wu.,ld be prepared to defend any one of them as practical, feasible, and
fulfilling the national interests of the United States. The choices
among the strategies are based mainly upon subtle differences in assump-
tions and values and not on rigorously objective considerations. (We
might note with some regret that the list is :rdered in terms of declin-
ing political feasibility and, In our 'udgment, increasing desirability.
However, the first four are in the range of practical political
discussion,)

What we would urge most strongly is that the United States must choose
a strategy by making an overali analysis and not by "muddliAg through."
That the choice must be made by clear decision and overall plan and con-
cept Is one of the most important changes that has occurred since World
War 1i. If we accept only incremental or gradual changes or muddling
through, we will almost certainly end by choosing one of the first two
strategies, or some other form of relatively simple deterrence. As we
suggested earlier, this may be one of the major reasons variations of
finite deterrence enjoy such widespread popularity in tht West.

Especially, we wish to offer some comments about the Arms Control
and Defense Emphasis posture. Its advocates often try to maake clear that
defense is not necessarily antithetical to arms control. In fact, If one
had to choose between a strategic balance in which a numnber of countries
were allowed to have very large defense budgets, possibly as large as
they wishe,!, but with evere limits on the offense, or one in which there
were large oiferse budgets but very severe limits on derense, the first
alternative should be preferable for a number of reasons. The most
important of these are Mi It is very cheap to get into the offense
business if there is no defense, therefore, with some caveats (which mray
easily be neg!ected) any nation can become a nuclear power and may be
,.empted to do so. (2) If deterrence fails and there Is war, the amount
of damage will be significantly limited. (3) It Is much more difficult
to indulye in nuc!ear blackmail if one has a small offense and the op-
ponent ha a large defense. (4) There remains probably more than enough
deterrence fo," ncrmal situations., since nobody is actually qoing to
believe the calculations or, probably, as a practical matter, be willing
to risk rockinq the boat very seriously. On the other hand, If the

V!
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situation is abnormal--if a country tries 'rational or irrational"
attacks--resistance to these is likely to be much more credible.*

No corncluding discussion of future tactics strategy would be com-
olete without some comment on the future of guerrilla warfare and its
interactlins with higher forms of violence. There are many reasons (dis-
cussed carlier in this report) for believing :hat increasingly, around
the world, vdrious disaffected groups may be inclined to use violence to
achieve their objectives. These Include racial, ethnic, or religious
minorities, nativist movements, some kinds of populist movements, student
groups, Castro-type guerrillas, various political groups, and even groups
which are more bandits than political. One can argue that, at least for
a time and to some degree, the seemingly more stable a society, and the
more permissive and economically successful it is, the more likely it is
to experience anarchic movements of various sorts. But these, of course,
are a far crý fiom the kind of guerrilla warfare being waged now In South
Vietnam. It does not seim ilkely that guerrilla war of this intensity
will be very common in the future. One requirement of such a war is a
group of people as dedicated, competent, disciplined, and "manic" as the
Viet Minh or Viet Cong. Another requirement is suitable geography, such
as jungles or mountains. A possible third, some of us believe, may be a
certain kind of mismanagement by the large, intervening power.

One could, of course, have a much lower level of war. For example,
It is very likely that Czechoslovakia will resist the Soviet occupation
with "good soldier Schweik" technique-, but this will not prevent the
satisfaction of many 3oviet objectives, as wel; as a good deal of ad hoc
cooperation with the Soviets. We may or may not wish to think of such
passive resistance as a kind of low-level guerrilla war.

One of the real nightmares associated with these "low-level" wars
is the possible use of advanced technology by the insurgents (Chapter
if of Part III of this rkoort also iotes this possibility.) There seem
to be extraordinary possibilities here. At least in the United States,
technical people characteristically ask questions of the form "What if
somebody tries to...?"--"What theri" This, of course, is not the cur-
rent style of guerrilla warriors, who are ordinarily not technologically
trained nor technologically imaginative. Up to new, well-educated ana
technologically trained people have been far likelier to be members of
the establishme,:t than insurgents. But Increasingly it seems possible
that technical :ntellectuals may be co-opted Into one or more kinds of
violent movements. While it is not difficult td imagine the kinds of
things !hat could then happen, we do not think it would be appropriate
to furnish any Illustrations.

Let us conclude our discussion of tactics and stratecv by consider-
ing what Is sometimes called tie "powerlessness of the powe-ful"--but

There are (uther reasonns why the ArF' C,,ntr l and 0etvn,.- po'ture

c)uld be a flnb, , .. but wo, cannot q,,, nttt. the- here. Fur •sw-, di•us-
% ,)o ott te se s J()hn J. HoI% t a n, W d'! i '" I - he , cr., Jr i r 1 ' , W11-
A18M 'loI ssv''. i the Mi%',' i, le etrie ,rtNe e faIe
Pre%-,, ;'b') ) rt it 'a'ý 1ý art ik 'e, bý P, G ie n a ,,a' ' i

II
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is a very special kind of impotence. it is often a self-deterrence which
rests on unwillingness to offend public opinion or upset some modus
vivendi between one power and another. If a nation is willing to accept
a great dk-al of unpopularity this self-deterrence could virtually
disappear.

This "self-deterrence" may have complex aspects. Consider a situa-
tion, for example, in which one of the medium powers has a moderately
large force of, say, 100 missiles and 100 bombers, neither of which
could be guaranteed to penetrate a superpower's defenses but which might
penetrate the defenses. Conceivably the superpower might then launch a
very large attack and with very high reliability destroy its opponent's
100 missiles and the 100 bombers on the ground. However, as we have
pointed out above in our discussion of the possible utility of small
nuclear forces, that would be a very large attack and it is very hard to
imagine any plausible crisis which would justify destruction of such
magnitude. On the other hand, the superpower might be deterred from a
very small attack on the medium power because it could not then feel
secure that the medium power could not retaliate and. as the French say.
"tear off an arm." Thus the superpower could be "self-deterred" from
making an annihiliating attack, whi-le deterred by fear of retailation
from making a small attack. (But it is important to remember self-deter-
rence is only self-deterrence.)

There is another reason for what might be called the "powerlessness
of the powerful," and this operates not only between superpowers and
small to medium powers but between, for example. the trustees of univer-
sities and their dissident students. There is a very real tendency for
the powerful not to think through new problems. The powerful are. by and
large, no less intelligent than the powerless, but they know that power
can usually be used to rescue them from the consequences of their mis-
takes. in general, they simply do not feel under pressure to become
ingenious, daring, imaginative, courageous, or innovative. The powerless.
if they are not too neurotic, are very clear about the fact that they
cannot get away with much through sheer megatonnage. or millions of
p.ople. or billions of dollars. They have to be clever. ingenious.
daring, innovative, and use all kinds of "jiu-jitsu." Under these circum-
stances the powerful may lose the corpetition because the ot.her side has
in fact circumscribed, avoided, or otherwise nullified their power.

On the other hand, these difficulties of the powerful may be over-
come once they become apparent enough. For example, many of us believe
it is not the existence of huge stock. of megaton weapons that prevents
the United States from winning in South Vietnam. but poor tactics and
strateqies Instead. Resources of 30 billion dollars a year and hundreds
of thousands of .-en are being invested in that war. While there is self-
deterrence frno major escalation, there is, no self-deterrence on the
level at which the war is beinq fought--jutt Ineffectiveness stemr'irg In
part perhaps from a kind of over-confidence of the powerful.
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This particuliar ineffectiveness In counterinsurgency and Vietnam-
typ- wars may b3 lessened or removed In the: future. For one th'ng there
are many kinds of new techniques becoming avallable, such as oarrier
technology, sophisticated gun ships, comnputerized population control,
night vision and other detectors. (See the discussion and chart page in

Chapter II of Part III.) Even more important, there is developing a
better understanding of the "classic" principles of patrols, ambushes,
night operations, pursuit, police operations, intelligence, and use of
indigenous forces, so that modern technology is beginning to be used to
aid classic operations, rather than In a mistaken effort to supplant
them. Thus the technological factors that tend (perhaps relatively
unavoidably) to lead to 3ome co.paratlve "powerlessness -f the powerful"
on the strategic level do not necessarily lead to any corresponding ef-
fectiveness on the tactical level. Superior technology can be turned to
advantage provided that its uses are properly thought through--but this
requires that the effectiveness of the technologically super!ur not be
taken for granted.
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CHAPTER VII. ROLES AND MISSIONS OF THE ARMED FORCES

A. Introduction

It Is perhaps simpler to describe the roles and missions of our Stra-
tegic For :es than of the General Purpose Forces, both now and in the future.
The rc'e of the latter gets part;cularly difficult In 4 15 to 20 year per-
spective. Bu. if certain current trends contin.,e, the operations and even
the role of the Strateg;c Forces might change considerably within the next
ten or fifteen years. The roles and missior,s of these forces depend to a
large extent upon the view of the citizens of their own country and their
role in the community of nations. There have been times in history when
tha self-image of a nation has changed very slowly; for examp'le, the basic
(19th-century) British view of Itself lasted more than a hundred years be-
fore thare were any significant changes. The same can be said for pre-
World War I France, and even pre-World War I Germany. Germ&ny viewed It-
self as the large and strong buffer between the forces to the east and
Europe: the "guardian of the gate." She obviously no longer does so.

One cannot be certain of the view the United States will have of It-
self In the year 1985. in some ways Iq69 and 1970 could be/fears of tran-
sition. In any case, If certain of today's trends continuq/, the United
States could have quite a different view of Itself, and thý rest of the
world could concur In that view or have one differing from it but still
being quite different from their current view of the United States. If
one goes bac: only sixteen years, one sometimes finds it hard to believe
the changes that have occurred. In 1953 we had overwhelming nuclear su-
per;ority and felt we needed it because the communists were our "enemies"
and dangerous. This view was not completely without cause: just prior
to this time Korea had barely been saved from a comnmunist takeover by a
L.N. allied force. Today, in some sense, we refuse even to maintain a
parity in the strategic area in both offense and defense. (Thus the
U.S.S.R. has at least a thin ARM program to protect Its cities--we say
that our initiation of a similar program to protect our cities would be
provocative to our communist "opponents"; and the prediction now is that
by mid-1969 the Soviets will have more of their huge land-based ICBM's
deployed than we will have ot our raiativeiy small ones.*) in the teit;-
cal conventional war erea today we fight to prevent South Vietnam from
suffering the fate of South Korea, with apologies to allies, many of whom
hurl invectives at us for our effort. indeed, most join the cosmunlsts
in scnding their ships to Haiphong--in effect supporting the conmnunist
war 01,ort against us. In Europe sixteen years ago, NATO was building a
large conventiona! force. Today France is all but out of NATO, our bases
In that country arn gone, and the conventional forces on our side of the
Elbe continue to &windle despite the Increase of Warsaw Pact forces east
of the Elbe since the Czech crisis. The Soviets now have a Mediterranean
fleet of considevable strength (45 naval vessels) and keep the Middle

"'The New York Times, April 11, 1969, p. 5.
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East In turmo;!. Despite the continued doubtful reliabi!ity of some War-
saw Pact forces for some wars in Europe (and let us not forget the doubt-
fuJl reliability of some NATO forces for some wars in Eurooe) and other
mitigating factors, things have changed in the Free World-Conumsist con-
frontatlon in the last f;fteen years, and r')t by any mean3 all for the
better. If one still has doubts, ore may have then shaken by an unsched-
uled airline ride to Cuba, a country ninety miles off our coast, whose
communist government is reported to have been guaranteed hy the government
of the United States (without a reciprocal guarantee of Cuba's small
neighbors against her aggression) In a deal with the U.S.S.R. made in
1962.*

One need not have a paranoiac fear of communists or conrmunism to
recognize that the general posture of th's nation and its in'Iuence on
Its allies has eroded considerably sirce the early 1950's. There has,
of course, also been deterioration of many aspects of the Soviet posi-
tion, but a persuasive argument can be made that the Soviet position has
not deteriorated to the same extent--for example, Soviet control of the
Warsaw Pact powers (or at least the important centrally located onec) has
not deteriorated to the same extent as our "control" of Western European
powers. It is true that the Soviets must use force to keep Czechoslovakia
In line, but the fact of the matter is that Czechoslovakia, Poland, and
East Germany are In line. This Is a key issue for the military planners
of the NATO countries: more Soviet divisions now face them than In the
dast. The reliability of the Czech army may be lower than it was in the
past but It never was considered to be high. One has grave doubts whether
the Soviets ever intended to use the Czech forces as anything other than
guards for their LOC or whether the Soviets even trusted them that far.
The same can be said for the Poles. The changes there have been primar-
ily to make circumstances that already existed more obvious by the out-

ward signs of Soviet military movement.

It is also possible that there may be a resui-gence of the feeling of
solidarity and responsibility of not only the NATO powers, but of our other
allios around the world. But most peop!e will find this argument quite
difficult to make. More likely would be a swing in the other direction
as par# of the general swing away from military commitments and the "con-
tainment of communism" in Europe and elsewhere. The roles and missions
discussed in this chapter will mostly reflect the mai, political trends
as we now judge them, and to some extent the probability of chaiges in one
direction or another and their impact.

B. The Strategic Role of the Armed Forces

The declaratory strategic role of the Air Force should remain rela-
tively unchanged through alternative policies and strategies in the po-
litical and diploinatic areas m6ntioned in this and the preceding Parts
of this report. That Is, the m'ssion will be to deter an attack by 3

*See repeated statements by Khrushchev before and after his ratire-
ment.
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hostile power on the zone of interior of the United States, and in the
event of failure to deter such an attack, to fight a war In such a maoner
as to preserve this nation and Its social values while defeating the enemy
who launched the attack. However, the emphasis on "war fighting" and
"damage limiting" is likely to decline steadily, perhaps leading, in prac-
tice, to an almost total emphasis on pure deterrenre. (However, as di3-
cussed later, this emphasis could reverse--tc a degree--in the latter part
of the period of interest or even earlier.) The missions that go along
with this primary role of deterreoce--and to some degree of the increasingly
naglected roles--are currently assigned primarily to the Strategic Air Com-
mand with a secondary role to the Navy and a tertiary role to the General
Purpose Forces. In the future thc Poseidon Strike Force wlil bear the
main responsibility for this secondary mission while the tertiary mission
will fall to the other forces of the Air Force and the Navy. The deter-
rent role of SAC and the Poseidon force is quite straightforward. it Is
primarily to strike at the enemy weapon systems and other targets within
his zona of interior. This strike could vary in size from a "demonstra-
ticn attack" to a large strike into the high levels of "assured destruc-
tion" as outlined by Secretary McNamara and others. this is not to say
that in the case of a nuclear war, on a scale below that which could be
called centrdl war, i.e., between the Soviet Union and the United States,
that the SAr and Poseidon forces could not be used on other missions. it
does not even mean that the strategic forces could in some way not be used
for a conventional war. As long as aircraft are part of the Strategic Air
Command's arsenal, the use of these aircraft to drop conventional weapons,
as they are doing in Vietnam today, will always be there. But the pri-
mary role of these forces--deterring a nuclear strike against the United
States and (the Increasingly neglected role) if deterrence fails to limit
physical damage and political losses--remains overwhelmingly their primary
goal,.

With the other forces of the Air Force and the Navy, the role is not
so clear-cut. These forces can have strategic missions in time of central
war, and the Air Force Century-series fighter bombers, as well as the car-
rier-based Navy aircraft, can deliver high-yield thermonuclear weapons on
the zone of interior of the Soviet Union and China, possibly even before
the SAC forces detonate their first weapon. But these forces have other
missions as well, and although some of these aircraft can always be allo-
cated exclusively to this assignment, the over-all force has a varied re-
sponsibility. There is even a slight capability on the part of at least
one Army missile to act in the strategic role: Pershings based near the
DMZ in Korea might be able to hit Vladivostok in the Soviet Union and
could hit many strategic targets in Manchuria dnd northern China. In
Europe it might even be possible to hit the part of the U.S.S.R. that was
formerly East Prussi. with this missile by launching from forward bases
in the northern area east of Hamburg near the dividing line between East
and West Germany.

The number and kind of issues which would raise even a not incred-
ib'e (much less credible) possibility of the use of any or all of these
weapons in a strategic mode may decline drastically under several "al-
ternative futures." In fact, this credibility could decline to a point
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whero onl/ a direc. thra -Z thu United States would seew to risk the
U.S. initiating ute of any k'nd of ,OL-AEaC weapons. On the other hand,

if U.S. commitments to Europe, for exawr, were challen~ed, a theatre
nuclear war might start which z.i, invclve some of our strataqr forces
rather quickly. This would be ,iwt !f-,'.y !) -he Soviets used their ZI-
based IRBM's as an assist to the baftte~ietd s',.;ation. The same situa-

tion could hold true if the U.S. were to honor cornitments in East Asia
in the face of a nucliar threat. Here again, the U.S. could have a re-
quirement to bring strategic forces intn play for a theatre operation
simply because the Soviets or Chinese had used IRBM-• to support the
theatre operation.

C. The Tactical Role and Mission of the Armed Forces

As mentioned above, so-called tactical or "General Purpose Forces"
can have strategic missions, some of them perhaps quite essential and
quite deep in the enemy ZI, such as "Century-series" aircraft flying out
of Germany, Turkey, Korea or Japan. But, by and large, the missions we
will discuss now are truly tactical in nature and deal with considerably
more subtle requirements than the strategic mission.

1. The Army

When one speaks of the tactical mission of the Arrud Forces the pri-
mary forces that are normally engaged and must provide tha largest amount

of manpower as well as the most unique and varying capability are the
ground forces. In fact, for most conventional engagements, even irf the
1975-1985 time period, the other armed forces will probably be in support
of the ground forces in their conventional operations. This is particu-
larly true if one is thinking about limited warfare in the conventional
mode. The ground forces also need a relatively clear and detailed defi-

nition of roles and missions. It must be able to fight limited conven-

tional wars of the classic nature as well as counterinsurgency wars that
can vary anywhere from tiny things such as the Bolivian Army's expedition
which snuffed out Che Guevara's insurgents, to an operation as large as,
or perhaps larger than, that going on in Vietnam today. (This latter war,
like the one in Laos, has a screen of guerrillas cloaking the operations
of large standard formations.) Because of the potnntial variety and com-

plexity, the counterinsurgency mission probably requires the largest
amount of analysis anid creative p!anning. The role of the U.S. soldier
or marine can change drastically; thus, under some circumstances, the
primary role of the conventional armed forces of the host country and
the United States will be to provide security for the police, co that
they can carry out their mission of discovering and digging out the in-
frastr'ecture of the guerrillas. Counterguerrilla and count-r-"infra-

structure" operations are basically a police action, partIcularly when
the Insurgency is a true guerrilla operation with the infrastructure of
the guerrillas buried in the society of the host country. In thls sanse

*Armbruster et al., Can We Win in Vietnam? (New York:, Frederick A.
Praeg6r, 1968), pp. 227-272.
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ciefenders of the host cuo.ntry agaliq-t larqer enr~ey formrations. In fac',
if a "W.ar of Nationai Liberation" is tak'n~q pace in a~ ;o,.-try -which ?s
cor'tiej~jous tco a re~atlvel, strong co'm~i~st power, this c'bi~ty to defoat
large enemy formations i' viit~a. For this rea4son the 5t~ndard ability tc.
carry o-it combined oper~it ions of arror, infan~try, airtillery and sea and
air power will probablj remnain vital. In 'act, the techiniques of such
combined OoeraZtionS as well as the tried and true infantry techniqueb of
combat should be broughit up to a high peak, Tire major diffe.-erce be~tw'en
fighting a standlardl qar aqatnst standard fOrrcdtions and counterinsurqiency
consisting of guerrillas vacked up by ldrge indigenous or imported forma-
tions is the increased re(qui-ernent for a distinct mission mot only to t:up-
port the pol iz.e but to produce the very hard-to-come-by, up-to-date tacti-
cal intefliqence, This later requirement is vital to the eirficient use of
the reaction forces, the minimization of friendly casualtiea and the maxi-
mum embýarrassment of enemy formations. The basic fulfilir-ent of this re-
quire-rent stemns from traditional patrolling and maintaining contact with
the enemy,

In rec.nt Nyears the role and mission of the ground forces has prot-
ably nad more change than that of any of the other services. Although
all the armed services have been affected by the counterinsurgar.cy mis-
sions, the ground forces are the ones that must look the most efficient
and competent in this role. Furthermo~re, they must be extremely effec-
tive the moment they enter the theatre, which could be most anywhere, In
this decade we are used to having Wars of National Liberation fought mare
or less in undeveloped areas and~as stated earlier, primarily on the
periphery of the cormmunist bloc. There is nothing to indicate that they
must remain in the undeveloped areas, hoý.iver, and it is possible that in
the 1975-1985 time period we may see something like Wars of National Lib-
eration--IoK-1-Iv/e1 but effective use of violence and threats in the sub-
version of govarnments--beq Inning to take place in Europe. The probabil-
ity of insurgency taking place in this relatively stable area is surely
lower than elsewhere, but when one looks ten or fifteen years into the
future one must ''suspend one's dlsbeflefs" a bit.

It should be not bey(,nd serious imagination to consider t~hat iV cer-
tain trends in Europe should become predominant, WJest Germany might -it~me
susceptible to some type of incursion from communist East Germany or at
least some type of subversing by native West German commiunists influenced
from the East. This could occur even though there is good reason to~ feel
that such a turn of events might be undesirable from the point of vi w of
a conservative or suspicious Soviet hierarchy.

A united Germany, ever) under communism, may vory we'll bring up the
issue of the ;ost lands of Silesia and Pomerania, now part of Poland,
and East Prussia, part of which is hel, by the Soviet Union. There is
also the possibility that the Soviets would have less control over East
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ilti-4ny in this time period if Ulbricht's successors should become "schis-
ti'co-mrinists. For such successors of Ulbricht to afford the luxury

0, a scriisim wit,' the U.S.S.R., however, West Germany would have to become
very veak Indjead, for It could only c.:cur In the absence of Sov~et tcroops
In East Gerrincy. But one does not have to stretch the imagincticn too far
to sot thar. 'xrrent trertds in several West European countries--including
Italy an~d Wes-, 'Germany--ccsuid point towards their becoming very unaggres-
sive--and perhaps evon susceptible to a type. of commnunist subversion that
has esused problams In other Pa'ts of the world.

Several things about sucht a situation could have grave consequences
for ýh'e United States. if Germany shiould follow the general trend of
EMrit;~n, or reconsider the existence of her land army as suggested by
t he now German Proesident l~ustav Hnlnemann of the SPO, this could indi-
cate a loss of 0"lan in West Oer-ma-iy which 'iight be accompanied b~y even
greater beflef in The urgency. of the '"Ostpclitik" ditente policy. Larger
and morer disturbii.g student Hlots and syrnip~thy with leftist thinking
might allso deveiop--or ant h-creasing unwillingness to accept military
service." Under these circumstances one could easily imagine the off i-
cale--or unozff'c~al but effective--loss of American bases In West Germany
similar to the loss wte recently sujffered In France. Without these bases
from. wh~ch to functlecn, the United States might easily be forced to leave
the continent and our whole posture from both a conventional and nuclear
tactical war point of view would change drastically.

As mentior-ed 91,sawhere in this report, the revocation of, or certain
changes In, the American-.)apanese security trealty and changes in our rela-
tior-s with Korea could cause the same p~roblem in the Pacific. Japan, in
particular, may prove to be vulrerable to elements which are anti-military,
antbi-United States and/or anti-nuclear weapons. An interest in- point in
the case -)f both. Germany and Japan is that It might be the obvious mili-
tary effects which cause the mrost trouble; i.e., the draft, big obvious
native and U.S. troop units and bases, etz. A small, "inconspicuous"
,fred ~gltp of nuclear force (particularly If It Is based in a
remote area or on the ocean) might look like a better bet from the point
of view of polltical "cost-'effectiveness," even for a timid oovernment.
After all, with the nuclear tbroshold the real barrier, deterrerce the
"onl2.y' pol icy, and a big~ J,1S. nuclear arse~nal which could--in theory at
least--be triggered by a forze de fr m, the small nuclear fqrce may look
like a cheap way out,~ ohmntrl and politically. This is the appar-
ent basic policy of both Britain and France today and may become the policy

, in 1968, 11,000 Wtst G.erman draftees--I.3'X of eligi~le young men--
asked to be removed on grounds, of cons;clence (The Los Angeles Times',
harch 3, 1369)'. This was cor~s;7erably more than In all previous years
togat'hzr since the founding of the German NATO army. Gustav Heinemann
of the SPO, mhe newly electad Prsident of the Federal Republic, said In
a nowsoaper Interview a fow dayi after his election that the position of
the Gormnan armiy souldi be put ;nto question.
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of our other large allies Fs well. (;err.ny ,lay not be so sure of U.S.
Involvement in case of a war if U.S. troops are no longer in Germany as
"hostages," but if (as mentioned above) the whole military apparatus (in-

cluding the hostages) becoras too much of 3 Dolitical burden, sne may
choose the "nuclear tripwire," or even no tripwie at all.

Therefore the need tc be able to use ground forces (as well as the
rest of the General Purpose Forces) wlthout the help of an extensive
peacetime net of foreign bases may increase in all parts of the world.
If this occurs, it could prove to be a most difficult oroblem for the
ground forces to provide a "dual purpose" (corventional and nuclear)
capabil!ty in the 1975-1985 time period. Anc tr~inq to do the two to-
gether (for there are definite inconsistencies and incompatibilities)
could cause problems at least as difficult as our current counterinsur-
gency problems. Fighting back onto a coritinent from the sea by the con-
ventional moce has proven to be a costly business even when the enemy
could not concentrate all his fcrces against the invasion. The lending
at Normandy cost 2,000 American deid (and over 7,000 moce before the
breakout from the peninsula)--and we had complete control of the air and
sea and nearby bases in England. The mission of launching and conducting
a sizable conventional ground fcrce camcaign from "Fortress America" may
be in the cards, at least for planning purposes, by 1975-1985. This,
along with the mission of countering Wars of National Liberation, could
be the primarý concern of the Army.

2. The Air Force

The vast majority, if not all, of the tactical missions the Air
Force will be required to perform In the 1975-1985 time period will be
conventional. Barring some drastic domestic and international political
changes, the chances of hav!ng to deliver a number of--or even a few--
nuclear warheads on an enemy target in that time period will probably
vary little from wlhat they are now. And right now they are close to zero.

Since the development of aircraft as fighting machires in World
War I, the standard requirement for their ordnance delivery has nit
changed radically. Thit should not be surprising. Once the third di-
mension was introduced into the battlefield, one could fecl rather cer-
tain that the aircraft requirements that were quickly developed would be
around for quite a while. The one thing that could have c.-anged all this
would have been a breach of the nuclear threshold. This might have made
air defense so very effective that very few planes could get through; but
on the other hand, those planes that did get through would deliver such
terrifying weapons that the destruction wrought on some few target areas
would perhaps exceed the surgica!, selective destruction of many target
areas by the great number of planes that normally would have gotten through
with conventional loads. The nuclear threshold, however, has held--and
one has the feeling that it is probably going •3 hold--for the foreseeable
future. in this case, aircraft will be required to do its yeoman's job in
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any battles we may fight between~ 1975-1985. 1hiis! P.ýrtl~c~la~y true
if we are still dna I ng w Ith '00ars -f Ni L ber ati& anid )ther tow-

level types of aggression, These irr-iivel wars tring out rý,,jifirtfl-eflts
for our weapcns systems which look tr:uly in soric. vn 5O- espercts, the-
aircraft is --Ike the .varshlr,. The flrat nae;a m1orb.rdrent was H. st s-
muitaneous with the 7ntrduetflorn of gurnpwder irntc, t~he -,j.r*,ý'!e ' :-
Of course, vast improvements, were r-ide in gunls :,c sblps, but trne baiic
notion of the way to u-t shinst a'id rheir fire-powtr frv ',Ube ar.LMIcry
has rerna!ned with US for miany hurndreds of yeartý. it reman.~rs with us
simply because the basic ;daa was a correct on~e for (the use of these
weapons systems. Interestingly erough, the targets als-o bas caliy re-
mained more or less the same; 7,e., the enemys base of fire on his war-
ships and targets ashore, oither to be hit Independently or in supoort
of landing parties. The ships were also vsed in defens-e of fixed instal-
lations on the shores and the routes of land and sea forces. Th~ese tech-
niques were used by the Spanish in the sixteenth and early seventeenth
centuries, by the Allies In Normandy and In the Pacific, and in Korea,
and are being used today in Vietnam. Of course, the hntr'odCtion of air-
craft made a significant difference in the ability t., use warships. In
fact, at th-. end of 4o.1Id War 11 the 9eneral opir,!cn was triat naval -,hips
other ther, those which themselves carried aircraFt or supporter! aircraft
carriers had been made obsolete by the introduction of aircraft. W;;
found out quite quickly in Korea and in Vietnam, however, that bhe enemy
aircraft threat against ships can be nullified by kettpinq r~ontrol of the
air, and many argued a renewed requiremnent for gun warships.

It would seem, correct zo cons!dor the historical, tactical and con-
ventional warfare roles and mnissions of the Air Force as possessing a re-
lationship to those of today and at least the naar future. (Like thle
warships, these vehlocles have the "~right" inissions.) Trhere Is always a
possibility, of course, that- a missile system of sa~ch sinpflcitv and
devastating accuracy will be dev~ioped that aircraft cannot exist in
enemy air space. (This would equate somewhat with the litroduction of
aircraft Into naval warfare.) There is also the possibiilty that viery
cheap and relatively long-range missiles with phenomenally small CEPIs,
able to carry conventional warheads, will be developed, Such a system
couid be effective againýst fixed targets, but obviously a missile system
would have difficulty covering tactical "targets of opportunity" unless
there were sane. type of observation to Indicate to the missle wh~ere the
target was. Under these circumstances, If the observation vehicte trans-
mitting tht information to the missile were aircraft, it might as well
flre. a miss Ele or drop a bomb on the target itself rather than depend on
the firepower of the surface-to-'surface missile. At the moment, however,
we don't know how to deveioo such an accurate surface-to-surface missile
within the reciu~red price ranges to take over this mls~lon, rurthermore,
there Is no e,.lstlnq air mltsile that can coiioletaly deny airspace to
aircraft all the way down to a fewl hundred feet of altitude (at least
not In view of countermeasures and tlctict to avoie, it),. The "armed
recon" mission, particularly In iow-level wars, wlfl probably s"All be
a requirement for aircraft In the 1975-1985 time period, Furthermore,

the aircraft will no doubt continue to play a role in developing that
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current A-i tacticdi intelligence, mentioned earlie- without which gro-rid
and sea forces normally cann-t develop a bat;le to tt;eir advanLage.

It is probably safe to assume, therefore, thac within this time "rare,
aircraft will continue to play a Dart in the tactical, conventional mis-
slon of the Armecý Forces. Like tre -4ar.hi-), it is :.ieiy to be around fo,
quite a while and !ta targets are quite likely to be s3mewnat tne samew as
they are today.: These are targets des.gned to destroy the enemy's air
forte, suppress its air defenses and destroy enemy ground and sea forces,
their logistic bases and deploymert ard logistic routes.

The counter-air and long-range and short-range interdiction targets,
as well as the ground suppor. targets of the tactical air forces, are

likely to be lound anywhere in the world, but the probability is that
the general area will coincide somewhat with the regions of the borders
uf communist domination. it is possible that we wuld have to intervene
in wars between non-cornuoists and even between communists. But the
highest p.obablility is that we could be involved in wars between commi-

nist powers and non-comrnu'ist victim states. This means that non-conrnu-
nist countries bordering on comninist states (particularly thosu contigu-
ous with the Soviet Union and China) are more likeiy to be the victims of
aggression, while tneir communist neighbors are most likely to be the

trouble-makers of the future as they have been in the past. One of the
authors recalls in 13q49 talking to the Cultural Attache of the Soviet

Embassy about the relative vulnerability of the Soviet Union in the Far
East. He replied, "Oh, the Chinese will fight for us ovce there." The
author chuckled at the suggestioi, assuming that he o'as nalve about how
far China was likely to go for a Soviet or communist cause, Within a
year it was proven that China was to go a great distance in the support
of a neighboring "social" szate in a war which, if not instigated by, was
at least encouraged by Moscow.

As mentioned earlier, our m,ýans of coping with these problems may

well be changed by political considerations. It is not inconceivable
that should we become engaged on the periphery of the communist bloc,
we would nave to "appropriate' airfields (as *,e did from the French it.
Morocco in 1942) or capture them (as we did fron the Japanese) to get
even our longest-legged tactical Pircraft within range of the primary

target-. This does not mean th:t we will change the role of these air-
craft but that our whole mode ol operation may have to be different,
in the initial phases of American involvement in the 1975-1985 time
period. (We may have nothing but CASF forces of a truly independent
nature which car operate in these cor~ditiors. Small aerial tankers
based oi aircraft carriers to refuel USAF tactical aircraft in mid-
ocean may even he needed.) Obviously, if we are coming to the aid of
some friendly host country these :ssues will not come ur. If not, the
joint operation of World War II mdsy again become the impo.-tant factor.
In effect, the first air operations to take place may te those (f naval
aircraft launch~ng carriers in supp(rt of an amphibious ,nvasi.o-: the

invading forces, in turn, will make airfields so that the taztical air-
craft can operate further inland against nmzbile targets
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Long-legged aircraft in that time period may be something quite dif-
ferent from today's. In fact, we may have an Inflight refueling capabil-
Ity within range of enemy fighter aircraft. Furthermore, these aircraft
may be capable of such extremely high speeds that they can, in effect,
even fly two sorties a day at very long range. Here is where the tcch-
nical capabilities of the era will make a difference. If by that time we
have an aircraft which is capable of both low speed and high maneuverabil-
Ity for close-in target strikes and extremely high speed, long-range ap-
proach flights, we may be able to carry out tuctical missions with highly
accurate, sophisticated, conventional weapons from bases a very great
distance away. Somehow one feels that this tactical air capability must
be maintained for the kind of wars we are likely to experience in the
decade under discussion. In fact, It is our apparent capability to pro-
vide a sophisticated tactical air power at the right places at the right
time which gives us a significant edge over probable enemies. This capa-
bility means that the enemy is often forced into a mode of fighting with
his ground and sea air forces which might be highly detrimental to him.
Without our control of the air, the American mode of fighting would have
to change radically: in fact, our spectacular capability In t'e logis-
tics field may be negated by enemy air strikes. This would, of course,
be disastrous, for it is in this area of establishing very quickly and
efficiently large logistic bases and supporting them with tremendous
amounts of materiel that the American Armed Forces have an outstanding
capability.

For all these reasons, it is hard to see a drastic change in the
roles and missions of the tactical Air Force despite changes ;n the po-
litical milieu in the time period under study. At least it is h~rd to
see a change In the primary and basic roles of this arm of the service.
The changes indicated above would hopefully have their effects in some
initial period of the war and than only to the extent that the tactical
air might have to "stand down" until beaches have been secured by
amphibious ground force troops supported by naval aircraft and gunfire.
Once we had beachheads and airfielJs we would shift to our normal mode
of heavy ground-based air support, large logistic support, heavy fire-
power, e~c.

3. The Navy

One phase of the rnle end mission of this branch of the service has
already changed radically from the traditional one. This has occurred
primarily because of the new type of threat against both our enemy's and
oubi own Zl's. Earlier we mentioned the strategic threat Poseidon-type
missiles will create for the enemy in the 1975-1985 time period. But
the anem-'s nuclear-missile-carrying submarines will also present a
threat to our ZI. Por this reason, for the foreseeable futuro the anti-
submarine warfare capability of the Navy will continue to bG an extremely
important defensive measure against strategic attack against the homeland.

ASW submarines and surface craft, as well as naval aircraft, will have a
heavy responsibility in detecting and destroying or at least keeping
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enemy missile-carrying submarines out of range of the homeland. Anti-
submarine warfare is not new to the Navy; but unlike any of its previous
activities in this area, failure to detect or stop or drive away a single
submarine could now be disastrous for the country.

The Navy will continue to have other roles in the tactical area,
some of which have been mentioned above. if one has no airfield in the
vicinity of a battle zone, but does have blue water in which a carrier
task force can operate, one can bring these floating airfields within
range of the forces needing air support. This will continue Zo be a
naval role. Furthermore, the old naval gunfire will, as far as one can
see, be In demand even in the 1975-1985 time period for low-level kinds
of ground wars. Here, again, if there is blue water near the battle
area, one can bring In these extremely efficient and effective gun plat-
forms to give fire support to troops on the shore. Of course, there is
always the possibility that these naval forces will also have to cl3an
oult some enemy naval units. But this is the traditional role of the
Navy, and one feels that since large navies are so extremely expensive
to build and service and provide trained crews for, we can more or less
predict who will have these fleets. The only current contender for an
enemy fleet of any size is the Soviet Union. Since they to date have no
aircraft carriers, their tendencies to engage American forces with our
fast attack carriers would seem to be somewhat suicidal unless It were
done within range of Soviet land-based aircraft. This is Indeed what
they may attempt to do. There is also another element which has been
Introduced recently into naval warfare, and that is the long-range sur-
face-to-surface anti-ship missile. This may tend to offset the United
States carriers; but it is difficult to imagine technological break-
throughs in the ship-to-ship missile area adequate to allow (except in
restricted waters) a Navy without aircraft carriers to engage one with
such vessels equipped with main batteries of long-range efficient air-
craft manned by well-trained pilots.

The possible lack of foreign bases mentioned earlier, however, will
affect the efficiency of our high-seas fleets as we now operate them. It
may well be that we will have to begin to think of our fleets operating
in a mode somewhat similar to the German submarine fleets of the two
World Wars. In this tioe period Germany was also without bases and de-
pended on replenishment of her fleet of submariles on the sea. We cur-
rently have this capability to fuel and provide minor repairs on the high
seas, and in fact, it is standard procedure to do so. But we may have to
look Into the possibilities of doing some rather heavy repair work on
ships while they are afloat and, even to consider building such things as
large repair ships which could do much of the work done in yards in calm
weather on the high seas. This is a difficult problem to beat, but if we
Intend to use our fleets in the far corners of the world In this time
period, some such maintenance capability on the high seas may be neces-
sary to keep them up to strength. Certainly, for some repairs and over-
hauls these ships will of course have to cooie home. You cannot drydock
a ship in the middle of the Pacific (although there is pe-haps some capa-
bility to use floating drydocks in some "neutral" lagoon).
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What we are saying is that our Navy may now have to operate in a
hostile environment in many sections of the world. This Is not a new
experience for naval men: this was the problem of the French navy in
the Napoleonic period and of the Confederate Navy during our CM11 War.
In each of these cases the navy was inferior and was not asked to per-
form large tasks. There were certain exceptions, such as Napoleon's
expedition to E*'vpt when he expected his navy to maintain his supply
lines to the honi.'nd. Despite his success in providing a base f'r this
fleet In Alexandria, the result was a failure and much of the fleet was
lost at the battle of the Nile.

In short, our fleet will have to be able to provide support for our
air forces and also carry out its mission of protecting the homeland
from nuclear missile attack from submarines. Furthermore, If we do
carry out a large-scale intervention, it will have to protect convoys
from conventional submarine attack. This Is a lot to ask of a fleet
which may have very few bases. In fact it might call for an entlrely
new mode of operation allowing the Navy to keep ships on station ade-
quate to provide all these vital functions.

D. Some Other Possibilities

It is probably worthwhile, before terminating this discussion on
roles and missions, to indicate some of the changes that might occur.
First and perhaps most likely, curront trends towards de-emphasis of
defense are not likely to continue. At some point before or during the
1975-1985 time period the U.S. (including many of the arms controllers
who now seem to think of defense as a moral crime) is likely to notice
that tho Soviets are completely unwilling to go along with any serious
limitations on defense hut might be willing to go along with many other
elements of a comprehensive arms control program. (The Soviets, after
all, must worry about real and actual Chinese missiles and possible West
German missiles.) Even the United States is likely to be concerned, if
only in an abstract fashion, with the fact that if the two superpowers
have no defense against missiles, any small power with ten missiles can
have aspirations to two-way deterrence against a superpower.* Rather
than striving, therefore, for both sides to be naked of active defense,
it is very likely that the United States and the Soviet Union might con-
clude an agreement that emphasizes heavy defense on both sides but very
limited offense. Having a heavy defense will make it possible for the
United States and the Soviet Union to denigrate, both in rhetoric and
perhaps in reality, the significance of small Nth-power missile forces,
In addition, their self-limitations on defense would give them the moral
authority to discourage offense by other nations. This could not only go
far to preserve the current hierarchy; it might make for more or less
comprehensive world-wide arms control; it would certainly make more

*See articles by Herman Kahn and D.G. Brennan in Why ABM? Policy
Issues in the Missile Defense Controversy, 2p. cit.
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feasible (both from the viewpoint of deterrence, and action if deterrence
fails) the punishment of any Nth power that usea its nuclear weapons. All
of this Indicates an eventual emphasis on "damage limiting" and "1iar fight-
Ing" by the two superoowers. This emphasis will come even earlier ane be
greater if there was any use bý an Nth power of a nuclear weapon, so that
people would be no longer willing to rely on deterrence working perfectly.

Another change, at least .n emphasis, from current perspectives might
occur If the kind of tumult and violence that seems plausible in much of
Afro-Asia actually occurred. if, for example, there were i series of Ni-
gerian-type civil wars conducted with cruelty and enormous casualties,
both civilians and non-combatants, the pressure for the developed powers
to Intervene might become overwhelming. Such intervention could be multi-
national and/or sponsored by the U.N. or It might be delegated to one or
a small number of powers. it Is certainly easy to imagine that the U.S.
could easily get irto the logistics of s~.ch operations (as we already have
in the Contgo). It might aiso be easy to get involved in the actual fight-
ing and administration. All of this, of course, would have great impact
on all three services. It is also conceivable, particularly if there were
naked aggression by China against, for example, India or some of the na-
tions in Southeast Asia, that the United States might be forced to inter-
vene i-i a reasonably large-scale way and then be forced to stay (in much
the same way that the U.S. has had to keep two divisions in South Korea).
It Is also not Implausible that tho United States could have a large lo-

gistics tail in South Vietnam--and perhaps Laos and Thailand as well--
five, ten or even fifteen years from nuw. In fact, this last could also
include a fairly large group of Americans acting as advisers, trainers,
and In quasi-leadership roles (much as the Special Forces do today). If
the above is to work smoothly for a matter of decades, this could empha-
size to the extreme the necessity of all three services to work in close
coordination with allied forces with which there are all kinas of linguis-
tic and cultural difficulties. Further, it might well happen that we
might much prefer in fulfilling these roles to use equipment which is
much closer to that which can easily be procured, operated and maintained
by the indigenous forces than that which we are accustomed to usin~g. In
any case, one of the major missions of all three services is likely to
Involve various variations of the training and advisory roles.

E. Conclusions

Over the next decade and a half such cradual, but nonetheless radi-
cal, political and military changes as those mentioned earlier could
change operations, and in some cases even the roles and missions of the
General Purpose Forces (and a significant portion of our Strategic Forces),
drastically. Assuming that such changes do not occur (or at least, not
all of them), the probability is, of course, greater that the general
configuration of the forces (except for technical changes) and their
mission will remain somewhat the same. Nevertheless one "feels" that
it would somehow be wrong to assume that our foreign basing system, or
our control of it, or the extent of it, and at least the credibility of
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of some roles and missions are not going to be different than they are

today. Of course, the primary roles and missions of the Armed Forces
In some sense can never change, for these forces are the buffer and
shield of the country. It is largely In their secondary roles that they
change. Irrype 1I" deterrence for our nuclear forces (deterring an attack
on areas other than our homeland by threat of nuclear retaliation) may
lose much of its credibility by the 1975-1985 tine period. In this case
that mission of the United States Armed Forces may change; the argument
will be that there is little sense in spending great amounts of money to
support forces specifically for this mission if we, cjr allies and our
"opponent" know we will never be allowed to use it."

The conventional roles, as pointed out above, are q.ite likely to
change in their implementation, particularly if we are forced to fall
back on a "Fortress America" &pproach to military policy. Nevertheless,
just as when India (a country who had no U.S. bases, ov" even an alliance
with us, and in fact opposed us in favor of Communist China on many occa-
sions) asked for and received United States aid when she was attacked by
China In 1962, so we may in the future ha,e to become "interventionist"
even without foreign bases.

,'The argument for "deterrence by uncertainty" is much more subtle
and hard to make for expenditures against a detente "opponent" rather
than an "enemy," i.e., even though we all know we won't use theý.e forces,
If we did use them, the effect on the enemy would be terrible and he
can't be sure there won't be some slip up which would cause them to be
used anyway--therefore he is deterred from action, particularly over
Issues which are not absolutely vital to his survival.
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CHAPTER VIll. A NOTE ON LONG-RANGE PERSPECTIVES AND POLICIES*

A. Long-Ui2:e Perspectives and Planning

Almost e,,eryone today has the sense of iiving under some kind of
"sword of Dar,.•.cles," and one which gets a keener blade and thinner threads
each year. There is a widespread feeling that current technology, if
left uncontr,,)led, is going to create a situation which will eventually
be disastrous. And it is no longer necessary (as it may havw been in the
immediate post-World War II period) to ooint out that this threat must be
considered on at least two different levels--as requiring both a political
and a strategic response. For these reasons this chapter, as well as the
foregoing, contains many references to the spread or control of nuclear
weapons. It also makes little or no distinction between the military or
political decision-maker; any suggestion is aimed at both, since suitable
solutions will likely stem from joint action.

One of the most important things that should be done by the national
security analysts and military planners is to get a better understanding
of long-term risks and what kinds of measures might be reasonable in try-
ing to deal with them. Indeed, many of us have an increasing concern that
because we tend to focus on relatively short-term objectives many of our
decisions may foreclose useful future developments. For example, in the
fifties there were a large number of people who, deeply concerned with the
advent ofICBM's, argLed that the danger of holocaust would be greatly
increased since these devices could easily be kept alert and could reach
their targets in 15-20 minutes. Planes were harder to keep alert and
tended to take 5-20 hours to reach their targets, and therefore created
less of a threat.

On balance, in looking back over the last decade, most of the mili-
tary and even arms controllers are now agreed that the substitution of
the missile for the bomber has really increased the stability of strate-
gic forces in all kinds of desirable ways--the world has probably been
safer because of this substitution, at least for most of the last decade
and probably for the next decade or so as well. However, this evolution
may look somewhat less fortunate in the even more distant future, if mis-
siles become rather widely available to a number of countries and if the
missile defense issue (against small and relatively unsophisticated forces)
turns out to be I arc difficult to resolve than has been forecast--perhaps
because of limitations by arms control agreements or established practices,
rather than the limitations of technology.

lo give another example, any freeze on changing missile silos may
have disadvantageous consequences for both sides in the long run. Even
more immediately, it seems inconceivable that a strategic arms freeze
which did not include bombers would const;tute a stable and sufficient

-This chapter depends significantly on material prepared by the
Hudson Institute for the Office of the Director of Defenbe Research and
Engineering, but adapted and updated for this report.
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arrangement. The bomber issue is, however, even more intractable than
the missile problem. it is, for example, possible to convert civilian
aircraft to bonbers, and a bilateral agreement to limit or freeze bombers
would thus constitute a very uncertain and complex deal to make and man-
age, given the large number of commercial airplanes available to bothI sides. There would also be the problem of fighter bombers stationed at
bases close to the Soviet Union.

One could also imagine that American and Soviet planners may be faced
with the necessity for almost completely rethinking the deterrence policy
which has been accepted since the early fifties, in most circles, almost
without question. This policy depended more or less upon variations of
the assured destruction capacity as a basis for our national security.
Other objectives (such as damage limitation) were sometimes added to as-
sured destruction, but(with the possible exception of damage limitation)
these were generally not considered to be on the same level of priority.

We may all come to feel that for a variety of reasnns we wish to move
in the direction of a posture of greater defensive emphasis rather than
relying exclusively, or almost exclusively, on offensive forces. If the
arguments for a defensive emphasis turned out to be acceptable, it would
be most important that arms control agreements, for example, not foreclose
such options politically, physically, or diplomatically.

These examples are only a few of many that illustrate the need for
considering any decision in terms of both the short and long run. Let us
now consider the less immediate future by commenting on pcssible culminat-
ing points for some or all of the many implications stressed in this report--
possible changes in the world system (including the system of war) as we
know it.

B. Possible Systemic Changes and Endpoints

The following list gives three basic possibilities, and a number of
sub-possibilities, for transformation of the current system:*

I. Minor modification of the current system

2. All-our war system withers away

a. universal deterrence--e.g., "Gallois worlds"
b. rule of law
r. pluralistic security community
d. rule of fait accompli (internal war)

*For elaborations see Chapter IX of Herman Kahn and Anthony J. Wiener,
The Year 2000: A Framework for Speculation on the Next Thirty-Three Years
(New York: The Macmillan Company, 1967).
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e. instrumental wars (rational self-interest restraints)
f, agonistic wars (limited by absolute rules)
g. potlatch wars (space, foreign aid, "Jshowy" systems, etc.)
h. other substitute for central war

3. Othor basic change in the system

a. bloc systems (with restraints and rituals)
b. community sanctions (e.g., no first use by anyone)
c. condominiums (U.S.-S.U.?, collective security?, U.N.?)
d. concert of (large or smAll) powers
e. "world governnment"
f. world empire (or empires)
g. disarmed, but "uncontrolled" nations
h. elimination or control of weapons of mass destruction

by agreement or revulsion following a large setback
to civilization

With only a Iminor modification of the current system," one would
expect that in the long run the system would have most or all of the fol-
lowing characteristics, to some degree at least.

Strongly hierarchical (superpower-dominated, at least for a while)
Arms control is "imposed from above" after superpower agreement
Guarantee system may extend superpower reach into local

developments
Some thrust to formal non-nuclear club
But also some restiveness in threshold nations over second-class

status
Increased intra-European cooperation to gain leverage on super-

powers
Active guarantee system would increase Security Council activity,

could strengthen whcle U.N. institution (but: failure to meet
first test could wreck entire scheme)

Non-structural features (e.g., nuclear self-deterrence, general
reluctance to use force in a major way) may dominate

In evaluating the kinds of scenarios wh~ch could characterize the de-
velopments over the next decade or two, the following elements seem rather
plausible.

NPT ratified by Big Three, plus ali current threshold nations
Security Council adopts Soviet-American guarantee resolution
Joint U.S.-S.U. guarantee to India supplements resolution
Additional private U.S. guarantee to West Germany. Israel
Big Three make formal no-first-use declaration
De facto self-restraint by superpowers on conventional arms

transfers
formal agreement bars mass-destruction weapons on sea-bed
Tacit agreement limits offensive and defensive strategic forces



A 'v~a!pfu takeoff fo- the above projectioin would be a basic arms con-
trol success that resultad, from the rion-presiferation, treaty an'd other
currLrnt a^.tenpts to Hilmi proliferation, The!,ý attempts would presumably
have to, be facilitated by extreme sFeif-r-_streint 1- the superpowers as
well as by theit cc;,.peratl~n. cordinatlor and relatively uniform firmness
against actual an,.' potentaal "transgressors." !r; addition, there would
probably have to be serious attemrpts to organize from below in such a way
as to reinfortce the systwi as 6 t-ho~e. 'his sceanartio need not be unrealis-
Zically optlmlstic; ti netd nrot, for example, assvire that China or India
will sign flie treatý, but it pr-obably doe:, heve to assume that West Ger-
many, iJppen, ;srae! and !taly go along an4 rhat the Europeans acquinbze
In something ;;k a no-first-use convenflon of at least the Big Two If
not by rrore nuclear powers.

One obliecticzn w~i'ch many would have to t-he hopeful outcone drawn
above is the 6ssu~ption of the retention of a strongly hierarchical i.I-
ternational system, %~ut the assimption ',, such a system reflects some ba-
sir rurrent and liw'ely fat-ure reeiities. The U.S. and the Soviet Union are
the superpower-s and there is no easy ,fa for any other notion to challenge
their supremecy--'.t least in the next wacade or two. It is likely, in the
above circurestarces, that there would i;ý some pressures on the Europeans
to cooperate, and even coalesce, itn order to mobiiize some countervailing
power, but there need not be very strong pressures for the erection of
countervailing power units Iff the authority, influence and power of tric
superpowers i.- by and large exercised with enlightened restraint.

European political unification could, of course, also have a stabil-
izing effect, depending on circumstances and thfý specific nature of the
unified polity. To some degree the United States and the Soviet Union
w;il need to give the non-nuclear powers something amounting to a blank
check in their dealings with other nuclear powers. In the long run this
mighi: lead to pressures on the superpowers for "pre-emptive intervention."
Whille the term "Protectorate" as L'ced in the nineteent~i century has lost
many of Its original connotations in the twentieth c~entury, there is good
reason for arguing that the concept is nevertheless likely to retain some
relevance for analysis and poiltical calculation., It seems, on "fie whole,
Dlausible that in combination, such concerns would create rather formidable
resentment aý1cinst an international system so obviously dominated by the
superpowers.

The f3rm which this resentment might take, of course, is not altogether
clear, It might simply be, in those nations that have the technical capa-
bility to bui;K nuclear weapons, a general restiveness over the second-class
status woic~h h35 been imposed upon them by the arms control measures and
other understcndings between the superpowers. It Mignt also find expres-
sion in iricý--sed pressure for new institutions to provide an outlet for
the energies (,r~d ambitions of the smaller n~it ions; one of these might be
a formal n'on-nuclear club in which the superpower-s would either not bec

present at all or would be present without a vo t e,
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Acting in combination, of c,,urse, the smaller nations, or the non-
nuclear nations as a whc.e (depending on how the new institutions were tc
emerge), could make life much more difficult for those larger countr'-•
who had become used to having their own way. But organization of the non-
nuclear nations would not necessarily be a major disruptive force, and on
the contrary might provide a useful channel for allowing nations other
than the nuclear nations to participate in an internationally stabilizing
process,

Another possibility aris-ng out of this model would be increased co-
operation among West European, or even among all European, nations in or-
der to gain increased leverage on the superpowers. In this sense a strongly
hierarchical world, in which arms control agreements or other restrictions
are imposed from above, might contain the seeds of their own undoing. That
is, they would increase the motivation of smaller nations to act coopera-
tively and perhaps increase the likelihood of genuine integrated superna-
tional blocks being created. Such a development, of course, would consti-
tute a major structural change.

The basik model being diccussed here might also have interesting im-
plications for the United Nations. On the ane hand, it can be argued that
the guarantee system described above would strengthen the whole United
Nations institution, initially by increasing the activity and prestige
of the Security Council, and tnen by allowing this to spill over into
other U.N. &ctivities. But it should be pointed out that this argument
might just as easily cut the other way. If the guarantee system and the
Security Council through which it operates were to fail in its first ma-
jor test, there would be a good likelihood of the entire guarantee struc-
ture failing, and perhaps an equal likelihood of permanent damage to the
Security Council and to the U.N. as a whole.

Should such damage occur, those who argue that the United Nations is
the kernel of a world government would certain!y have been discredited,
and a reversion to either bilateral guarantee mechanisms or simply to nu-
clear self-help would seem a likely implication. But it may be unwise to
concentrate too much on the institutional makeup of the world which this
scenario would create. For it may well be that the non-structural fea-
tures--the set of attitudes, fashions and traditions which determine spe-
Sdific responses to specific situations--will be most important in influ-
encing the makeup of this international system. For example, if the exist-
ing degree of nuclear self-deterrence and the general reluctance to use
official force in a major way were to become increasingly fashionable, the
flall-out war system" might well wither away of itself, whatever the other
structural changes and characteristics of the system might be.

It is, of course, also possible that any attempt to preserve the cur-
rent system with only minor modifications will encounter serious obstacles.
For instance, despite serious efforts, widespread proliferation may occur,
and rather rapidly at that. As an illustration of this concern it may be
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useful t', ex&mli,- the spread of battleships in the Latin American sub-
system and Southeast Europe in the early |90O's, The pr*-.;ss wient roughly

as follows:

1907 Brazil ordered two dreadnoughts,'Minas Geraet' and

"Sao Paulo"

1908 Argentina ordered two 1,000-ton gunboats

1909 Chile ordered two dreadnoughts
Uruguay ordered cruiser
Peru purchased 6,000-ton cruiser om France.

Venezuela purchased gunboat from U.S.
Equador purchased torpedo boat

,910 Cruisers built for Turkey, Chile and China
Turkey bought two old German ships
Turkey ordered two dreadnoughts, "Reshadieh" and

"Reshad- I-Hami ss"

1911 Argentina ordered two dreadnoughts

1913 Brazil ordered super-dreadnought,"Rio de Janeiro"
Greece ordered two battle cruisers - one named "Salimis"

Turkey bought 'he "Rio de Janeiro" fi-om Braz!!, renamed
"Sultan Osn I Wit

Greece bought battleships 'Idaho" and "Mississippi" from
U.S., renamed "Kilkis" and "Lemnos"

Greece bought new cruiser, "Fie Hung," from Japan, renamed
"He]lle"

A not-so unlikely scenario for the future spread of nuclear weapuns,
which would in fact be somewhat less precipitous than the history of the
spread of the battleship, might proceed as follows:

1945 - "1955": Five victcrs of World War i1 either
initiated programs or achieved 3 blast

"1955" - O970: "Gestation" for proliferation to non-

victors

1970 - 1979: Japan in the tarly seventies, West Germany
about 4 or 5 years later soon followed by
Italy. Other possibilities are Sweden and
Switzeý;ard or Australia and India

1980 - 1989: Argen'.Ina-Brazil-Mexico, Egypt-Israel,
and/or Pakistan seem likely; Yugoslavia,
Rumania, South Korea, and Taiwan are good
possibilities

1990 - 1999: "Everybody"
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Particularly if, as we have indicated elsewhere, rather inexpensive
but reasonably invulnerable systems became available, for example, sys-
tems which basically depended fo, protection on hiding ,;ssiles *n cer-
tain "parking" orbits or under the ocean, perhaps on the contineital
shelf or in floating, movable or portable launchers, or :n various orbi-
tal systems, then the proliferation miaht become really extreme,

There are, of course, a large nwnber of scenarios that would cause
such proliferation. Such scenarios could involve the following kinds of
elements: a major or even an important power -efusing to ratify the nu-
c;ear non-proaiferation treaty; some of the guarantees demanded by various
countries from, the U.S. and/o- the Soviet Union and/or tne Security Coun-
cil are denied; there could be a new Czech uprising or other unrest in
Eastern Europe which was brutally crushed by the Soviets and/or another
East European government. Developments of this nature would result in
the basic hostility between the Soviets and Europe and/or the United
States becoming so intense or politically potent that arms control nego-
tiations were either broken off or even retrogressed. A party to one or
another arms control treaty could accuse another party of major violatior
or some party could be detected in a major violation. One of the key
"threshold nations"--Japan, India, Israel or West Germany--might acquire
nuclear wuapons and thus touch off a relatively widespread pro]lferat ion,

Even .ithout any of the above, one or several countries could be
believed to have acquired nuclear weapons and such beliefs could in turn
produce Mdjor system upsets. Another possibility would be an increase
in NATO's emphasis orn tactical nuclear weapons and on - first-use policy
to deter or resist a Soviet conventional invasion. It is also possible
to imagine some kirn of classical arms race being initiated by either the
Russians or tht Americans.

What effect would a strategic weapons arms control (SWAC) agreement
have on either the optimistic or pessimistic scenarios? It seems reason-
ably clear that some kind of SWAC would be most important for kong-run
stability, both for its own sake and because of the demands of the other
powers, as indicated in Chapter V. On the other, as also indicated
in that chapter, a badly negotiated SWAC, or one negotiated in an inappro-
priate context, or even just one which ran into bad luck, could easily in-
crease both the possibility and the intensity of the pessimistic projectfcn,
This is one of those cases where everything depends on the skill, intell;-
gen¢, and good'luck of the various parties involved and possibly also on
their good will and good faith.

It should be clear that if properly ncgotiated, properly drawn up,
a*1 properly implemented, a SWAC might be very useful in strengthening
some of the possibiiities in which the "all-out war system withered away"
was the ,major objective. As we indicated in Chapter V, it certainly
reinforces the belief that "nuclear war is urthinkable"' d that nuclear
weapons constitute inappropriate, immoral and politically unwise neans
for "the pursuit of politics by other means."
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The chart page at the enj of this chapter delineates some of the more
important systemic changes disCussed above and implications relevant to
the evaluation of measures that may affect military planning in the 1975-
85 perioe

C. Some Desirable Long-Term Obiectives and Policies

As we mentioned, the emphasis of this chapter (and, in fact, the en-
tire volume) would tend to indicate that the first order of business is to
get a sense of what would be desirable, comprehensive and long-term objec-
tives and policies for military planners. We shall conclude, therefore,
with what may be a minimum list of reasonable characteristics or criteria
for long-term policies:

1. Limit both current nuclear proliferation and the proliferating
effect of limited future nuclear proliferation.

2. Perhaps by making nuclear weapins be and/or seem less useful--
or even contraproductlve--from the national interest perspective
of the non-nuclear weapon states -either politically or physically.

3. Above probably requires providing both a credible and politi-
cally acceptable mechanism for preventing nuclear intimidation
of non-nuclear nations and

4. Decreasing the prestige asseciated with tý,e national ownership
of nuclear weapons.

. The policies should not be aimed mainly at perpetuating current
security arran'gements, divisions, and hierarchies (in particular,
U.S. rid Soviet status, power, leadership, perquisites and obli-
gatic'z), though It should be conservative in "using up" the
prestige, morale, or influence of the !eadinS powers.

6. Nor should these long-run policles require France, the United
Kingdom, Japen, India, West Germany, .r Italy (in roughly this
order of pri(,rity) to iccept lnrefinitclv an invidiously inferior
nuclear statis or an unnecessarily precdrious or dependent secur-
Ity position. S!milar provisions may eventually be recessary
for Brazil, hex!co, Argentina, Indonesia, Pakistan, etc. In par-
ticular, these long-run policies shoulo not attempt to preserve
and perpetuate the political results of World War II so as to
permit nucledr weapon status to the members cf the winning coali-
tion* of that war only. Such a policy would be ý prescription
for a systemic ch3lienge frcom the. emerging great powers.

*For this purpose, mainland China is to be thought of as a victor o'
6orld Wa,- If.
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7. If, despite the above, nuclear weapons are used, tLe policies
should limit the physical, political and moral damage that is
done (they should not rely on persuasion and deterrence workingt perfectly).

8. They should also be able to withstand crises and small and even
large conventional wars as well as breaches or even sustained
violations of the nuclear threshold.

9. They should be responsive to the relevant nationa: interests,
sentiments, and doctrinei, and thus be negotiable.

10. Thus they should not have been foreclosed or embarrassed by
prior commitments or alignments (and, of course, vice versa).

11. They should be represented as apolitical ("above the melee"
of normal diplomatic in-fighting and posturing--i.e., as "de-
coupled").

12. They should also be thoroughly planned so as to be able to
supply useful options for "sudden diplomacy" if there Is a
crisis or other event which requires (or creates a possibil-
ity for) such diplomacy.

13. As much as Is practical, measures proposed, particularly in
arms control, should be potentially permanent, and yet flex-
ible enough to hedge against events and opportunities in nego-
tiation and operation. In particular, the immediate agenda
should not be designed tuo much as a transitional arrangement.
However, it should allow for major or basic developments, bar-
gaining and other changes as conditions change or negotiations
proceed.
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Some Long-Range Alternative System Endpoints

This page sets out some alternative ways in which the Interna-
tional system as a whole might affect, and be affected by, various
developments, particularly those related to possible proliferation
or likely In the field of arms control. Chart I provides a genera:
framework for this discussion, and the following charts elaborate
four of the possibilities mentioned here.

In the first mudel, we have assumed that the major items of the
current arms control agenda are achieved without any major structural
change in the system; i.e., without any crucial alterations in the
distribution of power within the existing system or in the Institu-
tions governing that distribution. Chart 2 outlines some character-
istics of the international system which such a series of events might
produce. One important element is that if one projects the existing
tendency for arms control to flow primarily from superpower agreement,
the ensuing system Is strongly hierarchical and will tend to create
resentments and counterpressures to deal with this. Here, the opti-
mism of the model is reflected in the fact that these resentments and
pressures do not take radically disruptive forms, but are assumed to
be channeled into such institutions as a non-nuclear club and a more
active United Nations. Another important feature is the last men-
tioned on the chart, namely that although there is no structural
change in the model of the system, it may be dominated by other "non-
structural" features such as the general attitude to nuclear war and
to the use of force. These attitudes may be of greater importance in
restraining the number and character of future wars than any struc-
tural changes we could envisage. Chart I provides a scenario through
which such a system endpoint might be reached. The reader will note
that the model is explicitly described as optimistic in that it in-
cludes success in such currently contentious areas as a formal dec-
laration banning the first use of nuclear weapons and some sort of
progress In the field of strategic nuclear forces.

The second model on the chart page also avoids assumptions of
any major structural nange but chooses to emphasize the more pessi-
mistic possibilities for arms control. Chart 4 stresses again the
importance of perceptions and other non-structural features In any
International system. In this pessimistic projection, the widespread
expectation that proliferation and other types of weapons procurement
will follow the technical capabilities of nations may be as ominous
for arms control as the actual acquisition of weapons by any particu-
lar nation. A further implication of this chart is that the develop-
ment of the German nuclear weapons program might not only have de-
stabilizing consequences in the narrow milltary field, it might also
permanently wreck any hopes for European unification, in particular,
Chart 5 reflects the view of some observers that whatever one may
think of the substance of the pending non-proliferation treaty, its
defeat at this late date would be a major setback for arms contro!.

I
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The chart aJiso notes that perhaps because of the Nixon Administra-
tion's inclination to "couple" political and technical arms control
considerations, a major crisis in the political area (such as a re-
newed Czech uprising) could have disastrous effects on the effort
for superpower arms control.

The third major alternative considered here is one in which the

effort to control the spread of nuclear weapons is largely a fail-
ure. Chart 6 reflects the widespread belief that contrary to the

views of General Gallois, a world of wide nuclear spread will be a
very unpleasant one. But an interesting implication of this model
Is that it may lead to greater rather than diminished interaction
between the superpowers, if only to protect themselves against the
worst features of such a system. Chart 7 notes auain the importance
of the U.S. lead in this field, although there i! no claim here
either that U.S. ratification of the treaty will by itself stop
proliferation, or that the U.S. failure to do so will necessarily
provoke a rapid and explosive proliferation.

A fourth model considered here involves another major structural
change, in which the focus cf international relations shifts from the
Individual nation-state to th. lareer unit of the bloc or regional
institution. Chart 8 notes in . ,ticular that in a world where the
major components of the systemn.are laraLr than the nation-state, there

may be a rather pervasive trend to the Possession of nuclear forces
by these blocs, even in that ccse -oted below where the bloc system

Itself arose out of progress ir, ,, <'ield of regional denucleariza-
tion, Chart 9 outlines some alter ýive scenarios through which such
a system could arise. It will be nut~d that this development could
ensue either from the positive desire of nations to build such insti-

tutions or simply from their desire to avoid the worst features of a

world in which nationalism, especially in its military acpect, seems

to be rampant.

(This page foids out.)
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